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FOREWORD

Safe management of radioactive wastes involves a series of steps from 
production to disposal. One key step is that of conditioning the wastes to 
transform them into stable and solid forms suitable for storage, transport and 
disposal. Much research and development work on conditioning processes has 
been done over the last few decades. Industrial processing for low- and 
intermediate-level radioactive wastes has been practised for many years and 
industrial operations for conditioning high7level wastes have now begun.

In view of the importance of the subject, the International Atomic Energy 
Agency (IAEA), the Commission of the European Communities (CEC) and the 
Nuclear Energy Agency o f the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 
Development (NEA-OECD) convened a first International Symposium on the 
Conditioning of Radioactive Wastes for Storage and Disposal. This took place in 
Utrecht, the Netherlands, from 21 to 25 June 1982. The Symposium was 
hosted by the Government of the Netherlands. Some 260 participants from 
34 countries and three international organizations attended. The sponsoring 
organizations have long been active in the dissemination o f information on the 
treatment and conditioning o f all types of radioactive wastes through the 
holding of symposia and the publication of a series of technical reports. The 
IAEA has also co-ordinated a research programme on the evaluation o f high-level 
waste forms which has been under way for six years. The CEC carries out 
extensive research and development programmes in the Ispra Joint Research 
Centre and other European laboratories and the NEA (OECD) has been 
particularly active in evaluating processes for waste treatment and conditioning, 
and the products resulting from them. This joint Symposium is the first devoted 
exclusively to the present topic and the second to be co-sponsored by these 
three organizations.

A total of 35 papers was presented in eight sessions covering the following 
main topics: the technical bases for conditioning, the immobilization processes, 
packaging methods and materials, evaluation o f conditioned wastes, quality 
assurance and cost/benefit considerations.

The papers and discussions published in the present Proceedings provide an 
authoritative account concerning the status o f conditioning of a wide variety 
of wastes, including spent ion-exchange resins, incinerator ash, high-level and 
long-lived wastes, and gaseous wastes. Immobilization o f radionuclides in 
concrete, bitumen, organic polymers, glasses and ceramics was discussed at the 
Symposium. In addition, studies on the behaviour of conditioned wastes in



waste repositories were described. Throughout the Symposium it was 
recognized that the requirements for conditioning are highly dependent upon 
the disposal options, as well as on the characteristics o f the wastes. For 
instance, the conditioning requirements for disposal o f wastes in a granite 
repository will differ from those for disposal in salt formations. In other words, 
the entire waste disposal system must be considered when requirements are 
being defined.

Everett R. Irish, the IAEA Scientific Secretary of the Symposium, 
died just before the Symposium commenced in Utrecht. His great efforts 
in organizing and preparing the meeting were highly appreciated. When 
Everett died, his work on the Symposium was largely completed, thus 
easing the task of others involved, both at the Symposium itself and 
afterwards in the preparation of the Proceedings.
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Where papers have been incorporated into these Proceedings w ithout resetting by the Agency, 
this has been done with the knowledge o f  the authors and their government authorities, and their 
cooperation is gratefully acknowledged. The Proceedings have been printed by  com position  
typing and photo-o ffse t lithography. Within the lim itations imposed by this m ethod, every e ffo rt  
has been made to maintain a high editorial standard, in particular to achieve, wherever practicable, 
consistency o f  units and sym bols and conform ity  to the standards recom m ended by com peten t 
international bodies.

The use in these Proceedings o f  particular designations o f  countries or territories does no t 
im ply any judgem ent by  the publisher, the IA EA , as Jo  the legal status o f  such countries or 
territories, o f  their authorities and institutions or o f  the delim itation o f  their boundaries. '

The m ention o f  specific companies or o f  their products or brand names does no t im ply any 
endorsem ent or recom m endation on the part o f  the IAEA.
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE AMERICAN NUCLEAR SOCIETY 
TOPICAL MEETING ON THE TREATMENT 
AND HANDLING OF RADIOACTIVE WASTES

A.G. BLASEWITZ, R.E. LERCH,
G.L. RICHARDSON 
Westinghouse Hanford Company,
Richland, Washington,
United States o f America

Abstract

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE AMERICAN NUCLEAR SOCIETY TOPICAL MEETING ON THE 
TREATMENT AND HANDLING OF RADIOACTIVE WASTES.

The American Nuclear Society Topical Meeting on the Treatment and Handling of 
Radioactive Wastes was held in Richland, Washington, from 19—22 April 1982. The object 
of the meeting was to provide a thorough assessment of the status of technology. The response 
to the meeting was excellent: 123 papers were presented. There were 505 registrations;
83 were from outside the USA, representing 13 countries. The large and diverse attendance 
provided a broad technological view and perspective. The following major points emerged 
from the conference: (1) In an extensive world-wide effort, techniques are being developed 
to cover all phases of radioactive waste management. (2) A broad and deep technological 
base has been developed. (3) Many adequate processes are ready for actual application while 
others are ready for demonstration of applicability. These demonstrations are important to 
further public acceptance of nuclear energy. (4) At the present level of maturity, systematic 
analyses should be performed to determine actual requirements for the treatment and handling 
of radioactive wastes. These analyses can be used to focus our research and development, and 
demonstration activities to achieve treatment and conditioning systems which are both appro
priate and cost-effective.

1. INTRODUCTION

The American Nuclear Society (ANS) Topical Meeting on the Treatment 
and Handling of Radioactive Wastes was held in Richland, Washington, from 
19—22 April 1982. The meeting was co-sponsored by the United States 
Department o f  Energy — Richland Operations Office. The technical scope 
and content were co-ordinated with the Waste Management Section o f the IAEA 
to enhance the complementary nature o f the conference to IAEA meetings on 
related topics.

A total o f 123 papers was presented in 17 sessions covering the treatment 
and associated handling o f high-level, transuranic and low-level liquid and solid 
wastes.

3
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This paper presents selected highlights to summarize the technical content 
and flavour of the meeting. Because of the severe constraint on length in this 
review, it is not possible to reference a number o f papers which made valuable 
contributions to the conference.

2. OPENING PLENARY SESSION

In the opening Plenary Session, a series o f papers presented overviews of the 
radioactive waste management programmes in several countries. Important issues 
emerged which to a large degree set the stage and established the theme for the 
entire meeting:

Many extensive programmes and important activities are in progress through
out the world which are related to radioactive waste management

An impressive technological base has been established; we are ready to go;
and we can do the job

It is important that we demonstrate this ability to manage radioactive wastes.
It will be an important feature in public perception and acceptance of nuclear
energy.

Discussing early demonstrations of appropriate technology, Coffman [ 1 ] 
o f the USA voiced the concern that a portion o f the technical community was 
searching for the best. Citing the expression “the best is the enemy o f the good” , 
he suggested that efforts be focused upon demonstrating techniques and waste 
forms which are adequate to do the job, but are not necessarily the best. This 
viewpoint was widely accepted and was expressed many times during the course 
of the Conference.

3. HIGH-LEVEL WASTES

The five sessions and 36 papers devoted to high-level waste (HLW) amply 
illustrated the emphasis being placed on fully solving1 the problem of HLW disposal. 
Glass has been chosen by most countries as the final waste form for HLW disposal. 
Papers by McElroy et al.[2] and Mendel [3] reviewed the history of waste vitrification 
and the properties that make glass an adequate waste form. The vitrification pro
cesses now under development or in use fall into three basic categories: batch 
processes (PIVER in France and In-Can Melter in the USA); continuous metallic 
melter (AVM process in France); and the joule-heated ceramic melter under wide
spread development in the USA, Federal Republic of Germany, United Kingdom 
and Japan.
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Papers presented by Sombret [4] and Chotin [5] o f France described the 
French vitrification programme, and the maintenance and operating experience 
at the Marcoule Vitrification Facility (AVM). The AVM is an industrial prototype 
installation operated by COGEMA to solidify HLW derived primarily from gas- 
cooled graphite reactor spent fuel. This facility has been operated on an industrial 
scale since June 1978 and has processed 440 m 3 o f acidic fission product solutions 
into 225 tonnes of glass (650 containers). In this process, HLW is fed into a rotary 
kiln to evaporate the water and to convert the nitrates to oxides. The resulting 
calcine is blended with borosilicate glass frit before melting and refining at 1150°C 
in an induction-heated Inconel 601 melting pot. The molten glass is drawn off at 
8-h intervals into a 150 L refractory steel container which holds three melt batches. 
Because of the simplicity and operating success of AVM, this process has been 
selected for AVH, the La Hague Vitrification Plant; facilities using the AVM design 
are also under design for BNFL, EUROCHEMIC, and GWK in the Federal Republic 
of Germany (FRG). A study is also being made on adapting the AVM process to 
the West Valley Demonstration Project in the United States.

Papers by Kuhn and Bahr [6] Weisenburger [7 ] , Halaszovich et al. [8] and 
Skokan and Schauer [9] described some o f the treatment, conditioning, and 
product characterization work being done in the FRG. As in most other countries, 
borosilicate glass is the first choice for the HLW product. The HOVA plant, based 
on the French AVM process, is being planned for vitrification of the HLW produced 
at the WAK plant. A Federal German pilot plant, PAMELA, is being built at Mol, 
Belgium, with a planned operational date o f 1985; this will provide the first 
substantial scale demonstration of a liquid-fed ceramic melter. The PAMELA plant 
will demonstrate production of both glass blocks and Vitromet, a process whereby 
waste canisters are filled with glass beads in a lead matrix. A full-scale cold pilot 
plant for a 40 L/h liquid-fed ceramic melter is nearing completion at Karlsruhe,
FRG. The application o f a drum drier for the conditioning of high- and medium- 
activity wastes was described as the principal component o f the FIPS process, 
under development at the Jülich Nuclear Research Centre. The FIPS process 
claims several advantages in the areas o f industrial experience, life expectancy, 
process control, and safety.

Yamamoto [10] described the status o f HLW solidification development in 
Japan. A high-level liquid waste (HLLW) solidification pilot plant at Tokai is 
planned to come into operation in 1987. The HLLW Engineering Test Facility 
has been in operation since February 1980 to obtain the necessary engineering 
data. This facility includes denitration and concentration equipment, two 
different types o f joule-heated ceramic melters, off-gas treatment equipment, 
and a canister-handling system. Borosilicate glass was selected as the most 
promising waste form from the viewpoint of good chemical durability, low : 
melting point, homogeneity, and engineering practicality; two series of boro
silicate formulations have been determined to be feasible for the Tokai plant.
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Air-cooling tests are in progress to characterize natural or forced convection heat 
transfer in the storage of the solidified HLW.

Clelland [11] reviewed the historical background and present status of 
technology for HLW in the United Kingdom. Windscale has processed 
more than 25 000 tonnes o f  fuel from domestic and overseas nuclear power 
reactors since reprocessing commenced 30 years ago; about 1000 m3 o f HLLW 
concentrate has been stored in high-integrity stainless steel tanks. Following 
demonstration o f the AVM process at Marcoule, it was decided to construct a 
vitrification plant at Windscale based on the AVM process. Design work on this 
plant to adapt it specifically for UK needs is now well advanced, and site work has 
commenced; the plant should be operational in the late 1980s. In support of 
the Windscale Vitrification Plant (WVP), a full-scale inactive test facility and 
smaller-scale work on continuous calcination and melting are planned. Natural 
convection air-cooled storage will be provided for the canisters o f vitrified waste 
as demonstrated at Marcoule. By the late 1990s, most o f the stored concentrate 
will be vitrified in about 10 000 containers and stored. Up to four processing 
lines at 80 m 3/a each will be required to meet the schedule.

Detilleux [12] described the extensive and successful decontamination and 
decommissioning activities at Eurochemic. This work is significant and an asset 
to the development of nuclear energy. It has demonstrated the feasibility o f an 
efficient decontamination o f a reprocessing facility and the handling and treatment 
of the generated wastes. The HLLW will be vitrified by two vitrification units; 
one based on the French AVM process, the other a large pilot-scale facility financed 
by the FRG to demonstrate the Federal German PAMELA process. These should 
be o p e ra tio n a l in  1985 and  1 9 8 7 , resp ec tiv e ly . V itr if ie d  w astes  w ill be  s to re d  in  
an air-cooled storage facility for at least 50 years.

Hamric [13] and Knabenschuh [14] described the West Valley Demonstra
tion Project (WVDP). West Valley is the site o f the first and only commercial 
reprocessing facility to operate in the USA. The facility, which has been shut down 
since 1972, consists o f a spent-fuel storage pool (still in operation), the reprocessing 
plant, underground HLLW storage tanks containing about 572 000 gal o f waste, 
and two licensed burial grounds. The major objective of the project is to demonstrate 
HLW solidification and preparation for permanent disposal; secondary objectives 
include decommissioning the facilities used in the demonstration. Site operations 
for DOE’s West Valley Project Office were taken over on 25 February 1982 by 
the West Valley Nuclear Services Co., a subsidiary of Westinghouse Electric 
Corporation. The DOE has three major interfaces: with the New York State 
Energy and Research Development Authority, which will pay 10% of the project 
costs; the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, which will provide review and consulta
tion roles and will prescribe decontamination and decommissioning requirements; 
and the public.
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The reference waste form for the WVDP is borosilicate glass; the reference 
process is a slurry-fed ceramic melter. A paper describing the selection process 
was presented by Carrell and Holton [15]. Two process approaches were con
sidered for the West Valley HLW: combined solidification o f the waste and salt/ 
sludge; and separation to remove the bulk of the nonradioactive from the 
radioactive constituents. The study basis assumed a Fiscal Year-1983 construc
tion project with plant operations beginning in Fiscal Year-1987 and lasting
3 years. Based on readiness for application, relative technical merits, and process 
cost, the salt/sludge process with a borosilicate glass waste form was preferred. 
Although the salt/sludge process is complex compared with a combined waste 
vitrification process,' it will cost less to implement because of the reduced cost o f 
packaging, transporting, and disposing o f the smaller volume o f product. The 
proposed salt/sludge separation process will use centrifuges, gravity settlers, and 
sand filters to clarify the stored alkaline waste; the filtered supernate will then 
pass through a series of ion-exchange columns to remove caesium, strontium, 
and actinides. Two vitrification processes were considered for the insoluble frac
tion and the recovered radionuclides: a spray calciner coupled to an in-can melter, 
and the liquid-fed ceramic melter. The latter is now preferred because o f the rapid 
development progress at PNL and the Savannah River Laboratory (SRL). Two 
stages o f concentration will convert the decontamination supernate to a salt cake 
for disposal as low-level waste. About 20 canisters o f HLW glass and 5200 drums 
(210 L) of salt cake will be produced. The processing equipment will be installed 
in the existing reprocessing plant after extensive facility modifications.

Papers presented by Janicek, Moore, and Scott o f Rockwell Hanford 
Operations (Rockwell) described the inspection, sampling, and waste removal 
concepts under development for the stored West Valley HLW. The proposed 
method of waste removal will use the existing technology o f sluicing and slurry 
pumping, which will be specifically tailored for the novel internal structures of 
the tanks and the restricted access risers. An available spare 15 000 gal tank will 
be used as a batch feed tank to homogenize and transfer the homogenized slurry 
through the processing cell and back to sluice nozzles in the tank.

As described by Coffman [ 1 ], the major objective o f the United States 
Commercial Waste Management Program is the establishment of an operating 
geologic repository for high-level and transuranic (TRU) wastes. Legislation 
has been proposed to fund this programme by fees from nuclear electric-power 
generation. The current strategy is to identify three candidate sites and to begin 
construction of exploratory shafts in 1983. The three likely sites are the basalt 
flows on the Hanford Site in Washington State, welded volcanic tuff on the 
Nevada Test Site, and a salt formation (to be selected in 1983). By 1985, one 
of the sites will be selected for development o f  a prototype facility with retrieval 
capability. A licence application for the first repository is scheduled to be 
submitted to the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission by 1983; with favourable
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action and an accelerated schedule, the repository could be in operation as early 
as 1993.

. A paper by Gimera and Davis [16] of Rockwell’s Basalt Waste Isolation 
Project (BWIP) presented an overview o f the status o f BWIP and the waste- 
handling requirements for a basalt repository. Elements o f the programme include 
geologic and hydrologie studies, waste package criteria, and repository design. 
These have progressed sufficiently to enable the recommendation o f a reference 
repository location in a basalt flow at 1128 m below the surface and the initiation 
of Title I design for an exploratory shaft to obtain additional data from within the 
basalt flow. A conceptual design o f the repository was completed in September
1981. The repository will have the capacity to store commercial spent fuel and/or 
HLW to the equivalent of 58 200 tonnes of heavy metal and will also provide 
storage capacity for 32 000 drums o f low-level TRU waste. The underground 
facilities will consist o f more than 160 km of tunnels, workshops, storerooms, etc; 
surface facilities will occupy about 40 ha. Both truck and rail shipments will be 
accepted.

Leaving aside West Valley, the only high-level wastes that exist or are being 
generated in the USA are derived from defence activities. These wastes differ 
substantially from commercial HLW in the lower heat content and the presence 
o f substantial quantities of inert salts. The existing wastes are stored in the form 
of solutions, salt cake, and sludges at the Savannah River Plant, as solidified salt 
cake at the Hanford Sité, and as a fluid-bed calcine at the Idaho Chemical Process
ing Plant (ICPP). Each o f the sites has the responsibility for disposing o f its waste 
in an appropriate, site-specific method; and highest priority has been assigned to 
the Savannah River Plant. Papers by Walton and Wilson [17], and Crandall [18] 
described the procedures and criteria used in selecting a suitable waste form for 
disposal o f defence (and commercial) HLW. The DOE screening process involved 
comments from the affected sites, an independent peer review, a Figure-of-Merit 
evaluation o f waste-form performance, and an engineering processability analysis. 
As a result of this screening, borosilicate glass and crystalline ceramic (SYNROC) 
were selected for further development.

Borosilicate glass was selected for continued development on the following 
bases:

The performance properties of borosilicate glass rated well compared to 
other forms

The process for fabricating the borosilicate glass waste form is the simplest 
and least expensive of all those considered

Borosilicate glass was rated as the preferred form for HLW immobilization 
by the Alternate Waste Form Peer Review panel
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Borosilicate glass was consistently selected as the preferred form by the DOE 
defence sites, and was rated highest in the commercial waste-form evaluations.

The crystalline ceramic forms, although ranking low in processing, were 
chosen as the best alternative to borosilicate glass on the following bases:

The crystalline ceramic forms, SYNROC and tailored ceramic, ranked 
highest in the product performance evaluation and have some characteristics 
potentially superior to glass

The ceramics have generally better high-temperature leaching characteristics 
than borosilicate glass, and show great potential when used for higher heat 
generation waste, e.g. breeder reactor HLW

A number of mineral analogues of crystalline ceramics have proven extremely 
durable in nature

The SYNROC form, rated second by the Alternative Waste Form Peer Review 
panel, was judged to be the best characterized and understood of the forms 
other than borosilicate glass

Ceramic waste forms consistently ranked high in each o f the DOE defence 
site evaluations.

A study at SRL showed that the risks involved in the preparation, interim 
storage, transportation, and final disposal were extremely small for either waste 
form, and that both would meet all the proposed regulatory requirements. On 
these bases, the decision regarding a waste form for defence HLW is not crucial 
and can be made primarily on practicalities and costs. The DOE has proposed that 
a Defense Waste Processing Facility (DWPF) be built at Savannah River to retrieve 
and immobilize their HLW. A paper by Maher et al. [19] described the status of 
the project and the current plans. The project is ready for authorization of 
construction in 1983; if authorized, it can be producing canisters of vitrified 
waste by 1988. The current plan has two stages. In Stage 1 the sludge component 
of the waste (60% of the total radioactivity and almost all o f the long-lived radio
nuclides) will be immobilized in a borosilicate glass which will be stored on-site 
on an interim basis. The second stage will involve partial decontamination of the 
salt component of the waste and immobilization o f the salt in concrete for burial 
on-site as a chemical waste. The backlog o f 28 000 000 gal o f concentrated HLW, 
now stored in large underground tanks, could be processed by the year 2000 if 
the present plan is implemented.

The reference process for the DWPF uses a liquid, or slurry-fed, joule-heated 
ceramic melter. Four papers [2 0 -2 3  ] described the current status of melter
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development and the characteristics of glass made in a small melter with actual 
Savannah River HLW. The original ceramic melter development was done at PNL 
in support of the commercial reprocessing prográmme; their work has since been 
reoriented in support of the Savannah River programme. More than 65 000 L of 
simulated Savannah-River-type HLW have been processed in PNL’s liquid-fed 
ceramic melters during more than 1000 h o f operation. Three different sizes of 
melters are being used, with surface areas ranging from 0.054 to 1.05 m2 . The 
glass-contact refractory is made of Carborundum Monofrax K-3, made by the 
Carborundum Company, Niagara Falls, New York; the electrodes are made of 
Inconel 690, made by the Huntington Alloys Division of the International Nickel 
Company. After three years of operation, one of the PNL melters was disassembled 
to examine the performance of the materials of construction. The Monofrax K-3 
has cracked during operation, but this did not appear to increase its corrosion 
rate, which was 0.85 cm/a maximum. The maximum corrosion rate of the Inconel 
electrodes was 0.11 cm/a; from the low corrosion ra:te and minimal degradation, 
the performance of the electrodes should not limit the service life of the melter. 
Metallic melter components were susceptible to sulphidation corrosion when 
exposed to glass vapours between 400 and 900°C; high-nickel, high-cobalt, low- 
iron, and 25 wt% chromium alloys are promising candidates for melter effluent 
system construction materials. Savannah River has also developed and operated 
a large-scale ceramic melter and has just placed a second-generation large-scale 
melter in nonradioactive service. Both melters have surface areas of about 1 .1m 2 
and are prototypical of the proposed DWPF design,which is cylindrical with a 
2.6 m2 glass surface. The materials o f construction in contact with the glass are the 
same as those used by PNL; corrosion o f the Inconel electrodes in the first large- 
scale prototype melter was 0.5 cm/a, o f the Monofrax refractory was 2.5 cm/a. 
From these laboratory and pilot plant studies, the authors conclude that the 
technology and engineering for the process, and particularly for the liquid slurry- 
fed ceramic in the off-gas, are needed, since their behaviour tends to be a function 
of the specific waste compositions; however, the active melter studies confirmed 
that the volatile species (ruthenium, technetium, and caesium) could be adequately 
contained by conventional trapping, scrubbing, and absorption techniques.

The ICPP generates HLW from processing enriched-uranium fuels from test 
and ship propulsion reactors and other sources. The waste is stored on an interim 
basis in stainless steel tanks within underground concrete vaults. Two papers 
[24, 25] were presented describing the management philosophy and the experience 
since 1963 in fluidized-bed calcination o f this waste. The original Waste Calcination 
Facility (WCF) was constructed of stainless steel and intended to process acidic 
aluminium nitrate wastes. From 1966 to 1981, however, it was used to 
process the more corrosive zirconium-fluoride-containing wastes. Because 
o f increasing maintenance problems and inadequate capacity, the WCF 
has been replaced by the New Waste Calcination Facility (NWCF). This
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facility was scheduled for radioactive operation in mid-1982. It differs from the 
old WCF in the use o f more corrosion-resistant materials and the increased use of  
remote maintenance features. The calcine is currently stored in bins. Current 
research is aimed at converting the stored calcine to more durable glass or glass- 
ceramic products for disposal.

Hanford defence HLW has unique features. Although originally stored in 
large underground steel tanks as an alkaline slurry similar to that at Savannah River, 
most o f the liquid (along with the strontium and caesium), has since been removed, 
leaving a mixture o f salt cake and hydroxide sludges in the storage tanks. The 
strontium and caesium have been converted to stable salts, doubly encapsulated, 
and stored in a refrigerated water basin. Deichman [26] described the strategy 
being considered for disposal o f the residual salt cake/sludge fraction. An analysis 
of the long-lived radionuclides remaining in the tanks indicates that, on the average, 
the tanks may qualify for in-situ disposal as an “intruder” waste, according to the 
draft version o f the applicable regulation, 10 CFR 61. Some tanks, however, 
have larger quantities of TRU elements and may require disposal as TRU waste.
The in-situ disposal or retrieval for repository decision will be determined by a 
technical study of cost versus risk specific to the arid Hanford Site; the results 
of these studies will be available by the mid-1980s. In-situ disposal, if acceptable, 
should result in significant cost savings compared to retrieval and processing for 
repository disposal.

Although borosilicate glass has been selected as the reference product for the 
DWPF, substantial work is still being done on alternative waste forms. SYNROC 
is a very stable crystalline, titanate-based ceramic designed on geochemical prin
ciples for the secure immobilization of high-level nuclear waste. Invented in 
Australia, it has been studied at the Lucas Heights Research Laboratories since 
1979. The status o f fabrication development at that laboratory was presented 
in a paper by R am m  an d  R eeve [27]. Three generic  methods have b een  proposed 
for SYNROC fabrication; hot uniaxial pressing, hot isostatic pressing, and cold 
pressing and sintering. The first method was chosen as the central method for 
development for Lucas Heights, and a method known as in-can hot-pressing was 
devised for the first scale-up demonstration. The in-can hot-press consists o f a 
1 m induction furnace in which closed-end stainless steel tubes o f 115 mm outside 
diameter can be placed and loaded progressively with canned SYNROC powder 
granules. Two to four cans, each containing 1.2 kg of SYNROC powder (to 
26-total), were added at one time and heat and pressure were applied, the latter 
by a 50 t hydraulic pressing ram. The total operation took 21 hours. Core samples 
indicated that the expected SYNROC minerals were well-formed and that a density 
of 97 to 99% of theoretical was achieved. Further work on powder preparation 
and uniaxial pressing is planned.

Work by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) and by Rockwell 
International laboratories on SYNROC and other polyphase ceramics was described
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in three papers [2 8 -3 0 ] . This work is directed at application for Savannah River 
defence waste and is sponsored by DOE through its Savannah River Operations 
Office. The work at Rockwell is directed mainly at improved products for defence 
waste and the use of a heated-gas spray calciner to produce a reactive powder 
suitable for the consolidation process. Researchers at LLNL have concentrated on 
simplifying the process steps and on the potential o f two industrial-scale high- 
temperature fabrication processes, hot isostatic pressing (HIP) and hot uniaxial 
pressing (HUP) for consolidating the product. The latter process has been described 
previously; in the HIP process, a gas is used to apply pressure uniformly to all 
sides of a bellows canister during densification. The LLNL findings have been 
used to describe a processing flowsheet and process cell for application to Savannah 
River HLW. The research and development under way is expected to lead to signi
ficant reductions in the number, size, and complexity o f the SYNROC process 
steps.

Two other development programmes for alternative waste forms were described. 
Treat et al. [30] described work at PNL on the preparation of more than 1500 kg 
of simulated waste glass marbles. Aluminium, lead, and tin alloy coatings applied by 
various thermal spray coating processes improved the leach resistance of marbles by 
two to three orders of magnitude. This waste form may be a backup to the conven
tional glass monoliths to avoid issues such as possible nonhomogeneity and thermal 
stresses. Gulden et al. [31] described their evaluation o f coated particle waste forms 
that have the potential for nearly absolute containment of radionuclides for geologi
cal time periods. In the process, under development at the Oak Ridge National Labora
tory, the particles would be produced by the sol gel process and coated with various 
layers of silicon carbide and pyrocarbon by chemical vapour deposition. Although 
limited development work has been performed specifically on coated particle 
waste forms, the technology developed for HTGR fuels provides a good basis for 
the concept. Whether the increased process complexity warrants their use is 
dependent on a political and technical judgment regarding the need for a more 
retentive waste form.

Clelland [11] of the United Kingdom, who summarized the high-level waste 
information which had been presented at the meeting, stated that systems analyses 
indicate that glass is more than good enough and that research on new matrices 
would best be redirected from the goal of improved performance to a search for 
cheaper and more convenient processes. Clelland also stated that the information 
represented an impressive list of high-level immobilization projects and indicated 
that the technology was now reaching maturity. In the next 10 years we can 
expect to see several large-scale production plants in routine operation.
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4. INTERMEDIATE- AND LOW-LEVEL WASTES

Five sessions were devoted to the work being done throughout the world 
on treatment and disposal o f intermediate-level waste (ILW) and low-level waste 
(LLW).

Claes et al. [32] o f Belgium reported on programmes for conditioning 
wastes for sea disposal, incineration, and immobilization. Along with three other 
West-European countries (United Kingdom, Switzerland, and the Netherlands), 
Belgium participates in sea dumping o f conditioned LLW. At present, the sea 
disposal operations are co-ordinated by a NEA (OECD) multilateral consultation 
and surveillance mechanism according to the London Convention of 1975 and 
the specific IAEA recommendations for the application o f the London Convention. 
Claes also reported on work done at Mol, Belgium to reduce the volume of waste, 
either by incineration or by bituminization o f sludges from liquid waste treatment. 
Since 1974, Belgium has been developing the slagging pyrolysis incinerator (SPI) 
to volume-reduce a mixture o f combustible and metallic material. The treatment 
process, performed at 1500°C under oxidizing conditions, transforms the non
volatile components and residues o f the waste into a stable, highly leach-resistant 
polyoxide residue. The SPI has been operated with nontransuranic waste at 
processing rates o f 150 kg/h and is currently being readied for processing alpha- 
contaminated wastes starting in 1982.

Faussai [33] of France reported on the French LLW disposal programmes. 
Because of the climate in France, they have chosen a multi-barrier system that 
does not require a site with particular characteristics. The barriers may either 
prevent water from entering the repository (preventive barriers), or inhibit trans
portation or release into the biosphere (remedial barriers). The French practise 
shallow-land burial o f LLW by putting the waste in trenches or by creating large 
tumuli on concrete or bitumen pads above the original ground level. They have 
successfully operated a shallow-land burial site at La Hague since 1969.

Charlesworth [34] described the low-and intermediate-level waste manage
ment practices in Canada. These wastes are generated from the operation of 
nuclear power stations, nuclear research establishments, nuclear fuel and radio
isotope production facilities, and other sources. Essentially all of the solid wastes 
are stored retrievably at five waste management areas from which a portion will 
be transferred to future disposal facilities. The largest waste storage operation in 
Canada is the centralized facility o f Ontario Hydro. Several types o f concrete 
containment structures have been used, ranging from large concrete-lined trenches 
for bagged low-level wastes to vertical concrete tileholes for ILW. A prestressed, 
prefabricated concrete storage building, scheduled to go into service in 1982, will 
replace the less efficient trenches for low-level waste storage. Waste processing before 
storage is o f increasing importance. Since 1977, Ontario Hydro has operated a 
Waste Volume Reduction Facility at its Bruce storage site. Wastes are segregated
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into three categories: incinerable, processible, and nonprocessible. Wastes in the 
first two categories are either incinerated in a batch-loaded controlled-air incinera
tor, or compacted using a baler. Atomic Energy o f Canada Limited (AECL) is 
constructing a Waste Treatment Centre to condition low-level wastes, at Chalk 
River Nuclear Laboratories (CRNL). The installation will involve an incinerator 
and baler for solid wastes, an ultrafiltration and reverse-osmosis system for con
centrating aqueous wastes, and a bituminization system for immobilizing ashes 
and waste concentrates. AECL is also considering segregation of wastes according 
to a measure of their hazardous lifetime in order to match them to an optimal dis
posal concept.

Tsuchiya [35] reported on the LLW disposal programme in Japan. Since 
Japan has only limited land area, considerable effort is being expended to reduce 
the generation o f wastes, for example, by regenerative use of liquid wastes and 
adoption of non-precoat filters, and by volume reduction of generated wastes.
The latter efforts include development of the acid digestion process for treating 
spent resin and filter sludges; incineration of spent resin, filter sludge and charcoal; 
pelletization o f liquid wastes; triaxial compaction o f non-combustibles; plasma 
melting o f metal wastes; and micro-wave melting of incinerator ash and crud.
Japan is looking at the establishment o f centralized storage for LLW, and has 
proposed experimental sea dumping o f conditioned LLW. In 1980, Japan ratified 
the London Convention covering sea dumping of radioactive wastes.

Keen and Duncan [36] and Passant [37] described the programme for 
management o f LLW and ILW in the United Kingdom. Considerable experience 
in the safe management of these wastes has been accumulated including disposal 
of gases and liquids by dispersion and disposal o f solids by land burial and by sea 
dumping.

Low-level wastes, often following volume reduction, are disposed to shallow 
excavations with a minimum of 1 m soil cover; wastes o f slightly higher activity 
levels are disposed to the sea according to international agreements. All other 
wastes o f higher levels o f activity are held in storage, usually in untreated form, 
pending the necessary disposal decisions. The Department of the Environment 
(DoE) has an extensive programme o f radioactive management research in addition 
to the research and development programmes o f the waste producers. The strategy 
being developed by the DoE will ensure that there are no conflicts between the 
waste management practices of different operators and that common standards 
are adopted where appropriate.

Brown [38] outlined the current US programme for disposal o f commercial 
LLW. A major effort in this programme is facilitating the implementation o f the 
Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Act o f 1980, which requires that states pro
vide for the disposal o f low-level wastes generated within their borders, preferably 
through regional co-operation and formal compacts. The Low Level Waste Manage
ment Program is also responsible for developing or refining a variety o f manage-
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ment techniques and disposal technologies: e.g., waste generation reduction; waste 
treatment, handling, and packaging for shallow-land burial; technology and docu
mentation required to open a shallow-land burial site.

Work is in progress to better understand shallow-land burial operations 
including techniques to better stabilize the burial sites. DePoorter [39] reported 
on field experiments underway at the Los Alamos National Laboratory (Los 
Alamos) to provide data on the basic processes which occur in the shallow-land 
burial o f LLW. The data are being used to establish and validate a transport model 
for a burial ground located in an unsaturated site. They have also shown that 
cobble-gravel barrier systems are the best candidate for larger-scale studies for the 
reduction of intrusion by both plant roots and burrowing animals.

. Many papers were presented on development and demonstration of improved 
processing techniques for LLW and ILW. In some cases, full-scale treatment opera
tions were under-way, demonstrating that the technology is available for application. 
An example of this is the extensive work throughout the world on incineration 
techniques for reducing the volume o f LLW prior to shallow-land burial. Coplan 
[40] presented a summary o f a special session that was held on radwaste incinera
tion at the Joint Power Generation Conference held in St. Louis, Missouri in 
April 1981. During that conference eight speakers, each representing a manufac
turer o f a commercially available radwaste incinerator system, presented informa
tion on their incineration systems. Substantial operating time had been accumulated 
on the commercial systems, particularly those in Canada, Japan, and Europe. All 
eight speakers believed that the second generation, state-of-the-art, radwaste 
incineration systems were sufficiently advanced to be operationally reliable; 
economic factors were not part of the panel discussion at the Power Conference 
meeting.

A paper by Dufrane and Wilke [41 ] reported on the Atcor/Kraftenlagen 
c o n tro lle d -a ir  p y ro ly s is  in c in e ra to r . In  th is  u n it , w astes a re  fed  b y  g rav ity  in to  
the thermal pretreatment or pyrolysis chamber of the incinerator through an air
lock arrangement. Special material handling such as sorting, shredding, and metal 
removal, is not required. Over a period o f several hours, the material slowly 
passes through zones of increasing temperature while the oxygen level is inten
tionally restricted. As the feed material is slowly increased in temperature and 
the wastes break down, pyrolysis gases are produced. The remaining solid material 
is gradually reduced to a charcoal-like material. After several hours, a temperature 
of 800°C is finally reached in the glowing bed just above the grates. At this point, 
all burnable material has been dried, degassed, partially oxidized, and reduced to a 
pyrolysis coke. The pyrolysis products are then completely burned in the com
bustion chamber at 900°C in an excess oxygen atmosphere. Solid particles accu
mulate in ash traps at the bottom of the combustion chamber where afterburning 
reactions for large particles can take place. The ash traps are periodically emptied 
and the ash is dumped onto a discharge grate; after cooling it is transferred into 
a container for solidification and/or disposal as required.
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The Atcor/Kraftenlagen incinerator has been installed and operated at a 
number of nuclear facilities. A 100 kg/h prototype plant was installed at the 
Jülich Nuclear Research Centre in the FRG in 1975 and has been operated as a 
production incinerator since 1978. Since 1975, over 200 000 kg o f waste have 
been processed including paper, cellulose, wood, textiles, rubber, resins, plastic 
polyethylene (PE) and polyvinyl chloride (PVC), spent absolute filters, animal 
carcasses from medical and pharmacological experiments, hospital wastes, scintilla
tion vials, blood, organs, graphite, and oils.

Another unit o f  the same design will be installed at Kraftwerk Union (KWU)- 
Karlstein to serve as a central incinerator serving the many nuclear plants of the 
FRG, the KWU site, and hospital waste from the local state. Start-up of the unit 
is anticipated for early 1983. Waste shipped from the various nuclear installations 
will be incinerated at a process rate of 100 kg/h and the ash solidified in cement.

Färber et al. [42] reported on the prototype incinerator for beta/gamma waste 
at the Savannah River Laboratory. A full-scale facility with a throughput of 
180 kg/h is currently being tested with wastes contaminated with low levels of 
beta/gamma activity. The incinerator being tested is a two-stage, controlled air 
incinerator with a dry off-gas cleanup system. To date, the incinerator has burned 
nearly 12 000 kg o f waste during 475 h of operation. Demonstrated feed rates 
have been 150 to 180 kg/h.

A series of papers was presented on immobilization of LLW. Boris and 
Williams [43] and Neilson et al. [44] reported on the importance o f selecting 
the correct formulations for immobilization o f LLW in hydraulic cement in terms 
of achieving maximum packaging efficiency while maintaining a structurally solid 
product with no free water. Neilson’s work was directed toward identifying suit
able formulations for cementation of ion-exchange resin. Acceptable formulations 
were identified by constructing three-component phase diagrams using cement, 
water, and ion-exchange resins. Initial studies indicated that Portland Type III 
cement formulations were capable of incorporating larger quantities o f water than 
Portland Type I cement and still meet the criteria for product quality.

Hackstein [45] reported on the use of cement to immobilize low- and inter
mediate-active wastes from nuclear power plants and reprocessing plants. The 
paper identified an upper limit for pressurized-water reactor (PWR) and boiling- 
water reactor (BWR) concentrates as about 30% solid material in cement. Two 
mobile cement solidification systems for use at nuclear power stations have been 
constructed. The units are compact and operating experience has been satisfactory. 
More than 3000 drums (200 L and 400 L size) of waste have been solidified with 
this equipment.

Pettipas [46] described the Waste Treatment Centre (WTC) at the Chalk 
River Nuclear Laboratories. A Radwaste Solidification Plant (RSP) is housed in 
the WTC to handle liquid and combusted solid wastes. Liquids are concentrated 
and mixed with bitumen in a wiped-film evaporator. Solid wastes in the form of
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incinerator ash are mixed with bitumen in a ribbon blender. The products of 
these two processes are placed in galvanized steel drums (210 L) and sealed. These ' 
product drums, once sealed, are transferred to the interim storage building where 
they are held pending shipment to a repository.

Williams and Mack [47] discussed metal smelting as a volume reduction tech
nique for use at the Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant (ORGDP). A metal- 
smelting facility has been designed to process metal scrap contaminated with 
100 to 200 ppm low-enriched uranium. The process is designed to smelt ferrous 
metal scrap into 1-tonne ingots at a rate of 40 ingots per day (10 000 t/a). Slagging 
will be performed to removed contaminants from the metal and concentrate them 
in the slag. Smelting will provide volume reduction as well as the potential for re
using the ferrous metal.

A series of papers was presented describing treatment techniques for liquid 
LLW. Many ó f these dealt with pretreating waste streams by removing specific 
radionuclides or particulates from solution prior to immobilization. The basic 
unit operations used to remove radioactivity from process and waste liquid streams, 
as described by Godbee and Kibbey [48] remain dominantly filtration, evaporation, 
and ion exchange. The sludges, slurries and spent resins thus generated comprise 
the major portion o f socalled “wet” wastes. Centrifugation is frequently used to 
dewater filter sludges and spent resins. General trash, discarded equipment and 
tools, and contaminated clothing account for most of the “dry” waste. The 
methods for treating and handling wet and dry wastes have undergone extensive 
development over the years -  particularly in the commercial sector. Examples 
of typical operations used at light-water reactor (LWR) plants and DOE installations 
in the USA were summarized by Godbee.

Blewett and Vandorpe [49] discussed the importance of preconditioning 
nuclear power plant liquid wastes in order to achieve maximum volume reduction, 
decontamination factors, and acceptable waste formulations during immobilization. 
They proposed the use of a single-stage drier system to pretreat liquid wastes. The 
resulting dry, powdery material is amenable to immobilization in cement, bitumen, 
or polymers with overall volume reduction factors ranging from 5.7 to 20 for 
sodium sulphate wastes, and from 7.3 to 12.1 for borate wastes.

Bradbury [50] discussed two chemical processes currently used in the UK 
to condition waste from the Magnox-type gas-cooled reactors. In one process, 
caesium-selective ion-exchange materials are used to remove radioactive caesium 
from the fuel storage pool water. A technique using ammonium carbonate has 
been developed to regenerate the caesium-selective ion-exchange resin in place, 
thus prolonging the life o f the resin and reducing the generation of a major 
intermediate-level waste stream. A second chemical treatment process has been 
developed to dissolve selectively Magnox alloy waste in carbon-dioxide-saturated 
water as a means of separating it from active components. The Magnox is con
verted to magnesium bicarbonate and removed by continually replacing the water
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in the storage pool. The methods described by Bradbury apply to wastes specific 
to the Magnox system; the general principles, however, may be more widely 
applicable.

Bond et al. [51 ] reported on a method to remove radioactive caesium from 
an aqueous waste stream. The application was for a one-time only treatment of 
17 000 L öf a salty, basic, aqueous waste solution. Addition of sodium tetraphenyl 
boron to the basic solution to precipitate caesium tetraphenyl boron successfully 
reduced the 137Cs concentration in the supernatant o f the waste from 570 to
4 counts per min per ml.

Coplan [52] reported on experience with the use of etched-disc back-flushable 
filters in place o f the more commonly used cartridge or precoat filters for treating 
liquid radwaste streams. The etched-disc filter is composed o f a stack o f stainless 
steel discs, chemically etched on the top surface of each disc to provide control 
depth channels, which are mechanically retained to form a cylinder. A number 
of these cylindrical elements are vertically mounted in a closed pressure vessel.
The radioactive liquid is pumped through the elements until a preset high pressure 
differential is created, at which time the filter is back-flushed into a receiving tank; 
typically, back-flushing takes about 2 minutes. Coplan cited nearly 6 years of 
continuous operation of such a unit at the Millstone Unit 1 power reactor and 
stated that such filters are viable candidates for use at either new plants or in 
retrofit situations due to their reliability, decreased operating costs, potential for 
reducing radiation exposure to operators, and elimination of the high solids volume 
and maintenance problems associated with precoat-type filters.

Cox et al. [53] presented a comparative analysis to assess low-level waste 
treatment systems available for volume reduction and/or solidification. They 
used a Figure-of-Merit decision analysis technique to evaluate 14 low-level waste 
treatment systems on their ability to treat power reactor wastes. The systems were 
judged on 11 major criteria and 20 subcriteria. The system that was judged superior 
to all the others included compaction of dry wastes and direct incorporation of 
liquid wastes and sludges into concrete. This was also the least expensive system. 
The controlled-air incinerator was judged the preferred incinerator process. The 
Werner-Pfleiderer bitumen extruder was the preferred liquid-waste treatment 
system.

In a second study, Cox et al. evaluated the cost economy of volume reduction 
measured in land disposal dollars. They reported that volume reduction from “as 
generated” waste volume creates net cost savings for all reactor types, but more 
for BWRs than PWRs. Transportation costs account for the largest portion o f total 
costs, and these even cause a negative cash flow in evaporative treatment for 
PWRs with condensate polishing. This negative cash flow happens because the 
higher activity of the dried wastes results in a significant increase in transportation 
dollars due to cask requirements.
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Another series of papers dealt with proposed classifications of waste.
Johnson et al. [54] discussed the NRC proposed regulation 10 CFR 61 which 
provides a waste classification system enabling the waste generator to determine 
waste form requirements. The classification system establishes three categories 
of waste (A, B, and C).

Class A wastes have low specific activities and can be disposed of with mini
mum controls providing the waste meets the minimum requirements on waste 
form and characteristics. Class A wastes would be segregated at the disposal site 
from the Class В and С wastes.

Class В wastes have higher specific activities than do those in Class A and 
would be required to. meet both minimum waste form and stability requirements. 
The stability requirements are intended to provide long-term structural stability 
of the waste under disposal conditions so that degradation o f the waste will not 
lead to trench cover failure and water infiltration. Stability can be provided by the 
waste itself, by solidification of the waste, or by use of high-integrity containers.

Class С wastes have higher specific activities than do the Class В wastes and 
require barriers to protect inadvertent intruders from contacting these wastes. An 
intruder barrier could consist o f a deeper burial (at least 5 m below grade) or an 
engineered barrier which isolates the wastes from surface activities.

The NRC has estimated that about 60% o f the wastes regulated under 
10 CFR 61 would be Class A wastes, about 30% would be Class B, and about 
10% would be Class C. Less than 1% of the regulated wastes would be expected 
to exceed the Class С limits. In some cases, wastes which exceed the Class С limits 
could be disposed o f by near-surface disposal, if special disposal provisions are 
incorporated and approved by the NRC. Other wastes which exceed the Class С 
limits would require disposal, for example, in deep mines or in a high-level-waste 
repository.

Mernagh et al. [55] discussed use of pathway analysis to define a “deminimus” 
concentration of radioactivity below which the risks posed by the waste would be 
considered insignificant and it could, therefore, be disposed of into sanitary land
fill sites.

For their calculation, Mernagh et al. used four pathways to man; external 
exposure, dust inhalátion, food, and water ingestion. A level of 100 pCi/g of 
waste (gamma activity with the same composition o f radionuclides in typical 
Ontario Hydro low-level waste) has been proposed as the limit below which 
wastes would be considered nonactive. Using the four pathways to man,
Mernagh et al. showed that a critical group (defined as those living continuously 
on the waste, growing their food in the waste, and receiving drinking water from 
wells drilled into the waste) would receive an annual dose rate of less than 
10 mrem under conservative exposure conditions, and less than 1 mrem with 
more realistic assumptions. Both levels were considered deminimus for any
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reasonable definition of deminimus dose. It was considered that a higher 
activity concentration might also be acceptable for waste going to sanitary 
land fill.

5. TRANSURANIC WASTE

Schneider and Ledebrink [56] described the overall programme for testing 
and handling TRU wastes in the Federal Republic o f Germany and provided details 
regarding a number o f the studies on TRU waste characteristics and treatment.
A programme is in progress to evaluate washing o f organic materials (e.g. PVC, 
gloves, tissues). Plutonium has been successfully removed from these materials 
using a small washing machine and either dilute nitric acid (0.5M) or detergents. 
Metals and other hard materials have been cleaned using an ultrasonic treatment 
in a freon bath. Schneider also reported on studies to immobilize gloves and 
plastic material in cement. This has been successfully accomplished by shredding 
the materials to particles less than 5 mm, then combining the shredded materials 
with water and cement and pouring them directly into the waste drum. A scheme 
for a continuous cementation unit has been developed using commercially avail
able equipment. Capacity of the system is 10 to 40 L/min.

Krause [57] discussed factors to be considered in the selection o f a processing 
system. He stated that an advanced TRU waste-processing system should be based 
on an overall systems analysis including a site-specific risk analysis. This analysis 
should consider the alpha-activity levels, the immobilization requirements, 
migration rates o f TRU radionuclides, and final repository requirements. An 
advanced TRU waste-processing system should be based on the following prin
ciples: minimizing waste arising; reducing waste volume; recovering plutonium, 
if reasonably achievable; recycling recovered plutonium; and incorporating the 
TRU concentrates in nondispersible, radiation-, heat-, and leach-resistant matrix 
materials.

Krause also described the development programme at Karlsruhe for TRU 
wastes. Work is in progress to separate actinides from fission product and medium- 
level liquid wastes to an extent that the waste becomes virtually non-TRU and 
requires only a small amount of shielding. This is done in a two-step process in 
which actinides are precipitated from a nitric acid solution by the addition of 
oxalic acid or diethyloxalate before or during chemical denitration with formic 
acid. The separation of 137Cs is then carried out in a second step by addition of 
precipitated nickel ferrocyanide. Decontamination factors of 300 to 400 have 
been achieved in laboratory experiments. Krause reported that Karlsruhe also 
has an active programme to evaluate immobilization o f TRU wastes in ceramic 
materials, such as mixture of kaolin, quartz, and feldspar. Early results have shown 
that the conversion into a high-quality ceramic matrix is possible for alpha-bearing
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wastes of different origins, different chemical compositions and high levels of 
activity, using the standard technology of the ceramic industry. For combustible 
TRU wastes, Krause reported that an acid digestion process has been developed 
for MOX fuel fábrication wastes containing comparatively high amounts of 
plutonium (more.than 2 g/kg of waste). The main objectives are volume reduction, 
plutonium recovery, and transformation of the residue into a waste form suitable 
for final disposal. Under an agreement with the Eurochemic Company, an active 
plant has been constructed and placed at the Eurochemic site to process 1000 kg 
of stored waste containing 8 kg o f plutonium. The plant has a throughput o f 10 kg 
of waste per day and will begin radioactive operation during 1982.

Bennett et al. [58] described the overall US programme to handle TRU 
wastes. The DOE has about 60 000 m 3 of waste classified as TRU in retrieval 
storage, and projects that additional TRU waste will be generated at an average 
rate of 4500 m3/a for the next 10 years. There is an active programme aimed at 
permanent disposal o f this TRU waste. The programme includes retrieval o f the 
stored waste and subsequent certification o f that waste for disposal in the Waste 
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP), as well as a programme to certify as-generated waste. 
Waste acceptance criteria have been defined for waste certification. The WIPP 
disposal facility is the key feature o f the US programme; it is currently targeted 
for initial operation in 1989. All other activities including waste certification, 
waste retrieval and treatment, transportation o f TRU wastes, and technology 
development are directed toward supporting WIPP.

The operational features o f the WIPP were presented by Brown and Likar [59] 
of the WIPP project. The facility is located in bedded-salt formations near Carlsbad, 
New Mexico and is designed to retrievably store defence-related TRU waste. The 
WIPP is designed with an annual receiving capacity o f 14 000 m 3 on a single-shift 
operation. Total capacity o f  the WIPP site is approximately 180 000 m3. Site 
an d  p re lim in a ry  design v a lid a tio n  is c u rre n tly  u n d e r  w ay  w ith  te s t  d rilling  tak in g  
place. A waste-handling building will be constructed to receive, unload, deconta
minate and overpack waste containers (if necessary), and move the packages to the 
vertical placement shafts. A series o f underground tunnels and rooms are then 
mined for emplacement of the TRU wastes. Construction of the full WIPP facility 
is scheduled to start in September 1983, and receipt o f the first waste at WIPP is 
scheduled to begin in mid-1989. The basic cost o f operation o f WIPP, i.e. just 
keeping the doors open, is estimated at $20 million/a. The cost for operating at 
full single-shift capacity is estimated at $29 million/a. This small cost differential 
results from the low cost o f mining the salt and emplacing the waste. Thus, the 
incremental cost o f placing additional waste in WIPP is about $650/m 3. This low 
incremental cost provides little economic incentive for volume reduction. Deci
sions to process waste will be based primarily on the need to change the waste 
form for acceptance.
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Romesberg et al. [60] described the new package, the Transuranic Package 
Transporter (TRUPACT), which is being.developed to transport waste to the 
WIPP. The structure consists o f inner and outer tubular steel frames separated 
by rigid polyurethane foam. The outer framework is covered with thin mild steel 
or stainless steel sheet and the package cavity is lined with stainless steel. The 
foam provides thermal protection and can absorb impact or puncture energy.
The package is being developed in two sizes, one suitable for moving by truck 
and one by rail. The truck version has an empty weight o f 33 000 lb1 with a 
payload of 17 000 lb. The truck unit can also be placed on a railroad car for 
rail transportation.

A key element in both defining TRU waste and segregating TRU and non- 
TRU wastes involves assaying o f wastes at the 10 nCi/g level. Considerable work 
has been performed at Los Alamos to develop measurement techniques for alpha- 
contaminated wastes. The efforts at Los Alamos were described in a series of 
papers [61 ,62 , 63 ]. A broad range o f techniques is being developed, including 
sophisticated active and passive gamma-ray spectroscopy, passive neutron detection 
systems, pulsed portable neutron generator interrogation systems, and electron- 
accelerator-based techniques. The techniques can be used with either low-level 
or high-level beta/gamma wastes in either low-density or high-density matrices.
The technology has been adapted to the assay of waste contained in cardboard 
boxes, large crates having typical dimensions of 2.0 m or more on a side, and 
210 L drums o f waste.

Several papers were presented describing the removal o f radioactive materials 
from waste solutions. Hunt et al. [64] o f the Commission o f European Communi
ties (Ispra, Italy) described their OXAL process for removing actinides from liquid 
wastes by co-precipitating them with rare earth oxalates. A decontamination 
factor of 250 has been obtained for plutonium, even in the presence of complexing 
agents. Such a process could also be used in combination with solid waste treatment. 
An example of this would be the separation of transuranics from liquids which 
originate from the use o f complexing agents for equipment decontamination.

Peter [65] discussed the new waste treatment facility at Rocky Flats Plant 
for treating aqueous wastes. The facility uses a combination of evaporation, pre
cipitation, flocculation, and clarification to remove radionuclides from plant liquid 
wastes, converting the liquid to re-usable distilled water. Total average capacity of 
the new facility is 14 900 L/h as evaporator feed, producing an average o f 80 kg/h 
of dried sludge and 320 kg/h of evaporator salts. The dried sludge will be mixed 
with dry cement and water to form a solid, cement-like mass suitable for disposal 
in WIPP.

Boyd et al. [66] described a method under development at the Rocky Flats 
Plant which uses magnetic ferrites (mixed valence iron oxides having a spinel

1 1 lb  =  0 .4 5 3 6  kg.
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structure) effectively to remove actinides from waste solutions. With a one-stage 
ferrite treatment, plutonium concentrations were consistently reduced from 
1СГ4 g/L to less than 1СГ8 g/L, and americium concentrations were lowered from 
10'7 g/L to below 10"10g/L. In addition, considerably less solids were produced 
as compared with the normal Rocky Flats process. Ageing of ferrite solutions 
and elevated beryllium and phosphate concentrations were identified as inter
ferences in the ferrite treatment process, but neither appeared serious enough to 
prevent implementation in plant operations.

A number o f papers were presented dealing with decontamination o f surface- 
contaminated TRU waste. Allen, Fetrow, and McCoy [67, 68,69] presented a 
series o f papers on the studies under way at PNL to decontaminate solid wastes.
One method is vibratory finishing. This process combines mechanical scrubbing 
action with a chemical cleaning action. The process takes place in a vibrating tub 
of loose ceramic media or metal shapes through which flows a liquid cleaning 
solution. The rapidly vibrating media dislodge surface contamination which is 
then rinsed from the bed by a recirculating flow o f filtered cleaning solution. A 
pilot-scale vibratory finishing decontamination facility, now in operation at PNL, 
has-been used to decontaminate all the material from a typical glove box (i.e. 
the metal, gloves, Plexiglas, windows, rubber gaskets, etc.). In an economic ana
lysis, PNL personnel estimated that the cost of vibratory finishing pre-sectioned 
TRU-contaminated metallic and non-metallic materials at $240/m 3 to $380/m 3, 
based on the original volume o f the glove box. Although vibratory finishing will 
not decontaminate to the nondetectable levels obtainable with electro-polishing, 
it does remove plutonium and other TRU contaminants to. levels below 10 nCi/g.

The PNL has also evaluated sectioning techniques for plutonium-contaminated 
glove boxes. Techniques evaluated include plasma arc torch cutting, mechanical 
sawing and nibbling, abrasive cutting, and hydraulic shearing and punching. The 
PNL studies show that the plasma arc torch is a very rapid and effective metal- 
cutting tool. However, its use must be minimized because of problems with 
smoke generation, torch manipulation, waste generation, and entrainment of 
contamination. Mechanical saws eliminate all but the waste generation problem, 
but are very slow. Mechanical nibblers are fast and produce a waste form that can 
be decontaminated, but are limited with respect to the geometry and thickness of 
material that can be sectioned. High-speed abrasive saws provide high cutting rates, 
but produce nontreatable swarf as well as waste from blade wear. Hydraulic 
shearing rapidly produces sectioned material in small sizes required for decontami
nation by vibratory finishing. The kerf material also can be decontaminated. 
However, the glove box first must be sectioned into strips using one o f the other 
techniques.

Based upon these studies, a conceptual integrated decontamination system 
for surface-contaminated TRU waste has been built by PNL. The facility is 
capable o f reducing the volume o f TRU waste requiring interim storage and
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eventual geologic storage by more than 95%. For example, a typical plutonium 
glove box having a volume o f 2.8 m3 was reduced to 0.8 m3 o f decontaminated 
low-level waste (non-TRU) and only 0.11 m3 o f TRU waste; this included all of 
the secondary waste produced by the sectioning and decontamination operations 
plus the unprocessed high-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters which occupied 
a volume o f 0.04 m3 . All components o f  the glove box except the HEPA filters 
were decontaminated by vibratory finishing following sectioning of the glove box; 
this included the stainless steel frame, Plexiglas, windows, neoprene gaskets,
Hypalon gloves, and vinyl bag-out bags.

Briesmeister et al. [70] discussed the development,installation, and early 
test operations o f a TRU Waste Size Reduction Facility (SRF) at Los Alamos.
The facility incorporates a large stainless steel enclosure fitted with remote 
handling and cutting equipment to obtain an estimated volume reduction o f 4 : 1 
for glove boxes and other bulky metallic wastes. Plasma arc cutting is used as the 
sectioning technique. A lift table capable of 360° rotation enables the operators 
to position waste units for manual disassembly through glove ports and to move 
them, to the cutting module. Cost of the SRF was $875 000. Initial test opera
tions began in May 1981. Improvements are being made to the facility to enable 
complete disassembly o f alpha-contaminated glove boxes.

Cadieux et al. [71 ] discussed operation o f a pilot-scale decommissioning and 
decontamination facility at the Savannah River Plant (SRP) to process noncom
bustible TRU waste. The plant facility will remove more than 99% of the initial 
surface activity o f the waste by decontamination with chemical sprays. The 
resulting chemical solutions will be transferred to existing HLW tanks at SRL and 
eventually vitrified. The noncombustible waste will then be disassembled and 
sectioned for volume reduction. Alternative decontamination techniques, such 
as vibratory cleaning, electro-polishing, or chemical etching, would be used to 
decontaminate waste to non-TRU levels (i.e. less than 10 nCi/g). The pilot facility 
consists o f a main cell 7.3 X 2.7 X 4.8 m high with large open areas for unpackaging 
and disassembling waste. Hot operation o f the facility is planned for the fall of
1982.

Another series o f papers was presented dealing with incineration o f combust
ible TRU wastes. Allen et al. [72] discussed work at the Hanford Engineering 
Development Laboratory on the acid digestion process. This process uses hot 
sulphuric and nitric acid to combust waste. Engineering-scale demonstration of 
the process using TRU wastes was accomplished in the Radioactive Acid Digestion 
Test Unit (RADTU). During December 1980, over 500 kg of combustible waste 
containing multigram quantities o f plutonium were processed in a 2-week period. 
The overall plutonium decontamination factor between the digester and the off-gas 
stack was more than 1 X 10s . In separate laboratory experiments, more than 
99% of the plutonium contained in a sample of RADTU residue was recovered.
The RADTU facility was placed on safe standby in October 1981.
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. Arnold et al. [73] discussed operating experience with the Fluidized Bed 
Incinerator (FBI) at the Rocky Flats Plant (RFP). An 82 kg/h FBI unit was con
structed at RFP in 1977. Fluidizedrbed incineration is a low-temperature (550°C) 
process performed in a bed of sodium carbonate. The sodium carbonate serves as 
a medium for neutralizing any acidic gases generated from combustion of the 
wastes. Over 21 000 kg of low-level solid wastes have been incinerated during test 
runs in the FBI and the unit is now being readied for use as a production incinera
tor for discardable RFP wastes. In addition, over 5600 L o f liquid waste, including 
tri-n-butyl phosphate (TBP) have been incinerated. Typical weight reductions are
5 to 1 using the process while volume reductions are 25 to 1.

Hackstein [45] of the Federal Republic o f Germany reported on develop
ment o f pyrohydrolysis decomposition o f alpha-bearing waste from fuel fabrica
tion plants. Super-heated steam is used for the pyrohydrolysis process at a 
temperature of 700 to 800°C. The plant is sized for 25 kg/h and thus far has 
processed over 1500 kg o f non-TRU organic material. The technique is also 
expected to be useful for ion-exchange resin and spent solvents (e.g. TBP).

Buelt [74] of the USA discussed incineration and vitrification of ion- 
exchange resin in a single step. The test utilized pilot-scale HLW vitrification 
equipment with a special feeding technique that forces contact o f the combustible 
resin with the molten glass. Two types of vitrification equipment were used in 
the tests: the in-can melter, a batch process that vitrifies glass in a disposable 
canister at 1050°C; and a joule-heated melter, a continuous vitrification process 
in which molten glass in a refractory-lined melting cavity is heated by passing 
electrical current between submerged electrodes. Both processes successfully 
demonstrated high retention o f non-radioactive forms o f caesium and strontium 
in the glass product. During feasibility tests with the joule-heated melter, resin 
was processed at 3 kg/h and overall volume reductions o f 91% were demonstrated. 
T h e  process is being considered for use on EPICORE II res in s from th e  T h ree  
Mile Island Reactor (TMI-2).

Owen et al. [75] reported on a similar process for disposal of radioactive 
waste from TMI-2 including zeolites, resins, and core debris. The method involves 
use o f a joule-heated ceramic melter, but uses iron-enriched basalt, a man-made 
glass-ceramic whose principal constituents are S i0 2, Fe20 3 + FeO, and A120 3, 
as the immobilization media. Of particular importance in processing the TMI-2 
core is the solubility of the core debris (i.e., U 0 2, Zr02, Zircaloy, Inconel,stainless 
steel, etc.) in molten iron-enriched basalt. Tests to date show that a reasonably 
high loading of zeolite (80 wt%) can be achieved in iron-enriched basalt at 960°C; 
and that caesium volatility is 0.32% per hour at that temperature while strontium 
volatility is negligible.

In order to process retrievable TRU waste to a certifiable form for disposal 
in the WIPP, a Transuranic Waste Treatment Facility (TWTF) is being designed for 
the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL). Low-speed shredding has been
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identified for opening waste containers and initial waste sizing. A four-shaft direct 
electric driven low-speed shredder is currently being tested that can shred steel 
as thick as 1.25 cm. For combustible waste, Hedahl [76] reported that two 
incinerators have been extensively tested using simulated INEL wastes: a 
controlled-air incinerator and a rotary-kiln incinerator. Tests run to date indicate 
the rotary-kiln incinerator is preferred for TWTF. The rotary-kiln incinerator was 
able to provide complete combustion o f the combustible waste material in the 
presence of large quantities of metal and other inert materials such as those found 
in INEL TRU waste. Melting the resulting incinerator ash or forming the residue 
into concrete are the most likely methods to be used in immobilizing the waste.

A series o f papers was presented on immobilization of TRU wastes prior to 
disposal. Lewis et al. [77] reported on work at Mound Laboratory to develop a 
pelletized waste form for disposal. Pellets (25 cm diameter) are produced contain
ing Portland 1A cement, the waste material (i.e. incinerator ash and associated 
sludge produced in an incinerator off-gas system), water, and in some cases, special

?
additives. The pellets are pressed at 25 kpsi at a rate of 360 pellets/h. Final 
pellets are evaluated for compressive strength, leachability, and gas generation 
from radiolysis. Results to date indicate that the process is capable of making 
a high strength, low leachable, final waste form.

Timmerman [78] of the USA reported on the comparative economics of 
TRU waste immobilization and disposal for seven TRU waste immobilization 
systems: in-can glass melting, joule-heated glass melting, glass marbles, basalt 
glass-ceramic, cast cement, pressed cement, and cold-pressed sintered ceramic. 
Specific cost components that were estimated included processing, transportation 
(using TRUPACT), and repository or disposal costs. The evaluation led to two 
recommended systems; a cast-cement system for TRU wastes disposed o f in a 
defence-related waste repository; and a joule-heated glass system for TRU waste 
disposed o f in a commercial repository (where the higher disposal cost made it 
cost-effective to perform a processing operation yielding a large volume reduction).

2 k p si =  1 0 0 0  lb f / in 2 =  4 .7 8 8  X 104 Pa.
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Abstract

FACTORS INFLUENCING THE CHOICE OF PROCESSES FOR THE TREATMENT OF 
INTERMEDIATE-LEVEL WASTES.

The wastes considered in this paper are the wastes defined by the IAEA as intermediate- 
level wastes -  i.e., those wastes which, because of their radionuclide content, require 
shielding but need little or no provision for heat dissipation during their handling, trans
portation and disposal. Thus, the paper covers transuranic wastes, fuel element cladding, 
miscellaneous sludges and concentrates from the treatment of liquid effluents from 
reprocessing plants and reactors, miscellaneous items of redundant plant, etc. There are many 
factors that can affect the choice of waste treatment, conditioning and packaging methods 
and the ultimate form of disposal. For each type of waste it is necessary to take into 
consideration every step in the overall system from waste arising to final disposal if an 
optimum solution is to be achieved in terms of economics and environmental impact. The 
factors that should be considered include: (1) control of wastes at point of arising (i.e. 
minimization and segregation); (2) level and nature of activity ; (3) physical form of the 
wastes; (4) waste treatm ent process options, i.e. removal of activity, secondary effluents, 
quality of the final waste form, i.e. leach’resistance, radiation stability, etc., volume of the 
final waste form, radiation dose to operators, treatm ent costs, interim storage costs;
(5) transport requirements and costs; (6) disposal system, i.e. site selection (geological 
barrier to radionuclide migration), design and type of repository engineering (i.e. additional 
barriers), and costs. The paper discusses these factors, the ‘trade-offs’ that are possible 
between the decisions on various stages and examines how miich conditioning is necessary. 
Indeed, closer study of the management of these wastes shows that different options could 
have different and complementary features which may be judged overall to be of roughly 
equal merit. Detailed studies are included for fuel element cladding and plutonium- 
contaminated wastes.

1. INTRODUCTION

During the past 20 years major nuclear industries in the world have been 
considering a strategy for the treatment o f the high-level radioactive liquors 
arising from the reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuels. These wastes are well
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defined, containing a wide spectrum of fission product elements together 
with actinides, the compositions o f  which can be accurately calculated. In 
addition, these waste liquors contain various other elements arising from plant 
corrosion, alloy additions to the fuel, etc. Full details of a range of typical 
waste liquors are given elsewhere [1 ,2 ]. It is now generally agreed that an 
adequate matrix for the immobilization of these wastes is borosilicate glass, and 
extensive laboratory development during the past 20 years in many countries 
has led to the installation and operation o f a number o f plants for the conversion 
of these high-level wastes to glass. It is possible that in the future other matrix 
waste forms may be proposed and adopted which have advantageous.properties. 
However, for the present, glass is the preferred option and the complete 
strategy for the conditioning, storage and disposal o f high-level wastes has 
received much attention [3 ,4 ] .

Intermediate-level wastes are very much less clearly defined. For the 
purposes o f  this paper the IAEA definition is used; i.e. those wastes which, 
because of their radionuclide content, require shielding but need little or no 
provision for heat dissipation during their handling, transportation and disposal. 
These wastes are diverse inÇnature; they range from fuel element cladding hulls, 
sludges, concentrates from evaporation o f liquid effluents, plutonium- 
contaminated wastes, spent ion-exchange resins, miscellaneous redundant plant 
items, etc. For each of these differing waste streams, several options exist for 
their treatment, leading to immobilized waste forms which may or may not be 
suitable for storage and disposal. Various immobilization media have been 
proposed for these wastes; these include cement, bitumen, polymers, ceramics, 
and other m a trix  m a te ria ls  o r  c o m b in a tio n s  o f m ateria ls . V ery  d if fe re n t 
options exist for the treatment o f these wastes and their eventual disposal. For 
example, one option could be to give absolutely minimum treatment to the 
waste and incorporate it in a simple matrix, with little attention paid to 
minimizing the volume, or to providing a waste form with high leach resistance; 
it would then be necessary to rely on the disposal situation, and engineered 
barriers to ensure safe disposal. At the opposite end o f the scale, extensive 
treatments could lead to a very low volume o f material which can be immobilized 
in a highly leach-resistant waste form. In addition, it may be possible during 
the processing steps to remove much of the long-lived activity, so that the 
packaged waste could be sent to a simple and cheap disposal site. The separated 
activity could be stored until it can be disposed o f with high-level waste. Many 
combinations of options exist between these two simple extremes.

In general, the options consist o f a trade-off between expensive and 
complicated treatment processes leading to simple disposal, or a simple treatment 
process leading to more elaborate disposal. In order to compare these options 
and others which may fit in between the extremes, it is necessary to evaluate 
the cost o f all stages o f each processing route, to consider the radiological
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TABLE I. FACTORS INFLUENCING CHOICE OF PROCESSES
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(1) Control of wastes at point of arising (i.e. minimization and segregation)

(2) Level and nature of activity

(3) Physical form of the wastes

(4) Waste treatment process options

•  Removal of activity

•  Secondary effluents

•  Quality of the final waste form, i.e. leach resistance, radiation stability, etc.

•  Volume of the final waste form

•  Radiation dose to operators

•  Treatment costs

•  Interim storage costs

(5) Transport requirements and costs

(6) Disposal system

•  Site selection (geological barrier to radionuclide migration)

•  Design and type of repository engineering (i.e. additional barriers)

•  Costs

implications of all the steps in these routes and the environmental implications 
involved with the disposal.

This paper begins by discussing the factors which should be considered 
in the choice of processes for the treatment of intermediate-level radioactive 
waste. These are summarized in Table I.

This general analysis is followed by detailed consideration o f some o f the 
possible options for two particular waste streams; plutonium-contaminated 
wastes and spent fuel element cladding.

2. FACTORS TO BE CONSIDERED

2.1. Waste minimization

The operations in the fuel cycle where wastes arise, and the plant manage
ment practices, should be planned to minimize the quantity o f waste generated 
and to segregate wastes into appropriate categories where this can lead to
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easier treatment-, storage and disposal options! This is obviously less practicable 
on existing reactors and chemical plants but important to consider when 
designing new ones. Examples o f this are:

(1) Review of the materials specifications for the structural components 
of fuel elements; e.g., reductions in the dominant 60Co activity in 
spent fuel element components could ease the handling and packaging 
of wastes.

(2) Reduction of plutonium-contaminated waste through use of more 
efficient plutonium processing and fuel fabrication techniques and 
elimination of disposable plastic wrappings for transfer operations 
between process cabinets.

(3) Incorporation o f design features both in reactors and plants that 
would ease decontamination and decommissioning.

2.2. Quantity and nature o f activity

The quantities, half-lives and toxicities of the main radionuclides in the 
wastes clearly influence the amount of conditioning and the quality o f the 
waste form necessary to ensure the required margin o f safety under both normal 
and accident conditions during transport, storage and eventual disposal o f the 
waste. The high-level waste and the trace-active low-level trash are extreme 
cases; the intermediate-level and transuranic-contaminated wastes fall in a wide 
range between these extremes. Thus, fuel element cladding hulls may be 
heavily contaminated with uranium, plutonium and fission products. Wastes 
from reactors will often be contaminated with radioactivation products of 
materials o f construction but be free of long-lived actinide activity.

2.3. Waste treatment and conditioning processes

The processes can vary from the minimum of handling, with the lowest 
operator dose, to.extensive treatment to give a high quality final waste form.
The choice must take into account the safety requirements for interim storage, 
transport and disposal. A disposal system providing a high probability of 
isolation of the radionuclides for a long time could be coupled with the simplest 
of waste treatment and conditioning; there would be less need for reducing 
activity by removal of radionuclides and for waste forms with low leachability.

2.3.1. Secondary waste production

The production o f secondary radioactive effluents and other wastes must 
be carefully considered in the selection o f waste treatment and conditioning .
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processes. Such effluents should be readily returnable to the main line processes 
or the waste treatment. An example of the way in which these can affect the 
cost or the dose to operators and public is the proliferation o f secondary ' 
effluents in the removal o f  actinides from wastes, e.g. by the leaching-of 
incinerator ash to remove plutonium, where the leach liquor after extraction of 
plutonium might constitute an effluent that is difficult to recycle (e.g. if fluoride 
ion is used).

2.3.2. Quality o f  the final waste fo rm

The selection of the eventual quality of the immobilized waste form will 
be guided by the national regulatory bodies, who will take account of the 
quantity and nature o f the radionuclides involved and the disposal options 
available or proposed. The conditioning process must be selected bearing in 
mind the properties:

Radionuclide composition and associated thermal and radiation damage 
effects on the matrix, including radiolysis effects

Chemical stability and durability (corrosion, leachability in presence of 
groundwater)

Mechanical stability (void space, surface area, compressive strength)

Combustibility, pyrophoricity

Interaction of waste form and canister.

The relative importance o f these factors varies between the earlier (operational) 
phase o f  management and the final disposal situation. Thus mechanical strength 
and behaviour under normal and accident conditions is a concern of the first, 
while leach resistance is relevant to the second. A balance is possible between 
the degree o f leach resistance imparted to the waste form and the degree of 
long-term safety inherent in the natural or artificial barriers o f the disposal system.

2.3.3. Volume o f  final waste form

The volume of conditioned waste can have a major effect on the costs of 
transport, storage and disposal.

Techniques for volume reduction include incineration o f combustible 
wastes, evaporation o f wet wastes, mechanical compaction, melting and casting 
of metallic wastes. The final volume o f packaged conditioned waste will also 
depend on the type o f matrix used and the waste loading possible.
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While operations such as incineration and melting and casting appear very 
attractive from the viewpoint o f volume reduction and o f increased stability, 
the costs can be high and the decision requires a balance between these costs 
and those involved in transport and disposal.

2.3.4. Radiation dose to  operators and costs

Every additional waste handling and conditioning operation carries with it 
an implicit additional radiation dose to operators. This can be minimized by 
design but never totally avoided, particularly during maintenance, repair and 
decommissioning of plant. For this reason, as well as for economic reasons, 
it is undesirable to spend more money and effort than necessary prior to 
transfer of the waste package to the disposal system. The more rigorous waste 
conditioning process, to produce a high quality waste form, will only be 
justified if the standards o f the chosen disposal system call for it. Use o f high- 
temperature or high-pressure processes to produce glasses and ceramics o f low 
leachability for wastes with activities which are orders o f magnitude lower than 
the high-level waste are unlikely to be justified and simpler technologies using 
cheaper matrices are likely to prove more than adequate. Indeed, for wastes 
with relatively low activity or short half-life, packaging in suitable drums 
without immobilization might be the best option provided it meets transport 
requirements and the disposal system provides adequate containment.

2.4. Transport requirements and costs

The influence of transport costs on the choice o f conditioning process and 
the volume o f final waste form differ between the United Kingdom and countries 
such as the USA because o f the distances involved. The packaged waste, i.e. the 
waste form and its container, must satisfy the transport regulations. For lower- 
activity wastes, the incorporation o f a waste in a container that meets the 
regulations without any additional transport overpack, (e.g. as for sea-dumping) 
is relatively cost-effective. However, high-energy gamma emitters which require 
a thick shield to reduce surface radiation to acceptable levels require either 
shielding to be incorporated as part of the disposal package (which reduces the 
payload), or the use of a returnable shielded overpack.

2.5. The disposal system

In the UK, at present, disposal routes are available only for wastes suitable 
for shallow land burial in untreated form and for those wastes, which, when 
packaged, are suitable for sea-dumping under the London Convention.
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It is recognized that additional disposal routes will be required and these 
could include:

A second type o f ‘shallow’ burial, up to 30 m deep, engineered to reduce 
migration o f radionuclides from the repository. This might be employed 
for waste with higher ß7-activity, but with only minor levels o f  long-lived 
a-activity.

An underground repository (including mined cavities) in a formation that 
is suitable for non-heat-emitting wastes and also high-а wastes.

A repository in a formation suitable for heat-emitting long-lived wastes 
(highly active).

In each case, engineered barriers such as absorbent backfilling could be 
employed, to supplement the natural barrier provided by the host rock. 
Obviously, the deeper and more highly engineered the repository, the higher 
the cost. Conversely, there are cases where a higher quality of conditioning 
could overcome a shortcoming in some of the features of the repository. In the 
final event, the conditioning requirements for each type o f waste must be 
assessed in relation to a specific disposal site. However, as the general 
characteristics o f some types o f geological formations and associated repository 
designs become known, it will be possible to provide guidance on the 
characteristics o f the total waste package that will be needed to allow disposal 
of the waste.

3. SPECIFIC EXAMPLES

In order to illustrate the complexity o f the total system, two specific 
examples will be discussed; firstly, three options for the treatment of 
combustible plutonium-contaminated wastes will be analysed, ranging from a 
simple to a complex treatment and with an intermediate example; this will 
be followed by a second example for spent fuel element cladding. For each 
case, the outline of the treatment and disposal steps will be followed by 
consideration o f the cost and radiological implications. The options and 
costs o f intermediate storage of packaged waste and also sea disposal are not 
considered, although they must be recognized as possible alternatives to be 
examined as part o f the total system.

3.1. Plutonium-contaminated combustible wastes

3.1.1. S im ple trea tm ent process f

One of the simplest options for the treatment o f combustible plutonium- 
contaminated materials (PCM) waste is to compress the waste into drums, for
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TABLE II. OPTIONS FOR TREATMENT AND DISPOSAL OF COMBUSTIBLE PLUTONIUM-CONTAMINATED 
MATERIALS

Option Minimum treatment Intermediate Maximum treatm ent

(1) Basic treatm ent process Compress into drums Shred Incineration/pyrolysis

(2) Treatment to reduce Pu level None Aqueous wash Leach ash

(3) Type of immobilization

(4) Additional effluents

Surround drums with cement 

None

Heterogeneous incorporation 
of shredded waste in cement 
wash liquor and process fines

Homogeneous incorporation 
of ash into cement or glass 

' off-gases, leach liquor

Immobilized waste form:

Volume
Leach resistance 

Pu content3

h arge (especially when 
Very poor

cement penetrated)
100% -

Fairly large 
Average — good

-10%

Small
Good -  excellent

1 -  2%

Transport requirements Worst case: Fair case: Best case:

Large volume, Fairly large volume, Small volume,
Max. Pu content, Pu level lower, Low Pu content,
Leachable, Fairly leach-resistant, Very leach-resistant
High cost Intermediate cost Low cost
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Option Minimum treatm ent Intermediate Maximum treatm ent

Disposal: Large Fairly large Small

Repository size Maximum due to high Pu Lower than Minimal due to Pu-

Barriers required content and mobility max. case due to lower Pu content and very low solubility

(see section 2.5) content and lower rate of giving some delay to rate of
release release from source

a as % of original Pu in raw waste.
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TABLE III. COMPARISON OF OPTIONS FOR COMBUSTIBLE PLUTONIUM-CONTAMINATED MATERIALS

O p tio n  M in im um  tre a tm e n t

C ost R ad io log ical
d e tr im en t 

H igh Low  High

(1 ) Basic tre a tm e n t  p ro ce ss  rail* Í

(2 )  T re a tm e n t to  red u c e  Pu level

(3 )  T y p e  o f  im m o b il iz a t io n  | | f | '  |

(4 )  A d d itio n a l e ff lu en ts

Im m o b iliz e d  w aste  fo rm :

V olum e
L each  res is tan ce  t .
Pu c o n te n t

T ra n sp o r t  re q u ire m e n ts  Г

D isposal:

R e p o s ito ry  size 

B arriers

In te rm e d ia te  M ax im u m  tre a tm e n t

C o st R ad io lo g ica l C o st R a d io lo g ica l
d e tr im e n t  d e tr im e n t

H igh L ow  H igh H igh L o w  H igh

1 .....
.. .  ( (

...... 1

1 I ттшштт I

ШЗшЛ 1 Г 1

Pi*! 1 1 .....  1

3

1 1 f i l l □

N o te  — F o r  a n y  given line , th e  m ag n itu d es  
o f  th e  co s t an d  r a d ia tio n  d e tr im e n t 
a re  re la tiv e . T h e y  m u st n o t be 
c o m p a re d  in  a b so lu te  te rm s  o r 
c o m p a re d  b e tw e e n  d iffe re n t  p a ram ete rs.
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example, 200 L capacity, and then to  surround these with cem ent, using an 
outer drum o f a larger size, for example 450 L; such a procedure involves a 
minimum o f handling, with no attem pt to  reduce the plutonium  level in the 
waste. However, no additional effluents are produced. The quality of the 
immobilized waste form will be very poor since once water penetrates the 
outer cement layer, the compressed waste is freely available for water to  leach 
out any soluble materials. The volume o f packaged waste produced by such 
a simple process will be fairly high and as a result, will require a large num ber 
o f  transport journeys to  transfer it from the processing site to  the disposal site. 
The transport problem will be more severe due to the possibly soluble nature 
of the plutonium  and almost inevitably type-B transport flasks will be required 
with the attendant high degree o f containm ent. Also, the large volume will 
make this a costly item. The disposal system will have to  take account of 
the quantity  of plutonium  in the waste and the fact that it may be readily 
soluble, therefore the disposal requirements will be for a deep site, a large 
volume and probably a num ber o f barriers such as backfill material to  ensure 
retention of the plutonium . As regards processing, the radiological implications 
will be minimal since there is very little handling o f  the waste and very little 
treatm ent involved. The environmental implications for the disposal repository 
will mean the need for extensive m ultibarrier absorptive capacity in the disposal 
model to  ensure adequate retention o f the radionuclides.

3.1.2. M aximum processing

At the opposite end of the range o f options it would be possible to 
incinerate all the waste and reduce the volume to about 1% of the initial value. 
Incineration o f alpha-active materials is a costly and difficult process due to 
the need for absolute containm ent o f alpha activity. The incinerator off-gas 
treatm ent system must meet very high standards and significant maintenance is 
required. The ash which is produced in such a process could be directly 
incorporated into cement or, if necessary, could be leached to  remove 98—99% 
of the plutonium  before incorporation into the cement. This leaching process 
again involves more operations and produces a secondary liquid effluent which 
requires treatm ent to  produce a form suitable for disposal, or alternatively, a 
form for re-use o f the plutonium . The direct incorporation o f incinerator ash 
in to  cem ent could produce an immobilized waste form with a small volume 
and which is very leach-resistant. If the bulk o f the plutonium  has been removed 
by leaching the ash beforehand, the transport problem would be minimal since 
the volume would be small and there will be little plutonium  in the waste 
containers. This is also the m ost favourable situation w ith regard to  disposal.
An analysis o f the disposal situation may indicate that disposal could be nearer 
to  the surface, and less engineered barriers such as backfill materials will be



TABLE IV. OPTIONS FOR TREATMENT AND DISPOSAL OF SPENT FUEL ELEMENT HULLS
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O ption M inimum  treatm ent M axim um  treatm ent

(1) Basic treatm ent process

(2 ) T ype o f  im m obilization

(3) A dditional efflu en ts

Im m obilized w aste form: 

V olum e

Leach resistance  

A ctiv ity  level

E ffect o f  radiation on  m atrix  

H eat release

Transport requirem ents

Package in drums 

Em bed in cem ent 

None

Large

Poor — average 

High

Local high doses 

Local h ot spots

could
weaken
m atrix-

Worst case:

Large volum e  
F uel present 
N ot very resistant 
High cost

Leach out undissolved fuel 
and decontam inate surfaces

C om pact and em bed in 
cem en t/m eta l m atrix

Fuel so lu tion , decontam ination  
liquors

Sm aller - 

G ood

Only from  activation  

M inimal 

N o problem

Smaller volum e  
N o fuel 
Resistant 
L ow  cost
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O ption M inimum  treatm ent M axim um  treatm ent

Disposal:

R epository size Large Low

Barriers required M axim um M inimal — m ay be able to  put
(see section  2 .5 ) in shallow  land burial
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O ption M inimum treatm ent

TABLE V. COMPARISON OF OPTIONS FOR SPENT FUEL ELEMENT HULLS

M axim um  treatm ent

■lbON

Cost R adiological C ost R adiological
detrim ent detrim ent

High L ow  High High Low  High

N ote — For any given line, the m agnitudes 
o f the cost and radiation detrim ent are relative. 
They m ust not be com pared in absolute  
terms or com pared betw een  different parameters.
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required to ensure absorption o f any radionuclide which may be released at a 
later date. This option involves considerable radiological problems in the 
processing stages with possible operator doses due to operations and maintenance 
o f alpha-active facilities; however, the environmental implications from the 
disposal aspect are minimal.

3.1.3. Interm ediate situation

There are many possible com binations o f treatm ent for combustible PCM 
but it is interesting to analyse just one interm ediate situation which may present 
an attractive choice in between the two extremes described previously. The 
combustible PCM waste could be shredded and washed in an aqueous solution 
to  remove about 90 -95%  o f the plutonium  contam ination. Such shredding 
and washing steps could be comparatively simple as they do not involve high 
tem peratures, although complete alpha containm ent would still be required.
Such a process would produce a liquor, possibly a sludge which would require 
treatm ent to recycle plutonium  or render it suitable for disposal. The washed 
and shredded waste could be heterogeneously incorporated into a cement 
matrix to  give a fairly leach-resistant waste form. The volume of immobilized 
waste may be somewhat smaller than that considered in the first option but 
it will be significantly higher than that from incineration. The waste form 
would only contain a small percentage o f  the original plutonium  and hence 
may entail less stringent demands for transport, even though the volumes are 
still large. The disposal scenario would probably still be at a considerable 
depth but may require less barriers than for the minimal treatm ent situation even 
though the volume required may be large. This is a compromise series of options 
which on detailed analysis both economically and radiologically may offer an 
attractive preference.

3.1.4. Discussion o f  options

The options for the three systems outlined above are summarized in 
Table II under four headings:

( 1 ) The process treatm ent steps

(2) The immobilized waste form

(3) Transport requirements

(4) Disposal requirements

In Table III an attem pt has been made to  give relative qualitative 
indications o f the costs and radiological detrim ent for the param eter under
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consideration (they should not be compared between different parameters).
For example, the cost o f the plant for compressing PCM waste into drums and 
surrounding with cement will be low compared with incineration and ash 
leaching. Due to  the simpler process with minimum operator handling and 
maintenance, the dose to  the operators for the minimum treatm ent case will 
be potentially low compared with the maximum treatm ent case, although in 
principle, additional investment in fully remote operation and maintenance 
could reduce operator doses to  any required level.

The potential advantages for transport and disposal by the production of 
a more leach-resistant waste form with lower plutonium  content are again 
indicated by the bar lines on Table III.

Comparison o f the extreme options clearly indicates the general trade-offs. 
Judgem ent o f the interm ediate situation is more difficult, but the ‘middle o f . 
the road’ balance is clearly evident. Whether this is a preferred option must 
be dependent upon a detailed analysis.

3.2. Spent fuel elem ent cladding

The cladding hulls considered in this example could originate from either 
stainless steel or Zircaloy clad fuel elements.

3.2.1. Simple treatment

The simplest treatm ent could involve taking the hulls directly from the 
reprocessing plant dissolver, placing them in suitable drums and pouring a 
cement grout into the drum to surround the hulls completely. Such a simple 
option would not produce additional effluents but any original activity left 
in the hulls would be contained within the immobilized waste form, the 
quality of which would not be high since any water penetration into the cement 
could reach any fuel which had been left in the original hulls, and radionuclides 
could be leached out. The volume o f immobilized waste produced would be 
large since the packing density of the hulls is very poor, so for transport, costs 
would be high since it would involve very high activities and large volumes, 
using type-B flasks. Disposal requirements would also be considerable, since 
there may be residual fuel left in the hulls and due to the poor immobilization 
and the very large volume of waste form produced, a large repository space 
¡would be required deep underground with possible additional engineered 
barriers to  ensure adequate containment.

3.2.2. Maximum treatment

At the opposite end o f  the scale, the hulls from reprocessing could first 
be passed to a second dissolver to ensure total dissolution of any remaining
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fuel. These hulls could be further treated to remove as much surface activity 
as possible. The residual hulls could then be compacted to  reduce their volume 
and the interstices filled with cem ent grout (or a metal matrix); such an - 
immobilized waste form would be o f minimal volume for this type o f waste 
and would contain minimal activity. However, the processing steps would 
involve leach liquors and o ther decontam ination liquors which would require 
separate treatm ent, preferably recycling. The immobilized waste form would 
probably be o f reasonable quality since potentially only activation activity 
would remain in the waste. The volume o f packaged waste will be low and 
transport problems will be minimal. Similarly, requirements for disposal will 
also be minimal, possibly perm itting the use o f relatively shallow disposal in view 
o f the virtual absence o f long-lived alpha emitters.

3.2.3.. Compromise option

Many other options are possible between the minimum and maximum 
processing options considered above; in general, these involve either leaching 
out o f any undissolved fuel but avoiding com paction or alternatively, 
compacting the hulls but not attem pting to  remove any remaining activity.

In the case of Zircaloy hulls there is an alternative route which is the 
complete dissolution of the Zircaloy and conversion to  an oxide which can 
then be immobilized by either hot pressing and sintering or incorporation in 
suitable matrix waste form. This option will not be considered further 
in this paper.

3.2.4. Discussion o f  options

The two extrem e cases are summarized in Table IV and the judgem ent 
on the relative costs and radiological detrim ent is indicated in Table V. The 
general trade-off is again clearly evident. No attem pt has been made to  analyse 
an interm ediate case in detail, but many options are possible and a detailed 
analysis o f them  is necessary before decisions can be made.

4. FINAL DISCUSSION

This symposium on the conditioning o f radioactive wastes for storage 
and disposal has been programmed to consider five questions, the first and 
last o f which are “ How much conditioning is necessary?” and “ How is the 
degree o f  conditioning justified?”
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This paper has primarily addressed the first question, but inevitably it is 
necessary to take account o f the last one as well in considering the to tal system 
from conditioning to disposal.

A simple approach has been adopted in the two examples presented in 
order not to  overcomplicate the basic principles involved. However, it must 
be appreciated that, in practice, consideration must be given to the overall 
timescale o f the sequence of events from conditioning through to disposal, 
particularly if  an extended period o f interim  storage is necessary, when discounting 
could influence the relative magnitude o f costs. It must also be borne in mind 
that disposal facilities for some categories o f wastes are not yet available so 
the research and development currently being carried out on immobilization 
processes has to  make assumptions regarding the possible disposal scenarios.

For intermediate-level wastes, many options exist for their treatm ent 
and disposal and this paper has highlighted the breadth of these options.
Decisions on the preferred route can only be made when technical and economic 
analyses have been carried out, supported by detailed radiological assessments 
of both  doses to operators and long-term detrim ents which might arise as a 
result o f possible releases from disposal back to  m an’s environment. These 
assessments must be carried out taking account o f the recommendations of 
ICRP Publication 26 and a judgem ent o f  the relative values of the detrim ents 
and the overall economics o f the different options.
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Abstract

GUIDELINE FOR IMMOBILIZATION, PACKAGING A ND STORAGE OF LOW- AND  
INTERM EDIATE-LEVEL RADIO ACTIVE WASTES.

Waste acceptance criteria for disposal have n o t y e t  been established in Switzerland.
A guideline for im m obilization , packaging and storage o f  low - and interm ediate-level radio
active w astes from nuclear pow er plants in Switzerland becam e effective in 1980. This guideline 
is a basic docum ent for the Swiss Nuclear Safety D epartm ent for licensing purposes and has the 
fo llow ing aims: to define essential requirem ents; to  specify  quantitative lim its; to provide som e  
guarantee for acceptance o f  w aste for disposal. This paper deals w ith  different requirem ents 
m entioned  in the guideline either qualitatively or quantitatively. One o f  the im portant values 
is the m axim um  leach rate o f  1 0 ~2 k g -m " 2 -d " 1 m easured over a period o f  150 days. The test 
m ethod is in con form ity  w ith  the prescription laid dow n in a draft version by the International 
Organization for Standardization. A nother main requirem ent is the stability  o f  the submerged  
waste form against sw elling and cracking. Wastes from  reprocessing o f  spent fuel are not 
covered by this guideline.

1. INTRODUCTION

Most of the radioactive waste in Switzerland comes from four nuclear power 
plants in operation and the Federal Institute for Reactor Research. These facilities 
have or will have their own immobilization processes for non-combustible radio
active wastes. For combustible wastes, contracts have been concluded between 
the utilities and the Federal Institute for Reactor Research at Würenlingen, which 
will accept these wastes for incineration and subsequent immobilization of 
the ashes.

Each nuclear power plant has an on-site storage building for those radioactive 
wastes which are not disposed of by sea dumping under the auspices o f the Nuclear 
Energy Agency of the OECD.

Detailed waste acceptance criteria relating to  disposal in a geological forma
tion have not been established in Switzerland. However, a guideline for immobili
zation, packaging and storage of radioactive waste has been established by the
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Nuclear Safety Department, which is the licensing authority  for nuclear installa
tions. This guideline is a basic docum ent for licensing purposes and has the 
following aims:

To define essential requirements 
To specify quantitative limits
To provide some guarantee for acceptance of waste for disposal.

It is the purpose of the present paper to describe and explain the'different 
requirem ents o f this guideline.

2. FUNDAMENTALS

Handling and storage of radioactive wastes have to he done in such a manner 
that the absorbed doses for individuals are as low as reasonably achievable 
(ALARA). The waste producer is responsible for the immobilization, packaging 
and storage of radioactive wastes. For these activities the following individual 
guiding principles have to  be observed:

(1) Im m obilization: Radioactive wastes m ust be transformed into an 
immobile form which will effectively reduce the release of radionuclides 
during storage and after disposal.

(2) Packaging: Immobilized wastes are to  be packed in one or more inactive 
layers, so that protection of man during handling, transportation and 
storage is guaranteed.

(3) Storage: Waste packages must be stored in a suitable facility which is 
kept under controllable conditions.

To be more precise, it is necessary to distinguish detailed requirements regarding 
these principles.

3. IMMOBILIZATION

Processes for immobilization o f radioactive wastes should be evaluated, 
planned and installed with respect to various criteria:

Simplicity of process
Good accessibility for intervention
High perform ance standard
Good control possibilities
Minimization of secondary waste
Prevention of contam ination, fire and explosion
Possibilities for sampling and/or quality control
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Requirements relating to immobilization o f wastes are very im portant with respect 
to waste disposal and long-term behaviour. The container for low- and medium- 
level wastes is not regarded as a reliable isolation barrier after the elimination of 
such waste. Therefore, it is the waste form which m ust reduce the release of 
radionuclides to a bertain extent. To achieve this, the following has to be taken 
into account:

Homogeneity: The distribution o f radioactive wastes has to be as uniform 
as possible, depending on their physical form.

Chemical influences: Setting or hardening of matrices m ust not be inhibited 
by chemical properties o f the waste.

Water resistance: First, the submerged waste form m ust not be destroyed by 
possible swelling of incorporated waste. This requirem ent is no t always 
easy to achieve as experience has shown, e.g. with spent ion-exchange resins. 
Secondly, the leaching behaviour of the waste form m ust be determined by 
measuring the leach rate.on actual or simulated samples.
The leach ra te 1 R, measured as mean value over 150 days, should be less 
than 10“2 kg-nT 2 • d“1 (the standard m ethod proposed by the International 
Organization for Standardization, ISO/TC 85, is normally used).

Quality Assurance: A programme for quality assurance m ust be presented 
to the authority, including permissible deviations for m ixture composition; 
inform ation concerning sampling and visual or mechanical controls.

Voids: Voids are to be avoided within the waste form as well as between 
the waste form and the container.

Resistance tô radiation: Organic matrices have a .more limited resistance to 
rádiation than inorganic matrices and are generally m ore flammable. The 
Nuclear Safety Departm ent therefore reserves the right to lim it the dose 
absorbed in the organic matrices.

Liquid  content: The conten t o f unbounded residual liquid in the waste form 
must be reduced as much as possible. This can be achieved by careful 
balancing o f materials, exact dosing and complete mixing.

1 The leach rate R is defined as R =  ДА • m / A • F • t, where m =  mass of specimen,
ДА =  activity which is leached out during time t, A =  activity in the specimen before beginning
the leaching test, F =  geometric surface of specimen exposed to the leachant, and t =  duration
of the leaching test.
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There are different purposes for packaging radioactive wastes into a container. 
The most im portant ones are

To guarantee the safe and simple handling of radioactive wastes during 
storage, transportation and disposal 
To satisfy the transport regulations 
To reduce the escape of radionuclides effectively

In particular, the following requirements are placed on packaging:

Container volume and wall thickness: A container volume of 200 litres should 
preferably be used; in certain cases, larger volumes can be accepted, e.g.
1000 litres. The wall thickness of a 200 litre steel drum has to be 1.2 mm as 
a minimum.

Service life and corrosion protection: Integrity of the container m ust be main
tained under the conditions dom inant in a storage building and during transporta
tion, at least until the waste is disposed of.

Recording and identification: Careful recording of data is of particular im portance 
with respect to storage and disposal. The guideline defines a minimal set of record 
data. Each package should be marked so that identification is possible at any time 
before disposal.

Regulations governing transportation and sea dumping: In view of the necessity 
for later transportation of packages before disposal, care should be taken during 
immobilization and packaging to see that the packages accord with the transport 
regulations. If disposal by sea dumping is intended, the NE A guidelines for sea 
dumping packages apply.

4. REQUIREMENTS PLACED ON PACKAGING

5. REQUIREMENTS PLACED ON STORAGE BUILDINGS

Storage of waste packages must be carried out in such a m anner that

Unnecessary radiation exposure of individuals is avoided 
No activity is released to the environment during normal 
operation, except for tritium  and noble gases 
The stored containers remain intact up to  the time of 
their disposal
The release of activity as a result of accidents is limited.
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Protection from  ingress o f  water: The storage building should be built above 
groundwater level and not be reached by a potential flood water wave. Where 
this is not possible, the building m ust be protected by appropriate insulation.

Storage capacity: The storage capacity of waste packages should be designed for 
a period of 10 years. The possibility of extension should exist.

Groundwater insulation: Protection of groundwater is based on two protective 
layers, e.g. a surface coating and a groundwater insulation.

Ventilation: The storage building should be ventilated to prevent water condensing 
on the surfaces of packages and to prevent freezing of residual water.

Crane installation: Repair work on the crane installation should be possible either 
outside the active storage area or w ithout significant radiation doses.

Fire protection: In areas where flammable matrices or waste forms are handled 
or stored, suitable fire detection and fire-fighting equipm ent must be installed.

6. STATUS OF IMMOBILIZATION PROCESSES AND 
STORAGE BUILDINGS

The current situation concerning immobilization processes and storage 
buildings on the basis of this guideline can be summarized as follows:

Nuclear Power Plant B eznau(PWR, 2 X 350 MW(e)): Sludge and evaporator 
concentrates are immobilized with cem ent by in drum mixing. Spent ion 
exchange resins are immobilized with styrene by a mobile unit. A new storage 
building has been in operation since 1978.

Nuclear Power Plant Muehleberg (BWR, 306 MW(e)): An immobilization system 
is being evaluated and the storage building will be enlarged.

Nuclear Power Plant Goesgen (PWR, 920 MW(e)): Evaporator concentrates are 
immobilized with bitum en in a four-screw extruder. The immobilization process 
for spent ion exchange resins is being evaluated. Separate storage buildings for 
low- and medium-level waste are available.
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Abstract

THE FUNCTION OF WASTE IMMOBILIZATION AS A BARRIER AGAINST 
RADIONUCLIDE RELEASE IN THE FRAME OF AN OVERALL RISK ASSESSMENT.

The general approach to safety assurance in disposal of radioactive waste is the ‘multi
barrier’ or ‘defence-in-depth’ approach. Research has been mostly directed to characterize 
individual barriers in order to learn what performance may be expected from the barrier when 
utilized in a hypothetical safety system. The knowledge available is briefly reviewed, with 
special reference to ongoing activities carried out within the framework of the waste management 
programme of the European Communities. The interaction between different barriers in a 
geological disposal environment is not sufficiently well known to permit a full appreciation 
of the long-term behaviour of a barrier system. Examples of studies under way within the 
programme mentioned above are outlined briefly. On the basis of the information available, 
immobilization of high-level waste in borosilicate glass appears an acceptable barrier, well- 
integrated in the various barrier systems. Studies on the long-term properties of conditioned 
alpha-contaminated waste deserve a high priority in order to make a balanced evaluation of 
the long-term risks of the various waste types.

1. INTRODUCTION

The general, approach to safety assurance in disposal of radioactive waste 
is the ‘m ultibarrier’ or ‘defence-in-depth’ approach. This approach envisages 
several barriers,.which share the function of isolating the waste from the biosphere 
both in the operational phase and in the long term (thousands of years or more). 
The chemical form of the disposed waste is one of the barriers, and it should not 
be seen alone, but well integrated with its partner barriers, such as the container, 
the repository, and the geological, hydrological and ecological context.

Two years ago it was indicated in a review paper [ 1 ] that “... .after a phase 
of risk analysis studies essentially referred to idealized model situations, a second 
phase of studies had initiated, in which parameters, which are specific to a site or 
to an individual disposal concept, are taken into better account. Specific 
experiments are also gradually providing a better data base, thus making it possible
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to analyse in depth the performance of the barrier systems under real waste-disposal 
conditions”.

The purpose of the present paper is to  review the situation after two years, 
and try to place the waste immobilization barrier in the frame of performance 
assessment studies which are presently under way, particularly in the European 
Community (EC).

In fact, the Commission of the European Community (CEC) has recently 
initiated a concerted action on Performance Assessment of Geological Isolation 
Systems (PAGIS action).

This action will pool the knowledge available in the various EC countries 
having an active waste management programme. It will concern disposal in 
continental geological formations (clay, hard rock, salt) as well as disposal into 
the seabed. The studies will be carried out independently for the various formations, 
but with a coherent approach as regards the methodologies and the basic principle 
on which performance assessment will be based.

The PAGIS action is conceived in three phases: in the first phase the available 
knowledge will be reviewed, reference cases will be selected, and a critical analysis 
of release scenarios and assessment methodology will be made. In the second 
phase, which will presumably start in 1984, and in the third phase, which will 
follow, the performance of geological isolation systems will be quantified, potential 
effects on man and the biosphere will be evaluated, and a jo in t interpretation at 
Com munity level of the safety o f geological isolation will be completed.

2. INDIVIDUAL BARRIERS

In the review m entioned above, a distinction was made between natural 
barriers and technological barriers, the former being set by nature and optimized 
by site-selection, the latter being set by man and optim ized through choice of 
materials and repository design.

The scientific background relating to these barriers also differs: the former 
require knowledge of geology and geochemistry, whilst the latter essentially 
involve various branches of materials sciences and engineering. It is commonly 
agreed that natural barriers should assure the necessary protection of man and 
the environment in the long term while the secondary barriers should be designed 
so as to  assure essentially no release during the first few centuries.

It is the au thor’s opinion that this distinction in objectives reflects the present 
limited knowledge of barrier behaviour, and that, as research proceeds, the 
function of the two types of barriers will eventually overlap.
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F IG .], Particle size d istribution o f  A m , Pu and N p  colloids, as measured by filtra tion  o f  
leachates on Nuclepore mem branes o f  d ifferen t pore size.

2.1. Geological isolation

It is beyond the scope of this paper to review progress in the evaluation of 
the geological isolation barrier for the m any projects under way. Progress is 
necessarily slow, and present knowledge is not significantly different from what 
it was two years ago. It is the au thor’s opinion, however, that attitudes towards 
the problem, particularly those of academic scientists, are much more constructive 
now than previously. Predictive geology [2] is becoming a scientific discipline, 
with its own principles, technology and experts. Potential applications of 
predictive (or prospective) geology are not limited to  radioactive-waste disposal, 
and progress in the near future will presumably be much faster than it has been 
in the last few years. The trend towards a more pronounced site-specific approach 
has considerably helped in anchoring research on more stable grounds.

In the PAGIS action input data of model studies will originate from 
specific sites but a certain variability of input parameters will be considered, 
to  account for local differences. It is hoped in this way to  couple the advantages 
of site-specific studies with those of generalized studies, and obtain results 
which could possibly be exploited on a wider regional scale, taking advantage 
of a site screening process which has already been completed. [3]
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ß x , y

A m (H C03)2+ (6.2 ± 1.1) X 104

A m (HC03)î (1.4 + 0 .3) X 108

A m (C 03)¡ (2.8 ± 0.5) X 10u

Am 0 H (C 0 3) | - (3.7 ± 0.7) X 1015

Am(OH)î 7 X 1012

2.2. Radionuclide retention in geological media

The most im portant result in this field has been, in the au thor’s opinion, 
recognizing the complexity of the problem. In reported assessment studies ion 
retention was essentially modelled as a cation exchange process, on the assumption 
that radionuclides are released as soluble species and retain their chemical 
identity at all times. Experimental evidence suggests that both assumptions 
are not verified for many radionuclides. Figure 1 shows as an example that 
actinides are largely released as colloids.

Table I shows, as a second example, recently measured stability constants 
o f Am111 carbonate complexes, which indicate that Am111 may considerably 
change its chemical behaviour depending on the carbonate ion concentration in 
water [4 ]. Models must therefore include chemical kinetic and therm odynam ic 
data which were not considered in the previous models.

Research is presently under way in several countries to obtain the fundam en
tal data required, but the difficulties of such research should no t be under
estimated, nor the difficulty of reproducing in research laboratories the anoxic 
environment which is frequently characteristic of deep geological media.

The approach o f the CEC in this area is to  favour concentration of experi
ments on a few selected sites and reference situations, in order to  learn the 
interaction of radio-ions and geological media in a few typical situations, not 
necessarily linked to  waste-disposal projects. Research should be conducted in 
parallel with model development and well integrated with it. Models should 
first interpret the results o f laboratory experiments and then try  to  predict the 
behaviour of the more complex natural situations.

2.3. Technological barriers

Long-lived containers, waste immobilization in an insoluble form, and 
proper backfilling are the ways by which man can ensure that radionuclides 
remain where they should, and research is active as regards all three aspects.
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2.3.1. Containers

We are still far from a definitive choice of container design and materials, and 
proposals range from the minimum required to contain the immobilized waste 
during interim storage and transport, to sophisticated containers o f such valuable 
materials that a repository may easily be seen as an attractive mine for such 
materials by future generations.

The long-term corrosion properties of all these materials are not well known, 
and extrapolation from common laboratory tests is far beyond the classical 
extrapolation range. In that respect the behaviour of sophisticated and expensive 
alloys with very limited corrosion rates (such as Ti-based alloys) may be more 
difficult to predict than that of a cheap thick iron container, and a trend to 
preferring thick iron is evident in many projects.

Long-term corrosion studies are at a rather early stage [5] and it is difficult 
to imagine what may be reasonably achieved in terms of container’s lifetime, 
although the 8 0 0 -1 0 0 0  years container is frequently m entioned as an achievable 
target. For repository performance assessment it seems particularly im portant 
that the container assures confinem ent while the waste material is at a higher 
tem perature than the surrounding form ation. Not only would this counter
balance the small leaching resistance of borosilicate glass at high tem perature, 
but also it would improve the barrier’s reliability: understanding and modelling 
the interaction between waste and its environment is complicated enough at 
constant tem perature, and the addition of a tem perature-gradient parameter 
may require many years of expensive research.

2.3.2. Chemical form  o f  conditioned waste

Many studies have been conducted in the last few years on the behaviour 
of conditioned high-level waste, particularly as borosilicate glass, and the behaviour 
of this barrier is relatively better known than the other barriers o f the system. 
Efforts towards translating experimental findings into physical and mathematical 
models are also well advanced [6, 7]

Release of radio-ions seems to  occur largely as a consequence of the matrix 
break-down, with radio-ions released in ionic form or as radiocolloids o f variable 
size (F ig .l).

Their successive transport is largely dependent on' the water regime: in 
semi-static systems solubility and diffusion are probably the dom inant parameters, 
while in flowing systems weight losses either measured directly or calculated 
through individual measurement of radio-ion concentration in the aqueous 
media converge on the same values at equilibrium (Fig.2) [8 ]. Radiation damage 
effects have been widely discussed, but there is now fairly general agreement that 
such effects should be small [9].
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days

FIG .2. lea ch in g  rate o f  A m - and Тс-doped vitrified HA W simulates vs time, obtained by 
radioactivity measurem ents o f  leachates. (& Те, о  Am ).

Long-term behaviour of immobilized alpha-contaminated waste is much 
less well known, and this may seem paradoxical, since waste disposal of such 
waste is perhaps more urgently needed, and potential environmental implications 
of such waste may eventually be more im portant than those o f HAW [10]. Risk 
analysis o f geological disposal o f HAW has been stimulated by problems of 
acceptance of nuclear energy in general, more than by the urgency of the problem 
in itself, and indeed some national policies now call for an increased relative 
effort on alpha-contamináted waste.

2.3.3. Backfilling

Studies on backfilling are still at a rather preliminary stage, particularly 
as regards chemical properties. This is not surprising. Backfilling is much more 
related to each specific disposal concept than the preceding barriers, and only
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FÍG.3. E ffect o f  clay on leaching o f  vitrified HA W simulates at 80°C. о  Leaching by distilled 
water, closed system : □  Leaching by distilled water, slowly renewed: л  Leaching by a clay 
paste (55% water, 36% m ontm orillonite , 9% sand).

studies of fundam ental properties of materials could be of general value. 
Backfilling (and possibly structural materials) is the link between the natural 
environment and the waste packages. It will interact with both  media, depending 
on its chemical properties, and its composition and function will probably be 
largely modified as time passes. Preliminary results on these interactions are 
reported in the next section.

3. INTERACTION AMONG DIFFERENT BARRIERS

Most of the reported studies on barrier behaviour refer to  single barriers 
in rather idealized situations. Very few results refer to conditions closely 
simulating the geological environment and its perturbations due to  the repo
sitory existence.

This is clearly an oversimplification dictated by the necessity of starting 
with simpler problems first, and by the early stage of repository design, as 
previously indicated. The study of systems of barriers, with barriers inter
acting, is a next step, which in the au thor’s opinion can give rather im portant 
feedback to  repository designers and performance evaluators.
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days

F IG .4. Leaching o f  vitrified HA W simulators by interstitial clay water in presence o f  clay 
and iron oxide, at 80°C. о Leaching by syn thetic  interstitial clay water, closed system ;
□  Leaching by syn thetic  interstitial clay water, slowly renew ed ; л Leaching by a F e20 y c la y  
paste (60% water, 28% m ontm orillonite , 8% sand, 4% Fe20 3).

It seems rather unlikely that the many tons of materials constituting a 
repository simply dissolve and leave the site, as might be inferred from many 
studies on individual barriers. Indeed the dissolved species will interact among 
themselves and with the surrounding materials in a series of complex reactions 
and only the overall balance of these reactions is im portant for performance 
assessment.

Interaction among the different com ponents of the system seems particularly 
im portant for alpha-contaminated waste, in consideration of the large amounts 
of materials which will be introduced to the geological system. It must be stressed 
that the interaction among the various components is not necessarily negative, 
and that a waste container which has fully reacted with the surrounding media 
and completely lost its identity  may still perform its function as a barrier. .

At the CEC Joint Research Centre a series of exploratory tests have been 
carried out, particularly to  obtain a first appreciation of experimental problems 
involved in inter-com ponent studies. Figure 3 shows as an example the results 
of a series of leaching tests on simulated vitrified waste in distilled water, in the 
presence of m ontm orillonite, carried out in closed capsules. They indicate that 
backfilling materials initially accelerate the leaching process, giving leaching rates 
which are closer to those obtained under flowing conditions than to those obtained
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TABLE II. SURFACE ANALYSIS OF LEACHED SAMPLE
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C onditions
T
°C

Largely
depleted D epleted Enriched

m ont, paste 1 

w ith  I
80 Na F e, Ce, U Si, A l, Zr

dist. water J 50 Na F e, Ce, U Si, A l, Zr

m ont, paste 
w ith synthetic  
interstitial

80 Na, Ce Zr, U Si, A l, Fe

clay water ' 50 Na, Ce Zr, U Si, A l, Fe

m o n t .+ F e 20 3 

paste w ith
80 Na, Fe C e, U Si, A l, Zr

dist. water 50 Na F e, Ce, U Si, A l, Zr

m ont. + F e 20 3 

paste w ith  
interst. clay

80 Ña, F e ,C e Zr, U Si, A1

water 50 Na, F e ,C e  • Zr, U Si, A1

distilled water 80 Na Si A l, F e , Zr, U , Ce

interstitial 
clay water

80 Na Si, Zr, U A l, F e , Ce

m ont. = m ontm orillon ite

in closed systems without montmorillonite. A trend is however evident of evolution 
towards a quasi-equilibrium situation, which is probably diffusion-controlled [11].

Figure 4 shows the results o f similar tests carried out in the presence of iron 
oxide, which was added as a rough simulator of container corrosion products, 
and with a water composition simulating interstitial clay water. The leaching 
rate is again initially increased, but the system seems to evolve rather rapidly to 
an equilibrium situation.

The complexity of the reactions taking place is shown in Table II, which 
reports the results o f surface analysis of samples after the test, carried out by 
means o f the ESCA technique. In tests carried out in presence o f montmorillonite, 
enrichment of Si occurs at the surface while in tests carried out in water Si is
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F IG .5. G am m a-scanning o f  a clay-sand co lum n .
A : a fte r  in tera c tio n  w ith  a leachate so lu tio n  fro m  s im u la ted  241 A m -d o p e d  H A  W. 
B: a fte r  w ashing w ith  100 co lu m n  volum es.

depleted. Zr is enriched at the surface in samples leached by distilled water and 
depleted in samples leached by interstitial water. Iron is largely enriched in the 
absence of backfillings, while the opposite behaviour is shown when backfilling 
is present.

Finally, Figure 5 shows the behaviour of Am released from vitrified waste 
when interacting with an aquifer system. The situation seems to be essentially 
controlled by complexing solubilization of the filtered colloids.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Although essentially preliminary, the results obtained have been of considerable 
help in setting and limiting the objectives of CEC experimental programmes 
related to performance assessment of waste isolation systems for the next 
few years.

The experience gained in the last few years justifies the following remarks, 
which we consider as guidelines for our activity:

(1) The interaction between risk evaluators, supporting experimental research, 
repository design and engineering must be much more continuous and effective 
than in the past, in order to overcome the many difficulties of realistic long-term 
performance evaluations of geological isolation systems.

(2) Efforts should be made to enlarge the scientific bases o f performance assess
ment, particularly by involving academic science to a greater extent than in the 
past. Simulation experiments carried out in laboratories must be very carefully
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planned and extend over several years in order to be significant. They should be 
done in conditions which realistically refer to waste disposal projects and may 
be verified by in-situ tests to be carried out in due time.

(3) While the present level of research on performance assessment o f isolation 
systems for high-level waste seems consistent with the time required for imple
menting the corresponding technology, there is a need to arrive soon at a better 
definition of management schemes for alpha-contaminated waste, in order to 
start a parallel effort on such types of waste, which to date have not received 
the attention which corresponds to their relative weight in the overall scheme 
of radioactive-waste management.

(4) Despite the many uncertainties still existing, the overall performance of 
the barrier systems presently under evaluation seems adequate to assure confine
ment o f radionuclides so that no harm should result to man and the biosphere 
both in the short term and in the long term. There appears to be no need at 
present to go to more sophisticated and expensive waste-immobilization techniques 
than those presently being developed. Indeed it would seem that as knowledge
of the barriers’ performance increases, some relaxation of the performance 
objective of engineered barriers may even take place, thus allowing a saving of 
financial resources, which are nowadays not unlimited, and a faster implementa
tion of waste management technology.
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Abstract

EFFECTS OF IONIZING R ADIATIO N DURING  THE DISPOSAL OF RADIOACTIVE  
WASTES INTO GEOLOGICAL FORM ATIONS.

Basic propositions related to the specific features o f the thermal and radiation influence  
of h igh-activity wastes on the geologic environm ent o f  repositories are considered. Boundary 
values o f  adm issible dose loads on  protective barriers on the basis o f alum inium  silicate minerals 
are proposed. Data on the effects o f  ion izing radiation on the surface properties o f  minerals 
are put forward.

During the disposal of radioactive wastes into geological formations the main 
barrier which prevents the spread of radioactive contamination and localizes it 
within repositories for a number of decades is rocks and minerals composing the 
formation. It seems obvious that the geochemical behaviour of any geological 
structure, its balance, will depend, on the one hand, on its properties and con
dition, on the other, on the specific features of thermal and radiation influences 
on it. The heterogeneity of rocks in the formation makes the evaluation of para
meter dependences of the above-mentioned factors a complicated procedure. 
Practically, it is impossible to have absolutely homogeneous geochemical structures 
when constructing repositories. Therefore, even small thermal loads can consider
ably change the rock parameters. The presence of water and minerals unstable 
under thermal influence, even if their quantity is very small (about several per 
cent), diminishes the limit of admissible heating-up of the rocks adjacènt to the 
repository, i.e. those changes which do not seriously upset the geochemical 
balance of the system can be determined. Moreover, the basic minerals of the 
rock can be rather stable thermally up to a temperature of about 700° C.

Changes in the mechanical properties of the structures, the appearance of 
porosity, cracks, shifts along mated surfaces, changes in the size of grains and in 
the structure of minerals etc. under thermal influence are caused by a change in 
the water content and its geochemical form. Hence, when designing repositories
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for radioactive wastes it is necessary, in the first place, to provide for certain 
thermal conditions for each geological structure. These conditions should take 
into account the temperature limit admissible for the given geochemical media.
The temperature limit depends on the quantity of water, the form of its existence 
in the structure, depth and structure of the formation, its mechanical properties, 
degrees of homogeneity and extension as well as on the general hydrogeological 
conditions. The temperature limit is determined individually for each distinct 
place. The properties of the rock for this purpose are determined by the thermal 
action on core samples with further analysis of the results of mechanical tests.
In any case it is reasonable to have in the repository a temperature limit below 
the boiling point of water at given depths of the formation. Real temperatures 
of the wastes can be above this level. This depends on the design of the repository. 
However, if the temperature level is higher than the optimum one, its boundaries 
must be limited by concrete parts of a geologic formation.

The specific features of the radiation influence on rocks of the formation 
are conditioned by the evaluation of the changes in the surface properties of 
minerals and, consequently, o f the rock as a whole. It is well known that the 
radiation resistance of inorganic sorbents, minerals is rather high (up to 
10 10 rad) [ 1 ]. At the same time, intensive accumulation of microdefects leads to 
considerable changes in the surface properties, such as the area of the surface, its 
density sorption parameters and others. The character of radiation defects de
pends on the nature of the bonds and energy of the crystal lattice of the mineral 
as well as on the irradiation conditions: temperature, medium in which irradiation 
takes place, type of radiation, its energy and others. It is well known that 
irradiation leads to the processes of ionization of atoms and excitation of electrons 
which cause a shift of atoms to the interstitial site of the crystal lattice o f the 
irradiated substance [2]. For the average composition of the fission products 
going to wastes the mean energy of irradiation may vary from 0.3—1.0 MeV, when 
the effects of excitation of bound electrons of the substance and ionization of 
outermost and inner electron shells of atoms prevail. Appreciable chemical 
changes in irradiated substances appear due to the interaction with the outermost 
electron shells o f atoms.

In alumosilicate minerals the bonds between elements of the crystal lattice 
are rather strong, the volume of free interstitials is small, therefore the possibility 
of the shift of atoms from their normal positions is very small. It has been estab
lished that the electron transfer of the electron from the anion to the cation is the 
main effect of radiation on alumosilicate minerals, but the direct rupture of the 
chemical bond inside the ion is also possible. Thus, besides the changes in the 
microstructure of the surface during outer irradiation a change in the energy para
meters, a transition to another structure, takes place. Taking into account the 
durable and constant character of irradiation during the disposal of high-activity 
wastes, which gives very high values of absorbed doses, it seems reasonable to
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F IG .l .  The beg inn ing  o f  the  irregular changes on the  surface; fo rm a tio n  o f  the  groove  relief.

FIG. 2. F o rm a tio n  o f  d en d r ite s  on th e  surface o f  quartz u n d er  th e  e lec tron  beam  probe.
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TABLE I. DEPENDENCE OF THE 001 REFLECTION ON THE 
ABSORBED DOSE

Type o f  ir- Irradiation Absorbed Value d 00i (Ä )
radiation cond itions dose (rad) _________ (parameter “c ” )__________

M ontm orillonite N ontronite

- - - 14 .255 12 ,998

7 60Co air-dry 1 0 7 14.255 13 .002

7 60Co air-dry 1 0 8 1 3 .598 12 .627

7 60Co air-dry 1 0 9 13.592 1 2 . 2 1 1

7 60Co air-dry . 1 0 1C 12.627 1 1 .946

7 60Co in so lu tion  Sr2+ 1 0 7 1 4 .3 1 0 13 .112

7 60Co in solution  Sr2+ 1 0 8 13.897 1 2 .690

7 60Co in solu tion  Sr2+ 1 0 9 13.801 12.361

ë air-dry 1 0 7 1 4 .250 1 2 .990

ë air-dry 1 0 8 14 .029 12 .800

ë in so lu tion  Sr2+ 1 0 7 14.312 13 .090

ë in solu tion  Sr2+ 1 0 8 1 4 .100 12.831

determine the limit of absorbed doses, from which appreciable changes in minerals 
important from the practical viewpoint take place, e.g. distortion o f the surface 
or changes in the sorption parameters.

The investigations performed on several groups of minerals and alumosilicate 
rocks showed that during irradiation of dry alumosilicate systems up to 1010|rad 
no considerable changes are.observed. .

Thus, without taking into consideration the annealing o f radiation defects 
initiated by thermal effect, a great number o f alumosilicate minerals of various 
types, if they cjontain'no moisture, are stable1 barrier materials up to an absorbed 
dose of 101 °|rad [3,4]. The appropriate design o f a repository may help increase 
the time periocjl over which such doses are achieved up to -50— 100 years. Naturally, 
a long-.term natural alumosilicate barrier in a dry state in the formation involves 
a lot of difficulties. In this case heat-releasing wastes can be of ;use. The released 
heat will provide the temperature level required for dehydration. Thus, when 
constructing a repository in alumosilicate formations a homogeneous barrier can 
be engineered. The barriers can be o f various designs; they may differ in the type 
of conjunction with the walls o f the formation as well as in their forms. It is to 
be noted that there are some papers reporting thé engineering o f barriers made 
of bentonite [5], but'other materials can also be used.
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At the same time each.material must be studied as to its radiation resistance 
in order to find the optimum parameters of the exploitation o f the barrier, since 
it has been established that at low radiation doses maximum changes in the micro
hardness are observed, while at high ones, they tend to zero [6].

Two figures can be considered as an example of radiation influence on. 
minerals. Figure 1. shows.the initial stage of the formation o f the groove relief on 
the quartz surface, and Fig. 2 represents the formation of dendrites under the 
influence of the electron beam.

In the case of minerals and rocks of alumosilicate origin containing water, 
the doses from which the transformation of the surface properties begins are 
higher by a factor of 10 2 — 103 than for dry ones.

Starting with the absorbed doses of 107 -  108rad, a decrease in the relative 
intensity of the absorption bands in the region of stretching vibrations of struc
tural hydroxyl groups is observed (by means of the IR-spectroscopy ), the sorption 
parameters as regards the ions in the liquid phase change, the exchange accelerates 
and its absolute values increase. The acceleration of diffusion processes is observed 
for the solid phases. X-ray diffractograms of irradiated alumosilicates show the 
structural changes in surface layers caused by radiation. The analysis of diffracto
grams (see Table I) of irradiated montmorillonite and nontronite show a shift of 
the centre of gravity o f basal reflection (001) to the region of large angles at the 
absorbed dose of 107 rad. The position of reflection 060, which shows the para
meter of the electron cell on the “b” axis, practically, does not change. Thus, the 
prevailing direction of the change in the structure of minerals is parameter “c” 
(distance between .planes), which is determined by the composition of exchange 
cations and by the degree of hydration of the mineral. Since irradiation at the 
above-mentioned doses does not lead to a change in the structure of the alumo
silicate skeleton o f minerals and, consequently; to the composition o f the exchange 
complex, the observed decrease in the distance between layers is evidently due to 
the influence of water:radiolysis.

It is.well known [7] that there are several energetically different categories 
of bound water in minerals. Water molecules of the crystalline hydrate /type 
possess the highest binding energy. Water co-ordinated by unbalanced. ¿>ns o f the 
crystal lattice and exchange cations, and simultaneously bound by hydrogen inter
action with oxygen atoms o f neighbour layers in laminar minerals possesses lower 
interaction energy. The water.which hydrates the inner surface of structural 
stacks is bound least o f all. The effect o f irradiation consists, in the first place, 
in the violation o f the balance between the above-mentioned water forms in the 
structure of minerals. Water molecules hydrating the structures o f elements in 
the layer are removed by radiolysis best of all; as a result o f this, additional active 
centres are liberated. This process is accompanied by the redistribution in the 
interstack complex and by the convergence o f alumosilicate layers in laminar 
minerals. Such disturbances are well manifested at doses o f 10 7 — 10 8 rad, when 
the crystal lattice and crystalline water are not affected.
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TABLE II. INFLUENCE OF IRRADIATION ON SORPTION CAPACITY 
OF MINERALS

Type o f  ir
radiation

Irradiation
conditions

Absorbed  
dose (rad)

Sorption capacity  
(m g eq V /lO O g )

M ontm orillonite N ontron ite

- - -■ 3 5 .0 0 2 0 . 0 2

0> О П o air-dry 1 0 7 35 .0 0 2 0 . 0 0

7 60Co air-dry 1 0 8 4 0 .9 5 23 .1 6

7 60Co air-dry 1 0 9 4 3 .2 2 22 .5 7

7 60Co air-dry 1 0 10 4 4 .5 9 31 .0 5

7 60Co in solu tion  Sr2+ 1 0 7 35 .0 0 2 0 . 0 2

O' О n О in so lu tion  Sr2+ 1 0 8 36 .4 0 21 .3 8

о о о О in so lu tion  Sr2+ 1 0 9 4 2 .9 5 28 .3 0

ё air-dry 1 0 7 35 .0 0 2 0 . 0 2

ё air-dry 1 0 8 39 .0 5 21 .4 7

ё in solu tion  Sr2+ 1 0 7 35 .0 0 2 0 . 0 2

ё in solution  Sr2+ 1 0 8 3 6 .0 0 2 1 .3 0

In the case of frame minerals redistribution in the interstack complex also 
takes place, and the processes o f dehydroxylation and distribution o f siloxane and 
silonole bonds (Si-OH; Si-O-Si) occur.

The depth of the redistribution of bonds in surface layers of grains is several 
hundreds of ângstroms and even microns, but for each mineral it is different, de
termined by individual energy parameters or interatomic bonds in the structure 
of the lattice.

Data on the radiation effect on the sorption capacity o f laminar minerals are 
presented in Table II.

The radiolysis of water is accompanied by chemical reactions of interaction 
of its secondary products with the components of the solid phase. The rates of 
the processes depend on the quantity of water, the form of its existence in the 
system and energy of the bond with the crystal lattice of minerals. In the presence 
of free porous water the dose load according to the electron density is shared bet
ween a liquid and a solid phase, and the radiolysis products and chemical reactions 
depend on the composition of the liquid phase. At the same time a considerable 
quantity of gas is formed in the system. It is to be noted that the liquid phase 
may represent a solution of electrolytes.

Under such conditions an increase in the surface energy of minerals during 
irradiation, which leads to the appearance in them o f internal tensions accompa
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nied by dispersion and form ation of cracks, becomes insignificant for the preserva
tion of strength of the rock structure. The radiolysis o f the liquid phase has the 
major effect. In this case radiolysis and chemical destruction attack first o f all 
quickly soluble com ponents of the rocks, mainly those for which a change in pH 
of the liquid phase is most significant. In the presence of free water a change in. 
pH leads to the violation of the balance in the system and can disturb the structure 
of the rocks in the formation. Besides, minerals and rocks catalyse, to a certain 
extent, the radiolysis in the liquid phase and subsequent reactions, which influence 
the rate o f the change in their surface properties and represent a negative factor 
for the storage of wastes.

However, in certain cases when the quantity of water is small and the rocks 
are assumed to be dry by convention (water saturation and regeneration of the 
porous liquid are not observed) the dose rate can be allowed to be equal to 
10s rad. Under such conditions the com ponents formed during radiolysis consti
tu te small quantities and do not cause the destruction of the structure of the rocks 
in the formation.

CONCLUSIONS

It can be concluded that alumosilicate rocks and minerals are on the whole 
radiation-resistant and during irradiation change only their surface properties.
These changes consist in the dispersion, loosening of the structure and form ation 
of cracks and, consequently, in the acceleration of the diffusion of foreign com
ponents into grains. The balance in the surface layers is upset, the mechanical 
and physico-chemical properties of these layers change. Since all the changes 
depend on the initial energy parameters of the structure, the rates o f the 
appearance of defects differ for different minerals. Therefore, the bonds in the 
structure are disturbed along mated surfaces.

It follows from the above described processes that the radiation load on 
rocks in the repositories must be limited. Our investigations showed that the 
admissible dose load on alumosilicate rocks am ounts to 10 8 rad. When barriers 
on the basis of dry alumosilicate minerals are engineered the admissible dose 
loads are higher by a factor o f 102 . It is to be noted that radiation influence 
on the rocks must be studied individually for each repository.
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Abstract

HIGH-LEVEL REPROCESSING W ASTE PACKAGE REQUIREM ENTS FO R A DEEP 
BOREHOLE DISPOSAL FACILITY TO BE MINED IN A SALT DOME.

The ultim ate disposal o f  high-level w aste m ay entail waste package requirem ents that 
differ from  or com plem ent those originally specified  for the im m obilization  process. Waste 
package requirem ents are presented for a disposal con cep t based on  the use o f  deep boreholes, 
as in a Netherlands con cep t for a facility  to  be m ined in a salt dom e. M ost atten tion  is given 
to  the rather stringent rock  salt tem perature lim itations that were form ulated in anticipation  
o f the presence w ithin the repository area o f  m inor bands o f К and/or Mg salts. For three 
different canister diam eters a review is given o f  the variations in the high-level w aste and the 
disposal-geom etry param eters as calculated to be consistent w ith  the predeterm ined m axim um  
rock salt tem peratures. Until another dry-drilling technique can be developed for drilling 
deep boreholes w ith  a diam eter larger than 35 cm , currently available dry-drilling technique  
lim its the diam eter o f  the canisters to  about 30  cm. The canister construction  and its wall 
thickness are discussed in relation to the stacking load and the rock pressure build-up around  
the em placed canisters due to borehole convergence and a subsequent tem porary excess o f  
rock pressure due to thermal loading. F inally, it is argued that carefully developed deep  
borehole disposal in a salt dom e involves no additional waste package requirem ents deriving 
from  the generic safety  assessm ent other than that the waste form  should be solid.

1. INTRODUCTION

The waste package requirements for borosilicate glass high-level waste for 
reprocessing are primarily related to safe handling during the immobilization 
process and to interim storage directly following this.

The ultim ate disposal of these waste packages may however call for different 
and/or additional waste package requirements in order (a) to  enable possible 
subsequent surface storage at the disposal site for many years prior to the emplace
ment operations, (b) to assure safe handling during transportation underground 
and the emplacement operations, and finally (c) to  comply with possible 
assumptions or predictions made relating to the long-term isolation o f the 
emplaced waste packages.
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It is evident that these additional waste package requirements may differ 
for the different disposal options under consideration.

This paper will specifically deal with requirements derived from a Nether
lands concept for a deep borehole disposal facility to be mined in a salt dome, 
and its generic safety assessment.

2. WASTE PACKAGE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DISPOSAL FACILITY

In the process o f optimizing the design for a high-level waste disposal 
facility to be mined in a medium-sized salt dome a concept has developed of 
which an artist’s view is shown in Fig. 1. This concept can be summarized 
as follows:

A safety ro o f of at least 300 m of rock salt overlying the highest mined 
excavations

An isolation shield of at least 200 m thickness surrounding the high-level 
waste repository area at the flanks of the salt dome

A separate level for the disposal in cavities of low- and intermediate-level 
wastes overlying the high-level waste disposal level

A high-level waste disposal level at about 900 m depth with disposal 
galleries driven parallel to  each other at about 75 m intervals, and

Disposal boreholes o f about 35 cm diameter and o f about 300 m depth 
drilled into the floors of the disposal galleries at intervals of about 75 m.

Im portant prerequisites for the disposal concept from which input data can 
be derived for defining high-level waste package requirements are:

A limitation of the total quantity  of emplaced high-level waste to an initial 
decay heat source of 35 MW

Emplacement of the high-level waste canisters immediately after receipt 
from the reprocessing firm, that is, after a 10-year decay period

Anticipation of complexity of the internal structure of the salt dome and 
the presence within the high-level waste repository area of minor bands of 
К and/or Mg salts, and thus

A lim itation of the thermal loading of the host rock due to the decay 
heat production in the emplaced canisters such that the maximum rock 
salt tem peratures will remain below 150°C locally, directly next to the 
emplaced canisters, and 100°C globally in the disposal area
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The dry-drilling technique with which the 300 m deep disposal boreholes 
are to be made will lim it the diam eter o f the boreholes to about 35 cm

The cross-section of the disposal galleries is preferably to be limited to 4.5 m 
wide and 5 m high

The use o f Kiruna trucks for transport of material underground and the 
possibility to standardize on one type if  the transport flasks for handling 
the high-level waste canisters underground could be limited in weight to 
about 22 metric tons

The use of a special movable filling rig for lowering the series of high-level 
waste canisters by cable from their transport flasks into emplacement in 
the disposal boreholes

The stacking o f the high-level waste canisters one on top o f the o ther over 
a total length of about 300 m

Annular openings at the outer circumference of this stack at each interface 
between two canisters 5 to 10 cm high and about 4 cm thick, and

The plugging and sealing of the disposal boreholes immediately after they 
are filled with the required num ber of canisters.



TABLE I. HLW AND CANISTER-DIAMETER-RELATED DISPOSAL-GEOMETRY DATA FOR A DEEP BOREHOLE 
DISPOSAL IN ROCK SALT BETWEEN 900 TO 1200 m DEPTH

oo
о

1 50. L canister

Outer Overall 
diam. length

HLW
fission
product
content

Decay  
prior to 
disposal

Borehole
distance

Filling
betw een
canisters

M aximum  
global 
rock salt 1 

tem perature

M axim um  
local 
rock  salt 
tem perature

(cm ) (cm ) (wt%) (years) (m ) (cm ) Co (°C )

1 2 . 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 85 2 2 8

1 2 . 2 14 1 0 0 - 0 78 197

1 2 . 2 28 1 0 0 0 6 6 148

43 133.5 9 1 0 85 0 85 190

9 1 0 50 247 85 140

9 19 85 0 73 148

12.2 1 0 50 380 85 160

1 2 . 2 1 0 80 0 85 184

34 .5 2 0 0 1 2 . 2 18 80 0 74 147

9 1 0 70 0 85 158

9 12 70 0 . 82 150

1 2 . 2 1 0 75 0 85 1 7 0

31 2 4 0 1 2 . 2 14 75 0 7 8 1 4 8

9 1 0 7 0 0 85 1 4 8  ■
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If the original rock salt tem perature is assumed to be 40°C at about 1050 m 
depth, then the rock salt tem perature lim itations mentioned before allow for 
maximum tém perature rises of 60°C globally in the disposal area, and of 11 5°C 
directly next to the emplaced canisters.

For a disposal geometry in which the 300 m deep disposal boreholes are 
arranged in a square pattern  with a distance of 50 m between the boreholes, these 
rock salt tem perature rise lim itations can only be realized by limiting the initial 
linear heat production in the disposal boreholes to  about 280 W-п Г 1. For an 
uninterrupted stack o f canisters, filled with a glass that has a specific decay heat 
production of about 10 W -L_l this lim itation requires the internal diameter of 
the canister to be about 20 cm.

This is less than half the canister diameter presently proposed by the repro
cessing firm COGEM A [1]. It is evident that their 150 L high-level waste canisters 
with an outer diam eter of 43 cm will pose quite some problems to a rock salt 
disposal mining authority  that plans to emplace these canisters immediately after 
receipt from the reprocessing firm. These problems are mainly related to the 
prerequisite local rock salt tem perature limitation.

Several variations were studied in order to define what compromises could 
be made to allow acceptance of this large diam eter canister, assuming this would 
be filled with a glass m atrix containing 12.2% by weight o f fission product 
content [2].

As is summarized in Table I a general thermal loading density that results 
in a calculated maximum global rock salt tem perature of about 85°C requires 
for these 43 cm diam eter canisters an emplacement in 300 m deep disposal 
boreholes arranged in a square pattern  with a borehole interval of about 100 m.

The emplacement is thereby assumed to result in uninterrupted stacks of 
canisters and to take place immediately after receipt from the repository firm, 
that is, after only ten years of decay. The problem for this disposal geometry is 
that the local rock salt tem perature will rise to about 228°C instead o f the pre
requisite 150°C limitation.

If a less stringent maximum of 200°C could be accepted for the local rock 
salt tem perature this could be realized by further accepting an additional interim 
storage period o f about four years prior to the emplacement. This additional 
decay would mean that the maximum global tem perature would decrease to 
about 78°C.

Should however the presence o f m inor bands o f К and/or Mg salts within 
the disposal area necessitate that the 150°C lim itation for the local rock salt 
tem perature be maintained, then a longer additional decay period o f about 18 
years prior to emplacem ent would be a feasible solution. This longer decay 
period would also mean that the maximum global rock salt tem perature would 
decrease to about 66°C.
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A nother solution to meet the 150°С limitation for the local rock salt temper
ature was sought in a decrease in specific fission product content o f the glass 
from 12.2 to 9% by weight.

The same general thermal loading density that results in a maximum global 
rock salt temperature of 85°C allows for a decrease in borehole intervals to 85 m. 
The maximum local rock salt tem perature for this disposal geometry will however 
still rise to about 190°C.

The choice then is either to accept this higher maximum local rock salt 
tem perature or, as a way out, to introduce interfillings of crushed salt in the 
boreholes between the canisters. Interfillings o f  247 cm length are necessary to 
bring the maximum local rock salt tem perature below 150°C for a disposal geo
m etry in which the borehole interval is reduced to 50 m in order to maintain 
the general thermal loading density such that the maximum global rock salt _ 
tem perature will still be about 85°C.

For glass with a 9% fission product content, an acceptable maximum local 
rock salt tem perature of 150°C can also be attained by accepting an additional 
interim storage period prior to emplacement o f about nine years. This longer 
decay period also means that the maximum global rock salt tem perature will 
decrease to about 73°C. For the sake o f completeness the application of inter
fillings between the emplaced canisters was also studied for glass with a 12.2% 
fission product content.

For interfillings of 380 cm length the borehole interval will have to be 
reduced to 50 m to arrive at a general thermal loading density related to a maxi
mum global rock salt tem perature of 85°C, for an emplacement after only 10 
years of decay. In this disposal geometry the local rock salt tem perature will 
still surpass the 150°C limit, rising to a maximum of about 160°C.

With respect to the use of interfillings it m ust be stressed tha t the drilling 
costs will rise because the length of the borehole is far greater than the length 
effectively taken up by the emplaced canisters.

From the preceding review it is clear that a large canister diameter compli
cates the planning of disposal o f these canisters in deep boreholes in rock salt. 
There is however a far more stringent lim itation on the diam eter o f the canister, 
i.e. current limitations in the technology o f dry-drilling deep boreholes.

The dem onstration drilling in the Asse II salt mine produced a borehole 
diameter of 31 cm [3]. The technique used may be applied to boreholes up to 
about 35 cm diameter. However 48 cm diam eter boreholes, required to  emplace 
the 43 cm diam eter canisters, will certainly require a completely different drilling 
technique and thus additional development work. It is thus markedly preferable 
to aim for reduced canister diameter.

Two alternatives will be reviewed, both involving a canister capacity 
o f 150 L.
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The first alternative entails an outer diam eter o f 34.5 cm and an overall 
length o f 200 cm; the second alternative entails an outer diam eter of 31 cm and 
an overall length of 240 cm.

Both overall lengths were assumed to be limiting factors from the point o f 
view of transportation and handling underground in transport flasks in a vertical 
position within a roadway height o f 5 m.

As may be seen in Table 1, the 34.5 cm diam eter canister still needs a com pro
mise either involving a higher maximum local tem perature o f about 184°C or an 
additional interim storage period of about eight years.

A reduction in specific fission product content for the glass to 9% by weight 
can practically solve the problem with m inor overshoots.

However, a 34.5 cm diameter canister requires a 40 cm diam eter disposal 
borehole and a completely new dry-drilling technique will have to  be developed 
and dem onstrated before this larger diam eter can be used. In this respect the 
second alternative is far more attractive: the 31 cm diam eter canister requires a 
borehole diameter of only about 35 cm and this should be realizable with 
currently available dry-drilling technology.

As can be seen in Table I only minor compromises have to be accepted for 
the disposal o f glass with a fission product content o f 12.2% by weight. For 
emplacement after only 10 years o f decay a maximum o f 170°C for the local 
tem peratures must be accepted. If however the 150°C lim itation for the local 
tem perature must be maintained, then the choice remains between either an 
additional interim  storage o f only four years or a reduction in fission product 
content in the glass from 12.2% to 9% by weight.

If the canister geometry could be changed to a maximum diam eter of about 
31 cm and a maximum height o f about 240 cm, then the weight o f a transport 
flask for a single canister may be expected to remain within the capacity of a 
standard Kiruna truck. The required transport flask will neither pose handling 
problems in the shaft cage nor in the disposal galleries. The canister material, 
its wall thickness and its top and bottom  design can primarily be defined by the 
handling requirem ents during both the immobilization process and interim 
storage, possibly over a longer period. It may be assumed that the grab 
mechanism used for handling throughout the back end>of the fuel cycle remains 
identical and that the canister top will be designed to  fit that mechanism. The 
stacking of canisters in a disposal borehole will require the bottom  design to 
allow a reasonable fit with the top construction.

The deep borehole disposal concept entails additional requirements for the 
top and bottom  part of the canister construction. The canister must be strong 
enough for the lowest canister to survive the stacking load. The canister must 
however also be strong enough to survive the rock pressure tha t results from 
borehole convergence and any subsequent overshoot o f the rock pressure due 
to the thermal loading, should this happen prior to the sealing of the borehole.
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There is strong preference for a design of the top and bottom  part o f the 
canisters that leaves an annular space for the migrating rock salt during the 
borehole convergence process, thus creating supporting rings between the 
canisters. This feature is designed to block later vertical movement o f  the stack 
of canisters.

Whether the canisters need to survive for a longer period than that required 
for the disposal boreholes to be filled and sealed depends on whether or not 
the canister wall is adjudged a barrier function in the generic safety assessment.

3. SAFETY-ASSESSMENT-RELATED WASTE PACKAGE REQUIREMENTS

It may be assumed that the canister design will at least be adequate to sur
vive all handling and storage conditions prior and up to the ultim ate emplacement 
of the canisters in the disposal boreholes. Subsequent careful and proper m ulti
stage plugging and sealing o f the filled disposal boreholes will then provide 
immediate isolation of the emplaced canisters at quite some distance from the 
other accessible mine excavations. Once all the disposal boreholes in a disposal 
roadway are filled and sealed the roadway itself will be refilled and dammed off 
from the o ther roadways that still remain accessible. The preceding assumes that 
the canister must survive all external loads until this situation has been achieved.

Once the whole disposal facility is closed and sealed the local containm ent 
of each stack of canisters in its unit cell of rock salt will additionally be envel
oped by the 200 m thick isolation shield o f the salt dom e mass tha t surrounds 
the overall disposal area.

It may be assumed that the plugging and sealing of the. individual disposal 
boreholes can be developed and engineered so that the isolation of each stack 
of canisters in their unit cell of rock salt will not be affected adversely by any 
of the near-field phenomena such as thermal expansion movements in the rock 
salt, consequences of radiation exposure of the rock salt directly surrounding 
the canisters and possible local brine migration towards the canisters. Mainly as 
a result o f the overall thermal loading limitation it further may be assumed that 
none of the disposal mining impacts can adversely affect the main isolation shield.

This true isolation of the high-level waste primarily results from the optim i
zation of the deep borehole disposal concept.

For a salt dome that is carefully selected at its post-diapiric stage, hence 
with a very low future rate of uplift, only the very slowly evolving subrosion 
process may ultimately result in a breach of the isolation shield of the salt 
dome mass surrounding the repository area and a subsequent dissolution o f the 
unit cell of rock salt surrounding each of the stacks of canisters. If correctly 
evaluated as regards its detrimental effects to mankind, any future radionuclide
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release from a deep-borehole high-level waste repository should be put in per
spective with the inevitable salting up of the groundwater both prior to and 
subsequent to the radionuclide release.

The high volume ratio of some 10 000 m 3 rock salt to  each 100 litres of 
high-level waste in the unit cell o f rock salt surrounding each stack of canisters 
means that in a subrosion process only a very small waste volume is exposed to 
continuous dissolution. When assuming that the waste matrix would be as 
soluble in groundwater as salt, it can be calculated that only an isolation period of 
of some 600 years is required to precede future continuous exposure o f the 
repository area to subrosion. In that relatively short time period the radionuclide 
pollution detrim ent according to ALI-value o f ICRP Publication No. 30 will 
come below the salt pollution upper limit, defined by WHO as 600 gr-m "3 salt 
content for drinking-water [4].

The estimated period of isolation of a carefully developed deep borehole 
disposal in a salt dome, many millions of years, when compared with this 600 . 
years isolation requirement, illustrates the dom inant role of the host rock barrier 
in this disposal concept.

The fact that it can be assumed, w ithout any adverse effects on the model 
calculation, that the immobilized waste is as soluble as salt should underscore 
the negligible importance o f the canister and the waste matrix as barriers in this 
specific disposal concept.

Consequently no specific waste package requirements evolve from the 
generic safety assessment made for this deep borehole disposal concept, other 
than that the waste form should be a solid.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

It m ust be realized that the waste package requirements developed in the 
preceding paragraphs are highly disposal-option-specific and strongly influenced 
by the high isolation value of the large am ounts of rock salt surrounding the 
emplaced canisters.

In this respect there is no rationale for pursuing in this specific disposal 
concept a true barrier function for both the waste matrix and the canister wall.
It is however considered realistic to make the canister construction strong enough 
to withstand the rock pressure that will result from borehole convergence and 
subsequent pressure build-up.

There is no objection from the disposal mining point of view to an overall 
length of the waste canisters up to about 240 cm.

Currently available dry-drilling technique will limit the diam eter of the 
waste canisters to about 30 cm, until new techniques can be developed at an 
acceptable cost for dry-drilling larger boreholes, but it would be necessary to
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develop such a technique only if the immobilization process compeljingly requires 
a large-diameter canister o f relatively short overall length.

The acceptability of an additional interim  storage period preceding ultim ate 
disposal o f the large-diameter high-level waste canisters is primarily a question 
for the licensing authorities to decide upon. If an additional interim storage of 
a certain duration is found acceptable then this datum  should be incorporated 
in an overall optim ization study covering both economic and safety.aspects of 
the successive operations covering the back end of the fuel cycle. It would be of 
interest to  include in this study the alternative that the waste m atrix could be a 
simple granular end-product with no specific requirements as to its leach rate.
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Abstract

PILO -  A SWEDISH CONCEPT FOR THE CENTRAL TREATM ENT OF SPENT  
ION-EXCHANGE RESINS.

A new  m ethod for the treatm ent o f  spent ion-exchange resins from  nuclear power  
plants has been studied in Sw eden. In a special process the radionuclides are transferred 
from the spent organic resins to  zeolites/titanates. The zeo lites/titan ates are then sintered  
to a stable ceramic body o f  small volum e, while the low -level eluted resins are either 
dewatered in transportable concrete containers or incinerated. The main functions o f  the 
new  m ethod (PILO process) have been verified in experim ents. On the basis o f  this R&D 
work, industrial-scale system  design studies have been made, including transport requirem ents, 
integrated process flow  sheets and cost estim ates. The full-scale system  com prises: transport 
o f  spent organic resins from  pow er plants to a central treatm ent plant; e lu tion  o f  m edium - 
level resins and sorption o f  eluted nuclides on zeolites/titanates; sintering o f  active 
zeo lites/titan ates into ceramic bodies; and incineration o f  eluted organic resins and other  
low-level organic resins (option al). An evaluation o f  such a new  system  designed to cover 
the needs o f  the Sw edish nuclear programme show s that it is technically  feasible to  introduce  
the PILO process on  an industrial scale. It is, how ever, econ om ic on ly  if incineration o f  
low-level resins is included in the system .

1. INTRODUCTION

Most of the activity in waste coming from the daily operation o f reactors 
is found in ion-exchange resins. Cem entation and bitum inization are the two 
m ethods applied in Sweden for the immobilization o f spent resins. Some of the 
low-level powder resins from the condensate clean-up system are being dewatered 
and stored in transportable concrete containers with an internal volume o f 6 m 3.

The conditioned spent resin waste in the form of concrete moulds, bitumen 
drums or transportable concrete containers is currently stored at each reactor site

89
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A transport and disposal system for reactor waste is now being implemented. 
A licence application for the repository, called SFR, was sent to  the authorities 
in March 1982. The start-up of the operation is foreseen in 1988. SFR will be 
located in bed-rock below the sea-bottom  outside the Forsmark power plant site.

Thus there are firmly established routines and plans for the treatm ent and 
disposal o f radioactive waste from Swedish nuclear power plants. However, 
alternative waste management strategies have been studied and evaluated from 
a technical and economic point o f view. The studies on alternative methods 
for treatm ent o f spent resins have been co-ordinated in the PILO project.

2. THE PILO CONCEPT

A new m ethod for the treatm ent of spent ion-exchange resins has been 
studied in Sweden since 1976. Research and development work at university 
institutions and at STUDSVIK sponsored by the National Council for Radio
active Waste (Prav) and the Swedish Nuclear Fuel Supply Company (SKBF/KBS) 
has resulted in a proposed process where practically all Cs and Sr and about 90% 
o f o ther radioactive nuclides are eluted from medium-level spent resins and 
subsequently sorbed in zeolites and titanates. These inorganic sorbents are 
dried after loading and sintered to  yield long-term stable products. The eluted 
organic resins may be incinerated to  give ash residues o f  small volume and 
fairly short-lived activity.

A paper describing the development work on the PILO process was presented 
at the IAEA seminar on the Management o f Radioactive Waste from Nuclear 
Power Plants, held in Karlsruhe in O ctober 1981 [1].

On the basis o f this R&D work overall system design studies including 
transport requirements, integrated process flowsheets, treatm ent plant layout 
and cost estimates have been made.

The full-scale system, see F ig .l, comprises

Transport o f spent organic resins from power plants to a central waste
treatm ent plant

Elution o f medium-level resins and sorption of eluted nuclides on zeolites
and titanates

Heat treatm ent o f active zeolites/titanates, forming into ceramic bodies

Treatm ent of eluted organic resins and other low-level resins by simple
de watering in transportable concrete containers or by incineration.

The main advantages o f the PILO system compared to  present practices 
(immobilization in cement or bitum en) are
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Efficient waste volume reduction (if low-level resins can be incinerated)

Immobilization o f the radionuclides in a very stable and leach-resistant
waste form.

A disadvantage might be the introduction of more complex systems for 
waste treatm ent.

The objectives o f the study to  be described in this paper were to evaluate 
the technical feasibility o f a central treatm ent system, PILO, designed to 
cover the needs of the Swedish nuclear power programme; to  calculate the 
costs o f implementing such a system; and to compare — in technical and 
economic terms -  this system with the currently existing or planned system.

3. DESCRIPTION AND TECHNICAL EVALUATION OF AN INDUSTRIAL-
SCALE PILO SYSTEM

In a full-scale system one should be able to  treat all spent resins from 
12 reactors and from the central facility for storage of spent fuel (CLAB). 
Mainly, two types of resins are produced: (1) medium-level granular resins 
from the reactor coolant system and (2) low-level powder resins from the 
condensate clean-up system.

The PILO system may be used for treatm ent o f the medium-level resins 
only or alternatively include also incineration o f low-level resins and eluted 
resins as indicated in Fig. 1.

The estimated total am ounts and typical activity content of the resins 
are given in Table I.

As variations may be large, especially in activity content, the following 
design capacities were chosen for the PILO system:

180 m3/a medium-level resins containing maximum 3700 GBq/m3 of
60Co equivalents.

700 m 3/a low-level resins containing maximum 70 G Bq/m 3 of 60Co
equivalents.

3.1. Transportation of spent resins

In the PILO system spent resins will be transported in unsolidified form 
from the reactors to the central treatm ent plant, presumably located at the 
Forsmark Power Plant. Special transport containers will have to  be used. For 
medium-level resins type-B containers are needed while low-level resins can be 
transported in strong containers in accordance with the UN’s general rules for
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TABLE I. ESTIMATED AMOUNTS AND TYPICAL ACTIVITY CONTENT 
IN SPENT RESINS FROM 12 REACTORS + CLAB

(m 3 /a )

ОиочО

137Cs
(G B q /m 3)

M edium-level
resins 18 0 a 400 1500

Low-level
resins 7 0 0 b 1 0 5

a 50% dry weight. 

b 15% dry weight.

transport of dangerous goods. In Sweden transportation by ship is foreseen.
International experience involving the transportation o f dewatered 

ion-exchange resins has been reviewed. Such transportation has been made for 
instance in the USA, Canada and the Federal Republic o f Germany. Experience 
is good but limited.

Transport o f wet resins on as large a scale as needed in the PILO system is 
considered technically feasible. Containers similar to  the Transnuclear 
containers TN20 (10 m 3 low-level waste) and TN21 (1 m 3 medium-level waste) 
might be used. However, optim ization of types and sizes o f containers is 
im portant. Procedures for filling and emptying o f the resin slurry must be 
carefully worked out in order to  minimize doses to personnel.

It is further concluded that transport can be made in a safe way with a 
very low risk of accidents involving release o f radioactivity. By transporting 
the waste by ship the transportation o f large quantities'of liquid waste through 
populated areas is avoided.

3.2. Central treatm ent plant

A preliminary engineering study has been made o f a central plant for the 
treatm ent o f medium-level spent resins. It comprises the following main parts:

Process for transfer o f radionuclides from organic resins to  inorganic 
sorbents, zeolites/titanates (i.e. elution/sorption process)

Process for immobilization o f active zeolites/titanates by heat treatm ent 
(i.e. sintering process).
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The eluted resins may be simply dewatered in transportable concrete 
containers for further storage and disposal or, alternatively, incinerated together 
with o ther low-level resins.

A flowsheet is shown in Fig.2.
The following should be noted regarding the different sub-systems.

Reception and buffer-storage

The system is designed to receive 150 m 3/a o f spent resins from BWR reactors 
and 30 m3/a o f  spent resins from PWR reactors. It contains, as an option, a 
possibility for cleaning and separation o f crud from the resins.

Degasification and elution

The spent organic resins are treated in batches o f 1 m 3. Degasification 
from carbon dioxide is made in a separate vessel before the resins are loaded 
into columns o f 0.5 m 3 resin each. The elution is made in two steps. In the 
first step 9 m 3 o f low-active sodium tartrate solution, remaining from the 
second step in the treatm ent o f the previous batch, is pumped through the 
columns. The linear velocity in the columns is 5 cm/min and the duration o f the 
treatm ent is 3.5 hours. Most o f the activity in the resins is eluted in this 
first step.

In the second step 10 m 3 o f clean sodium tartrate solution is pumped 
through the columns. The linear velocity is 2 cm/min and the duration is 
8.5 hours. The activity in the effluent from the columns is continuously measured. 
Based on results in bench-scale experiments [2] it is assumed that 99 .0—99.9% 
o f the Cs and Sr and 90—98% of the 60Co will be eluted. The eluted resins are 
collected in transportable concrete tanks or sent to a separate incineration 
plant for further treatm ent.

Sorption

The sorption system consists o f two columns filled with zeolites and two 
columns filled with titanates. The columns contain 0.5 m 3 sorbents each and 
they are in series.

After chemical adjustm ent the active sodium tartrate solution is pumped 
through the columns. Linear velocity is 5 cm/min. In the zeolites 137Cs and 
134Cs are very efficiently sorbed and 90Sr, 60Co and other nuclides are sorbed 
in the titanates.
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Sintering

Active wet zeolites/titanates from the sorption columns are collected in 
separate tanks. Further treatm ent of zeolites and titanates is made in two steps.

In the first step they are dried in an electrically heated dryer.
In the second step a solid ceramic body is produced by sintering the 

zeolites/titanates and additives at 1000—M00°C.
The resulting volumes o f waste and the distribution of radioactive nuclides 

among different waste categories are shown in Fig-3. Treatm ent o f 1 m 3 of 
spent medium-level resins will give approximately 0.1 m 3 sintered zeolites/titanates 
containing at least 99% o f the Cs- and Sr-activity and about 95% o f the 
Co-activity. Thus the remaining eluted resins will be practically free from 
long-lived fission products and will contain a small percentage o f the initial 
short-lived activity. The volume o f eluted resins might be reduced by incineration.

The engineering study o f a full-scale PILO plant was based on results from 
laboratory experim ents [1, 2]. These experiments show quite clearly that it is 
possible to  obtain a very efficient elution o f organic resins and sorption on 
zeolites/titanates. Further experience, preferably from bench-scale model 
experiments or from  a pilot plant, is desirable regarding, for instance, 
secondary waste production, influence on the process of borates, chlorides etc., 
separation of anion and cation resins before treatm ent, and consum ption o f 
process chemicals and zeolites/titanates.

Mechanical properties o f titanates were studied in a 50 L column system.
No disintegration o f the grains or production o f fines was seen during sorption 
conditions. Packaging or emptying of columns and slurry transfer o f zeolites/ 
titanates may give rise to  production of fines. How this could be handled in 
a full-scale system would need further study.

Also the studies on heat treatm ent o f zeolites/titanates were made in 
laboratory-scale experiments. The main aims for sintering studies are to  gét 
a simple, reliable and safe process.

In conclusion the application of the PILO process on an industrial scale is 
considered feasible but additional investigations, as indicated above, would be 
needed before a detailed engineering design can be made.

3.3. Incineration of low-level resins

Experience in Sweden from experiments with incineration o f  resins is 
still rather limited. Thus no preliminary engineering study o f a full-scale 
incineration plant has been made.

To get some basis for a technical-economic evaluation of this option 
foreign experience was reviewed and a few firms offering incineration systems 
were contacted.
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General specifications for an incineration plant appropriate to  the PILO 
system are

Capacity: 150 t/a  (dry weight) powder resin

100 t/a  (dry weight) eluted granular resin 

Activity content: Less than 75 GBq/m 3, wet resin

Release limitations: Less than 0.75 GBq/a in released off-gases.

Limiting factors for the volume reduction that can be obtained by 
incineration are the need to  retain the sulphur components and the volume 
efficiency o f  the ash-residue solidification system.

Firm operating experience from large-scale incineration o f spent resins is 
seemingly no t available today. Intensive R&D work is in progress in many 
countries and some plants for incineration o f resins and other wastes are planned 
to come into operation within a few years. At present some major questions 
remain regarding the techniques for incineration o f spent resins:

Plant and process complexity in view o f the amounts of activity to  be 
treated and the need for high availability and ease of maintenance 
and repair

Overall waste volume reduction efficiency taking into account secondary 
waste production

Safety and reliability o f  off-gas systems

Function and efficiency o f ash-immobilization systems.

Comprehensive experience in these respects will be needed before the 
technical and economic feasibility o f large-scale incineration o f spent resins can 
be further established.

4. COST CALCULATIONS AND ECONOMIC EVALUATION

The costs o f introducing and operating a central treatm ent PILO system 
covering the needs o f the Swedish nuclear power programme have been calculated. 
Cost differences for treatm ent, handling, transportation and final disposal o f  the 
resin waste in a PlLO system and in the present system, see F ig .l, have also 
been estimated. The details o f  this economic evaluation are o f course very specific 
to  the present Swedish nuclear system and will not be discussed in this paper.
Only some general features and conclusions will be mentioned.
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During the years 1990—2010 the average production o f spent resins will be 
180 m 3/a medium-level resin and 700 m 3/a low-level resin.

The central treatm ent plant and the repository for reactor waste (SFR) 
will be in operation in 1988. They will both be located at the Forsmark 
power plant site.

Two different cases were evaluated: (1) central treatm ent only of 
medium-level resins, and (2) central treatm ent o f medium-level resins and 
incineration of low-level resins including eluted resins from the PILO process.

If a central treatm ent system is introduced the main effects are that 
local treatm ent by cem entation, bitum inization or dewatering in containers 
will be discontinued, and that the am ounts o f waste for final disposal will 
be reduced.

If the corresponding cost savings exceed the costs for building and operating 
a central treatm ent plant there will be an economic incentive for introducing 
the new system. Differences in transportation costs could be shown to be negligible.

It was found that central treatm ent only o f medium-level resins by 
elution/sorption/sintering would not be economic in the present Swedish 
nuclear programme. However, if this treatm ent is combined with an incineration 
o f all low-level resins, including eluted resins, the cost estimates indicate that 
quite substantial savings could be made. A detailed analysis taking into account 
different assumptions o f inflation and interest rates show that the possible 
cost savings are in the order o f  100 million Swedish crowns over a period 
o f 20 years.

The economic evaluation was based on the following assumptions:

5. CONCLUSIONS

The main conclusions and results o f the PILO study are

(1) The basic functions o f the elution/sorption/sintering processes have been 
verified in experim ents and active bench-scale tests.

(2) Industrial-scale application o f these new methods for treatm ent o f spent 
resins is considered feasible. Further experience, preferably from model 
and pilot plant tests, is needed to  make a detailed design o f a central 
treatm ent plant.

(3) Treatm ent of only medium-level resins in a PILO system is not economic 
in a limited Swedish nuclear programme, as local immobilization systems 
have already been established.



(4) Combining the PILO system with incineration o f all low-level resins 
might be cost-effective in the present Swedish programme.

(5) Comprehensive operating experience from large-scale incineration of spent 
resins is not available today. Not until such experience has been 
established will there be a reason'for further considering the introduction 
o f  new methods in Sweden for treatm ent of spent resins.

(6) R&D work on the use o f inorganic sorbents in nuclear waste management 
will be continued. Besides the PILO process one possible application is the 
use o f  zeolites/titanates for cleaning o f contam inated water. Independent 
experimental studies have also started at Studsvik aiming at a simple, 
continuous immobilization process for all types o f spent resins, yielding 
one inorganic final waste product.
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Abstract-Résumé

EXPERIENCE IN IN D U STR IA L OPERATION OF THE PLANT FOR IMMOBILIZING 
RADIOACTIVE WASTES IN THERM OSETTING RESINS AT THE A R D EN N ES NUCLEAR  
POWER STATION.

The French A tom ic Energy C om m ission (C EA ) has developed, at the G renoble Centre for 
N uclear Studies, a procedure for im m obilizing low - and interm ediate-level w astes in therm o
setting resins of. the polyester or ep oxy  types. T o dem onstrate feasib ility  on  an industrial scale, 
a pilot plant has been set up at the efflu en t treatm ent station o f the A rdennes Franco-Belgium  
Nuclear Power Station (SE N A ), w hich is a 3 0 5  MW(e) PWR type. A ssem bly work began in 
January 1979. A fter a period devoted to  final adjustm ents and operation  w ith  inactive products, 
condition ing o f  active products began in January 1981. In the paper, the m ethods o f  
condition ing the three types o f  waste (evaporation concentrates, ion  exchange resins and filter 
cartridges) are described, experience o f  the start-up and operation o f the plant is reported and 
the principal results o f  coating characterization tests are given. The results o f  tests on  active 
and inactive products show  that the characteristics o f  the materials obtained on an industrial 
scale m atch those o f  laboratory products and confirm  their high quality w ith  regard to 
m echanical behaviour, fire resistance, h om ogeneity  and low -leachability. Industrial experience  
and econ om ic com parisons show  that the process o f  im m obilizing waste from  nuclear pow er 
stations in therm osetting resins offers an extrem ely  interesting alternative to  classical m ethods  
o f conditioning.

* Ce projet a été  financé par E lectricité de France, la Société  d’énergie nucléaire franco- 
belge des Ardennes, la C om m ission des C om m unautés européennes et le Commissariat à 
l’énergie atom ique.
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EXPERIENCE D ’EXPLOITATION INDUSTRIELLE D U  POSTE D ’ENR OBAG E DES 
DECHETS RADIO ACTIFS D ANS LES RESINES THERM ODURCISSABLES A LA  
CEN TRALE N U CLEAIRE DES ARDENNES.

Le Commissariat à l ’énergie atom ique a développé au Centre d’études nucléaires de 
G renoble un procédé d’enrobage de déchets de faible e t  m oyenne activité dans les résines 
therm odurcissables du type polyester ou époxyd e. A fin de dém ontrer la faisabilité à l’échelon  
industriel, un poste p ilo te  a été installé dans la station  de traitem ent des effluents de la 
Centrale nucléaire franco-belge des Ardennes (SE N A ). C ette centrale d ’une puissance de 
305  MWe est du type PWR. Les travaux de m ontage o n t débuté en janvier 1979. Après une 
période de mise au p o in t e t  de fonction n em en t avec des produits inactifs, des produits actifs 
on t été cond itionnés à partir de janvier 1981. Après la description du m ode de con d ition n e
m ent de trois types de déchets (concentra is d ’évaporation, résines échangeuses d ’ions, 
cartouches de filtres), l’expérience de démarrage et d’exp lo ita tion  de l ’installation est 
rapportée, ainsi que les principaux résultats des essais de caractérisation des enrobés. Les 
résultats des essais sur des produits actifs et inactifs m ontrent que les caractéristiques des 
produits obtenus à l’échelon  industriel sont équivalents à ceux obtenus en laboratoire et 
confirm ent leurs bonnes qualités de tenue m écanique, de tenue au feu, d ’hom ogénéité et de 
faible lixiviation. L’expérience industrielle ainsi que les com paraisons économ iques m ontrent 
que le procédé d ’enrobage de déchets de centrales nucléaires dans les résines therm odurcissables 
présente une alternative extrêm em ent intéressante aux m éthodes classiques de cond itionnem ent.

1. OBJET DE L’INSTALLATION

1.1. Principe (figure 1 )

L’installation a pour but de réaliser la première barrière du conditionnem ent 
des déchets de faible et moyenne activité par enrobage dans une résine thermo- 
durcissable suivant le procédé mis au point au Centre d’études nucléaires de 
Grenoble.

Les déchets pris en compte pour l’installation sont:
— les concentrais d ’évaporation,
— les résines échangeuses d ’ions en grains,
— les cartouches de filtres.
Le principe de base du procédé est de disperser les résidus radioactifs dans 

une résine thermodurcissable et de provoquer ensuite la polymérisation après 
obtention d ’un mélange homogène. Ceci s’applique bien sûr aux concentrats 
d’évaporation et aux résines échangeuses d ’ions (REI).

Les solides, et notam m ent les cartouches de filtres, sont introduits dans un 
mélange homogène composé de résine thermodurcissable et de charge inerte.

1.2. Choix du mélange d ’enrobage thermodurcissable

Le mélange d’enrobage (résine, agents de polymérisation, additifs) doit 
répondre à certains critères:
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VERS L'AIRE DE STOCKAGE 

FIG.l. Principe du conditionnement dans les résines thermodurcissables.

— température de polymérisation assez basse: le procédé est défini de 
façon à ce que la tem pérature maximale atteinte au cœ ur du bloc d ’enrobé ne 
dépasse pas 100°C; ceci perm et d’éviter l’ébullition de l’eau éventuellement 
présente dans les déchets et, notam m ent, dans les résines échangeuses d ’ions;

— mélange contenant un agent thixotrope: il faut éviter qu’après arrêt 
du malaxage, les produits contenus ne décantent;

— temps de gélification assez rapide: une durée de l’ordre de 4 heures est 
retenue.

La résine, qui a été étudiée depuis 1971 et mise en oeuvre pour les effluents 
du Centre d’études nucléaires de Grenoble depuis 1976, est le polyester: 
maléophtalate de propylèneglycol en solution dans le styrène. La polymérisation 
demande la mise en œuvre d ’un catalyseur (peroxyde de benzoyle) et d ’un 
accélérateur (diéthylaniline). Cette résine est celle qui est employée dans 
l’installation.
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Enrobé à base de
Param ètres . concentrats 

PWR
résines êchangeuses 
d ’ions en grains

Densité 1,15 1,16

Résistance à la compression (kg-cm -2) 800 175

Taux de lixiviation (cm -d -1) à 600 d 137Cs 1,8 X 10~6 4,5 X 10~6

60Co 7,4 X 10' 5 7,3 X 10' 7

^ S r 1,1 X 10~5 4,0 X 10~7

Tenue à l’irradiation après une dose 
intégrée de 5- 109 rad (en 7 mois env.)

•  Résistance à la compression (k g • cm ”2) 650 200

•  Radiolyse (m oles de gaz/kg d’enrobé) H2 1,0 0,8

СО 0,05 0,2

O O 0,01 1,2

CH4 0,1 0,05

Tenue au feu (800°C , 30 m in)a

•  Perte de poids (%) 4 10

•  Epaisseur couche calcinée (m m ) 5 5

Tenue à l’eau; imm ersion 
(1) 45 jours, (2) 10 semaines:

•  A ugm entation diam ètre (%o) 1 ( 1 ) 1 ( 2)

•  V ariation de poids (%o) - 8 ( 1) + 2 ( 2)

a L’essai au feu ne conduit jam ais à l’inflam m ation ou la destruction des blocs, seule la couche 
superficielle est craquelée et partiellem ent carbonisée.

Toutefois, les études ont permis d’obtenir de très bons résultats avec les 
résines époxydes. Elles sont constituées d’une résine liquide sans solvant que 
l’on incorpore avec un durcisseur également sans solvant.

L’enrobage dans les époxydes a été essayé manuellement sur l’installation, 
notam m ent pour la réalisation de fûts soumis aux essais de caractérisation.

Ces deux types de résines ont été retenus pour leur bonne tenue au 
rayonnement.
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FIG.2. Traitement des concentrais.

2.2. Performances obtenues

Les propriétés mesurées en laboratoire au Centre d’études nucléaires de 
Grenoble avec les résines polyester sont reportées dans le tableau I.

2. TRAITEMENT DES CONCENTRATS D’EVAPORATION

2.1. Nature des concentrats

Ces concentrais proviennent du traitem ent par évaporation des effluents du 
circuit primaire; ils contiennent principalem ent du bore sous forme de borate de 
soude:

— volume annuel: 80 m 3
— teneur en bore: 20 000 à 40 000 ppm
— activité spécifique typique: < 1  Ci/m3
— principaux isotopes: S4Mn, 60Co, 134Cs, 137Cs.

2.2. Principes d ’enrobage (figure 2)

Les concentrais subissent tou t d ’abord un traitem ent chimique destiné à 
perm ettre l’opération suivante de séchage et à insolubiliser les radioéléments 
contenus.

Le passage dans le sécheur ro ta tif assure l’évaporation de l’eau et l ’obtention 
d’une poudre.



Po = Pompes
Ed = Eau déminéralisée
Vx = Vapeur de chauffe
Eb = Eau brute de refroidissement

FIG.3.  Traitement et enrobage des concentrais.
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La poudre obtenue est ensuite malaxée avec la résine dans une proportion 
de 50% environ en poids jusqu’à obtention d ’un mélange homogène. On procède 
alors à l’adjonction des agents de polymérisation, en continuant le malaxage. Ce 
mélange s’effectue directem ent dans le fût normalisé de 212 L.

Après la gélification, qui dure environ 4 heures, le fût est évacué vers l’aire 
de stockage provisoire où va s’effectuer le durcissement com plet du mélange 
après 24 heures environ, à tem pérature ambiante de 20°C.

2.3. Réception des effluents — Prétraitem ent (figure 3)

Les concentrats de la centrale, stockés dans un réservoir, sont acheminés par 
gravité dans la station par une ligne tracée électriquem ent. Ils sont reçus dans le 
réservoir O lB A de capacité utile 3 m3 tracé, calorifugé et agité.

Dans ce réservoir 01BA, on va procéder aux opérations suivantes:
— prétraitem ent de la solution, afin de perm ettre l’opération ultérieure 

de séchage;
— insolubilisation des radioéléments contenus.
Le séchage de concentrats à base de bore n ’est possible, dans le type de 

sécheur utilisé, q u ’après un prétraitem ent chimique du fait que les borates 
passent par une phase vitreuse au cours du séchage. Cette phase vitreuse, qui 
empêche un fonctionnem ent correct du sécheur, peut être évitée en ajoutant 
au concentrât un sel hydrolysable qui agit comme un dispersant.

L’insolubilisation des radioéléments présents, tels que Со, Cs, Sr, est réalisée 
en am enant les concentrats à un pH compris entre 8 et 9, et en ajoutant les réactifs 
appropriés.

Cette opération, qui n ’est pas propre au procédé d’enrobage dans les résines 
thermodurcissables, permet d’améliorer les taux de lixiviation.

A p rè s  é c h a n ti l lo n n a g e  e t  d é te r m in a t io n  d e s  q u a n t i t é s  d e  r é a c t i f s  n é c e ssa ire s , 

on procède à l’adjonction, sous agitation:
— des réactifs de prétraitem ent (sulfate d ’alumine, acide nitrique, soude);
— des réactifs d ’insolubilisation (précipité préformé de ferrocyanure de 

nickel, chlorure de baryum).
Les concentrats traités sont maintenus agités. Ils sont ensuite repris par 

une pompe pour être injectés dans le sécheur 01DS.
Un deuxième réservoir 02BA, de capacité 1 m 3, est destiné à collecter les 

sous-effluents par la station:
— culot du 01BA,
— effluents de lavage du sécheur,
— solution usée de traitem ent des REI.
Ces sous-effluents peuvent être ensuite repris soit vers le réservoir 01 BA, 

soit vers un des réservoirs de la Station de traitem ent des effluents de la centrale 
(STE).
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2.4. Fabrication des poudres (figure 3)

Le sécheur 01DS est du type ro ta tif à film mince, horizontal et raclé.
Il est chauffé à la vapeur saturée à 160°C environ, et l’évaporation s’effectue 

sous vide partiel à 0,1 bar, soit une tem pérature de vaporisation de l’eau de l’ordre 
de 45°C. Dans ces conditions, le débit nominal de concentrât est de l’ordre de 
45 L/h.

Une injection auxiliaire d’azote est effectuée en aval du sécheur pour éviter 
une condensation de la vapeur d’eau au niveau de la sortie des poudres.

La vapeur d’eau produite passe au travers d’une «colonne de lavage» à 
garnissage, alimentée d’un mélange d’acide nitrique et d ’eau déminéralisée.
Cette colonne de lavage est essentiellement destinée à arrêter les poudres 
entraînées par la vapeur.

Le facteur de décontam ination

_  activité des effluents entrant
FD = -----------------------------------------

activité des distillais

est de l’ordre de 104.
Les vapeurs sont ensuite condensées par le condenseur 01CS, qui est 

alimenté en eau brute.
L’ensemble condensais et vapeurs résiduelles est repris par la pompe à 

anneau liquide ОЗРО qui assure ainsi le vide dans l’installation de séchage et 
refoule dans un bac 08BA.

Cette cuve, qui est refroidie par circulation d’eau brute, fonctionne à niveau 
constant: les effluents sont évacués par trop-plein vers un réservoir de la STE, et 
les incondensables sont repris par le système de ventilation de la centrale.

Dans le sécheur, les concentrats traités cheminent longitudinalement, se 
concentrent, et les cristaux sont collés sur la paroi. La vis hélicoïdale intérieure 
les râcle et les achemine vers la sortie, d ’où ils s’écoulent par gravité dans la cuve 
de stockage 03 B A.

2.5. Stockage et prémélange des poudres

La cuve de stockage des poudres 03BA a une capacité utile de 250 litres, et, 
étant reliée au sécheur, elle fonctionne dans la période de réception des poudres 
à 0,1 bar.

La poudre contenue est brassée en permanence.
Afin d’éviter tou t risque de dispersion de matière radioactive dans l’atmosphère 

de la cellule d ’enfûtage lors du transfert de la poudre dans un fût, on a retenu une 
introduction de la poudre dans le fût à l’état de pré-enrobé. Pour cela, on dispose 
d ’une cuve de prémélange 04BA dans laquelle on va effectuer le mélange poudre +
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résine. Cette cuve est maintenue sous atmosphère d’azote par mesure de sécurité 
(présence de styrène).

Lorsque l’on désire effectuer l’enrobage d’une charge de poudre, on déclenche 
la ventilation sur la cuve 04BA et on y injecte la quantité nécessaire de résine soit 
100 kg.

Les cuves 03BA et 04BA sont munies chacune d’un système de pesée 
autom atique.

La comm unication entre le sécheur 01DS et la cuve de stockage 03 B A est 
fermée et le demeure durant toute la durée du transfert des poudres entre 03BA 
et 04BA, mais le sécheur peut être maintenu en fonctionnem ent, et la poudre peut 
s’accumuler dans la tuyauterie de liaison au-dessus de la vanne de sectionnement 
26SL.

La pression de la cuve de stockage 03 B A est remontée à une pression voisine 
de la pression atmosphérique par introduction d ’azote et les cuves 03 B A et 04BA 
sont ensuite mises en communication.

La charge de la poudre est alors extraite de la cuve de stockage 03 B A par 
une vis 01TD, et est reçue dans la cuve de prémélange 04BA, qui contient la 
charge de résine que l’on mélange avec la poudre.

La cuve de stockage 03BA est ensuite isolée de la cuve de prémélange 04BA, 
i a  pression réduite est rétablie dans la cuve 03BA, et cette dernière est remise en 
communication avec le sécheur 01DS.

3. TRAITEMENT DES RESINES ECHANGEUSES D’IONS (REI)

3.1. Nature des résines

P r o d u i te s  d e  f a ç o n  s y s té m a t iq u e  à  ra is o n  d ’e n v iro n  18 m 3 p a r  a n , e lles 

proviennent des circuits
— d’épuration de l’eau primaire (RCV),
— d’épuration de la piscine de désactivation (PTR),
— des traitem ents des effluents primaires (TEP),
— des traitem ents des purges des GV (APG).
Toutes des REI sont des résines en grains et de nature anionique ou cationique 

(en lits séparés ou mélangés). Elles sont saturées en B 0 3~ et Li+ pour celles 
provenant des circuits RCV, PTR et TEP. Ces différentes REI peuvent éventuelle
ment être mélangées.

Pour la centrale de Chooz, les REI ont une activité spécifique maximum de 
500 C i'm "3 répartie de la façon suivante:

137Cs : 350 C i'irT 3 
134Cs : 100 Ci m "3 
60Co : 50 C i'm -3.
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FIG.4. Traitement des résines èchangeuses d’ions.

3.2. Principe de conditionnem ent (figure 4)

Les résines èchangeuses d’ions sont soumises également à un traitem ent 
chimique. Il est destiné à saturer les sites encore actifs qui empêcheraient la 
polymérisation.

Les REI sont transférées ensuite dans le fût et la solution qui a assuré le 
transfert est éliminée par pompage. La résine d ’enrobage est alors introduite 
dans le fût. La suite des opérations est identique à celle réalisée avec les poudres.

3.3. Réception des REI dans l’installation (figure 5)

Par l’intermédiaire d ’un pot doseur installé à la STE, on transfère hydraulique
ment et par gravité les REI dans la cuve 13BA. Celle-ci est munie d ’un tamis qui 
permet de séparer l’eau de transfert et de la renvoyer par une pompe 11 PO vers 
la STE. La capacité utile maximale est de 100 L.

3.4. Prétraitem ent des REI (figure 5)

Les REI reçues ne sont pas totalem ent saturées, et la présence de sites actifs 
H+ peut empêcher la polymérisation des résines thermodurcissables.

Il est donc nécessaire d ’effectuer un prétraitem ent destiné à saturer les sites 
actifs. Cette saturation est obtenue par action d’une solution de soude à pH 13. 
Pour cela, la solution de soude contenue dans le réservoir 1 5BA de volume 200 L 
est mise en circulation sur les REI stockées dans le 13BA par la pompe 11PO.

Sur cette boucle de prétraitem ent, un pH-mètre mesure en continu l’alcalinité 
de la solution; pour maintenir une valeur du pH voisine de 13, on dispose d ’une 
injection autom atique de soude concentrée. Lorsque le pH se m aintient au
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voisinage de la valeur de consigne, sans injection de soude complémentaire pendant 
15 minutes, le prétraitem ent est considéré comme terminé, et la circulation est 
interrompue.

Les adjonctions successives de soude concentrée augm entent peu à peu le 
volume de la solution de prétraitem ent.

Par ailleurs, au cours du prétraitem ent, une faible partie des radioéléments 
fixés est transférée dans la solution qui voit peu à peu sa radioactivité augmenter. 
Quand celle-ci est égale à l’activité permise par le dimensionnement du réservoir 
13BA, soit 50 Ci, on élimine la totalité de la solution contenue en l’adressant par 
l’intermédiaire de la pom pe 11 PO au réservoir 02BA, et on réapprovisionne à 
partir de la solution de soude concentrée et d’eau déminéralisée.

3.5. Transfert des REI dans les fûts (figure 5)

A la fin de l’opération de prétraitem ent, le réservoir 13BA contient la 
charge RE1 et la solution de prétraitem ent.

L’ensemble est transféré par gravité dans un fût. La solution ayant participé 
au transfert est pompée à l’aide d’un tube crépiné introduit dans le fût et par la 
pompe 11PO, puis stockée dans le réservoir 15BA.

4. CONDITIONNEMENT DES CARTOUCHES DE FILTRE

4.1. Origine

Elles sont produites de manière systématique à raison d’environ 500 cartouches 
par an. Elles proviennent des installations de filtration des circuits
— d’épuration de l’eau primaire (RCV),
— d’épuration de la piscine de désactivation (PTR),
— des traitem ents des effluents primaires (TEP),
— des traitem ents des purges des GV (APG).

Les radionucléides sont ceux du circuit primaire.

4.2. Principe de conditionnem ent

Les filtres (figure 6) sont tou t d ’abord égouttés. Dans un fût, on prépare un 
mélange homogène de résine thermodurcissable avec une charge inerte de sable. 
Celle-ci est destinée à minimiser le retrait, à réduire les quantités de résines 
thermodurcissables utilisées, à diminuer l’élévation de tem pérature ainsi qu’à 
augmenter la résistance mécanique.

Après addition des agents de polymérisation et homogénéisation, le panier 
contenant les cartouches en vrac est introduit à force dans le fût.
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FIG. 6. Panier pour cartouches de filtres.

5. CELLULE D’ENFUTAGE (figure 7)

5.1. Principes

La cellule d’enfûtage comporte:
— un sas pour l’introduction des fûts vides et la sortie des fûts d ’enrobés;
— une poutre palan pour la m anutention des fûts;
— un manège indexeur qui perm et de positionner le fû t devant les différents

postes de travail:
•  dépose et prise des fûts sur le manège par le palan,
•  poste de remplissage des fûts de poudre mélangée et de malaxage,
•  poste de remplissage en REI,
•  poste d’introduction des filtres.

Le palan de la cellule perm et de saisir le fût métallique et de le disposer sur 
le manège indexeur. Par ro tation du manège, le fû t est positionné sur le poste de 
travail approprié.

Après les opérations d ’enrobage décrites ci-après, et après une gélification 
du mélange (environ 4 heures), le fû t peut être évacué hors de la cellule à l’aide du 
palan. Il est déposé dans une coque en béton assurant une protection biologique 
pendant le stockage en centrale.
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FIG. 7. Cellule d’enrobage.

Manège

5.2. Enrobage des poudres

Le fût est positionné par le manège au poste malaxage.
La hotte est descendue au contact du bord supérieur du fût et va le maintenir 

en place pendant les opérations qui suivent.
On introduit alors le prémélange contenu dans la cuve 04BA par ouverture 

de la vanne 63 SI et par poussée du prémélange à l’azote. Le malaxage est mis en 
.m arche avec un mouvement de rotation avec monte et baisse.

Quand l’homogénéisation est correcte (environ 10 minutes), l’opérateur 
procède à l’injection des agents de polymérisation. Le malaxage est repris pendant 
environ 1/4 d’heure. Le malaxeur est alors rem onté et le ramasse-gouttes est mis 
en place.
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5.3. Enrobage des REI

La charge de REI prétraitée a été introduite dans un fût par les opérations 
suivantes:

— amenée d u fû t  par le manège en position «Réception des REI»;.
— effacement par pivotem ent du ramasse-gouttes de la hotte;
— abaissement de la hotte, et donc de la tuyauterie d’amenée des résines et 

du tube crépiné de reprise de la soude;
— introduction des REI dans le fût avec la solution de prétraitem ent;
— pompage de la solution de prétraitem ent;
— relevage de la hotte;
— mise en place du ramasse-gouttes.
Le manège amène alors le fût contenant les REI au poste «Malaxage».
La cuve de prémélange 04BA reçoit la charge de résine pure (100 kg). La 

hotte est descendue en position de blocage du fût.
La résine thermodurcissable est transférée du 04BA dans le fût, et le 

malaxage est mis en service pendant 1/4 d’heure environ pour assurer l’homo
généité du mélange résine +REI.

La suite est identique au cas de l’enrobage des poudres.

5.4. Enrobage des filtres

Le panier de filtre placé dans le fût de tôle est introduit dans la cellule 
d ’enfûtage par le palan, et mis en position sous le vérin par rotation du manège.

Le vérin s’abaisse puis soulève l’ensemble du panier. Le fût de tôle vide est 
sorti de la cellule.

Ensuite, on introduit dans la cellule un fût contenant une charge inerte de 
sable (200 kg env.). Ce fû t est positionné par le manège au poste de malaxage.

Une charge de résine (100 kg) est amenée dans la cuve 04BA. Cette charge 
de résine est ensuite mélangée au sable contenu dans le fût; les agents de poly
mérisation sont introduits par malaxage dans le mélange.

Le fût est alors positionné au poste «Introduction des filtres» sous le vérin. 
Le panier est introduit à force dans le fût. La pression est maintenue par le vérin 
durant tou t le temps de la gélification.

6. LES PRINCIPES DE SURETE

6.1. Les principes de conception

a) Cuvette de rétention sous les réservoirs de liquides contaminés ou 
chimiques suivants:
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•  01 BA—02В A
•  13ВА -15ВА
•  Stockage et préparation de réactifs.

b) Pompes péristaltiques avec détection de fuites et volume de rétention:
•  O lP O - llP O

c) Mise en dépression des volumes contenant les poudres à l’état libre:
•  Sécheur 01DS: 0,1 bar
•  Stockage poudre 03BA: 0,1 ou 0,95 bar
•  Cuve de prémélange: 0,95 bar.

d) Transfert de poudres sous confinement:
•  soit dans des enceintes étanches
•  soit sous forme d’enrobé.

e ) . Aspiration des vapeurs de styrène:
•  réservoir de prémélange 04BA
•  Cellule d’enfûtage.

f) Installation électrique antidéflagrante pour tou t local pouvant contenir 
des vapeurs de styrène.

g) Pas de transfert d’enrobé avant gélification.
h) Sortie des fûts d ’enrobés de la cellule d ’enrobage sous protection.biologique.
i) Les débits de doses maximales admissibles sont fixés à:

•  25 mrem/h pour le local sécheur à accès temporaire pour l’intervention;
•  2,5 mrem/h dans le bâtim ent, pour accès perm anent à l’extérieur des 

locaux actifs;
•  0,25 mrem/h à l’extérieur du bâtiment.

j) La cuve de prémélange 04BA pouvant accidentellement voir son 
contenu se polymériser spontaném ent, elle est conçue dém ontable et évacuable 
comme un fût.

k) Tous les autres appareils et cuves sont vidangeables et décontaminables 
pour perm ettre les interventions dans les locaux.

1) Filtration avant rejet dans le circuit de la centrale des effluents gazeux 
contaminés (évents de 01BA— 02BA, ventilation de 04BA, cellule d ’enfûtage).

m) Ambiance de 25 mrem/h dans le local sécheur réalisée par protection 
de plomb autour de l’appareil.

6.2. Les principes d’exploitation

a) Le fonctionnem ent de l’installation est du type semi-automatique par 
commandes successives de différentes séquences, le déroulement de chaque 
séquence étant automatique.

b) Les commandes sont regroupées:
•  sur un pupitre avec synoptique pour le traitem ent des concentrats 

et le prétraitem ent des REI,
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•  sur un coffret situé à proxim ité du hublot pour la cellule d ’enfûtage, 
à l’exception de quelques commandes locales pour l’introduction des réactifs.

c) L’exploitation est prévue sur un poste par jour pour l’ensemble des 
opérations, à l’exception du séchage qui peut se dérouler en autom atique
24 heures sur 24.

d) Les alarmes signalées sur le pupitre sont reportées en salle de commande 
de la centrale lorsque:

•  elles sont un élément de sûreté, en particulier hors des périodes 
normales de travail;

•  elles ont trait à la marche du sécheur puisque celui-ci peut 
fonctionner sans personnel d ’exploitation.

7. MISE EN SERVICE DE L’INSTALLATION

7.1. Installation de séchage

Une campagne de mesures systématiques a été réalisée au cours de laquelle 
les paramètres influant la sécheresse des concentrais ont été vérifiés et ajustés par 
approches successives. Le critère d’acceptabilité était l’obtention d’une poudre 
fine et sèche à partir de concentrais synthétiques et inactifs.

Les valeurs retenues ont été les suivantes:
— débit de concentrât: 45 L/h
— débit de la colonne de lavage: 35 L/h
— débit d ’azote: ' 2,5 m3/h
— vitesse de ro tation du sécheur: 380 tr/m in
— vide dans le sécheur: .100 mbar
— tem pérature vapeur: > 170°C

Ces essais on t conduit à la mise en place d ’un système d ’injection discontinue 
d ’acide nitrique dans l’eau de la colonne de lavage pour améliorer son nettoyage.

Par ailleurs, le positionnem ent de la sonde MT7 a été ajusté de manière à 
obtenir la meilleure sensibilité à une variation de la tem pérature de sortie des 
poudres du sécheur. Cette indication est sensible à l’hum idité contenue dans la 
poudre et perm et de surveiller la qualité de celle-ci.

Les principales difficultés rencontrées sont dues au caractère hygroscopique 
de la poudre. Celle-ci, lorsqu’elle est insuffisamment séchée ou remise en contact 
avec de l’hum idité, s’agglomère et n ’est plus transférable dans l’installation. Un 
certain nombre d’incidents de ce type se sont produits par suite de fuites aux 
garnitures du sécheur et de bouchages de la colonne de lavage, par insuffisance 
de pression de vapeur de chauffe ou par usure des pales du ro tor du sécheur.
Dans ces cas, il a été procédé au lavage complet de l’installation et à l’élimination 
de la cause du défaut par intervention sur le matériel.
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Enrobage Polyester Epoxyde

Poudres

Q uantité  par fû t de 212 L poudre 100 kg poudre 100 kg

polyester 100 kg durcisseur 37 kg

accélérateur

catalyseur

60 g 

1,4 kg

époxyde 63 kg

R E I

Q uantité  par fû t de 212 L REI 100 L REI 100 L
= 80 kg = 80 kg

polyester 80 kg durcisseur 30 kg

accélérateur 150g époxyde 50 kg

catalyseur 1,4 kg sylodex 24 800 g

Filtre

Q uantité  par fû t de 212 L cartouches 24 à 38 cartouches 24 à 38

polyester 85 kg durcisseur 36 kg

accélérateur

catalyseur

1 2 0 g 

1,2  kg

époxyde 53 kg

sable 170 kg sable 170 kg

7.2. Installation REI

Les essais ont essentiellement porté sur la vérification du bon fonctionnem ent 
de cette installation. Des REI inactives ont été prétraitées puis transférées dans 
le fût d ’enrobage. Il a été possible de vérifier notam m ent que l’égouttage des REI 
dans le fût s’effectuait d ’une manière correcte. Cette partie de l’installation a 
toujours fonctionné d ’une manière satisfaisante.

Un système de nettoyage de la hotte de transfert, non prévu à l’origine, a 
été rajouté pour éliminer les traces des REI adhérant sur les parois et pouvant 
entraîner la contam ination de la cellule.
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7.3. Essais d’enrobages

Environ 175 fûts d ’enrobés de produits inactifs ont été réalisés. Les produits 
(poudres, REI et cartouches de filtres) ont été enrobés, soit dans le polyester, soit 
dans l’époxyde.

La mise en œuvre de l’époxyde a été manuelle du fait que l’installation est 
prévue uniquem ent pour le polyester.

Des thermocouples ont été placés au cœur du bloc pour suivre la tem pérature 
au cours de la polymérisation.

Le tableau II donne les quantités de produit mis en oeuvre pour l’enrobage des 
différents déchets dans le polyester et l’époxyde.

Les quantités d’accélérateur, de catalyseur et de sable pour les filtres ont été 
ajustées de manière à éviter une polymérisation trop rapide qui engendrerait des 
fissures dans les blocs par échappement de vapeur et tensions internes.

Les fûts d’enrobés de REI dans l’époxyde contiennent du Sylodex qui 
empêche la décantation des REI,

La durée totale du malaxage a été fixée à environ 10 minutes. Cette valeur 
est un compromis entre la qualité du mélange et la lim itation de réchauffem ent 
initial de l’enrobé qui détermine la vitesse de polymérisation.

8. ESSAIS DE CARACTERISATION

Après la mise au point de l’installation qui s’est prolongée jusqu’au quatrième 
trimestre de l’année 1980, des essais de caractérisation des enrobés ont été réalisés.

Les essais ont porté d’une part sur des produits actifs, et d ’autre part, sur 
les produits inactifs.

Bien que le poste pilote soit prévu uniquem ent pour l’enrobage dans le 
polyester, des essais ont été également réalisés avec de la résine époxyde. Les 
échantillons produits ont donc été réalisés systém atiquem ent à partir de polyester 
et d’époxyde.

L’installation a traité des déchets actifs pour la première fois au cours du 
mois de janvier 1981, après la réalisation des échantillons inactifs.

8.1. Essais inactifs

8.1.1. Généralités

Pour les essais inactifs, des effluents synthétiques ont été utilisés:
— pour les concentrais d ’évaporation, une solution à 200 g/L de borate de 

sodium à pH  8, dans lequel sont introduits 3 g/L de détergent (Silovo) et 10 g/L 
de produit antimousse (Rodhorsil);
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— pour les résines èchangeuses d ’ions, un lit mélangé de résines anioniques 
(1 /3) et de résines cationiques (2 /3) usées provenant d’un poste de déminéralisation 
d’eau d ’appoint;

— pour les cartouches des filtres, des cartouches neuves en coton bobiné de
25 cm de longueur; les cartouches de filtre étaient placées en vrac dans un panier 
support avec une structure métallique légère.

Les fûts utilisés étaient de capacité 212 L, de hauteur 881 mm ét de ' 
diamètre extérieur maximum 597 mm. L’épaisseur de la tôle est de 0,9 mm.
Les couvercles étaient maintenus en place par cerclage boulonné.

8.1.2. Essais de tenue au feu

Huit fûts ont été éprouvés à savoir:
•  2 fûts poudre-polyester
•  2 fûts poudre-époxyde
•  2 fûts REI-polyester
•  2 fûts REI-époxyde.
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FIG. 9. Coupe d ’un bloc poudre-polyester après l’essai de tenue au feu.

Les fûts posés verticalement à environ 1,2 m au-dessus d’une nappe de 
kérosène (figure 8) ont subi un feu de 30 min. Pendant l’essai, l’évolution des 
tem pératures en trois points situés à 20, 100 et 295 mm de profondeur de la 
face latérale de chaque fû t a été enregistrée à partir de 3 thermocouples.

Les observations pendant et à la suite de ces essais sont similaires pour tous 
les types de fûts à savoir:

— les vapeurs qui s’échappent des fûts au niveau du couvercle et de l’orifice 
de sortie des therm ocouples s’enflam m ent en ne persistant que 3 à 7 min après 
l’extinction complète de la nappe d ’hydrocarbure;
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FIG. 10. Dispositif d'essai de tenue à la chute.
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— les déform ations des fûts après l’épreuve sont peu im portantes;
— les coupes sur les blocs m ontrent que les couches calcinées ont une 

profondeur de 1 à 25 mm (figure 9);
— les pertes de poids, dues principalement à l’évaporation de l’hum idité 

résiduelle, se situaient entre 3,5 et 6,2% pour les poudres et 6 et 10,4% pour 
les RE1;

— l’élévation de tem pérature au cœ ur des blocs a toujours été très nettem ent 
inférieure à 100°C, tandis que la tem pérature en surface a dépassé 1100°C.

8.1.2. Essais de tenue à la chute

Sept fûts ont été éprouvés à savoir:
•  1 fût poudre-polyester
•  1 fû t filtre-polyester
•  2 fûts REI-polyester
•  1 fût poudre-époxyde
•  1 fû t filtre-époxyde
•  1 fût REI-époxyde
Chacun a subi les deux épreuves suivantes:
a) chute libre sans guidage d’une hauteur de 1,2 mètre sur une dalle

d ’acier, l’impact se produisant sur le fond;
b) chute libre sans guidage d’une hauteur de 1,2 mètre sur une dalle

d ’acier, l’im pact se produisant sur la génératrice au voisinage de la soudure.
L’impact était filmé par caméra à 500 images par seconde. La figure 10 

m ontre le dispositif d’essai utilisé. Le poids des fûts se situait entre 117 et 
285 kg.

Les observations après les essais ont m ontré que le com portem ent de tous 
les types de fûts était analogue. Les couvercles maintenus par cerclage sont 
toujours restés en place. Les parois latérales et les fonds ont présenté de légères 
déform ations < 1 8  mm. Il n’y a pas de dispersion du contenu des fûts. Les 
blocs internes sont restés monolithiques à l’exception du fû t poudre-polyester 
pour lequel un fragment de 6 kg s’est détaché de la partie supérieure. Les blocs 
contenant des cartouches de filtre ont subi des fissures le long des structures du 
pànier. Ces fissures ne pénètrent pas jusqu’aux cartouches.

8.1.3.' Mesure de densité

La densité de six blocs a été mesurée par immersion dans un tonneau d ’eau
après enlèvement de la tôle métallique. Les résultats sont donnés dans le!
tableau III.
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TABLEAU III. DENSITE DES BLOCS 
D’ENROBES

Type d ’échantillon Densité

Bloc filtre — polyester 1,68

Bloc REI — polyester 1,15

Bloc poudre -  polyester 1,44

Bloc filtre -  époxyde 1,58

Bloc REI -  époxyde 0,99

Bloc poudre — époxyde 1,38

TABLEAU IV. RESISTANCE DES ENROBES 
A LA COMPRESSION

Type d ’échantillon Résistance à la compression

Poudre — polyester 900 kg/cm 2

Poudre — époxyde 1150 kg/cm 2

REI — polyester 500 kg/cm 2

REI — époxyde 500 kg/cm 2

TABLEAU V. FACTEURS D ’INSOLUBILISATION ET COMPOSITIONS 
TYPIQUES DES CONCENTRATS

Isotope 54Mn S8Co “ Со 134Cs 137Cs

Facteur d ’insolubilisation 49 9 11 > 1 3 6 > 5 2 0

Com position typique 9% 2 % 31% 8% 49%
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TABLEAU VI. COMPOSITION TYPIQUE DES REI
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Isotope s4Mn “ Со 134Cs 137Cs

Com position typique 9% 4% 27% 60%

8.1.4. Vérification de l'homogénéité

Afin de vérifier l’homogénéité, un fût de chaque type a été coupé longitudi
nalement. Ces coupes m ontrent une bonne répartition des déchets dans les blocs. 
On n’observe pas de décantation de poudre et des REI ou du sable pour les blocs 
de filtres.

8.1.5. Résistance à la compression

Les résistances à la compression ont été mesurées à partir de 3 échantillons 
de 4 types d’enrobés de dimensions hauteur = 16 mm et diamètre = 16 mm 
(tableau IV).

8.2. Essais actifs

8.2.1. Généralités

Les essais en actif ont été réalisés à partir de déchets réels de la centrale.
Les concentrats d ’évaporation ayant servi à la confection de la poudre 

provenaient du circuit primaire. La teneur en bore du borate de soude se situait 
entre 20 000 et 30 000 ppm. Les prétraitem ents chimiques, et notam m ent celui 
d’insolubilisation des radioéléments, ont été réalisés selon la procédure décrite 
précédemment.

Les facteurs d’insolubilisation, définis comme étant le rapport de l’activité 
spécifique du concentrât après insolubilisation sur l’activité spécifique de ce 
concentrât après filtration, sont donnés dans le tableau V. Ce tableau donne 
également la composition typique de la poudre.

Les R E I  étaient un mélange de résines anioniques et cationiques provenant 
de la chaîne de traitem ent des effluents primaires ainsi que du traitem ent de 
purges de générateurs de vapeurs. La composition typique de ces REI est donnée 
dans le tableau VI.
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FKi.l}. Mesure de l’activité spécifique sur les carottages effectués dans les blocs d ’enrobés.
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TABLEAU VII. RESULTATS A 90 d DES ESSAIS DE LIXIVIATION

Taux de lixiviation (T)
(cm-d' 1 à 90 d)

S4Mn “ Со 137Cs

Poudre -  époxyde < 5 ,7 5  X 10' 6 4,61 X 10' 4 < 1 ,1 4  X 10~6

Blocs 212 L Poudre -  polyester < 3 ,2 3  X 10' 5 2.12 X 10~4 < 5 ,7 3  X 10' 7

REI -  époxyde 2,01 X 10' 5 8,85 X 10' 5 4,58 X 10"4

REI — polyester 5,14 X 10_s 3,38 X 10' 4 3,64 X 10~4

Poudre — époxyde 1,55 X 10~5 
6,24 X 10' 6

1,55 X 10-4 
8,04 X 10"5

1,55 X 
5,73 X

10' s
10"6

Echantillons 
й 0 ,1  L

Poudre -  polyester 6,42 X 10~6 
5,98 X 10~6

1,67 X 10' 4 
1,55 X 10-4

3,54 X 
1,82 X

10 '6
10~6

REI -  époxyde 7,35 X 10~5 
1,79 X 10' 5

5,31 X 10' 5 
2,69 X 10~s

2,97 X 
1,21 X

IO’ 4
IO’ 4

REI — polyester 1,54 X 10~4 
3,10 X 10~4

1,04 X 10' 3 
1,45 X 10-3

1,80 X 
2,89 X

IO’ 4
IO’ 4

Les quatre types d ’enrobés soumis aux essais étaient:
•  poudre — polyester
•  poudre — époxyde
•  REI -  polyester
•  REI — époxyde

Les essais ont porté sur les points suivants:
— vérification de l’homogénéité de la répartition de l’activité dans les blocs;
— mesure des taux de lixiviation;
— mesures radiochimiques destructives et non destructives;
— mesure de la résistance à la compression.

8.2.2. Résultats des essais

a) Homogénéité

Un carottage axial et un carottage radial de diamètre 5 cm sur toute 
l’épaisseur du bloc ont été réalisés pour chaque type de déchet. Ces carottes 
on t été découpées en cylindres de 5 cm de hauteur qui ont été soumis à une 
mesure spectroscopique à l’aide d’un détecteur Ge-Li. La figure 11 représente
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FIG.12. Fût poudre-polyester: fraction d ’activité relâchée.

les résultats de ces mesures et fait apparaître la très bonne homogénéité des 
enrobés. Les fluctuations observées pour les REI sont dues à l’inhomogénéité 
de l’activité des REI elles-mêmes.

b) Taux de lixiviation

Ces essais ont été réalisés par le CEN de Grenoble sur des blocs après 
enlèvement de la coque métallique, ainsi que sur deux échantillons de diamètre 
5 cm et de hauteur 5 cm, prélevés dans chaque fût avant la polymérisation.

Les essais de lixiviation des petits échantillons ont été réalisés selon les 
normes AIEA définies dans la publication de E.D. Hespe.1 Chaque échantillon 
était mis dans 170 cm3 d ’eau permutée à 20° ± 5°C, qui était remplacée après 
chaque période de lixiviation. Les gros blocs ont été placés dans une coque

1 Hespe, E.D., Leach testing of imm obilized radioactive waste solids, A tom ic Energy 
Review, Vol. 9, 1 (1971) 195.
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FIG.13. Fût poudre-époxyde: fraction d'activité relâchée.

béton pourvue intérieurem ent d ’un revêtem ent métallique et contenant 120 L 
d’eau industrielle qui était agitée pendant 1 h, une fois par jour au début, puis 
une fois par semaine. Les prélèvements d ’eau pour analyse spectrom étrique ont 
été réalisés à 7, 14, 30 et 90 jours. Le relâchement dans l’eau des radioéléments 
54Mn, 60Co, 137Cs, qui présentaient des activités suffisantes a été suivi.

Les taux de lixiviation ont été calculés d’après la formulé suivante:

A V I  
T =  —  x  — x  -  

Aq s t
où T = taux de lixiviation en c m 'd -1

A = fraction d’activité relâchée en pCi 
Aq = activité initiale de l’échantillon en juCi 
V = volume de l’échantillon en cm3 
S = surface extérieure de l’échantillon en cm2 
t = durée de la lixiviation en jours.
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Le tableau VII donne les valeurs des taux de lixiviation obtenus à 90 d pour 
les blocs et pour les échantillons.

Les figures 12 à 15 représentent l’évolution de la fraction de l’activité 
initiale 2  A/A0 qui a été rejetée au temps t.

Les mesures de lixiviation se poursuivent actuellement au-delà de 90 jours.
Les premières observations perm ettent de constater que:

— pour les concentrats d ’évaporation, l’insolubilisation 137Cs est nettem ent 
meilleure que celle de 60Co;

— pour les REI, le bon confinem ent de 137Cs est du même ordre de grandeur 
avec l’époxyde et le polyester; par contre, le 60Co semble diffuser plus rapidement 
dans le polyester que dans l’époxyde;

— le confinem ent des radioéléments est généralement meilleur dans l’époxyde 
que dans le polyester.
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c) Mesures radiochimiques destructives et non destructives

Ces mesures ont été effectuées par le CEN de Cadarache sur échantillons de 
chaque type provenant du carottage de la mesure d’homogénéité.

Les mesures spectrom étriques non destructives en géométrie éloignée, 
effectuées sur des échantillons de 28 mm de diamètre et de 50 mm de hauteur, 
confirm ent dans l’ensemble les résultats obtenus par la centrale pour les valeurs 
des activités spécifiques des différents radionucléides et pour l’homogénéité de 
la répartition de l’activité.

Les mesures destructives ont consisté à prélever une quantité de 1 gramme 
de chaque échantillon, de la broyer et de la soum ettre à une fusion alcaline par 
un mélange équimassique de carbonate de sodium et de carbonate de potassium. 
Le solide obtenu a été dissous dans l’eau et la solution a été com ptée en spectro
métrie gamma au contact de la diode.
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TABLEAU VIII. RESISTANCE A LA 
COMPRESSION DES ENROBES ACTIFS

Echantillons Résistance à la compression

Poudre — polyester 850 kg-cm -2

Poudre — époxyde 880 kg-cm -2

REI — polyester 500 kg-cm -2

REI — époxyde 550 kg-cm -2

Des comptages béta et alpha ont été effectués à partir d’un prélèvement 
sur les solutions.

Les résultats confirm ent la bonne homogénéité de la répartition de l’activité 
avec toutefois quelques différences marquées entre les échantillons d’un même 
lot pour les REI essentiellement, dues aux faibles quantités mises en jeu et à 
l’inhomogénéité intrinsèque des REI.

L’activité alpha des échantillons est faible et se situe à des valeurs voisines 
de quelques fois la concentration maximale admissible pour l’eau de boisson.

d) Résistance à la compression

Ces mesures ont été réalisées à la centrale dans des conditions voisines de 
celles effectuées à Grenoble sur des échantillons inactifs. Les résultats sont 
donnés dans le tableau VIII.

9. CONCLUSIONS

La mise en oeuvre industrielle du procédé, développé par le CEA, d ’enrobage 
dans les résines thermodurcissables des déchets de moyenne activité provenant 
d ’une centrale nucléaire a fourni des résultats tou t à fait intéressants.

Ces résultats confirm ent la nécessité, pour une installation industrielle, d ’une 
conception simple, possédant des caractères de sûreté intrinsèque. A cet égard, 
il semble q u ’une installation utilisant de l’époxyde à la place du polyester comme 
matériau d ’enrobage offrirait davantage de garanties. La qualité des enrobés 
obtenus est proche, dans l’ensemble, des résultats obtenus au niveau du laboratoire. 
Ce procédé offre une alternative à retenir comme mode de conditionnem ent.
Tout en perm ettant un confinem ent sûr, il perm et une réduction notable du 
volume final à un coût global très com pétitif avec les autres procédés d ’enrobage.
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Abstract
SOLIDIFICATION OF RADIOACTIVE WASTES USING THERMOPLASTIC RESIN.

A new m ethod has been developed by Niigata Engineering C om pany, Japan, o f  solidifying 
BWR wastes, i.e. evaporator concentrates, spent ion-exchange resins (granular and powder), 
and filtration  sludges (cellulosic materials and diatom aceous earth), using therm oplastic resin 
as the fixing agent. Due to the fact th a t in Japan a suitable m ethod for the final disposal of 
nuclear wastes has no t yet been decided upon, at NEC we proposed and developed ou r own 
process. The m ethod  was developed w ith the following objectives in m ind: (1) reduction 
of waste volume; and (2) effective im m obilization of radionuclides. A fter close exam ination . 
of the existing m ethods of waste trea tm ent, i.e. solidification of wastes into m onolithic 
block form  with sea dum ping as the m eans of the final disposal, and solidification of wastes 
in to  pellet form for interim  storage until disposed of, after experim ents a new m ethod of 
binding wastes with therm oplastic resin was developed. Using this process only one system 
com ponent is needed to  produce bo th  of the above-m entioned forms of solid waste.
The process was tested by solidifying some wastes containing ^C o  and 137Cs adsorbed by 
adding “ CoClj and 137CsCl solutions to waste slurries. The safety o f  the'process and the 
behaviour o f the radionuclides at each step o f the process were closely checked. Subsequently 
the solidified products were tested and evaluated. M onolithic products were tested  to  
determ ine such factors as density, un iform ity , m echanical strength  and leachability. Pellet 
form  products were evaluated m ainly w ith regard to m axim ization o f volume reduction  
and m echanical strength; more than  acceptable results were achieved in all cases. It is 
therefore concluded that this process can be used for the solidification of various wastés, 
and th a t it reduces waste volume. Also, this process is a safer and m ore efficient means of 
solidifying nuclear wastes than o thers offered by current technology.

* Representative o f the Japan A tom ic Power Co. and the T ohoku, the Chubu, 
the Chugoku, and the  T okyo E lectric Power C o ..
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1. INTRODUCTION

In Japan, due to  indecision as to  the means o f final disposal of nuclear waste 
material, an ever-increasing am ount of nuclear waste is having to  be stored. 
Unfortunately there is a lack o f space available for such storage. Therefore, 
considering this lack and the fact tha t the most probable means of disposal 
will be that o f deep-sea disposal, the authors have developed a process and 
operable system enabling the production not only of a monolithic block form 
suitable for disposal, but also of a volume-reduced waste pellet form adequate 
for long-term interim  storage.

This report describes the process and system and produces analytic proof 
of its practicability for producing an adequate product for final disposal or 
storage.

2. TREATMENT PROCESS AND APPARATUS

After a concentrated study o f the various m ethods o f waste solidification 
now being applied throughout the world the authors concluded that a plastic 
solidification technique incorporating thermoplastic resin as the binding agent 
would best suit their purposes.

2.1. Fundam ental process

Figure 1 shows the fundam ental block diagram o f this process.
There are three basic stages to the process:

(1) Drying o f the waste material
(2) The mixing of pre-dried waste and solid resin and melting o f the resin; 

kneading of resin and waste, and
(3) The form ation of the waste into a monolithic block or pellet form.

The preliminary drying of the waste material fulfills two functions. First, 
drying reduces the volume o f the waste and secondly it removes any water 
contained in the waste, which, if present, would prevent adequate solidification 
o f the waste due to foaming o f the resin during the kneading process..

As the waste flows from  the drier to  the kneader, the therm oplastic resin 
is added in a predetermined ratio. This solidification process incorporates 
therm oplastic resin as the binding agent, that is, polyethylene for monolithic 
solidification and chlorinated polyethylene for pellet solidification. This resin 
is melted at a tem perature of about 160°C for monolithic solidified blocks and 
at a tem perature o f about 90°C for pellet solidification. This mixture of pre
dried waste material and melted therm oplastic resin is then mixed and heated
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CPE : C hlorina ted  polye thylene

FIG.l. Fundamental block diagram.

in the kneader unit. The type o f resin depends on the type of product desired, 
m onolithic or pellet.

The kneaded m ixture o f resin and waste then flows to  the extruder. The 
m ixture is then forced through the extruder where if the desired end-product is 
a solidified m onolithic block, the m ixture is directly ejected into a 200 L (55 gal) 
drum where it cools and hardens. The waste is then ready for disposal. If  the 
desired end-product is of the pellet form, the m ixture first passes through a 
slicing mechanism where the m ixture is sliced into pellet shape. Then the mixture 
is ejected into a 200 L drum ready for interim  storage and later, after appropriate 
treatm ent, disposal.

This m ethod therefore can be adapted for producing a readily disposable 
monolithic block or a more compact pellet form for interim  storage. Therefore 
this m ethod is an ideal technique for solidifying nuclear waste in Japan, where 
there is indecision as to  how to dispose o f waste.

2.2. Apparatus

Drier unit

The types o f  driers that best suit our purposes are either conventional film 
driers or agitating driers w ith a decanter/centrifuge for pre-drying treatm ent. It 
was found that these types of driers can produce the necessary am ount o f  heat 
(150—170°C) while resolving the problem o f cleaning contam inated hot air 
released by spray driers or fluidized-bed driers o f the direct heat transfer type. 
Kneader I extruder unit

A batch-type m elter was used as the kneader for the mixing o f  the waste 
and polyethylene [ 1 , 2], but this type o f apparatus is not suitable for a plant- 
scale machine and cannot be used for pelletizing.
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A continuous-screw extruder, well proven in various industries, should 
therefore be used for this process. Such an extruder can be heated to the 
necessary tem peratures of 9 0 - 1 80°C, thus proving adequate for both monolithic 
block solidification and pelletizing.

When a pelletized product is desired, a cutting unit can be attached to  the 
extruder in order to slice the extruded waste into pellet form.

3. PRACTICAL TEST OF PROCESS AND APPARATUS

To test our process a pilot plant was constructed and various tests including 
tests using radionuclides were conducted to confirm the functional safety of 
the system and to evaluate the adequacy o f the produced solidified bodies for 
safe storage and disposal.

3.1. Pilot plant (process and operation) ’

The block diagram o f the pilot plant is shown in Fig. 2, and the schematic 
flow diagram in Fig. 3. The treated wastes, which are generated from BWRs, 
were evaporator concentrates, spent ion-exchange resins (granular and powder), 
and filter sludges (cellulosic materials and diatomaceous earth).

Dummy wastes were prepared by adding an aqueous solution o f 60CoCl2 
and 137CsCl of the order o f approximately 3.7 X 106 Bq (0.1 mCi) solution/kg 
of dried waste to  a 5 —10% slurry o f spent ion-exchange resin and filter sludge. 
This dummy radioactive waste, after being dehydrated in the decanter/centrifuge 
to a waste containing 60 wt% water, was fed to  the agitator trough drier, where 
it was dried with steam at a tem perature o f  150°C until it contained less than
5 wt% water.

FIG.2. Block diagram of a pilot plan t.
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FIC.3. Schematic flow diagram of pilot plant.

TABLE I. RI DISTRIBUTION RATIO 
(DR) OF THE EFFLUENTS AND 
OFF-GAS

^  R I m ig ra te d  t o  e ff lu e n ts  ond o f f - g a s  

R I  t re a te d

U pper c o lu m n : 60Co 
Lower c o lu m n : ,37Cs

\  S tep 
W aste  \

C entrifuga l 
de wate ring

D ry in g K n e a d in g /
E x tru d in g

G ranu la r

re s in

9.1 x10‘ 3 1.3 x IO '4 2 .3  x 1 0 '7

¿ .8x10*3 1.3 » 1 0 '4 2 .6x1  O '6

P ow der
res in

2 .9  x10"3 1.5 x10"4 9 .5 x 1 0 "8

5 .8  x10'3 2.0 x 1 0 '4 1. ¿ x 10‘7

C ellu tosic

m a te ria ls

2 .2x10т1 7.1 x1 0 '5 2.7 x 1 0 '7

5.1 х Ю '1 2 .3  x 1 0 '4 ¿.9x1 O'7

D ia tom a
ceo us

e a rth

2 .2 х1 0 Г 1 1.2x1 O '4 2 .0  x1CT7

1.3x10 ‘ 1 1 .2 x10‘ 4 2 .6  x10 '7

E vapo
ra to r

c o n c e n 
tra te s

4 .2 x 1 0 '4 7.7x1CT9

¿ .9 x 1 0 '4 5 .6 x1 0 '9
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The evaporator concentrate waste was prepared to a concentration of 40 wt% 
in solution and then mixed with radioisotope solution ( 60CoCl2 and 137CsCl).
This prepared waste was dried at a tem perature o f  160°C by an electric heater, 
which was m ounted on the side o f  the evaporator.

The radioactive dried waste, each batch separately prepared, was temporarily 
stored in a powder hopper and then fed w ith a quantity o f  polyethylene for 
m onolithic form ation or chlorinated polyethylene for pellet form ation at 
ratios o f approxim ately 1:1  or greater than 2 : 1 , respectively, to the extruder.
The m ixture was then kneaded and heated to  either a tem perature of 160 -180°C 
or 90—100°C, and discharged continuously to 50-L drums.

The capacity o f the pilot plant is approximately 10 kg of solidified product 
per hour.

3.2. Analysis o f test equipm ent

Measurements were taken to  determine the am ount o f radioactive isotopes 
that remained in the system after solidification o f  the waste. The measurements 
were taken to  confirm the suitability of the process and apparatus for practical 
waste treatm ent and to obtain inform ation on the am ount of shielding required. 
This inform ation also provides insight as to decontam ination of the equipment.

The following measurements were taken:

( 1 ) Measurement o f  radioisotope ( R I) distribution.
RI distributions to the effluent or off-gas systems from each process 
(centrifuge-dehydrating, drying, and kneading processes) were quantitatively 
determ ined by analyses of the effluent o f the centrifuge, the condensed water 
from off-gas and the filters and scrubber solutions from the drying, kneading 
processes. A Nal (Tl) scintillation counter was used for these measurements 
(see Fig. 3).

(2) Radiation dose rate measurements.
Radiation dose rate readings around each main piece o f equipm ent were 
taken before, during and after operation with GM surveymeters. This was 
done to determine the am ount o f  radioactive material deposited on the 
apparatus.

3.3. Results of analyses

3.3.1. R I  balance.

Table I shows the RI distribution ratios o f  the effluent and off-gas systems. 
Distribution factors o f the effluent from the decanter/centrifuge were from
0.1 to 0.9% for ion-exchange resin and 10 to 50% for filter sludges (cellulosic 
materials and diatomaceous earth). D istribution factors o f  the off-gas from the
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G : Granular resin С : C ellulosic m ateria ls
P : Powder res in  D : D iatom aceous earth
E : Evaporator cocen tra tes
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FIG.4. Radiation build-up in each item of equipment.

drying and kneading processes were 1СГ3 to 5 X 10_2% and 1СГ6 to 1(T5% 
respectively.

From these findings it was determined that more than 99% o f  the RI in the ion- 
exchange resin and almost 100% of the evaporator concentrate were solidified. As 
for the filter sludge, only 50 to 90% o f the RI were solidified, w ith m ost o f the 
remainder found in the effluent o f the decanter/centrifuge. This result is thought 
to be due to the difficulty o f  duplicating radioactive crud. In this experim ent an 
ionic RI was used, and when mixed in the slurry, a fair am ount o f RI remained in 
the aqueous phase due to the poor ion-exchange capacity o f filter reagent. It is 
thought that filter sludge will not be o f  an ionic nature and so practically no 
RI will be found in the decanter/centrifuge effluent.

3.3.2. Radioactivity distribution among the apparatus and the effects o f  washing and 
decontamination.

Figure 4 shows the rate of radioactive material build-up on each piece of 
process equipm ent. The results were plotted in the order o f the experiments.
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TABLE II. DECONTAMINATION FACTOR 
(DF) RELATED TO WATER FLUSHING EFFECT

P P S urface dose rate before flu s h in g  

S urface  dose ra te  a f te r  f lu s h in g

\  W aste Granular
resin

Powder
res in

Cellu losic
materials

D iatom -
aceous

earthEquipment \

Decanter/
centrifuge 1.6 2.5 1.5 1.8
A g ita to r

trough
d rie r

34 5.4 4.5 4.3

TABLE III. SAFETY EVALUATION TESTS OF PRODUCTS

P roduct Test item Test method T est specim en

D e n s ity W e ig h t, D im ension 501 s ize  
38О0 » 450Hmm

M ono lith ic
U n ifo rm ity

X-ray radiograph 
Inspection  of section 
D ensity d is tr ib u tio n

d it to

p roduc t Com pressive
s tren g th A STM D 69 5 d it to

Lea cha b ility
IA E A  Technical 
Report Series 

N o .82

IA E A  s iz e  
45^ x mm

P e lle t

Waste volume 
re d u c tio n

D ens ity  , 
M ix in g  ra t io

10- 150*  15Hmm

product C om pressive
s tre n g th

J IS  К 6301 d it to

The decan ter/centrifuge and drier were flushed w ith water and the extruder 
with polyethylene before the measurements o f Fig. 4 were made.
Extruder

Only a small am ount o f waste would remain in the extruder due to the 
minute clearance between the screw and barrel. The deposited waste is easily 
decontam inated by extrusion with resin binder.

The figures in Fig. 4 are high due to  radiation emission from  the other 
pieces o f equipment.
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W aste

Compositi
w

on
t% Den

s ity

g/cm3

Comp.
stren.

MPa

Leaching ratio I a fte r 100 days)

PE Wa. EC
Deionized water Synthetic sea water

C o-6 0 Cs-137 C o-60 Cs-137

Evaporator
concentra tes 49 51 - 1.4 2 2 7.7 x10~3 з . ы о -3 5 .6  x10~3 1 . 0  x 1 0 " 3

G ranular
resin 45 2 0 35 1 . 2 23 1 . 0 x 1 0 ~ 3 2 . 8  x 1 0 2 5.3 x10"2

-z 
6 . 2  x 1 0

Powder
res in

48 18 3 4 1 . 2 31 4.0x10~3 2 . 6  x 1 0 ' 2 2 . 8 x 1 0 ‘ 2 3 .5 x10 "2

C ellu losic

m ate ria ls
¿8 18 34 1 . 2 24 6.3x10"2 2 .9  x10~2 6.3  x io~ 2 3 .8x10~2

Diatomaceous
e a rth 54 46 - 1.3 33 8 . 0  x 1 0 ~ 4 7.0 x10~4 2 . 1  x 1 0 ~ 3 1.9 x io " 1

PE : Po lyethylene Wa : Waste EC : N on -rad ioac tive  evaporator 
co n ce n tra te s  ( Na2S04 )
Leachant tem p.: 2 5* С

Decanter I centrifuge and. agitator trough drier
The decanter/centrifuge showed the highest build-up o f radiation. This 

is mainly due to  the accumulation o f  waste between the casing and the bowl 
o f the centrifuge. The build-up o f powdered resin and diatomaceous earth 
was remarkably high.

The low dose rate plotted at No. 6 for the centrifuge (Fig. 4) was due to 
the fact that the casing was opened and the build-up residue forcefully removed. 
The low reading o f No. 8 is due to the granular resin, which, while being 
dehydrated, struck the accumulated residue, knocking it from the walls of 
the centrifuge.

Table II shows the effects o f  water flushing as a means of cleaning and 
decontaminating the decanter/centrifuge and agitator through drier. As for the 
decanter/centrifuge, water flushing was found to be very ineffective, and with 
regard to cleaning the agitator trough drier, powdered residue was found to  
be more difficult to remove than granular residue.

Therefore the decanter/centrifuge and the agitator trough drier would 
need a more effective internal cleansing mechanism for powder residue.

4. ANALYSES OF SOLIDIFIED PRODUCTS

The properties o f the solidified products (m onolithic and pellet) produced 
by the pilot plant were investigated in various tests and results analysed to
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TABLE V. COMPOSITION AND PROPERTIES OF PELLET 
PRODUCTS

Waste

Composition 
w t %

Den
s ity

Compressive
Volume

tra c tio n

CPE Wa. (g/cm3)
p rope rty to 200Ldrum  

(%)

Evaporator
co n ce n tra te s 1 1 89 2 .3

G ranular
resin

1 4 8 6 1.2
E la s to m e r

Powder
res in

14 6 6 1.5 N o n -d e s tru c tib le 6 5

C ellu los ic
m a te r ia ls

20 8 0 1.4

N o n -d is p e rs ib le

Diatomaceous
e a rth

2 9 71 1.8

CPE : C h lo rina ted  po lye thy lene  W a.--W a s te

evaluate their adequacy for storage and disposal. The tests conducted can be 
found in Table III.

Monolithic products were tested to determine their density, uniform ity, 
mechanical strength and leachability properties.

The pellet products properties analysed were mechanical strength and the degree 
of volume-reduction.

4.1. Monolithic products

Table IV shows the composition and properties o f the monolithic products.
Density

The polyethylene-solidified products containing only ion-exchange resin 
or cellulosic filter sludge did not meet the necessary density requirem ent [3, 4] 
noted in the tentative guidelines for sea disposal. In order to satisfy this 
specification, an evaporator concentrate (Na2S 0 4) was kneaded with the resin 
and cellulosic filter sludge to increase the p roduct’s density.
Uniformity

Measurements, made at 15 different points of a 50 L solidified sample, were 
taken to determine the variation o f densities in the block. The density uniform ity 
o f  the block was found to be 0.25 —1.4%. Similarly the variation of compressive
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TABLE VI. WASTE VOLUME 
REDUCTION FACTOR (RF)

^F ix ing  agent Thermoplastic resin
Cement

W aste \ P e lle t M onolith ic

Evaporator
concentra tes

CO 2.3 0.52
Granular

res in 1 .3 1.8* 0.ЛЗ
Powder 

re si n 1.5 1.7* 0.27
Cellu losic
m ateria ls 1. 2 *1. 7 0.25

Diatomaceous
e a rth 1. 7 1.2 0.51

W aste volum e before trea tm ent

Package volume a f te r  trea tm ent

The condition o f waste before treatm ent is assumed 
as follows:
evaporator concentrates; 25 wt% solution 
granular resin, pow der resin, cellulosic m aterials;
50 wt% slurry
diatom aceous earth; 40 wt% slurry

* Containing evaporator concentrates in order to make 
the density above 1.2 (refer to Table IV)

strengths at six points in the block determined by compressibility tests was 3 —6%. 
These variations are quite small.

X-ray radiography and visual examinations of cut surfaces confirmed the 
products had no internal cracks, therefore the block was perfectly uniform. 
Mechanical strength

The compressive strengths were well within the range of 22 —33 MPa, which 
are well over the specification of 15 MPa [3, 4] required for sea disposal o f cement- 
solidified products. The samples could be compressed to 29—50% of their 
original size before fracturing occurred.

These results showed that the polyethylene monolithic products were as 
strong as or stronger than cement-solidified products while also proving much 
less brittle. Brittleness is one of the faults o f cement-solidified products. 
Leachability

Diffusion coefficients o f  137Cs calculated from the leaching test results in 
Table IV were 10~6 cm2/day for io«-exchange resin and cellulosic materials,
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IO"8 cm2/day for the evaporator concentrate, and 10~10 cm2/day for diatomaceous 
earth. These values are better than those o f  cement-solidified products 
(10~4-1 0 -3) [5] and are as good as those of bitumen-solidified products [6].
Also, polyethylene-solidified products have a distinct advantage over bitumen- 
solidified products in that they do not exhibit swelling tendencies [6].

4.2. Pellet products

The pellet products, for which chlorinated polyethylene was used as the 
binder, were found to be a tough, elastic rubber-like material. The pellets when 
compressed did not fracture but simply flattened into pancake form. Table V 
shows the composition and properties of the pellet products prepared in the 
experiment.

Table VI shows the ratio of the am ount o f waste in pellet form that could 
be stored in a 200-L drum compared with the am ount o f waste that can be 
stored in monolithic form (polyethylene, cement [8]).

Furtherm ore, current solidifying experiments are showing that the ratio 
of waste/binder can be further increased, so that it is possible that even more 
waste can be stored in a 200 L drum than previously expected.

5. CONCLUSIONS

5 .1 . P ro c e ss  a n d  a p p a r a tu s

There were basically two problems with the dehydration drying processes and 
apparatus. These were: (1) an excessive am ount of RI in the effluent and 
off-gas, and (2) an excessive build-up of deposited waste.

It is expected that if a proper dehydration/drying apparatus such as a 
film drier is used in the process, lower levels o f RI will be found in the effluent 
and off-gas, and the problem with the build-up will be solved. Under such 
operating conditions the distribution ratio (DR) of RI found in the effluent and 
off-gas is expected to be about 10-4 from the drying process and about 10~7 
from the kneading/solidifying process.

5.2. Solidified products

M onolithic product
The polyethylene-solidified monolithic product was found to have a 

compressive strength equal to  or stronger than that of cement-solidified products, 
and in addition was much less brittle than cement-solidified products.
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The products were internally uniform and no cracks were observed. The 
degree of leachability o f radionuclides in the products was equal to that found 
for bitumen-solidified products, and no swelling was observed due to the absorp
tion of water.
Pellet product

One pellet o f solidified waste product contains more than 80% of waste 
material, thus greatly reducing the am ount o f space necessary for storage.
Further analysis o f their mechanical properties confirms that their durability 
and their elasticity (due to the use o f chlorinated polyethylene) prevents dispersion 
o f radioactivity caused by fracturing or cracking, therefore this form o f solidifica
tion is extremely practical for storage o f nuclear waste material.
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Abstract

LOW- AND MEDIUM-LEVEL AQUEOUS RADIOACTIVE WASTE IMMOBILIZATION 
WITH WATER-EXTENDIBLE POLYMERS.

The use o f water-extendible polym ers as an alternative to  cem ent for the  im m obilization 
of aqueous radioactive wastes is detailed. The process involves form ation  o f  a water-in-oil 
emulsion betw een the  aqueous waste and the  organic polym er and solidification of the  emulsion 
by addition o f suitable peroxide catalyst/p rom oter com binations. Emulsion quality is critical to 
the a tta inm ent o f satisfactory waste forms. High speed, high shear agitation is needed to obtain 
the aqueous phase droplet size and dispersion needed to  give stable emulsions. The pH of the 
aqueous waste should be adjusted to  betw een 7 and 9 to  facilitate emulsion form ation. It is 
also suggested th a t the aqueous waste: polym er ra tio  should n o t exceed 1.5:1 by volume. As 
incorrect waste condition, unsuitable m ixing or im proper cure agents can cause a process mal
function, small-scale trials w ith all wastes are recom m ended to  determ ine special requirem ents 
before com m encing production  runs. Im mobilized wastes should be sm ooth , hard m onolith  
form s with high compressive strengths and good freeze/thaw  and water resistance. If fully 
exposed to air the  waste form  will slowly lose water by evaporation. This feature may dictate 
the use of plastic or lined containers to  prevent corrosion if any water condensation occurs in 
the ullage space above the waste form . Wastes im m obilized with water-extendible polym er are 
considered to have acceptable leaching resistance and waste type appears to have little  effect on 
leach rate. Over a one-year test period cum ulative percentage activity  released was abou t 1%.

Solidification o f low and medium level aqueous radioactive wastes and ion ex
change resins in cement has been practised for many years. A dvantages o f this 
treatm ent are low m aterial cost, relatively simple equipm ent and no requirem ent 
for applied heat. D isadvantages such as high waste form  volume and mass, and 
physical problems with ion exchange resins and some chemical sludges detract 
from  the process. Therm osetting water-extendible polymers were considered to 
present a desirable alternative to  cement for the im m obilization o f aqueous 
radioactive wastes by enabling higher waste volume loadings and lower-density 
waste form s to  be obtained. In addition wastes immobilized with these polymers 
might be expected to  have better durability, water resistance and leaching proper
ties than equivalent cemented wastes.
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W aste conditioning with water-extendible organic polymers involves form a
tion of a water-in-oil emulsion between the aqueous waste and the polymer. The 
emulsion is then solidified by the addition of suitable peroxide catalyst/prom oter 
com binations. Some pretreatm ent o f the waste is necessary for reproducible for
m ation of a stable emulsion interm ediate phase; as a minimum adjustm ent of 
waste pH  to between 7 and 9 is required. Special treatm ent is needed for wastes 
containing rediicing agents such as oxalic acid as they can inhibit the free radical 
curing reaction by which solidification is achieved.

Consistent production o f high quality emulsions is critical to the attainm ent 
of satisfactorily solidified wastes. The aqueous waste has to be mixed with the 
organic polymer under high speed (2000 rev/min), high shear agitation to obtain the 
aqueous phase droplet size and uniform ity o f dispersion required to give a stable 
emulsion. The electron m icrograph of a section through a cured mass in Figure 1 
shows the level o f dispersion considered necessary.

PROCESSING

FIG.l. Closed cell structure of cured correctly formed emulsion.
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FIG. 2. Viscosities of waste/water-extendible polymer emulsions measured with a Brookfield 

rotating viscosimeter.

Unsuitable or unstable emulsions will feature one or more o f the following 
deficiencies: Low viscosity, translucent instead o f opaque creamy appearance, 
visible globules or streaks o f the aqueous phase in the body o f the emulsion, or 
phase separation when agitation is stopped.

Em ulsion viscosity increases sharply as the water to polymer ratio is increased 
as shown by Figure 2. A t water to polymer ratios greater than  70:30 by volume the 
viscosity is so high that mixing becomes difficult. W hen salts are present in the 
aqueous phase it is suggested that the waste: polymer ratio should not exceed 1.5:1 
by volume to  ensure satisfactory emulsion stability. Salt concentrations in 
aqueous wastes should be limited to  a maximum o f 200 g / kg to avoid emulsion in
stability and erratic solidification problem s.

G ood mixing is particularly necessary when organic ion exchange resins are to 
be immobilized. If the individual resin beads are not completely wetted by the 
emulsion and uniform ly dispersed they tend to  settle while the m ixture is curing, 
giving a non-uniform  waste form . Correctly immobilized ion exchange resins will 
give a waste form  similar in appearance to  specimen “ A ” in Figure 3, which also 
shows an unacceptable specimen at “ B” . For emulsion preparation , the ion ex
change resins should be introduced as a slurry o f one volume o f resin to two 
volumes o f water which is then mixed with the polymer at the 1.5:1 waste: 
polymer ratio suggested for aqueous wastes. This level o f water ensures the emul
sion viscosity will be high enough to  prevent rapid settling o f the resin beads when 
mixing is discontinued.
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FIG.3. Immobilized ion-exchange resin; A-correctly prepared waste form; B —unacceptable 

waste form resulting from improper mixing.

IM P E L L E R S

D I S C H A R G E  
P O R T

P0L™ER Ж ' т  E
F L U S H

FIG.4. Proposed émulsification head.
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A fter emulsion form ation it is necessary to  add catalyst and prom oter in the 
right am ounts to obtain satisfactory solidification. M ethyl ethyl ketone peroxide, 
benzoyl peroxide or hydrogen peroxide with cobalt naphthenate or dimethyl 
toluidine are frequently used. A catalyst/p rom oter ratio o f 25:1 should give gel 
and hard solid cure times o f about 5 and 30 minutes respectively. The solidifica
tion reaction is exothermic and a mass centre tem perature o f  about 70 to  80°C can 
be expected to  be attained. Because o f this tem perature increase a small am ount of 
water may be volatilized from  the waste form  and it is preferable not to seal the 
product container until the tem perature diminishes to avoid possible condensation 
o f  free liquid inside the package.

Several factors such as incorrect waste pretreatm ent, unsuitable mixing, im
proper cure agents or quantities can cause a process m alfunction; therefore it is 
necessary to  carry ou t small scale trials with all wastes to  determ ine any special 
treatm ent requirem ents before commencing production runs.

EQ U IPM EN T

This im m obilization process has been selected as one o f the waste treatm ent 
systems for O ntario  H ydro ’s Darlington 4 x 850 M W e CANDU nuclear 
generating station. A lthough the equipm ent has not been finalized yet it is ex
pected that a com pact émulsification head of the type illustrated in Figure 4 will be 
used. A queous waste and polymer will be fed to  this head, which has a capacity of 
about one litre, by proportioning pum ps set to give the desired waste: polymer 
ratio. The head contains impellers driven at a shaft speed of 2000 rev/min and is 
capable o f producing emulsion at a rate of 10 litres per m inute. Because of the low 
waste inventory in the head at any time fields are kept to  a m inimum. The emul
sion will be discharged from  the head to  an in-line static mixer to  which catalyst 
will be introduced via a proportioning pum p and the mixed m aterial discharged 
into the waste container. A t the end of a run the ém ulsification head and

TABLE I. IMMOBILIZED WASTE PROPERTIES

Waste to 
resin

pH Emulsion
viscosity
(KU )a

Cure
gel

Times
hard

Exotherm
tem p.
(Д°С)

Product
density

Comp.
str.
MPa

Water 
immersion 
% gain in 
mass

6 0 ‘ : 40 
1/Salt conc. 
100 g/L

8 150 6 m 40 m 55 1.03 80 1.8
(100  days)

a KU =  Krebs units.
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TABLE II. IMMOBILIZED SODIUM CARBONATE/BICARBONATE 
WASTE LEACHING CHARACTERISTICS 
ORIGINAL ACTIVITY (juCi) 20.4 134Cs, 47.4 60Co

Days Increm ental releases nCi 
134Cs ' 60Co

Increm ental leach rate 
cm • d ' 1

Cumulative releases
%

1' 200.0 213.1 3.1’ X 10‘ 2 0.61

2 15.9 92.6 8.2 X 1 0 '3 ' ' 0.77

3 10.1 42.6 4.0 X 10 ' 3 0.85

4 1.7 19.1 1.6 X 10"3 0.88

' 7 3.1 21.6 6.2 X 1 0 ' 4 0.91

IS 12.9 16.8 2.8 X 1 0 "4 0.96

21 5.7 13.5 2.4 X 10“4 , 0.99

29 3.9 25.9 2.8 X 10 ' 4 1.03

57 2.6 49.0 1.4 X 10~4 1.11

91 12.0 14.1 5.8 X 10“5 1.14

119 9.1 3.7 3.4 X 10"s 1.16

.147 5.7 4.7 2.8 X 10-s 1.18

183, 8.3 1.7 . 2.1 X 10“ s 1.19

366 25.1 8.8 • 1.4 X 10‘ s 1.24

discharge line can be cleaned by running through 0.5 to 1 litre o f clean water 
followed by a similar quantity o f methylene chloride to clear catalyzed emulsion 
from  the mixer and final section o f discharge line. The cleaning wastes can be add
ed to  and immobilized with the final container o f active m aterial. A t this po in t the 
equipm ent can be left for an indefinite period yet is ready for immediate start-up 
to process the next waste stream .

PH Y SICA L CHA RA CTERISTICS OF W ASTE FORM S

Correctly immobilized wastes should be sm ooth, hard monolithic forms and 
free liquid should not be present. The aqueous phase, dissolved and particulate 
m atter is encapsulated in the individual closed cells which make up the final waste 
form . Typical properties o f this waste form  are listed in Table I.

A lthough the waste form s have a high water content, repeated freeze/thaw  
cycling between -40°C and 23°C does not cause physical damage to  the specimens. 
Cemented wastes exposed in the same m anner would be expected to  crack and 
develop some spalling of the surface.
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FIG. 5. Leaching properties of water-extendible polymer immobilized waste.

If the waste form s are fully exposed to air, slow evaporation o f water will oc
cur and losses of 50% o f the original water content have been observed over one 
year a t 23° С and 50% rH . This evaporable water feature may require the waste 
container to be plastic lined to prevent internal corrosion if water condenses in the 
ullage space.

Freshly immobilized wastes have good fire resistance and self-extinguish 
when the flame is removed but waste form s which have lost water ignite and burn 
readily. However, this aspect is not considered im portant as the immobilized 
wastes will normally be in containers which will prevent water loss during 
transport or initial storage when the potential fire hazard is highest.

LEA CH IN G  PERFO RM A N CE

The leaching characteristics o f water-extendible-polÿtner immobilized wastes 
are good. The example shown in Table II and Figure 5 is for a sodium car
bonate/sodium  bicarbonate aqueous waste with a salt concentration of 100 g /kg 
solidified at a waste polymer ratio o f 60:40 by volume.
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This leaching behaviour appears typical o f the perform ance tha t can be ex
pected from  the water-extendible polymer treatm ent as there is no evidence o f dif
ferent waste types affecting leaching characteristics. Physical deterioration as a 
result o f water immersion has not been observed with correctly form ed specimens.

In summary, water-extendible polymers provide an alternative to  cement for 
the im m obilization o f aqueous radioactive wastes. Their use enables a greater 
volume o f waste to  be incorporated into a  given product volume. Processing and 
equipm ent requirements are simple. The final product has good physical proper
ties, is unaffected by water immersion and has acceptable leaching characteristics.
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Abstract

IMMOBILIZATION OF WASTE-WATER RESIDUES BY EMBEDDING INTO CONCRETE.
Low-level radioactive waste w ater is concentrated  by evaporation. The concentrate is 

fu rther evaporated to  dryness by means of a ro tary  drum  drier. The dry solid is imm obilized 
with cem ent. From  the drum  drier solid/cem ent/w ater-m ixture samples are taken. A fter a 
period of 28 days the leach rate o f Cs, Sr and Co and the compressive strength of the specimens 
are determ ined. The leach rate can be described by diffusion during a starting period of about 
7 to 14 days. A fter about 300 to  550 days, depending on the com position o f the specimen 
and the isotope, the leach rate becom es constant. The leach rate increases with increasing dry 
solid/cem ent ratio . O ther waste com ponents (e.g. sulphate) can increase the leach ra te  appreci
ably. The influence of sulphate can be overcome by addition o f Ca(OH)2 and /or reduction of 
the dry solid/cem ent ratio. The compressive strength of the specimens is o f the order of about 
15 N /m m 2 w ith a m inim um  of about 6.4 N /m m 2 and a m axim um  of about 25 N /m m 2. It 
increases with decreasing w ater/cem ent ratio and dry solid/cem ent ratio . As expected, the 
leach ra te  decreases w ith increasing compressive strength. However, this correlation is relatively 
weak because of the influence of m any factors on the properties o f the imm obilized waste form 
and the lim ited am ount of data from  leaching experim ents. Based on these results the form ula 
for the conditioning of drum  drier solid has been optim ized as regards volume reduction  and 
quality  of the waste form  as follows: 22% drum  drier solid; 54% cem ent; 24% water. This 
corresponds to  a dry solid/cem ent ratio  o f 0.40 and a w ater/cem ent ratio  o f 0.44.

1. INTRODUCTION

The physical properties of the nuclear waste form prepared for disposal are 
im portant input data for a risk assessment o f the disposal site. In the case of 
waste embedded in concrete, both the compressive strength of the waste form and 
its leach rate may characterize the stability against dropping of the waste package 
and against flooding during transport or at the disposal site.

In the past, extensive leaching experiments have been made with different 
types o f simulated waste forms. They gave some inform ation about the mechanism 
of leaching and sometimes the results were expressed by diffusion equations.

In many cases, however, remarkable differences exist between the results 
o f experiments with simulated waste forms and actual waste conditioned on a
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technical scale. Therefore the conditioning of the waste-water residues in the 
waste treatm ent facilities o f the Nuclear Research Centre Jülich (KFA) has been 
checked since 1979 by taking samples to determine the leach rate and the com
pressive strength. The aim o f this work is to  improve the quality of the waste 
form and to  develop a quality assurance programme.

2. CONDITIONING OF WASTE WATER

The low-level radioactive waste water of the KFA is concentrated by 
evaporation. The concentrate is further evaporated to dryness by means o f a 
rotary drum drier. Finally the dry solid is immobilized with cement [11].

The sources of this waste water are laboratories of the KFA, the research 
reactors MERLIN and DIDO, the high-temperature gas-cooled power reactor AVR, 
the laundry for contam inated protective clothes, the decontam ination facilities 
and a radiological hospital. The radioactive sanitary waste o f the latter is oxidized 
with ammonium peroxodisulphate (NH4)2S20 8. Therefore the chemical com po
sition o f the low-level radioactive waste water treated in the waste treatm ent 
facilities o f KFA is characterized by a high ammonium and sulphate content. The 
total salt content am ounts to  about 1 — 10 kg/m 3. The average is about 4 kg/m 3. 
The radioactivity concentration is between 1 X 10_s and 1 X 10~2 Ci/m 3. The 
average concentration is about 1 X 10“3 Ci/m3.

The pH value of the waste water is adjusted to 3.5. Then the waste water 
is fed into a first evaporator with a capacity o f 5 t/h , where it is concentrated 
up to about 1 5% solids. The bottom  is fed into a second evaporator with a 
capacity of 2 t/h , where it is concentrated up to 30 to 35% solids. Next, the pH 
value o f the concentrate is adjusted to 8.5 by addition o f a'sodium hydroxide 
solution. The alkaline slurry is fed to a rotary drum drier, where it is dried at 
about 170°C. The dry solid consists of about 20% Na, 0.9% NH4, 6% Ca, 2% Fe, 
0.8% Mg, 0.4% Zn, 32% S 0 4, 18% N 0 3, 5% Cl, 2% P 0 4 and'5% organic C. The 
rest is insoluble in HC1. The specific activity (w ithout tritium ) is between 0.15 
and 0.5 /uCi/kg dry solid.

For the immobilization of the drum drier solids about 22% dry solids, 54% 
cement and 24% water are mixed in a 200-litre drum by means of a stirrer. This 
formula corresponds to a water/cem ent ratio of about 0.44 and a dry solid/cement 
ratio of about 0.40. In special cases the dry solid content can be reduced to  
improve the quality o f the immobilized waste.

3. LABORATORY TESTS

The examination of the leachability o f the waste form was determined with 
small samples made both from the technical m ixture of drum drier solids, cement
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and water and from laboratory-made mixtures. Also, modified mixtures, i.e. to 
determine the concentration dependence, were prepared in the laboratory using 
tèchnically produced drum drier solid. Both carrier-free 137Cs and 600 mg Co2+ 
were added to the test sample. The 137Cs activity o f the dry solid was determined 
prior to the m ixture with cement. In recent m onths also 620 mg Sr2+ have been 
added. The concentration in the dry solid am ounts to  1.2 and 1.3% o f Co2+ and 
Sr2+, respectively.

The test samples are cylinders with a diameter and height of 5 cm. The 
volume/surface ratio is V/S = 0.833 cm, the specific surface S/V = 1.20 cm“ 1.

The leach test started after a curing period o f 28 days. Following the ISO 
draft [2] the total surface, not only the base of the cylinder, was exposed to the 
leachant. De-ionized water at 21 to 23°C was used. The ratio (volume of 
leachant/exposed “geom etric” surface area of specimen) was 8.5 cm.

The frequency o f changing the bath differs from the ISO draft as well as 
from the IAEA proposal [3, 4] as follows: during the first 4 days the.bath was 
changed daily; further changes were made after 3, 2, 2 and 3 days; thereafter 
the bath was changed weekly during the next 7 weeks, and finally it was changed 
after a further 28 days. This procedure entails 27 changes during the first year 
and 13 changes over each following year.

In the resulting solutions the 137Cs content was determined by 7-spectrometry. 
The measured radioactivity was corrected for the starting time t = 0. Cobalt and 
Sr were determined by the flameless atom absorption spectroscopy.

The evaluation o f the data occurred by graphical presentation of the 
incremental leaching rates Rn.¡ as a function o f the leaching time.

The compressive strength o f the specimen was determined with a 50 kN 
universal test equipm ent (class I) at room tem perature [5]. The specimens were 
pressed axially between two parallel plates with continuously increasing pressure 
until destruction of the specimen ensued. The rate was 1 m m /m inute. The com
pression was measured by induction changes.

4. RESULTS

4.1. Leach rates

The leach rates o f 137Cs and Co salt have been determined up to 735 days.
A typical diagram is shown in Fig. 1. It can be seen that the incremental leach 
rates o f both tracers expressed in cm d-1 or, after m ultiplication with the density 
o f the sample, in g cm-2 ■ d"1 decrease very rapidly in the beginning. The starting 
phase comprising a period o f about 7 to  14 days can be described as a diffusion- 
controlled leaching. The average diffusion coefficients determ ined from samples 
of six (Cs, Co) and two (Sr) campaigns o f immobilization are given in Table 1.
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FIG.l. Leach rate of Cs and Co.

TABLE I. DIFFUSION CONSTANT IN THE 
STARTING PHASE OF LEACHING (7 to 14 DAYS): 
AVERAGE DATA FROM SIX (Cs and Co) AND 
TWO (Sr) CAMPAIGNS OF IMMOBILIZATION

Numbers D
Isotope

of samples (cm 2/s)

137Cs

Co2+

Sr2+

6

6

5

1.3 E-07 

2.2 E - l2

4.4 E-iO



TABLE II. LEACH RATES OF Cs AND Co FROM CONCRETE CYLINDERS CONTAINING DRUM DRIER SOLID 
Dry solid/cem ent ratio = 0.5; water/cem ent value 0.4; leaching tim e = 735 days.
Dimensions o f the sample: diameter 5 cm, height 5 cm.

C um ulated
Campaign M 3^ о о percentage

Isotope Nov. 1979 after R n = const. o f the leached * n  = const.
Drum Sample 735 days afte r . . . iso tope until
No. No. (%) days R n = const. (cm -d_!) (g -c m '2 -d-1)

2 245 7 8 .6 ' 4 0 0 7 8 .3 8.6 E -6 1.6 E-5
2 249 89 .1 4 2 8 88.6 1.4 E-5 2 .7  E-5
3 25 1 8 8 .9 4 5 6 88.6 7 .4  E -6 1.4 E-5

L  S
3 253 9 2 .8 4 5 6 9 1.8 2 .8  E-5 5 .2  E-5
4 255 8 0 .2 5 12 7 9 .3 3 .3  E-5 6 .2  E-5
4 257 9 9 .3 5 4 0 9 8 .8 2 .0  E-5 3 .7  E-5

Average 88.1 465 87.6 1.9 E-5 3.5 E-5

2 245 0.87 400 0.82 1.3 E-6 2.4 E-6
2 249 0.77 400 0.73 1.1 E -6 2.0 E -6
3 251 0.48 316 0.43 9.2 E-7 1.7 E-6
3 253 0.72 316 0.64 1.5 E -6 2.8 E-6
4 255 0.17 288 0.14 5.4 E-7 1.0 E -6
4 257 0.62 288 0.53 1.7 E-6 3.2 E-6

Average 0.61 335 0.55 1.2 E-6 2.2 E -6
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TABLE III. TIME NECESSARY FOR 100% 
LEACHING OF Cs AND Со

160 ZANGE et al.

Sample
No. Cs

tioo
Co

245 59 a 1800 a

249 19 a 2100  a

251 36 a 2500 a

253 8 a 1500 a

255 16 a 4200 a

257 3 a 1300 a

The data are valid only for cylinders with a diam eter of 
5 cm and a height of 5 cm. The surface is assumed 
constant during the whole time. The calculations do not 
consider the decrease of 137Cs activity concentration 
by decay.

After a period of 290 to 400 days the leach rate of Co and after 400 to 540 days 
the leach rate of Cs became constant (see Table II).

In contrast to Table I, which contains data from different campaigns of 
immobilization, Table II contains data from only one campaign. The total leaching 
time was 735 days. The differences in the leach rates may result from small 
differences in the composition o f the m ixture due to sedimentation of the slurry 
in the feed tank of the rotary drum drier or from small differences in the cem ent/ 
water ratio or the dry solid/cement ratio during conditioning.

From these data the time necessary for 100% leaching of the isotopes from 
a cylinder with the given dimensions (diam eter = height = 5 cm) can be calculated. 
They are given in Table HI. The calculated average leach time is 23 years for Cs 
and 2200 years for Co. These num bers will increase appreciably with increasing 
size o f the sample or decreasing specific surface.

In two campaigns (4/81 and 5/81) the dry solid/cement ratio was changed. 
Typical values of the cumulated percentage of the leached isotopes after 91 days 
are given in Table IV. The leached percentage of Sr salt is included in this run.
It can be shown that the leach rate increased appreciably with increasing dry 
solid/cement ratio.

Another im portant point of interest is the influence of sulphate on the leach 
rate o f Sr. In Table V the cumulated am ount of the three tracers leached out 
of a cylinder of conditioned sulphate-containing drum drier solid is compared
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TABLE IV. CUMULATED AMOUNT OF Cs, Sr AND Co LEACHED DURING 
A PERIOD OF 91 DAYS

Dry solid/cem ent 
ratio

Num ber of 
samples Cs Sr Co

0.23 . . . 0.30 3 57.8% 3.31% 0.16%

0.34 . . . 0.36 3 58.8% 4.62% 0.19%

0.48 . . . 0.53 2 83.4% 9.72% 0.78%

TABLE V. COMPARISON OF THE LEACHED AMOUNT OF Cs, Sr AND Co 
FROM SULPHATE-CONTAINING AND SULPHATE-FREE WASTE FORMS 
OVER A PERIOD OF 91 DAYS

Type of waste
Dry solid/cem ent 
ratio

Num ber of 
samples

Cs Sr Co

Sim ulated waste 
(no sulphate) 0.47 2 64.4% 18.6% 0 .22%

Drum drier solid 
(w ith sulphate) 0.41 5 68.6% 6.7% 0.42%

TABLE VI. INCREASE OF THE LEACHED 
ACTIVITY OF 137Cs WITH INCREASING 
Ca2+/S O r-R A T IO  AFTER 91 DAYS 
Solid/'cement ratio = 0.43 to  0.55

n(Ca2+)/n (S O ll 2 fn - 100
(m ol/m ol) (%)

1.05 73.7

2.3 76.8

5.6 85.3
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TABLE VU. INCREASE OF THE LEACHED 
AMOUNT OF Sr WITH INCREASING 
Ca2+/S O r-R A T IO  AFTER 91 DAYS 
Simulated drum drier solid/cement ratio = 0.47

n(Ca2+)/n (S 0 2 “)
(m ol/m ol)

2 fn ■ 100
(%) •

0.048 2.78

0.29 3.28

0.48 4.07

with a simulated sulphate-free ‘medium-active waste’ sample. It can be seen that 
in the case o f sulphate-containing waste the leach rate of Sr is lower by a factor 
o f 3 whereas the leach rates o f the Cs and Co are rather higher. The reduction 
of the leach rate can be explained by the form ation of insoluble SrSo4.

A high sulphate content in the waste however may adversely affect the 
stability o f the waste form in water. In special cases the cement block can be 
destroyed completely in a short time. This disadvantage can be overcome by the 
addition of Ca(OH)2 or by reduction of the dry solid content in the cement 
mixture. On the other hand, however, the leach rate o f the isotopes can increase 
with increasing Ca2+/S04~ ratio (see Tables VI and VII). However it should be 
kept in mind that other waste com ponents also may influence the stability of 
the specimen in water.

4.2. Compressive strength

The measurement o f the compressive strength of the waste form can give 
im portant additional inform ation about the quality of the immobilized waste 
conditioned for interim  storage or disposal. Therefore the Physikalisch-Technische 
Bundesanstalt (PTB) Braunschweig, FRG recently published a draft “ Pro
visional Conditions for the Conditioning o f Low-Level Radioactive Waste during 
an Interim  Period” [6]. Waste which fulfils these conditions will with high 
probability be suitable for disposal at a disposal site in a salt dome. According 
to this draft the waste form must have a minimum compressive strength of 
2.5 N /m m2 (= 25 bar).

In KFA Jülich samples from the technically conditioned drum drier solid 
have been taken since 1979 for the determ ination o f the compressive strength. 
Additionally many laboratory-made specimens produced from mixtures of drum 
drier solid material, cement, water and additives have been tested.
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TABLE VIII. COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH OF DRUM DRIER SOLIDS 
CEMENT MIXTURES AFTER 28 DAYS. SAMPLES TAKEN FROM
6 IMMOBILIZATION CAMPAIGNS IN 1981.

Physical data 1/81
Campaign of im m obilization 

2/81 3/81 4/81 5/81

mg SC>4~ 

drum  drier solid
(mg/g) 234 288 206 253 237

Water

Cement
(ratio) 0.44 0.36 0.36 0.45 0.52

Dry solid 

Cement
(ratio) 0.53 0.25 0.42 0.33 0.42

Density (g/cm 3) 1.81 1.92 1.92 1.89 1.87

Compressive strength (N /m m 2) 12.4 11 .2 16.3 17.5 20.0

TABLE IX. THE COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH OF IMMOBILIZED 
DRUM DRIER SOLID AS A FUNCTION OF THE WATER/CEMENT 
RATIO. ONLY DATA FROM THE SAME CAMPAIGN CAN BE 
COMPARED DIRECTLY.

Dry solid/cem ent W ater/cem ent Compressive strength
ratio ratio (N /m m 2)

0.45 0.35 14.6
0.41 11.7
0.55 7.1

0.64 0.41 5.5
0.46 2.8
0.56 1.8

0.70 0.60 8.5
0.70 5.9
0.84 3.7
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TABLE X. THE COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH OF IMMOBILIZED 
DRUM DRIER SOLID AS A FUNCTION OF THE DRY SOLID 
CONTENT. ONLY DATA FROM THE SAME CAMPAIGN CAN 
BE COMPARED DIRECTLY.

W ater/cem ent
ratio

Dry solid /cem ent 
ratio

Compressive strength  
(N /m m 2)

0 .4 0 0.39 7.8
0 .64 5.5

0 .54 0 .47 3.9
0 .64 1.8

The compressive strength o f the technically conditioned drum drier solid 
from five campaigns of the year 1981 are tabulated in Table VIII. The data are 
well above the value specified in the draft o f the PTB. However the scatter in 
the data is relatively high. The reason is the strong dependence on several factors 
such as salt composition, salt content, wa ter/cem ent ratio etc.

The dependence of the compressive strength on the water/cem ent ratio can 
be seen from  data tabulated in Table IX. The drum drier solids are samples taken 
from three different campaigns which are mixed with cement and water in the 
laboratory. Only data from thé same campaign can be compared directly. The 
data show that the compressive strength decreases with increasing water/cem ent 
ratio.

Table X shows data o f samples with varying dry solid/cement ratio. Here 
too only data relating to the same campaign can be compared directly. The data 
show a decreasing compressive strength with increasing dry solid content.

4.3. Relation between leach rate and compressive strength

An obvious question is whether a correlation exists between the leach rate 
and the compressive strength or, in other words, has a good specimen with low 
leach rate a high compressive strength? Because of the influence o f many factors 
on the quality of the waste form and the limited am ount of data from long-term 
leaching experiments this question cannot be answered accurately at the present 
time. Nevertheless some inform ation is given in Table XI. These data show a 
decreasing compressive strength with increasing leach rate.
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TABLE XI. LEACH RATE AND COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH OF SAMPLES 
OF DRUM DRIER CAMPAIGNS OF 1980. LEACHING TIME 427 DAYS.
ONLY DATA FROM THE SAME CAMPAIGN CAN BE COMPARED DIRECTLY.

Campaign Specim en No. ? V

137Cs

(%)

■100

C o2+

(%)

Com pressive strength  

(N /m m 2)

1/80 278 79 .4 0 .422 7.3
274 95.1 0.555 3.5

2 /8 0 283 88.2. 0 .408 13.5
288 98.6 0 .413 9.8

3 /8 0 300 80 .6 0 .409 7.7

298 83.1 0 .506 6.5

4.4. Consequences

According to the results both o f the leaching tests and the determ ination 
of the compressive strength the formula for conditioning o f the drum drier solid 
can be optimized especially with regard to  volume reduction and quality o f the 
waste form. Considering these, the following formula is currently being used:

22% drum drier solid 
54% cement 
24% water

corresponding to a dry solid/cement ratio o f 0.40 and water/cem ent ratio o f 0.44.
The leach experim ents and the determ ination of the compressive strength 

are being continued.
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Abstract

A PROCESS FOR THE IMMOBILIZATION OF A RADIOACTIVE W ASTE (INO RG ANIC  
ION-EXCHANGE M ATERIAL) IN A CEM ENT MATRIX.

A process for the im m obilization  o f  an inorganic ion  exchange resin in a cem ent matrix  
is presented. The se lection  o f  the preferred m atrix is described, alternative cem entation  
processes reviewed and a flow sheet, flow  diagram and plant layou t o f  a conceptual design 
presented. The results o f  a R&D programme on  the evaluation o f  the im m obilized  waste 
form  are given.

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper describes a process for the immobilisation of an 

inorganic ion exchange waste in a cement matrix. The process 

is under development in the UK by British Nuclear Fuels Limited. 

The main results of the development programme are outlined and 

a conceptual plant design presented.

The selection of the preferred matrix is described, alternative 

cementation processes reviewed and a flowsheet, flow diagram 

and plant layout of the conceptual design presented.

An important area in the evaluation of the safety, acceptability 

and environmental impact of an immobilised waste form is the 

identification and characterisation of the waste form. The 

waste form evaluation tests used and results obtained are 

presented.
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2. DESCRIPTION OF WASTE FOR IMMOBILISATION

168 ELSDEN et al.

A  Site Ion Exchange Effluent Plant (SIXEP) is under construc

t i o n ^ )  at Sellafield to treat water from ponds used for the 

storage of irradiated fuel elements. The process is based on 

the use of an inorganic ion-exchange material. The material 

used is clinoptilolite, a naturally occurring zeolite. This 
has the unit cell f o r m u l a ^ ) .

N a 6 / Ï A 1 0 2 ) 6 . (S i 0 2 )3o _ 7 . 2 4 H 20

The mineral has varying proportions of the sodium content 

replaced by Ca, K, and Mg, depending on the location of the 

deposit. The material was selected on the basis of its 

affinity for C s .

3. IMMOBILISATION PROCESS

3.1 Selection of Matrix

The objective of waste conditioning is to produce a package 

that is suitable for storage, transport and disposal. The 

immobilisation process involves the conversion of waste 

into a solid, monolithic form in a container.

A wide variety of m a trix materials have been developed for 

radioactive waste immobilisation. Cement and b i t umen have 

been used extensively on the industrial scale and polymers 

are now also used.

The selection of a suitable matrix material mus t  take 

account of the chemical, physical and radiochemical p r o 

perties of the waste. Consideration is also required to 

the safety and economics of using a particular matrix.

The immobilised waste should, as far as is practicable, 

m e e t  the following criteria:

chemically stable

non-combustible or difficult to burn 

monolithic (low surface area) 

low leachability in natural waters 

mechanical strength 

resistant to radiation

chemically compatible with the disposal environment.
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ION EXCHANGE WASTE

C linop t i l o l i te 180 kg

W a te r 62A kg

Volume 180 I

A c t i v i t y 300 Ci

O RD INARY  
P O R T LA N D  
CEMENT 

108 Kg

MIX

IMMOBILISED WASTE

C l in op t i l o l i t e 180 kg

Water 6 2 A  kg

Cement 108 kg

Volume 200 I

A c t i v i t y 300 Ci

F IG .l. Chemical flow sheet fo r  the immobilisation o f  clinoptilite  in cement.

Small-scale immobilisation trials indicated that a cement/ 

clinoptilolite composite could be readily p r o duced with 

goo d  waste incorporation l e v e l s . A v a riety of cement 

types were investigated (eg Ordinary Portland Cement, 

Sulphate Resistant Cement and High Alumina Cement) and 

Ordinary Portland Ceme n t  (OPC) selected for further 

development.

A  chemical flowsheet for the immobilisation of clinop

tilolite in. OPC is shown in Figure 1. A volume increase 

of a pproximately 10% occurs on cementation when a 

partially d e w a tered ion exchange slurry is used.

3.2 Review of process available

A  variety of processes and equipment have been developed 

for waste cementation:

(i) In-drum mixing, where the waste, cement and any 

additives are fed separately into a container.

M i x i n g  c a n  b e  a c h i e v e d  b y  a  v a r i e t y  o f  m e t h o d s ,

a tumbling or rolling action

a disposable paddle driv e n  through the lid 

of the drum.

a reusable paddle system.



STATION

F IG .2. Encapsulation o f  ion-ex change material. In-drum  m ixing o f  flo o d ed  waste slurry 
and dry cement.

170 
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(ii) In-line mixing, where the waste, cement and any

additives are m i xed prior .to addition to the drum. 

Mixing is achieved by the use of:

static mixer 

m o n o 'pump 

ribbon m i x e r .

The mai n  requirements in a cementation process are 

pre-treatment, waste metering, and the subsequent 

mixing o p e r a t i o n s . Pre-treatment by partial d e w ater

ing is required for clinoptilolite slurries in order 

to reduce the volume of immobilised waste produced. 

Good control of waste m e t ering and adequate mixing 

are required to assure the p r o d uction of a solidified 

homogeneous waste form.

In order to m eet the above requirements a process has 

been developed in the UK  w h ich uses an inclined screw 

c onveyor for partial d e w a tering and waste metering.

A disposable paddle is used to give adequate mixing 

and to ensure that contamination of the plant is 

minimised.

3.3 Description of the cementation process

A flow diagram for the cementation process is shown in 

Figure 2. The process consists of,

- delivery of ion exchange slurry.

a preliminary dewatering step using a hydrocyclone.

This reduces the size of the ion exchanger feed tank.

an inclined screw conveyor lifts ion exchange material 

from the feed tank. Excess water drains down the 

screw into the feed tank.

p a r tially d e w atered ion exchanger falls into a drum 

and is monitored by a load cell.

the dru m  is m o ved to a filling station where the 

following operations are carried out,

connect paddle to drive shaft

start paddle
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add required amount of cement powder

mix for pres e t  time

disconnect paddle.

the drum is transported to a continuously moving curing 

station where i n i t i a l _setting and curing occurs.

the drum is m o v e d  to a quality assurance location where 

it is checked for free surface water and hardness.

the drum is lidded.

decontamination facilities are available if required.

second quality assurance station where drum is i d enti

fied, its w e ight is recorded and external cleanliness 

checked.

buffer store.

3.4 Research and Development Programme

A development programme has b een undertaken to demonstrate 

the overall feasibility of the process and has led to the 

design and c o n s truction of a full-scale (200-litre d r u m )■ 

inactive pilot plant. The main results of this programme 
are,

- good control of the water content and rate of delivery

of the waste can be accomplished by  the correct choice 

of screw pitch and speed, screw inclination and the 

overall length of the screw.

the inclined screw can be stopped and restarted if 

required.

- a simple paddle design has been developed to ensure

adequate mixing in the drum.

4. WASTE FORM EVALUATION

4.1 Objectives of waste form evaluation

An important area in the evaluation of the safety, accepta

bility and environmental impact of an immobilised waste
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form is. the identification and characterisation of the 

properties of the waste form.

The major applications of test results are listed below.

A pplications in - comparison of various immobilisation 

m a t r i c e s .

- provision of quality assurance in 

solidification plant operations.

- demonstration of safety and compliance 

with regulations in waste processing, 
storage, transport and disposal.

- radiological assessments of waste 

disposal.

4.2 Test Methods

A wide variety of test methods have been developed. The _ 

choice of test property and meth o d  of determination is 

dependent upo n  the use for w h ich the results are required. 

The following properties have been investigated,

physical properties, eg homogeneity, specific gravity, 

mechanical strength.

chemical stability, eg chemical reactions, durability, 

thermal stability.

radiation stability, eg gas evolution, 

leach resistance.

4.2.1 Physical Properties

Homogeneity is investigated by sectioning and visual 

assessment. The mechanical strength of concrete is 

m e a s u r e d  according to B S . 1 8 8 l ( 3 ) . д good homogeneous 

m o n o l i t h  is produced by  the cementation of clinoptilo

lite. The specific gravity is in the range 1.7 to 2.5 

according to waste loading. Its mechanical strengh is 

comparable to cement mortar and has bee n  m e a sured at 

50 N / m n 2 after 28 days curing.
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4.2.2 Chemical Stability

No deleterious reactions between the cement matrix and 

the clinoptilolite have been detected. Prolonged i m mer

sion in water and humid air for periods of 18 months 

reveal no deterioration in waste form quality.

B e n e f i c i a l  r e a c t i o n s  m a y  o c c u r  d u e  t o  t h e  p o z z o l a n i c  
p r o p e r t i e s  o f  t h e  c l i n o p t i l o l i t e .  T h e  r e a c t i o n  b e t w e e n  
t h e  c a l c i u m  h y d r o x i d e  f o r m e d  o n  c e m e n t  h y d r a t i o n  a n d  
t h e  s i l i c a  i n  t h e  c l i n o p t i l o l i t e  i s  e x p e c t e d  t o  i m p r o v e  
w a s t e  f o r m  q u a l i t y .

4.2.3 T h e r m a l  S t a b i l i t y

No reaction between clinoptilolite and cement mortar has 

bee n  observed up  to temperatures of 300 C. No reactions 

are likely to occur below temperatures of 600-700 С

although some drying of the cement composite will occur 

at lower temperatures.

4.2.4 Radiation Stability

Small-scale samples of immobilised waste have been 

irradiated with external у source up to an absorbed dose 

of 5 x l o 9 rads. This is the m a x i m u m  expected dose 

d elivered to the waste composite. Some gas evolution 

was observed, the composition and quantity being 

typical for cement i r r a d i a t i o n (4). n q  other changes in 

physical or chemical properties have been observed.

4.2.5 L e a c h  R e s i s t a n c e

Under normal conditions of storage and transport the 

immobilised waste is in a container w h ich prevents the 

ingress of water. Leaching becomes a concern under 
disposal conditions where the container will eventually 

corrode and water will come into contact with the waste 

form.

In the absence of an agreed international testing method 

for leaching of radionuclides from intermediate level 

waste a U K  standard t e s t ^ 5 ) has been developed. This 

test uses distilled water, a specified ratio for 

leachate/sample area and predetermined leachate changes.

Small scale fully active samples for cemented clinop

tilolite have been leach tested using this procedure.
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TABLE I. SUMMARY OF WASTE FORM EVALUATION TESTS
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TEST/PROPERTY
C L I N OPTILOLITE/CEMENT 

COMPOSITE

Density 1.7-2.5 g* cm 3

Homogeneity and Microscopic 

Evaluation

Good homogeneity and adhesion 

between waste and cement mortar

Mechanical Strength 50 N / m m 2 at 28 days curing

Chemical Stability Comparable to cement mortar

Durability

- humid air

- water immersion

No changes observed after 

18 months

Thermal Stability Very good

Radiation Stability No changes in properties 

observed after 5000 Mrads

Radiolysis gases Typical H 2 gas evolution 3-8 x 10”3 

cm 3/g-Mrad

Leaching

(Standard UK  Leach Test)

10“ц- 10” 5 Cm/d for 137Cs

Leach rates in the range 10”4 to 10-S cm/day for Csl37 

have been measured.

The results from waste form evaluation tests are summarised 

in Table I.
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5 .  C O N C LU SIO N S

ELSDEN et al.

T h e  d e s i g n  s t u d i e s  a n d  d e v e l o p m e n t  p r o g r a m m e  d e s c r i b e d  i n  t h i s
p a p e r  h a v e  l e d  t o  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  c o n c l u s i o n s :

-  i n o r g a n i c  i o n  e x c h a n g e  m a t e r i a l  c a n  b e  i m m o b i l i s e d  
u s i n g  a  c e m e n t  m a t r i x  t o  g i v e  a  p a c k a g e  w i t h  p r o p e r t i e s  
s u i t a b l e  f o r  s t o r a g e ,  t r a n s p o r t  a n d  d i s p o s a l .

-  t h e  i m m o b i l i s a t i o n  p r o c e s s  d e s c r i b e d  h a s  t h e  a d v a n t a g e s
o f  o p e r a t i o n a l  s i m p l i c i t y  a n d  t h e  p r o d u c t i o n  o f  a
m i n i m u m  v o l u m e  o f  i m m o b i l i s e d  w a s t e .
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Abstract

TREATM ENT OF PLUTONIUM -CONTAM INATED METALLIC WASTE BY THE 
ELECTRO-SLAG MELTING METHOD.

K obe Steel Ltd. and Power R eactor and Nuclear Fuel D evelopm ent Corporation have 
developed an entirely new  process for treating p lutonium -contam inated  m etallic waste. The 
electro-slag m elting m ethod  is a process in w hich contam inated m etal is m elted  in the m olten  
slag in a copper m ould by Joule heat generated w ith  large am ounts o f  electrical current and 
then gradually so lid ified  in the sam e m ould. The developm ent consisted o f  tw o experim ental 
phases where the effect o f  decontam ination  and im m obilization  was studied using H f 0 2 to  
sim ulate P u 0 2 . First, a p ilo t electro-slag m elting furnace was built and tested , and secondly , 
a technical test furnace was fabricated to  confirm  the first phase results. This technical test 
furnace was approxim ately as large as the furnace w e are now  designing for the plutonium  
w aste treatm ent facilities. The ratio o f  volum e reduction  was optim al and w ould be 1 /25  if 
the ingot fill in the storage vessel were 0 .5 . The decontam ination  factor o f  the m etallic waste 
was 25. Of the d ifferent electrodes tested , tw o tungsten nonconsum able electrodes were found  
to be the m ost suitable for m elting p ieces o f  m etallic waste. CaO/Al2 0 3 / B2 0 3 slag was 
determ ined to  be the m ost suitable slag. To begin m elting th e  slag, the stool-arc m ethod was 
superior as regards safety, easy operation, and certainty. Because no refractories are used and 
the slag and the m ould can be used repeatedly, alm ost n o  secondary w aste is generated in this 
process. The electro-slag m elting furnace is sim ple and can be autom atically  operated. These 
results have em phasized that the electro-slag m elting m ethod  is very effective  in treating  
plutonium -contam inated  m etallic waste.

1. INTRODUCTION

Plutonium -contam inated waste, which has arisen from the MOX fuel 
fabricating facilities of the Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development 
Corporation (PNC) in Japan, is now sealed in cans and containers and stored 
in plutonium  waste storage facilities.
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The waste consists of filter elements, PVC, neoprene rubber gloves, com
bustibles and pieces of metal. The technique to reduce the volume and 
immobilize the contamination of the waste has been developed by the PNC.
The acid-digestion process for chlorine-containing waste and a treatment method 
for incineration ash using microwave power were reported at an IAEA symposium 
in June 1980 [1,2]. In regard to the metallic waste, which accounts for 20% of 
the volume o f the entire waste in the PNC, several methods o f treatment were 
reported. One o f them is decontamination by electro-polishing and vibratory 
finishing to a level below 10 nCi/g [3 ]. Another is the meltdown o f contami
nated metal under an inert atmosphere in the Globar furnace [4 ]. Still another 
is meltdown in the electro-arc furnace [5 ].

Kobe Steel Ltd. and the PNC have developed an entirely new process called 
the electro-slag melting method to treat plutonium-contaminated metallic waste. 
The goals aimed for in the development are major volume-reduction, immobili
zation and decontamination; a small amount of secondary waste generated in 
the process; and simple operating equipment. The electro-slag melting method 
was expected to have many advantages as a process for treating radioactive 
metallic waste because
(1) meltdown and solidification provide the best volume reduction and 

immobilization,
(2) the radioactive particles on the surface o f the metallic waste can be trans

ferred to the melted slag,
(3) the amount o f secondary waste is small because the copper mould and the 

slag can be used repeatedly, and
(4) the equipment is simple because the metallic waste can be continuously 

melted and solidified in the same mould.
For the purpose of confirming these advantages, the electro-slag melting 

method was studied for its practical use as a process for treating plutonium- 
contaminated metallic waste. The experiment consisted o f using an electro-slag 
melting pilot furnace, of fabricating a technical test furnace approximately as 
large as the furnace we are now designing for the Plutonium Waste Treatment 
Facilities (PWTF), and o f determining the results o f the technical test using this 
furnace. To simulate Pu02, H f02was used, because P u02 cannot, o f course, be 
used in a mock-up test and also because the physical properties of H f0 2 are 
similar to those of Pu02.

2. PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENT USING A 10 kg ELECTRO-SLAG 
MELTING FURNACE

The objects o f this experiment were to select the type o f  the electro-slag 
melting furnace and the kind o f slag and to determine the suitability o f this 
method.
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2.1. Electro-slag melting method

The electro-slag melting method is a process in which metal is melted down 
and solidified. A large amount o f current is applied to the melted slag. Metal 
is then melted in the copper mould by Joule heat generated in the melted slag 
and solidified gradually in the same mould. The solidification occurs in the 
lower part of the mould. Electro-slag remelting (ESR), which is widely known 
as a secondary refining process of alloy steel, is one of the techniques applied 
using this method. The ESR process traps contaminants in the steel, such as 
non-metallic inclusions, and clean steel can thus be obtained.

2.2. Experimental apparatus

For the pilot furnace, a 150 mm X 73 mm X 300 mm mould and a flat 
stool were made o f pure copper and cooled by water. A power supply with 
a maximum capacity of 100 kVA for electro-arc welding was used. Two 
tungsten bars of 25 mm diameter were used as the nonconsumable electrodes.
In this pilot furnace pieces o f 10 kg metal can be melted per heating. The size 
of this furnace is approximately one tenth that o f the actual furnace now being 
designed for PWTF.

2.3. Experimental procedure

(1 ) E xperim ent to select the type o f  the electro-slag melting furnace
One o f the types examined was a furnace using one consumable electrode.
Pieces of metallic sham waste were put into a pipe o f 1 inch diameter.
This pipe was pressed slightly and used as the consumable electrode. The 
other type was a furnace using two nonconsumable electrodes made of 
tungsten. Pieces o f the metal to be melted were deposited into the melted 
slag between two nonconsumable electrodes. This experimental procedure 
is illustrated in Fig.l.

(2) Experim ent to decide how to start the slag melting
To generate Joule heat in the slag, the solid slag has to be melted by other
means to form the pool o f melted slag. The stool-arc method is one way 
to melt the solid slag by the heat of the electro-arc generated between 
electrodes and the stool. The other is the Ca3Al method. Powder of 
Ca3Al was carefully aligned between the electrodes and voltage was applied. 
By micro electro-arc generated between powders, the powder was fired 
and the melted slag pool was formed. These two methods were examined 
and compared with each other.
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Type with one consumable 
electrode

Two nonconsumable electrodes, 
bifiler type

melted slag 

melted metal 

solidified metal

0|0

•melted s la g r1 h  
melted r ^ ^ v- 

m etal¿

solidified metal

An electrode is made from pieces 
o f metal pressed in a pipe and 
melted.

Pieces of metal are deposited between 
the nonconsumable tungsten electrodes 
and melted.

FIG. I. Tw o typ es o f  electro-slag m e ltin g  furnace.

(3) Experim ent to  select the kind o f  slag
To avoid generating corrosive exhaust gas, Ca0/Al20 3 eutectic slag was 
selected as the base slag, because its melting point and electro-conductivity 
is adequate to melt metal. S i0 2, B20 3, MgO or T i0 2 was added to 
compose 5-10%  of the base slag, forming five separate combinations. The 
electro-properties and hardening characteristics of these five slags were 
compared.

(4) Experim ental m elting o f  pieces o f  m etal
Using nonconsumable tungsten electrodes, C a0/A l20 3 and other kinds of 
slag (each 1.4 kg) were melted. Then 15 mm$ X 20 mm long pieces of 
stainless or carbon steel were deposited into the slag and melted. After 
solidification, the properties o f the slag and the metal ingot were studied.

2.4. Results and discussion on the preliminary experiment

(1) Some pieces o f the consumable electrode, which is made from pieces of  
metal pressed in a pipe, fell into the slag during melting. Consequently, 
the temperature o f the melted slag and the secondary current decreased 
rapidly and in the solidified ingot some lumps o f slag were observed 
trapped near the surface. In the actual equipment where contaminated 
materials are melted, an electrode o f larger diameter must be used, so more 
pieces of metal might fall in and it would be difficult to make such a large 
consumable electrode in a а-tight glove box. The result emphasizes that 
this type o f consumable electrode is not adequate for the electro-slag 
melting furnace.
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F IG .2. S i 0 2 a c tiv ity  in the  C a 0 /A l2 0 3 S i 0 2 slag.

(2) The starting method in this process must satisfy (1) safety -  the mould 
must not be marred by starting; (2) easy operation — preparation and 
start must be simple; and (3) certainty -  the slag must begin to melt.
The solidified slag could be melted without being crushed by the starting 
method which used Ca3Al powder. But Ca3Al powder had to be adequately 
aligned from the end of one electrode to the other, so some mechanical 
equipment to align the powder was indispensable. And it was feared that 
the mould was marred by the electric arc generated between electrodes 
and the mould caused by the metallic aluminium in Ca3Al. These results 
emphasize that the stool-arc method is superior in the items of safety, easy 
operation and certainty, and it is applicable for this process, even though 
the solidified slag must be crushed before being re-used.

(3) The electro-conductivity and the melting point are theoretically different 
in each slag but no obvious differences were recognized during melting. 
When metal was melted, Si in the steel was oxidized and the S i0 2 gener
ated moved into the melted slag according to the gradient of S i0 2 activity. 
The activity of S i0 2 is illustrated in the diagram of Ca0/Al20 3/S i0 2 in 
Fig.2. In the melted slag, S i0 2 increased up to 20%, where the activity of
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S i02 in the metal and in the melted slag was estimated to be equal at 
1700° C. S i0 2 in the melted slag remained near 20% though the slag was 
used repeatedly.
The solidified slags, made of Ca0/Al20 3 or Ca0/A l20 3 including 5% MgO, ' 
1.0% T i0 2 or below 10% S i02, were brittle and difficult to handle. On the 
other hand, the solidified slags, made of Ca0/Al20 3 including 5% B20 3 or 
over 10 % S i0 2, could be handled without any difficulty.
These results show that 5% B20 3 or 10%' S i0 2 must be added to the 
C a0/A l20 3 slag to improve the strength of the solidifed slag, Until the 
S i0 2 content reaches 10%. A slag made of 47% CaO, 48% A120 3 and 
5% B20 3 was selected as the most suitable initial slag.

(4) The appearance and inner quality of 10 kg solidifed metallic ingots were 
studied. Electric power had to be adequately supplied according to the 
heat-balance of the furnace. When power was less, the slag-skin on the 
surface of the ingot became thick and inhomogeneous, and the surface 
of the ingot became uneven. When power was adequate, a flat surface 
ensued, pieces of metal did not remain unmelted and a homogeneous 
structure was observed in section by the macro-etching test. No segrega
tion of chemical compositions was observed.
When metals whose boiling points are as low as Zn (BP = 908° C), Cd 
(768°C) and the alloys including them, were deposited into the melted slag, 
they vaporized in an instant and splashing occured. Because of these unde
sirable side-effects, such metals and alloys must be extracted before melting.

(5) These results show that the volume of metallic waste can be reduced in an 
electro-slag melting furnace equipped with two nonconsumable tungsten 
electrodes, using C a0/A l20 3/B20 3 slag and starting the melt with the stool- 
arc method.

3. FABRICATING A 100 kg ELECTRO-SLAG MELTING FURNACE AND 
TECHNICAL TEST

According to the results of the preliminary experiment using the 10 kg pilot 
furnace, a 100 kg electro-slag melting furnace was fabricated approximately as 
large as the furnace we are now designing for PWTF. Using this mock-up test 
furnace, pieces o f metallic sham waste were melted. The effect of volume-reduc- 
tion, decontamination and immobilization were studied and the efficacy o f this 
process was confirmed.
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bucket control m otor

F IG .3 . The electro-slag m e ltin g  fu rn a c e  fa b rica ted  fo r  the  m o c k -u p  test.

FIG. 4. V iew  o f  the  m o c k -u p  te s t furnace.
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3.1. The 100 kg electro-slag melting furnace for the technical test

The furnace fabricated for the technical test is illustrated in Figs 3 and 4.
The width and the height of this furnace were determined by the 1068 mm wide 
X 3500 mm high a-tight glove box in which it would be installed. The source of 
electricity is 60, 80 or 100 volts and below 350 kVA. The water-cooled mould 
is made of pure copper, with inside dimensions of 220 mm X 380 mm.

In this furnace pieces o f metal, usually 100 kg in weight, can be melted.
They are deposited into the melted slag at the rate o f 1.5 kg per 1.5 minutes, 
and a metallic ingot o f 100 kg is extracted after 2 hours. The height of a 100 kg 
metallic ingot is about 1 50 mm. To remove an ingot from the mould easily, the 
mould is divided into 2 halves. After the mould is separated, the ingot is removed 
with the stool. When the two halves of the mould are connected, the upper part 
is closed by the furnace cover. N2 gas is blown into the mould to avoid oxidization 
of the tungsten electrodes. The furnace cover is connected to an exhaust pipe and 
the pressure inside the furnace is kept about — 10 mm Aq. Thus a-contamination 
is sealed inside the furnace.

Two tungsten bars o f 50 mm diameter are used as the nonconsumable elec
trodes. Electric power is supplied through two copper bars aligned in parallel.
The distance between the two electrodes is 235 mm. Between them a bucket is 
aligned which moves up and down. Once it receives pieces o f  metal in the upper 
position, it descends and stops over the melted slag. The metal is gently deposited 
into the melted slag through the bottom of the bucket. In proportion to the 
pieces of metal melted, the upper level o f the melted slag rises, but the bucket 
a lw a y s  stops a t  th e  sa m e  d is ta n c e  f ro m  th e  slag  b y  m e a s u r in g  a u to m a t ic a l ly  th e  

relative distance between itself and the bottom ends o f the electrodes. Through 
feed-back signals the dipping depth o f the electrodes is controlled automatically, 
keeping the secondary current constant even when the upper level o f the melted 
slag changes.

3.2. Experimental procedure

(1) The stool-arc method was applied to begin the melting process. This is a 
superior method as regards safety, easy operation and certainty, as determined 
in the preliminary experiment. A protective stool was aligned on the copper 
stool. An electric arc was generated between the protective stool and the 
electrodes, melting the powders of slag. A pool o f the melted slag is thus 
formed before Joule heating begins.

(2) First, pre-melt slag, consisting o f  47% CaO, 48% A120 3 and 5% B20 3 in weight, 
was crushed and used. The solidified slag was crushed into pieces under
3 mm by a jaw-crusher and re-used. The time required to melt 20 kg slag by 
an electric power o f 140 k VA was about 20 minutes. The temperature of 
the melted slag was 1700 ~  1850°C.
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(3) The pieces deposited into the melted slag at the rate o f 1.5 kg per 1.5 minutes 
were 60 mm X 60 mm X 6 mm, 20 т т ф  X 60 mm long and 21.7 mm OD
X 3.7 mm thick X 60 mm long and made o f stainless steel. 50 т т ф  X 60 mm 
long pieces of carbon steel were melted also.
To study the effects o f decontamination and immobilization, H f02, whose 
physical and chemical properties are similar to those o f Pu02, was attached 
to the surface of the metallic sham waste at the rate of 0.2 g per 3 kg pieces 
and deposited into the slag. The time required to melt 100 kg pieces o f  
metal by an electric power o f  140 k VA was about 100 minutes. The tem
perature of the melted slag was 1700 ~  1850°C.

(4) To determine whether the mould should be insulated from the stool or not, 
the current which flowed between electrodes and mould was measured from 
the beginning to the end of melting.

(5) The solidified ingots were cut in vertical sections. Macro-structure and the 
segregation of chemical compositions were studied. In the case where H f02 
was deposited, samples were prepared from eight positions o f the solidified 
slag and metal. Hafnium was analysed by radioactivation analysis and the 
distribution in the solidified slag and metal was studied.

3.3. Results

( 1 ) Adequacy o f  the mock-up test furnace
The secondary voltage, the secondary current, the electric power, and the 
distance between electrodes and the stool during melting are shown in Fig.5. 
Before the pool of melted slag was formed, the secondary current fluctuated 
remarkably. But gradually it became stable and was kept constant (at about
1.4 к A), although the level of the melted slag rose during the melting of 
the metal.
When the temperature o f the melted slag was kept under 1850°C, no electric- 
arc occurred. The mould and the stool were not marred at all. After the pool 
of melted slag was formed, the current intensity between electrodes and the 
mould was about 60 A, equivalent to 4% of the total secondary current.
While melting the slag, the current was about 30 A. At the moment when 
pieces o f metal were deposited, it was over 10 A. In comparison with the 
case when CaSi or Ca3Al was used to start melting the slag, the current 
intensity between electrodes and the mould was extremely slight. Tungsten 
electrodes were slightly oxidized in the melted slag.
The exhaust gas contained 0.42 g/Nm 3 dust; its ingredients were CaO, A120 3, 
B20 3 and 30% W 03.
90 т 3/ДТ o f water was needed to cool the mould and the stool, where ДТ°С 
is the difference between inlet and outlet cooling temperature.
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F IG .8 . M acro-structure  o f  so lid ified  m eta l in cross-section.

(2) Evaluation o f  the so lid ified  slag and the m eta l ingot
The slag and the metal were melted, cooled in the mould for about 2 hours, 
and then the solidified slag and the metal ingot on the stool were taken out 
of the mould as shown in Fig.6. The solidified slag was easily separated from 
the ingot and was carried to the crusher.
Silicon in the metal had oxidized and the S i0 2 had moved to the melted slag. 
As the slag was crushed and used repeatedly, S i02 in the slag rose gradually 
to 20% where it reached the saturation point.
The upper surface o f the ingot was smooth and metallic lustered (Fig.7).
A macro-structure o f the ingot is shown in Fig.8. When metallic sheets o f  
6 mm thickness were melted by 140 kVA electric power, they had to be de
posited into the melted slag at 1.5 kg per 1.5 minutes. In this case they were 
homogeneously and completely melted. When 50 mmф X 60 mm long pieces 
of round bar were melted, they had to be deposited at 1.5 kg per 2 minutes 
in order to be melted homogeneously.
Silicon in the ingot was about 0.15% and was lower than that o f the metallic 
sham waste. The tungsten electrodes were slightly melted into the slag and 
subsequently the tungsten moved into the ingot. Tungsten in the ingot was
0 .0 5 ~ 0 .15%. Segregation o f chemical compositions was not detected any
where in the cross-sections.
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F IG .9. Process f lo w  diagram o f  m eta llic  w aste tre a tm e n t in PW TF.

Hafnium dioxide was homogeneously distributed and immobilized in the 
solidified slag and in the ingot. The solidified slag contained 298 fig/g Hf 
and the ingot contained 2.53 pg/g Hf, where g is the unit weight of the slag 
or the ingot.

3.4. Discussion

( 1 ) E ffect o f  volum e reduction
Plutonium-contaminated metallic waste is now sealed in 200 L cans and 
1.75 m3 containers and stored. The weight of the metallic waste in each is 
about 25 kg and 300 kg respectively. So the mean bulk density in the stored 
state is about 0.16 g/cm3. As the density of solidified ingot is nearly equal 
to that of the metallic waste, the maximum effect o f volume reduction can be 
expected in the melting process. The actual effect of volume reduction de
pends upon the ingot fill ratio in the storage vessel. If the fill ratio is 0.5, 
the volume reduction is 1/25.

(2) E ffec t o f  decontam ination  and im m obilization
96% of the Pu02 which contaminates the metallic waste is expected to be 
transferred to the melted slag. As a result, the decontamination factor for 
the metallic waste is about 25. Pu02 in the metallic ingot is homogeneously 
dispersed and immobilized and no smearable contamination is detectable on 
the surface of the ingot.

(3) The process o f  treating m etallic waste
Sheet, bar, pipe or angle metallic waste is cut to below 60 mm by a shearing 
machine especially manufactured for this purpose. Combustibles such as 
gum-tape or paint contained in the metallic waste have been previously 
burned away in an oven. After being measured, pieces of the metallic waste
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are deposited at the proper rate into the electro-slag melting furnace. They 
are melted and solidified in the mould. The metallic ingot is taken out o f the 
mould and placed into a vessel by a manipulator. The solidified slag is 
crushed in the jaw crusher and used repeatedly. The total process is shown 
in Fig.9.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In order to establish the process for treatment of plutonium-contaminated 
metallic waste, the electro-slag melting method was studied. Pieces of metallic 
sham waste were melted and solidified in the mock-up test furnace. The results 
are as follows:
(1) The ratio of volume reduction was 1/25.
(2) 96% of H f0 2 (which was used as a substitute for P u 02 ) was removed from the 

metallic waste and the remaining 4% H f0 2 was immobilized in the metallic 
ingot.

(3) Because no refractories were used and the slag could be used repeatedly, 
almost no secondary waste was generated in this process.

(4) The electro-slag melting furnace was simple and could be automatically 
operated.

These results show that the electro-slag melting method is a good method 
of treating plutonium-contaminated metallic waste.
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Abstract

RESEARCH ON THE MANAGEMENT OF FUEL CLADDING WASTE.
Cladding waste, arising in fuel reprocessing plants, has a considerable radioactivity 

con ten t including long-lived radionuclides and should, therefore, be conditioned appropriately 
prior to  disposal. This paper gives a survey of research and developm ent work on cladding 
waste characterization, decontam ination and conditioning. Most of the work reported  has 
been perform ed under the European C om m unity’s R&D program m e on m anagem ent and 
storage of radioactive waste, bu t inform ation on o ther work has also been included. A wide 
range o f conditioning m ethods for cladding waste has been developed to  various stages, in 
particular: roll com paction and em bedding in concrete ; press com paction and em bedding in 
a lead alloy ; em bedding in various o ther m atrix  materials, i.e. borosilicate glass, graphite, 
alum inium , alum ina; special m elting techniques, i.e. eutectic  m elting and Inductoslag m elting; 
ho t isostatic pressing; and conversion o f Zircaloy to  zirconia.

1. INTRODUCTION

Cladding waste is a low-density, high-surface-area metal 

waste, which arises in the head-end of fuel reprocessing plant 

after the chopping of the fuel rods and the dissolution of the 
fuel. Since this waste contains significant amounts of long- 
lived radionuclides, its most commonly considered final destina

tion is deep geological disposal. The primary objective of con
ditioning cladding waste is to contribute to the long-term immo

bilisation of the radioactivity under the conditions expected in 

the geological repository. Another objective is to contribute to 

the safety of handling, transport and interim storage of the 

waste. Besides, conditioning may achieve a substantial reduction 

of the cladding waste volume.

The relatively small amounts of Zircaloy cladding waste 

produced in the past are mostly stored in the unconditioned 

state and only embedding in concrete has been practised at some 

p l a n t s .

Under the European Community's R&D programme on management 

and storage of radioactive waste, research on the management of 

fuel cladding waste started in 1976. The work done since then 

concerns mainly Zircaloy claddings from spent LWR fuel and, for
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a minor part, stainless steel claddings from AGR and FBR fuel 

/1//2//3/. Recently, a state-of-the-art study on the management 

of cladding waste has been completed and reviewed at a special

ists meeting /4/.

This paper gives mainly a survey of work performed under 

the European Community programme, but includes also information 

on other research and development activities.

2. CHARACTERISTICS OF CLADDING WASTE

2.1. Components, materials and quantities

Cladding waste consists mainly of cladding tube sections of 

a few centimetres' length, but contains also some or all of the 

structural components of the fuel assembly, depending on the 

procedures used in the reprocessing plant. The principal clad

ding materials are Zircaloy, used in L W R s , and stainless steel, 

used in AGRs and FBRs. Detailed data on the components of 

various types of fuel assemblies have been compiled in Reference 

/5/.

Differences exist between the fuel assemblies of PWRs and 

BWRs, but also between those of various vendors and times of 

manufacturing. For instance, Zircaloy is in some cases used for 

fuel rod spacers and control rod guide tubes, instead of Inconel 

and stainless steel. Such differences will, however, not require 

different methods of cladding waste management.

Table I shows the components of a PWR fuel assembly which 

is used for illustrating the following considerations. The most 
common procedure in reprocessing plants is to remove first the 

assembly end pieces (item С of Table I) and to pass only the re

mainder (items A and B) through bundle shears and the dissolver, 

thus producing 360 kg of cladding waste per tonne of heavy metal 

(tHM), i.e. uranium and plutonium, reprocessed. If all items are 

passed through the dissolver, the resulting quantity of cladding 

waste is 424 kg/tHM. Dismantling of the fuel assembly prior to 

shearing - this is a necessary operation if rod shears are 

used - makes it possible to pass only the fuel rods through the 

shears and the dissolver, with cladding waste arisings being 

reduced to 315 kg/tHM. The other items would then not become 
alpha-contaminated.

Waste comprising items A  and В of Table I has a bulk volume 

of a^out 0.39 m /tHM. This corresponds to a bulk density of 0.90 

g/cm or 13.7% of the theoretical density. Hence, the maximum 

densification factor theoretically possible is 7.3.

2.2. Radioactivity, heat generation and toxicity

Cladding waste contains radionuclides produced by neutron 

activation and is surface-contaminated by fission products and
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Component Material kg/tHM

A. Fuel rod components

- fuel rod claddings and end-plugs Zircaloy 292

- plenum springs and supporting tubes stainless steel 21

- isolating pellets alumina 2

315

B. Spacers and guide tubes

- fuel rod spacers Inconel 16

- control rod guide tubes stainless steel 29

45

C. Assembly end pieces

- assembly head and foot pieces, nuts etc. stainless steel 56

- bolts, springs Inconel 8

64

Total : 424

actinides from the fuel. It may also contain varying amounts of 

undissolved fuel and of fines, depending on the conditions of 

fuel chopping and dissolution and on the procedures used for 

washing the hulls and for controlling their content of residual 

fuel. Zircaloy claddings contain also a substantial part of the 

tritium produced in the nuclear fission process.

The radioactivity associated with cladding tube sections 
from various types of reactors (PWR, BWR, SGHWR,,AGR, FBR) has 
been characterised at the Atomic Energy Research Establishment 
at Harwell /7/. The samples had been produced in different ways, 

i.e. pilot plant reprocessing (using rod shears), laboratory- 

scale reprocessing and post-irradiation examination. A wide 

range of analytical techniques was applied. The results indicate 
Zircaloy cladding contaminations corresponding to about 0.1% or 
less of the radionuclide inventory of the spent fuel. It remains 

to be verified, however, whether these values, obtained with - .

single cladding tube sections exempt of gross undissolved fuel, 

are representative of the cladding waste generated in large- 

scale reprocessing.

Calculated data of activity, heat generation and toxicity 

of the cladding and structural components of a PWR fuel assembly 

are shown in Table II.

The heat generation which is initially dominated by the 

activation product cobalt-60, decreases rapidly. This could be a



TABLE II. RADIOACTIVITY, HEAT GENERATION AND TOXICITY OF THE COMPONENTS OF A PWR 
FUEL ASSEMBLY [8]

Activity (Ci/tHM) Heat (W/tHM) Toxicity (ALl/tHM) (1)

Decay time (years) 10 100 1000 10 100 10 100 1000

Activation products

A - Fuel rod components (2) 810 24 0.7 8.1 0.01 3.4E+8 1.8E+7 6.8E+4

В - Spacers and guide tubes (2) 4060 494 9 31.6 0.26 1 .9E+9 3.8E+8 1.6E+6

С - Assembly end pieces (2) 570 49 0.8 4.5 0.02 2.4E+8 3.7E+7 1.2E+5

Total activation products 5440 567 10.5 44.2 0.29 2.5E+9 4.3E+8 1.7E+6

Main contributing nuclides Co-60 Ni-63 Ni-59 Co-60 Ni-63 Co-60 Ni-63 Ni-59

Fe-55 Nb-94 Fe-55 Ni-59 Ni-63 Ni-63

Ni-63 Ni-63 Mo-93

Contafflination (3)

- Tritium 151 1 - - - 9.4E+5 6.0E+3 -

- Fission products 311 35 - 0.92 0.10 3.3E+9 3.9E+8 2.1E+3

- Actinides 83 6 1.6 0.15 0.17 2.8E+7 2.7E+7 8.0E+6

- Total contamination 545 42 1.6 1 .07 0.27 3.3E+9 4.2E+8 8.0E+6

Activation and contamination 5980 609 12.1 45 0.56 5.8E+9 8.5E+8 9.7E+6

E +  8 =  X 1 0 8
(1) A LI =  annual lim it o f in take  by ingestion, according to the G erm an  R adiation  P ro tec tio n  Decree.
(2) As specified  in Table I.
(3 ) A ssum ing the  fo llow ing frac tio n s  of th ro u g h p u t: 50% H -3 ;  0.1%  o f non-volatile  fission p ro d u c ts ; 0.1% Pu; 0 .0 3% U, Np, Am, Cm.
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motive for extended storage of cladding waste prior to disposal 

It may also be noted that spacers, guide tubes and assembly end 

pieces account, alone by their activation products, for 80% of 

the total heat generation after 10 years decay. Their removal, 

as discussed in section 1.1, would, therefore, alleviate possi
ble problems due to the heat generation of cladding waste.

3. DECONTAMINATION

The radioactivity of Zircaloy claddings would be greatly 

reduced by removal of the surface contamination. However, the 

activity contained in the base material would subsist, i.e.:

- low level alpha activity from actinides formed from natu

ral uranium and thorium impurities which are present in 

zirconium at the ppm level; this activity may be in the 

range of 100 to 200 nCi/g, mainly from plutonium-241 /9/;

- low level beta-gamma activity due to activation products; 

e.g., 20ppm cobalt impurity (maximum) results in about 2 

mCi/g of gamma activity from cobalt-60 (after one year 

d e c a y ) ;
- beta activity from tritium diffused into the metal.

To achieve thorough decontamination of Zircaloy, the zirco

nium oxide surface layer must be removed. This layer resists the 

usual chemical decontaminants.

A  highly efficient chemical method has been developed at 

the Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratory /9/. It is based on 
treatment of the claddings in hydrogen fluoride and argon gas at 

600°C, removing the oxide layer, followed by etching with an 

aqueous solution at 100°C. After laboratory demonstration of the 

decontamination efficiency, a semi-continuous processing system 

was built and tested with nonradioactive autoclaved Zircaloy 
tube sections. Process control and equipment problems were not 
yet solved when the work was stopped.

Decontamination experiments using stainless steel and 

Zircaloy tube section from various reactors have been performed 

at the Atomic Energy Research Establishment at Harwell /7/. 
Relatively simple decontamination procedures have been shown to 

reduce alpha contamination to less than 15 nCi/g on stainless 
steel claddings and to a range of 300 to 500 nCi/g on Zircaloy 

claddings.
Research on the feasibility of decontaminating cladding 

waste during melting is mentioned in section 5.2.

It appears that complete decontamination of cladding waste 

is not a reasonable objective. There will be no great incentive 

to reuse cladding materials, considering also the additional 

complications involved, e.g. removal of. tritium, hydrogen and 

stainless steel parts from the Zircaloy. Secondary waste 

streams, especially those of problematic chemical nature, should
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be minimised. Washing of cladding waste with nitric acid, as al

ready practised, enables easy recovery of the removed plutonium 

and uranium and does not generate a special type of secondary 

waste.

4. EMBEDDING PROCESSES

4.1. Roll compaction and embedding in concrete

This conditioning process was developed from 1976 to 1980

at the Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe-/ 6 / . The various process 

steps have been optimised and the technical feasibility of the 

process has been demonstrated on full scale in a pilot installa

tion using inactive model cladding tube sections. The conceptual 

design of a remotely operated facility has been worked out.

The cladding tube sections are passed through a pair of 

rolls and thereby flattened. Their bulk volume is thus reduced

by a factor of 2.5. The rolls can handle about 40 000 pieces per

hour, corresponding to 1 tHM/h. This capacity, which may be 

superabundant for actual needs, appears to be determined by 

features inherent to the process. Leaving the rolls, the tube 

sections fall into a bin placed on a vibrating table, where they 

are embedded in concrete.

The process development has been complemented by investiga

tions on the characteristics of Zircaloy/concrete samples. These 

investigations are being continued /2//3/. Laboratory experi

ments showed that Zircaloy/concrete samples release more tritium 

than Zircaloy samples without concrete. Analyses of the plenum 
gas of full scale containers of uncompacted Zircaloy cladding 

waste embedded in concrete, from the production of the WAK re

processing plant, revealed the release of krypton-85, exceeding 
tritium release by about three orders of magnitude in activity. 

Isotope specific leach rates in demineralised water, salt brine 

and carnallite brine have been determined using uncompacted 

Zircaloy cladding samples from spent PWR fuel, with and without 
concrete matrix. Other studies concerned gas release due to 

radiolysis of the water contained in the concrete matrix, and 

thermal conductivity of Zircaloy/concrete samples.

4.2. Press compaction and embedding in a lead alloy

This conditioning process is being developed for Zircaloy 

cladding waste at the centre of CEN/SCK at Mol /10/. The work 

has been focused mainly on corrosion of candidate lead alloys, 

on the compaction and casting procedure and conceptual process 

design and, more recently, on the preparation of waste form 

samples from fully active claddings /2//3/.

Corrosion tests on lead and various lead alloys have been 

performed up to 16 months, at 25, 50 and 100°C, in underground
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water, demineralised water and in wet atmosphere simulating un

derground storage in a clay formation. In underground water and 

wet atmosphere, protective corrosion layers are formed and small 
weight gains are observed, corresponding to corrosion rates in 

the range of 2 to 5-micron/yr. Lead and lead-1.5 w t % antimony 

showed the best corrosion resistance in underground water. In 

demineralised water, weight losses are generally observed, 

corresponding to corrosion rates of the order of 0.1 mm/yr. The 

lead-antimony alloy has been provisionally selected for process 

development.
Compaction tests with Zircaloy tube sections have indicated 

that the following bulk densities are obtained: 60% of the theo

retical density (6.55 g/cm ) with 140 MPa pressure and 70% with 

245 MPa pressure,, starting from 12% before compaction. Hydriding 

to 170 ppm and addition of representative quantities of fuel rod 

end-plugs and spacers had no important influence on the densifi

cation factor.

Embedding tests have shown that casting under vacuum is 

necessary for good filling. The compacts were preheated to 450°C 

and the filling alloy was cast at the same temperature. The rest 

porosity of the samples obtained was closed and ranged from 1.2 

to 5 . 3 The filling alloy had not wetted the Zircaloy but 

appeared to be in good contact. Recently, it has been found that 

the filling can be still further improved by application of 

atmospheric pressure during cooling down.

A preliminary reference design of a remotely operated 

conditioning facility has been worked out. It includes a 15 MN 
press producing compacts of 34 cm diameter, containing 22.5 kg 

of cladding waste at 60% of the theoretical density. A pile of 

compacts is loaded into a stainless steel canister on which a 
lid is then welded. After evacuation and heating of the canis

ter, the filling alloy is introduced.
In 1981, small-scale compaction and embèdding units for hot 

cell operation were constructed and tested with nonradioactive 

Zircaloy tube sections. The 0.6 MN press is fitted with a 
compaction form of 5 <̂ m diameter which accommodates a cladding 

batch of about 100 cm . The preparation of waste form samples 

from fully active claddings is planned. An important aspect to 

be clarified is the possible effect of the interface between the 

cladding and the filling alloy on leaching.

4.3. Embedding in glass

The feasibility of embedding cladding waste in borosilicate 

glass has been studied at the Marcoule Centre of the Commissariat 

à l'Energie Atomique /11/.

In tests using stainless steel tube sections, the following 

embedding procedure was developed, which enables the production 

of a virtually void-free glass/metal block. The tube sections
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are loaded into a perforated basket, which is placed in a con

tainer. The basket provides a central hole and an outer annular 

space which contain no tube sections and which facilitate the 

escape of air during the filling up with glass melt. A  particul

arly fluid glass composition is used (35 wt% SiC^, 32 wt% Na^O, 
33 wt% B ^ O ^ ) . The glass is poured in at a temperature of 1140 C, 

while the tube sections are preheated to 900°C. Using this pro

cedure, a cylindrical block containing 100 kg of stainless steel 

tube sections was produced. Due to the central and outer zones 

containing only glass, the total volume of the block (117 L) was 

by a factor of 2.18 larger than the volume of the annular zone 

containing the tube sections.

One embedding test has been made with a 10 kg charge of 

Zircaloy tube sections, using argon atmosphere. No problem due 

to the Zircaloy, e.g. chemical reaction with the glass, was 
encountered.

4.4. Embedding in graphite or aluminium

Investigations on embedding of cladding waste in graphite 

or aluminium were started in 1981 at Nukem /2//3/.

In the process scheme for embedding in graphite, powder is 

prepared from graphite to which sulphur is added as a binder, 

and nickel in order to eliminate subsequently the low-melting 

(120°C) sulphur by reaction to nickel sulphide. The powder and 

the cladding sections are mixed and prepressed at room tempera
ture to produce the core. The core is then assembled with a pre

pressed waste-free shell of matrix material and the assembly is 
pressed at 130°C to produce a block of high density. Finally, 

the block is heated to 470°C to effect the sulphur/nickel 
reaction.

Physical and mechanical properties and leach and corrosion 

resistance of graphite matrix samples of various compositions 
have been investigated.

Samples without apparent defect, containing up to 26 wt% of 

model cladding sections in aluminium matrix, have been prepared 

by pressing at 50 MPa and 400 to 500°C.

4.5. Embedding in alumina

Research in view of embedding cladding waste in alumina 

was started in 1981 at the Saclay Centre of the Commissariat à 

l'Energie Atomique /2//3/. The following process scheme is 

considered :
- mixing cladding sections, possibly compacted, with 

alumina powder and isostatic pressing at 100 to 200 MPa 

and room temperature, to produce the core;

- enveloping the core with alumina powder and pressing 

again under the same conditions as before;

- sintering at about 1200°C at atmospheric pressure.
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In preliminary embedding tests, samples containing 30 to 40 

vol.% tube sections in the core have been produced.

5. CONDITIONING BY MELTING

5.1. General considerations

Melting has obviously some very attractive features for 

conditioning cladding waste, namely immobilisation of radio

nuclides in a massive block of corrosion-resistant metal, com

bined with important bulk volume reduction. On the other side, 
the high temperatures required - Zircaloy melts at about 1710°C, 

stainless steel at 1430°C and Inconel at 1380°C - rise problems 

related to crucible behaviour and release of volatile radio

nuclides.

Experiments on vacuum-induction melting of metal mixtures 

representative of LWR fuel cladding waste (85 wt% Zircaloy, 10 

wt% stainless steel, 5% Inconel), using graphite crucibles, have 

been made on a small scale (5 kg) at the Battelle Pacific 

Northwest Laboratory /9/. While melting of surface-cleaned feed 

material was possible at 1300°C, temperatures in the range of 

1500 to 1600°C were required with surface-oxidised feed mater

ial, and problems of crucible reaction appeared.

In order to avoid such problems, two ways have been pursu

ed, i.e. eutectic melting and the Inductoslag process.

5.2. Eutectic melting

Eutectic melting, using eutectic-forming additives to 

reduce the melting temperature of cladding waste, is being 

developed at the Marcoule Centre of the Commissariat à l'Energie 

Atomique-. In the first phase (1977-1979), the research was 
focused on the following aspects, considering both Zircaloy and 
stainless steel cladding waste /11/:

- effects of candidate eutectic-forming additives on the 

temperature and kinetics of melting;
- behaviour of candidate crucible materials;

- feasibility of decontaminating the melt with flux.

Following small-scale laboratory tésts, ingots in the range

of 20 to 40 kg have been produced out of nonradioactive tube 

sections and various additives, using a tiltable induction 

furnace.

For Zircaloy cladding waste, copper, iron and nickel have 

been tested as candidate additives, since these metals form with 

zirconium binary eutectics of high zirconium content (of the 

order of 80 wt%) and relatively low melting point (in the range 

of 900 to 1000°C). It has been concluded from the experiments, 

that copper would be the most suitable additive. A 23 kg ingot 

produced by feeding Zircaloy tube sections at a rate of 50 kg/h
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to a copper melt held at 1125°C, had a popper content of 19.5 

wt% and an apparent density of 6.5 g/cm (this is only 86% of 

the theoretical density, probably due to m ^cro-bubbles), corre

sponding to a Zircaloy content of 5.2 g/cm . Of the crucible 

materials tested (about a dozen refractory ceramics and graph

ite), graphite appears to be best; a graphite crucible showed no 

cracks or attack by the Zircaloy/copper melt after nine casting 

cycles.
Preliminary experiments on the feasibility of decontaminat

ing melts of Zircaloy and eutectic forming additives with glass 
or salt flux have been made using uncontaminated Zircaloy feed. 

The following results were obtained:

- With borosilicate glass, the metal ingots produced were 

incompletely melted and inhomogeneous; this is attributed 
to the formation of zirconium oxide layers by reduction 

of the glass.

- A mixture of calcium fluoride and magnesium fluoride was 

found unsuitable because of volatilisation.

- A  mixture of calcium chloride and fluoride appeared to be 

applicable.

In 1981, eutectic melting experiments with real spent fuel 

claddings s t a rted•/ 2 / / 3 / . Following adaption and inactive test

ing of an electric resistance furnace installed in a hot cell, a 

first ingot of about 0.5 kg has been produced at 1150°C out of

Zircaloy claddings from a spent PWR fuel element (80 w t % ) , and

copper (20 wt%). Work in progress includes investigations on the 

volatilisation of radionuclides, in particular tritium, during 

melting, and leach testing of the ingot.

For stainless steel cladding waste, carbon, silicium and

boron have been studied as candidate eutectic-forming additives. 
Silicium enables the greatest reduction of the melting tempera

ture. A  29 kg ingot has been produced at 1240°C by feeding to 

the crucible 85 wt% of stainless steel tube sections and 15 wt% 

of silicium granules at a ra^e of 14 kg/h. The ingot had an 

apparent density of 5.6 g/cm (73% of theoretical density), 
corresponding to a stainless steel content of 4.8 g/cm .

In experiments on t h e .feasibility of decontaminating melts 

of stainless steel and eutectic-forming additives by the addi

tion of glass, various glass types have been tested. Decontami

nation tests, using stainless steel tube sections with simulated 

uranium contamination.and borosilicate glass, showed decontami

nation factors of the order of 200. While this result is encour

aging, it has to be kept in mind that the nature of contamina

tion was not representative of real claddings.

5.3. Inductoslag melting

The Inductoslag melting process was developed originally at 

the U.S. Bureau of Mines and subsequently at the Battelle
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Pacific Northwest Laboratory /9/. The process uses induction 

heating and a cold (water-cooled), segmented copper crucible, 

which is insulated from the melt by a layer of slag. Metal and 

flux (e.g. calcium fluoride) are fed onto the top of the cruci

ble, while the ingot is progressively withdrawn through the 

bottom of the crucible.

Melting rates up to 50 kg/h have been achieved with Zirca

loy tube sections, producing ingots of 10 cm diameter and up to 

30 kg weight. Mixtures of Zircaloy with up to 4 wt% Inconel have 

also been successfully melted. Mixtures containing 10 and 15 wt% 

stainless steel posed problems resulting in low melting rates (5 

to 8 k g / h ) .

6. HOT ISOSTATIC PRESSING

The .application of this technique to Zircaloy cladding 

waste is being developed in Sweden by ASEA /12/.

Laboratory tests were performed, using surface-oxidised 

Zircaloy tube sections, mechanically flattened or not. The sec

tions were loaded into containers of about 8 cm inner diameter 

and 8 cm inner height. Adequate filling densities (at least 60% 

of the theoretical density) were obtained either by adding 

titanium powder or by uniaxial cold pressing with 100 MPa. Then, 

a cover lid with an evacuation pipe was welded to the container, 
the container was evacuated and the pipe sealed. Hot isostatic 

pressing was performed with 150 MPa pressure and 3h sustain time 

at various temperatures. The tests showed that 950°C is the m in

imum temperature to produce fully dense bodies. Steel containers 

had reacted with Zircaloy, but titanium containers behaved well 
and a wall thickness of 3 mm was sufficient to prevent penetra
tion by the corners of the flattened tube sections.

On the basis of the results obtained, an industrial process 
has been outlined, producing blocks of about 0.6 m diameter and 

1.6 m height. A  bellow type container is proposed, with an inner 

titanium wall and an outer stainless steel wall, either of 5 mm 

thickness. The cladding sections would be pretreated by individ

ual flattening, resulting in an initial filling density of about 

40% of the theoretical density» Addition of titanium powder has 

been rejected for economic reasons and uniaxial precompaction 

appears not feasible with the large diameter proposed. No infor

mation is available as to whether isostatic pressing experi

ments with this low filling density have been pèrformèd.

Tritium, which diffuses out of the container at the high 

temperature of the process, is expected to remain confined 

within the cold-walled pressure vessel and to diffuse back into 

the Zircaloy upon cooling.
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7. CONVERSION OF ZIRCALOY CLADDING TO ZIR C O N IA

A process for converting Zircaloy cladding to chemically 

inert zirconia is being developed at the Atomic Energy Research 

Establishment at Harwell /2/. Following dissolution of the 

Zircaloy in 3M ammonium fluoride, the solution is treated with 

ammonia to precipitate hydrous zirconium oxide. Precipitate 

washing enables recycling of most of the ammonium fluoride. Hot 

pressing and incorporation into cement are considered for immo

bilisation of the oxide powder in massive form.

In 1981, laboratory-scale experiments using nonradioactive 

sample material were performed in order to optimise the various 

process steps and to characterise the two final waste forms 

considered /3/.

8. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The large number of processes being developed for condi

tioning cladding waste shows that no process is obviously supe

rior in every respect. On the one side of the spectrum we have 

the technologically simple, low-temperature embedding process, 

producing a heterogeneous waste form which may not be satisfac

tory at all events. On the other side are high-temperature proc

esses which produce homogeneous, low-volume waste forms of high 

immobilisation quality, but may pose problems related to remote 

maintenance and secondary waste generation.

A well-founded overall appraisal and selection of condi

tioning processes is not yet possible. On the one hand, small- 
scale testing of processes with real spent fuel claddings is 

needed. The tests should, in particular, give information about 

the release of volatile radionuclides (e.g. tritium) and provide 

representative waste form samples. On the other hand, testing of 

such samples is needed in order to determine the quality of ra
dioactivity immobilisation under ultimate repository conditions. 

When these questions are answered, it will be possible to assess 
and compare the benefits and costs of the various processes 

within the framework of overall cladding waste management strat

egies .
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Abstract

CONDITIONING OF METALLIC M AGNOX FUEL ELEMENT DEBRIS.
The cond ition ing o f  m etallic Magnox debris poses particular problem s arising from its 

chem ical reactivity and from  the presence in discrete am ounts o f highly radioactive com ponents. 
The treatm ent o f  this waste is currently being studied by the Central E lectricity Generating  
Board. Follow ing retrieval from  store it is envisaged that the debris will be dried and com m inu
ted to facilitate the rem oval for further storage o f the highly active com ponents from  the bulk 
debris. A satisfactory m eans o f  sorting the debris appears to be by m agnetic induction . The 
relatively low  activity but potentia lly  reactive Magnox w ill then be d irectly encapsulated prior 
to disposal off-site. Currently the on ly  disposal route open for this waste is to the deep ocean. 
Matrices for encapsulating M agnox have been developed and others are under investigation.
The desirable features o f  such m atrices include low  chem ical reactivity and im perm eability to  
water. The m ethods used to characterize the resultant waste form s and the results obtained  
are presented. T herm osetting polym ers produce suitable waste forms for sea disposal, exhibiting  
high m echanical strength and resistance to  leaching, and possessing very low  chem ical reactivity  
w ith respect to  the Magnox waste. Low viscosity  m atrices are advantageous from the p o in t o f  
view  o f  the process plant engineering as they enable the com m inuted  waste to be directly  
encapsulated.

1. INTRODUCTION

Fuel element attachments in the form of splitters and lugs 

from polyzonal and herringbone fuel elements respectively are 

removed from spent magnox fuel elements at U.K. C.E.G.B.'s 

Magnox power stations. This maximises the packing efficiency 

of elements in fuel transport flasks and so reduces the cost 

of transport of spent fuel to BNFL Sellafield for reprocessing. 

This metallic fuel element debris consists of magnox splitters 

and braces, and lugs. At the majority of locations the debris 

also includes a large number of spring arm spider top fittings 

each of which incorporates a high cobalt and consequently highly 

radioactive nimonic spring.

This waste is currently stored on site in shielded vaults 
and currently amounts to some 500 tonnes of metallic debris.

205
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In the future shortfalls in available storage space are 

anticipated. This problem could be overcome by constructing new 

vaults, or by emptying the existing vaults for re-use. The 
latter option is currently being investigated as it appears 

an attractive option which avoids the need for building new and 

expensive vaults.

Work is being carried out through the C.E.G.B.'s Radio

active Waste Conditioning Project to establish the feasibility 

of conditioning this debris into an inert form suitable for 

dispatch off-site. Sea dumping is the only disposal route open

for this waste since the U.K. does not have a land disposal

facility suitable for wastes of this activity.

This paper describes work being undertaken on the conditioning 

and particularly the encapsulation of metallic magnox debris.

Such conditioning poses certain problems arising from the 

chemical reactivity of magnox metal and from the presence in 

discrete amounts of highly radioactive components.

2. DESCRIPTION OF DEBRIS

The form in which the magnox is stored varies from location 

to location depending on the method of desplittering and 

conditions of storage. In general this debris is present as 

irregularly shaped pieces of between 6 and 30 cm in length. 

Desplittering operations are carried out underwater in the 

stations fuel element cooling pond and the debris transferred to 
storage vaults. At all but two stations the waste is stored in 
vaults that are nominally dry although it is recognised that 

some surface water may be present on the debris itself. The 

remaining two stations store debris underwater. At one of these 

latter sites the deliberate corrosion of the debris has been 
encouraged in order to improve the packing efficiency. It is 

anticipated that the heavily corroded magnox waste from this 

station may require treatment which is different from the 

metallic debris arising at other sites, most of which is expected 

to be only lightly corroded.

The physical properties of the magnesium alloys used in the 

fabrication of fuel elements are described elsewhere [ l ] . Most 

fuel element attachments are fabricated from ZR55 alloy which 

comprises 99.5% magnesium and 0.5% zirconium. Magnox lugs are 

generally manufactured from AL80 alloy which again is essentially 

composed of magnesium. The density of these allots is 1.74 kg dm 

and the ignition temperature in air is around 640 C.

The specific activity of the metallic debris has been 

calculated [2] and is summarised in Table I for 0, 2 and 5 years
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TABLE I. CALCULATED INDUCED ACTIVITY IN IRRADIATED METALLIC 
FUEL ELEMENT DEBRIS (AFTER PARKINSON [2])

Isotope Half-life

Induced activity ijjCi
-1, 

gm )

0 yr 2 yr decay 5 yr decay

1. Magnox

5 5Fe 2. 7yr 17.2 10.3 4.8

65„
Zn 244d 120.3 15.1 0.7

cr> о
О 0 5 . 27yr 1.2 0.9 0.6

" 5Ca 163d 6.1 0.3 -

95Zr 64d 330 0.1 -

95Nb 35d 330 0.1 -

2. Nimonic Springs

СП О
о 0 5.27yr 7 5 0 x 1 0 3 576x10 3 3 8 9xl03

3. Stainless Steel cups/pin

0и
оСО

5.27yr 5 0xl03 38xl03 2 6xl03

5lCr 28d ЗООхЮ3 - -

54Mn 303d lOxlO3 1.8 8 xl03 1.54xl02

55Fe 2. 7yr 150x10 3 8 8 x 1 0 3 3 9 . 6xl 0 3

decay. The bulk of the debris comprises magnox attachments 

which are of relatively low specific activity arising from 
activation products with short half-lives. The nimonic and stain

less steel components however are highly radioactive and will 
remain so for significant storage periods. It is expected that 

the high activity of these steel components could preclude 
their off-site disposal as otherwise the mean activity per 

package of the total consignment could exceed the sea disposal 

limit permitted by the N.E.A. In addition the exclusion of the 

high-activity component's from the disposal packages will greatly 

reduce the shielding required and hence their overall cost.

Since this debris comprises fuel element attachments rather 

than fuel cladding it is expected to be free of significant 

quantities of fission products or transuranics arising from 

spent fuel. Sampling to date has confirmed this to be so.
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FIG. 1. Generalized conditioning route for metallic Magnox fuel element debris.

3. WASTE TREATMENT

The development programme has so far identified a likely 

conditioning route and has demonstrated the feasibility and 

engineering aspects of the processing stages to inactive pilot 

plant scale. A generalised conditioning route is shown 
schematically in Figure 1 and involves treating the retrieved 

debris to remove high-activity components and to provide a dry 

waste feed suitable for encapsulation. The various treatment 

stages leading to encapsulation of the magnox are outlined 

below:

3.1. Drying

It is intended to eliminate as far as possible any surface 

water or moisture that may be present on the debris. This will 

minimise any further corrosion of the magnox waste, particularly 

after encapsulation, and will enable the waste to be mechanically 

handled without the possibility of forming damp agglomerates
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which could reduce the efficiency of the sorting stage. An 

attractive method appears to be by heat conduction, allowing 

the debris to pass slowly through a heated chamber. Hot-air 
drying imposes a.heavy load on any ventilation plant particularly 

if fines, for example from surface corrosion, are likely to be 

present. It is not possible to use microwave drying as sparking 

is liable to occur due to the build up of electro-static charge 

on the debris, and direct infra-red heating may give rise to 

potentially hazardous localised hot spots.

3.2. Comminution

Nimonic and stainless steel components are of the order of

1 cm in size and for their efficient separation from the bulk 

of the waste it is necessary to reduce the overall size of the 

debris to obtain a more homogeneous and uniform material. A 

degree of reduction in the physical size of the waste is in any 

event desirable to achieve the maximum waste loading in the final 

package. It is expected that the debris will be mechanically 

comminuted to produce fragments in the range of 1-2 cm in size. 

Work is in progress to optimise the design of such a machine to 

minimise the quantity of fines produced. Inactive trials have 

so far produced over 2 tonnes of comminuted material which has 

been used as a feedstock for encapsulation trials.

3.3. Sorting

Sorting of the debris is essential for the sea disposal 

route in order to reduce the shielding requ i r e m e n t s , and thereby 

the cost of the waste package to acceptable levels and to keep 

the package activity to within the limits defined by the N.E.A.

An attractive technique has been identified to separate 

out the high activity components which makes use of differences 
in the ratio of electrical conductivity to mass density in the 

magnox and steel fragments. The device utilises an array of 

permanent magnets arranged immediately beneath an inclined 
surface and was first developed by the U.S. Raytheon Corporation 

to sort non-ferrous scrap £3,4^. The comminuted debris slides 

down the inclined surface and in so doing experiences a 

varying magnetic field which induces eddy currents in the 

material,so exerting a force on them. This force is proport

ional to the ratio of electrical conductivity to mass density.

The highly active components having a relatively low electrical 

conductivity but a high density are hardly affected and slide 

straight down the surface to be collected for further storage 

and decay on site. The magnox however experiences a sideways 

force deflecting the fragments to provide a second waste stream 

of low--activity material. The sorting efficiency depends on a
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number of factors but in general around 95% of the high activity 

components are removed. Limitations in efficiency arise from 

pieces of nimonic material trapped within larger pieces of magnox 

and which are therefore masked from the magnetic field. Attempts 

are being made to maximise the efficiency of this device while 

keeping its physical size to a minimum in order to reduce plant 

shielding costs. The advantage of this separator is that it need 

possess no moving parts and it therefore readily lends itself to 

remote operation.

It is likely that further sorting will be required to ensure 

that the encapsulated debris is entirely free of highly active 

components. This may take the form of further magnetic induction 

separation and/or manual sorting using remote manipulators. The 

magnox waste will then be directly encapsulated using a suitable 

matrix.

4. ENCAPSULATION OF METALLIC MAGNOX

Metallic magnox is reactive with sea water and the Regulating 

Bodies require that the package is fabricated so as to preclude 

contact between the waste and sea water during its descent to the 

sea bed. This can be achieved either by placing the waste 

in a sealed container or by encapsulating it in a suitable matrix. 

The first method is impractical in view of the extreme hydro

static pressures encountered in deep ocean disposal and work 

has concentrated on identifying suitable matrices with which to 

encapsulate the comminuted magnox. Such treatment is also 
aimed at providing a waste form which will be suitable for 

interim storage on site and will satisfy the regulations 

governing the transport of the waste from the Power Station to 

the disposal site.

4.1. Matrix Design

The encapsulating matrix should ideally satisfy the 
following requirements :-

(i) It should not react chemically with the waste in such 

a way that excessive quantities of hydrogen and corrosion 

products are produced. These could physically distort the 

waste form and possibly give rise to hazardous concentrations 

of hydrogen within the package or any storage facility. It 

follows that in order to minimise such corrosion the waste 

should be in a dry state prior to encapsulation.

(ii) It should possess an acceptably low leach rate, not only 

arising from fixed activation products, but also from possible 

mobile surface contaminants and should be impervious to external 
water ingress.
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(iii) It should possess low flammability, and should retain 

its form stability at temperatures up to its ignition point 

which should be comparable to, or higher than, the ignition 

point of magnox.

(iv) Although it is intended to dry the magnox prior to 

encapsulation, in order to cope with the possibility of trace 

quantities of water being present within the waste feed, the 

maximum temperature attained during the cure of the product 

should be minimised and should never exceed 100 C. This will 

prevent possible distortion of the waste form due to the b u i l d 

up of internal water vapour pressure, and will minimise the 

effects of any corrosion that may occur during the initial cure. 

No requirement has been imposed on the density of the matrix 

since the density of the magnox is such as to provide sufficient 

ballast to enable the sea disposal package to satisfy the 

specific gravity requirements set by the N.E.A.

The matrices considered so far in this study are cement 

paste, and thermosetting polymers,namely a polyester'resin 

manufactured by B.P. Chemicals, and two types of epoxy resin 

manufactured by Ciba Geigy Plastics Company.

Bitumen is not considered a suitable matrix despite its 

high degree of impermeability’, because of the high temperatures 

needed for its application with the associated fire risks, and 

also because of its relatively low flammability combined with 

poor form stability at elevated temperatures. The polymer 

systems in particular are specially formulated to meet as closely 

as possible the requirements identified above. For example 

to minimise any chemical reaction with the waste, it is 

necessary to exclude free acids and water from the matrix. In 

order to satisfy the condition that the cure exotherm be kept 

below 100 С the polymer may be diluted with a non-reactive 

extender, a filler added to act as a heat sink, or the cure 

chemistry changed to reduce the rate of cure. The effect of 

such modifications can however begin to degrade the physical 
properties of the matrix (e.g. compressive strength and leach 

resistance). Furthermore the addition of a filler increases 

the viscosity of the product and this may have a detrimental 

effect on the process of incorporating the waste into the matrix.

4.2. Testing Programme

Following the formulation of a candidate matrix small- 

scale laboratory trials are performed to give a rapid assessment 

of properties of the resultant waste form such as mechanical 

strength and cure exotherm temperature. This is immediately 

followed by a limited number of large-scale 2 0 0 -litre trials
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TABLE II. PROPERTIES OF RESULTANT WASTE FORMS

Cement

Paste

(water :

cement

ratio

p.43/1)

Polyester

Resin

MKl Epoxy 

Resin

Mk2 Epoxy 

Resin

Matrix Density (kg-dm ^ - 1.64 1.57 1.14

Matrix Viscosity (Pa 

at 22°C) _ 1.25 8.70 1.13

Matrix Gel Time (min ) - ^110 ^150 ^95

Optimum Waste Loading 

(% by  vol) 46 40 40 40

Density of Waste Form 
-3

(kg.dm ) 1.68 1.68 1.64 1.39

Hydrogen Evolution 

over 24 h period at

90°C (ml-kg ^dry magnox 3 800 60.0 10.0 ^0.8

corr. to n . t.p.)

Maximum exotherm 

temperature (°C)

(i) Estimated Adiabatic 79 86 88

(ii) 200-litre monolith 40 72 71 83

Spontaneous Ignition 

temperature of fully _ ^560 4,640 ^600
cured matrix ( C)

Uniaxial Compressive 
strength (MN-m )

(i) As cured 4 56+3 34+3 20+1

(ii)after 20 x freeze/ 

thaw cycling 4 55+4 30+2 17+ 1

(iii)after prolonged 

heating at 110 С 10 54+4 45+2 17 + 2

(iv)after immersion in

town mains water 
~ о 3.5 57+1 38+2 ★

at 30 С for 28 

days

To be determined.
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in order to confirm laboratory behaviour on an engineering scale 

and to allow early identification of potential plant engineering 

problems. Once the matrix has been successfully formulated a 

series of characterisation tests are then performed to determine 

such parameters as : -

(i) Chemical reactivity between the waste and the matrix and 

from its individual components by measuring the rate of hydrogen 

release

(ii) Leach resistance

(iii) Cure exotherm

(iv) High temperature behaviour up to the ignition point of 
the magnox

(v) Mechanical tests (compressive strength)

(vi) Stability on exposure to repeated freeze/thaw cycling, 

elevated temperatures and immersion in water. The effect of 

exposure is assessed by subsequent mechanical testing of the 

samples.

The main purpose of evaluating the characteristics of the 

waste form is to demonstrate compliance with the standards laid 

down by the regulatory bodies. Such information also provides 

comparison data for a number of candidate matrices to enable 

the most promising systems to be identified. It is intended to 

carry out further tests on selected waste forms which will 

include radiation resistance testing and full-size fire tests.

4.3. Discussion of Experimental Results

The properties of four waste forms for which data are available 
are shown in Table II.

The cement matrix is a simple grout of water/cement ratio 

of 0,43:1 which has been shown to provide a sufficiently fluid 

mix to enable the maximum quantity of comminuted magnox to be 

encapsulated. At w/c ratios of above ^  0.5:1 excess surface 

water starts to appear on the surface of the set waste form.

The polyester resin matrix is composed of a very low 

viscosity base resin to which calcium carbonate filler has been 

added in an equal proportion by weight. The filler assists in 

reducing the cure exotherm temperature and minimises shrinkage 

effects during the cure of polymer, and in particular improves 

the form stability of the matrix at high temperatures.
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Two epoxy resin matrices have been studied. The first,

Mk 1 system is filled with an approximately equal quantities 

by weight of ground alumina as an efficient heat sink which 

minimises the exothermic temperature rise of the waste form.

The second, Mk 2, epoxy resin has no filler added in order to 

achieve a low overall viscosity. In this case the cure exotherm 

has been minimised essentially by the addition of a non-reacting 

e x t e n d e r .

The viscosity of the matrix has an important bearing on the 

manner in which the waste is encapsulated. Low viscosity 

matrices enable the comminuted debris to be directly impregnated 

with the encapsulating agent, as described in section 4.3.8, 

thereby simplifying the design of the treatment plant.

The physical form of the waste imposes an upper limit on 

the quantity that can be incorporated into each package by virtue 
of its packing density. For debris comminuted to 1cm in size 

the maximum loading is 40-45% by volume for loose-packed waste. 

For these studies an optimum waste loading of 40% b.v. has been 

taken. Greater packing efficiency may be achieved by vibro- 

compaction and this technique was used for cement-encapsulated 

magnox giving an optimum waste loading of 46%b.v. At all times 

the aim has been to produce a homogeneous waste form free of 

voids or cracks. The trials have been conducted using fresh dry 

and inactive splitter blade material obtained from B.N.F.L. 

Springfields in order to provide a consistent quality waste feed 

to enable the technical performance of the candidate matrices to 
be directly compared. Some tests have additionally been carried 
out on corroded dry magnox.

4.3.1. Chemical Reactivity

The use of fresh and heavily comminuted magnox gives a 

potentially large reactive surface enabling the maximum effects 

of corrosion to be demonstrated. This is monitored by measuring 

the quantity of hydrogen evolved from 460-ml samples of the 

freshly prepared waste form using a gas chromatograph. The 

hydrogen release is expressed in terms of the mass of exposed 

magnox rather than its surface area as the total area of the 

waste is difficult to define and measure, and the mass expression 

has perhaps more relevance as an engineering term.

In contrast to the cement waste form, the polymer matrices 

exhibit very little chemical attack on the waste. A comparative 

test has been used on all the candidate matrices of measuring 

the quantity of hydrogen released from samples maintained at 

90 С for 24 hours. This temperature approximates a maximum 

allowed exotherm peak temperature. The large amount of hydrogen
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FIG. 2. Evolution of hydrogen from Magnox waste forms.

evolved from cement-encapsulated magnox reflects the relatively 

high water content of the matrix and gave rise to swelling in 

test samples amounting to between 5 and 12% by volume during the 

first 24 hours of cure. A honeycomb texture of gas voids has 

been observed towards the top of the cast waste forms. The 

long-term release of hydrogen from these waste forms, subjecting 

the samples to a typical cure exotherm temperature cycle 

followed by simulated storage at 25 C, is shown in Figure 2.

4. 3. 2. Leach Resistance

Leaching behaviour is determined by the standard IAEA leach 

test [ 5 l  modified such that the entire surface of the sample is
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FIG. 3. Leach rates o f  137Cs fro m  M agnox w aste fo rm s.

exposed to the leachant £ 6 1 in order to increase the sensitivity 

of the test. Two extreme situations have been considered: firstly 

soluble and mobile fission product contamination on the surface 

Cj>^the debris simulated by using- a small quantity of liquid 

Cs tracer m C i ) , and secondly fixed activation products 

simulated by Fe as- iron powder (o*13 Incremental leach

rate curves for the potentially mobile Cs.are shown in 

Figure 3,. There is a large range in leach rate values between 

the various waste forms which possibly reflects differences in' 

porosity of the samples and which could be influenced by the 

■presence and type of filler. 'It is intended to carry out water 

permeability measurements on these waste forms in due course-.
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Incremental leach rates for Fe from the polymer matrices 

lie close to, or below the limits of detection of the analytical 

equipment particularly if the iron powder is uniformly dispersed 

throughout the test sample. In ggneral, incremental leach rates 

lie in the region of 10 to < 1 0  cm-day . In view of the 

fact that the activity is fixed in particulate form requiring 

corrosion to mobilise the radioactive species, it is perhaps not 

surprising that the measured leach rate is so low.

4.3.3. Cure Exotherm

The adiabatic exotherm peak temperature is derived from 

laboratory measurements using 500-ml vacuum flasks and applying 

appropriate corrections for heat loss and thermal capacity. Such 

measurements are used as a basis for the formulation of the 

polymer matrices. In practice this temperature is unlikely to be 

attained as there is a significant transfer of heat to the surface 

of the waste form by the encapsulated magnox which itself acts as 

a significant heat sink. The presence of alumina as a filler in 

the Mk 1 epoxy matrix also appears to aid in the conduction of 

heat away from the centre of the monolith.

4.3.4. High Temperature Behaviour

This has been conducted on small-scale 50-ml samples of the 

polymer waste forms using a well oxygenated muffle furnace to 

observe the behaviour and spontaneous ignition temperature of 

the waste form. This test .is probably more severe than 

conditions that might be encountered by a large monolith but 

provides convenient acquisition of comparative data. Weight loss 

curves for samples of the polymer matrices exposed to temperatures 

up to their spontaneous ignition point are shown in Figure 4.

Decomposition of the polyester resin is rapid and starts to 

occur at around 250 C. The evolution of fumes and volatiles 
produces a network of fine surface cracks. At around 450 С the 

polymer rapidly vaporises, leaving a residue of filler. Samples 

of polymer without filler melted at 'ъ420 С before appreciable 

decomposition had occurred. The presence of the inert filler 

therefore appears to bind the polymer and the fragments of magnox 

while the organics progressively vaporise ,, thereby maintaining 

the overall physical shape but not of course the structural 

integrity of the waste form. Spontaneous ignition of the matrix 

occurs after approximately 2 minutes at ^ 580 С but with no 
ignition observed at ^ 5 4 0  C.

Decomposition of both epoxy matrices starts to occur at 

100-200 C. The escape of volatiles and the formation of 

extrusions cause some splitting and charring of the samples at
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FIG. 4. W eight loss o f  m a trix  on  exp o su re  to  high tem pera tures.

^450-550°C with consequent deformation and loss of structural 
integrity. Spontaneous ignition of the filled epox^ resin 

occurs at ^640° C and of the unfilled matrix at ^ 6 0 0  C. There 
was no evidence of either matrix melting at temperatures below 

their ignition points.

On exposure to fire, small scale (1 litre) samples of the 

polymer waste forms ignited at a surface temperature of ^ 4 0 0  C, 

the approximate flash point in air of the evolved fumes. Samples 

continued to burn slowly after removal of the initiating fire.

As expected the cement waste form remained thermally inert at 

surface temperatures of up to ^ 6 0 0  С with some slight surface 

crazing at around 200 С possibly caused by shrinkage as internal 

water was driven off.

In all cases no gross ignition of the magnox was observed 

below the ignition point of the matrix although pieces of the 

metal exposed to the air at machined surfaces started to smoulder 

at ^590°C.
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It is intended to investigate further the high-temperature 

behaviour of the waste forms by performing flame impingement 
and large scale fire tests.

4.3.5. Mechanical Tests

The uniaxial compressive strength of cement-encapsulated 

magnox is low and appears to be influenced by the plate-like 

nature of the waste,which tends to induce slip between adjacent 

fragments, and also by the deleterious effect of hydrogen released 

from the corrosion of the magnox, which appears to result in a 

network of small voids, particularly towards the top of the 

s a m p l e .

The polyester waste form exhibits brittle failure under 

compressive load with very little distortion prior to failure.

The compressive strength is relatively high and examination of 

sectioned samples shows considerable adhesion between the 

encapsulated waste and the matrix.

Under compressive load both epoxy resin waste forms show 

a degree of physical deformation before failure. This is 

particularly the case with the (Mk 2) unfilled matrix which 

itself possesses a lower compressive strength arising because 

the epoxy groups have been effectively diluted by the non-reacting 

extender used to control the cure exotherm. There appears to be 

no adhesion between the matrix and the waste fragments and 
therefore pieces of magnox, being unrestrained, are liable to 

slide relative to each other under uniaxial compressive load and 
may therefore contribute to a reduction in the overall strength 

of the waste form.

Qualitative impact tests have been performed by dropping 
a 2.5 cm diameter, 1.5 kg steel bar from heights of up to 5.5 

metres onto the surface of 5-litre blocks of the waste form.

No evidence of any damage has ever been observed beyond slight 
chipping of the surface of the polyester waste form as a result 

of the brittle nature of the cured matrix.

Bare monoliths of the polyester and unfilled epoxy waste 
forms each weighing ^30 0  kg and of nominal volume 200 litres 

have been dropped on their edges from a height of 1.2 metres 

onto a hard surface. Apart from crushing of the impacted edge 

by ^4  cm, no further damage was sustained.

4.3.6. Stability Testing

Freeze/thaw cycling (between -15 and +20°C) and immersion 

in town mains water has been found to have a negligible effect
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on the appearance and compressive strength of the waste form.

No significant corrosion of the waste has been observed during 

the 30-day period of the immersion test.

The increase in strength of the cement and epoxy resin 

waste forms after prolonged heating at 110 С may be caused by 

further curing of the matrix. All samples showed a progressive 

loss in weight as volatiles were driven off. In the case of 

cement this amounted to ^ 8 .5% by weight of the waste form over 

the first 20 hours of exposure as interstitial water was driven 

off,eventually producing a network of fine shrinkage cracks 

over the surface of the sample. The loss in weight of the 

polyester resin system was less pronounced than the epoxy resin 

waste forms,amounting to ^ 0.13% by weight after 150 hours 

exposure compared to ^3% in the case of the filled epoxy waste 

form for example.

70-litre samples of the polymer waste forms have beën 

subjected to an accelerated ageing test by heating in air at 

50 С. No change in appearance has been observed after 100 days 
exposure.

4.3.7. Corroded Waste

Some tests have been performed using heavily corroded dry 

magnox to determine factors such as adiabatic exotherm peak 

temperature and compressive strength. These trials have so far 

shown little difference in properties from those described above 

The presence of magnesium hydroxide corrosion product in signifi 

cant amounts appear to have a slight accelerating effect on the 

cure of the polyester resin. It is expected that corrosion of 

this waste by the matrix would be significantly below the values 

given above for fresh magnox. Further trials are planned to 

assess the technical performance of candidate matrices using 
this more realistic waste simulate.

4.3.8. Large-Scale Trials

Solid and integral monoliths of up to 200 litres volume 

have been produced from each of the candidate matrices. All the 
polymer-based waste forms cured without signs of physical 

distortion or cracking and sectioned 70-litre samples have 

confirmed the integrity and homogeneity of these materials. A 

200-litre cement-encapsulated monolith exhibited a degree of 

swelling during the initial set estimated to b e «^6% by volume.

The viscosity of the cement and filled epoxy matrices is 

such as to require some form of mechanical mixing to encapsulate 

fully the magnox fragments and produce an homogeneous waste form
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This requires a complex mixer in order to overcome the large 

increase in viscosity of the mix when the comminuted magnox is 

added. A  more straightforward approach which simplifies the 

treatment plant engineering may be adopted for the polyester 

and unfilled epoxy matrices. Their relatively low viscosity 

allows the comminuted magnox to be directly impregnated with 

the encapsulant by injecting the matrix down a dip pipe and 

allowing the polymer to rise and flood the waste.

5. SUMMARY

A conditioning route for metallic magnox debris has been 

identified and the feasibility of the processing stages has 

been demonstrated to full scale using inactive magnox as the 

waste feed. The detailed engineering design of this 

conditioning route is now being addressed.

For the encapsulation of comminuted magnox, thermosetting 
polymers produce waste forms which exhibit high mechanical 

strength and resistance to leaching, and in particular possess 

very low chemical reactivity. Cement waste forms are inferior 

in these respects although an improvement in mechanical strength 

may be possible by the use of suitable additives including 

aggregrates. Cement however has the advantage of possessing 

superior fire resistance over polymer systems as it is non 

-flammable and possesses a high degree of thermal inertia.

For sea disposal where it is necessary to exclude sea 

water from the waste during the descent of the package to the 

sea bed, polymeric materials appear to be the most suitable 

matrices and informal discussions with the U.K. Authorising 
Bodies suggest that such waste forms will be acceptable for sea 

disposal.

It is intended to develop and characterise further matrices 

which show promise of having technical and commercial advantages 

over the existing encapsulating agents.
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Abstract

FIXATION OF CALCINED WASTE BY BITUMINIZATION OR CEMENTATION.
The overall concept is given of the combination of calcination with fixation into bitumen, 

cement etc. The design is shown of a calciner with the capacity of 10 L/h which was tested on 
real radioactive wastes for 2000 h. The geometrical and operating parameters of the apparatus 
have been optimized based on a statistical evaluation of the experiments. Wastes containing 
nitrates are calcined at 300-550°C, yielding oxides. Wastes containing sulphates, carbonates, 
КМПО4 , or borates are calcined at 150—300°C, yielding soluble salts. The content of H3BO4 

and Na2 B4 0 7 and in some cases of sulphates in the calcinate retards hardening of the mixture 
with cement. Nitrates and detergents also interfere. The effect of the above components on 
the products mixed with bitumen is much less. Detergents can be decomposed at 200 300 C; 
organic acids can be reacted with A1 salts to form insoluble substances lowering the leaching rate 
of Sr and Cs; small amounts of S1O2 eliminate the effect of borates on cement hardening. The 
drawbacks of bituminization with bitumen emulsions are the complicated preparation of the 
emulsion, higher leaching rate of the product and low stability of the emulsion against breaking. 
The leachability was determined (1—50 days) of different products containing LWR wastes:
33% of concentrated waste in cement of calcination product stabilized with PVA exhibit 
=  8 X 10 3g/cm2 per day, 33% of calcine in cement =  3 X 10—3; 40% concentrate fixed with 
bitumen emulsion =  9 X 10-4 ; 50% calcine stabilized with PVA in bitumen, pilot-plant scale 
=  2 X 10_s; the same but on a laboratory scale =  1.10-5.

1. INTRODUCTION

The general concept involving bitum inization or cem entation o f calcined 
waste [1, 2] is schematically shown in Fig. 1.

This concept assumes calcination o f the liquid radioactive wastes in the first 
step. In the second step, the calcination product, dry radioactive ion exchangers 
and radioactive ash are homogeneously mixed with the fixation medium in 
question and cooled in special barrels which are convenient for transportation 
and storage.
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F IG .l .  S ch em a tic  diagram  o f  radioactive waste tre a tm en t.in c lu d in g  im m o b iliza tio n  o f  calcined  
waste.

The calcination operation alone represents a considerable volume reduction 
of liquid wastes and the products can be temporarily stored w ithout additional 
fixation, especially if stabilizing agents are added during calcination.

2. THE CALCINER

A calciner has been developed with the capacity of 10 L of feed per hour, 
tested and operated under radioactive conditions for about 2000 hours. The 
design of the calciner [3, 4] is schematically shown in Fig. 2. The radioactive 
liquid waste is fed into the calciner by the feedpipe 6. Evaporization and calcina
tion occurs in the thin layer created by the rotating blades 10. The jacket 1 is 
electrically heated. Vapours are exhausted through the neck 7, the calcination 
product falls through the neck 11.

The peripheral speed of blades influences significantly the particle size 
distribution of the calcined product and the entrainm ent of aerosols and drops. 
An increase in peripheral velocity is accompanied by a decrease in the mean 
particle size and by an increase in aerosols and drops entrainm ent, consequently.
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2 1 3 10 6 7 5 4

FIG.2. Schem atic design o f  the calciner. ¡1) cover o f  evaporator, (2) bearings, (3) shaft,
(4) wads, (5) shadow  mask against radiation, (6) waste inlet, (7) steam ventilation, (8) protection  
ring, (9) screw, (10) rotor, (11 j o u tle t o f  calcinated wastes, (12, 13) heated space.

The geometrical and operating param eters of the calciner have been optimized 
on the basis of a statistical evaluation of our experiments.

3. THE INFLUENCE OF WASTE COMPOSITION ON THE CALCINATION 
PROCESS

The chemical composition o f radioactive liquid wastes considerably influences 
the choice o f the calcination technology used, the chemical and physical 
properties of the calcination product and the choice of fixation technology.
From  this point o f view liquid radioactive wastes can be divided into tw o groups:

(1) Wastes containing mainly nitrates (N aN 0 3, the nitrates of corrosion and 
fission products and the nitrates of noble earths). Such wastes require a 
considerable depth of chemical and thermal decomposition. Recommended 
operating tem perature is in the range 300° С to  550°C. The calcination 
product consists of oxides (if no additives are added). The addition of 
stabilizing additives and catalysts has also been investigated.

(2) Wastes containing other salts, organic acids etc. (Na2S 0 4, Na2C 0 3, NaOH, 
K M n04, H3B 0 3, Na2B40 7). The calcination of such wastes requires a lower 
calcination tem perature (150°C —300°C). Detergents can be decomposed at 
about 200—300°C. If no additives are added, the calcination product 
consists o f desiccated but soluble salts.
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4. THE INFLUENCE OF WASTE COMPOSITION ON THE PROCESS OF
BITUMINIZARON OR CEMENTATION

The presence of H3B 0 4 and Na2B40 7 and phosphates in the calcined waste 
precludes subsequent cem entation because of hardening retardation. In some cases 
sulphates have a similar effect. The undesirable influence of H 3B 0 4 or Na2B40 7 
on cem ent hardening can be eliminated by the addition of small am ounts of S i0 2. 
The content of nitrates also has to  be minimized or eliminated because of their 
negative influence on long-term storage of the cement blocks. A very undesirable 
effect on hydration has been observed in the presence of detergents.

On the other hand, the effect o f the above com ponents upon subsequent 
bitum inization is much less pronounced. The presence of H 3B 0 3 and Na2B40 7 
influences the rheological behaviour; nitrates content affects the choice of the 
operating temperature.

5. TYPE OF BITUMINIZATION PROCESS

A bitum inization process was originally developed in Czechoslovakia for the 
treatm ent of concentrated wastes produced by gas-cooled reactor power plants. 
These wastes have a considerably different composition from  those produced 
by the light-water nuclear power plants operating in our country at present. The 
previously proposed technology used a bitumen emulsion for immobilization. 
Experience showed there were serious disadvantages using bitumen emulsions, 
however. The manufacture of bitumen emulsions is rather complicated; the 
commercially available emulsion has a low stability against de-emulsifying, and 
the presence of the commonly used emulsifying agents increases leachability of 
the product significantly.

Therefore, present research is devoted to the solidification of calcined waste 
using melted bitumen.

6. LEACHABILITY

The leachability (g/cm2 • day) of typical products was tested using the IAEA 
method. The liquid radioactive wastes from the light-water nuclear power plant 
were used to  prepare the products for the leachability experiments. The salinity 
of wastes was 80 g/L, the activity 1.1 X 10s Bq (3.10~6 Ci/L). The dominant 
compound was H 3B 0 4 (Na2B40 7) and the waste also contained 137Cs. Leachability 
curves are depicted in Fig. 3. I t  is seen from this figure that the leachability of the 
raw calcination product (9) (or raw calcination product stabilized by PVA) is 
approxim ately the same as tha t o f a concentrated waste fixed by cement (1) [4].
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FIG.3. Leachability o f  the samples: (1) Concentrated waste im m obilized by cem ent (filling 
33.3 wt%); (2) Calcination product im m obilized  by cem ent (filling 33.3 wt%): (3) Concentrated  
waste im m obilized  by b itum en  em ulsion (filling 40 wt%); (4) Calcination product im m obilized  
by b itum en  emulsion (filling 40 wt%); (5) Calcination product im m obilized  by bitum en  
(filling 50 wt%); (6) Calcination product stabilized by P V A ; (7) Calcination product stabilized  
by PVA and im m obilized  b y  b itum en (filling 50 wt%) (laboratory scale); (8) Calcination product 
stabilized by  PVA and fix e d  by b itum en (filling 50 wt%) — p ilo t plant scale; (9) R aw  calcination 
product.

There is not a great difference between leachabilities of samples (3) and (4) 
representing fixation of concentrated waste and calcination product into bitumen 
emulsion. However, leachability of the sample (5) where calcination product was 
fixed into melted bitum en is about one order lower than that of sample (4) where 
calcined waste was fixed into the bitum en emulsion. The curves (7) and (8) indi
cate that the use of PVA as a stabilizing agent can further lower the leachability 
by about one order compared with the sample (5) prepared w ithout the use of PVA.

The leachability of 90Sr and 137Cs can be lowered due to  the form ation of 
substances o f low solubility as a result o f a reaction of some organic acids with 
aluminium salts during calcination. •

Our research results and the practical experience obtained indicate that 
calcination itself and im mobilization of calcined waste by bitum inization or 
cem entation are suitable and flexible methods of treating radioactive wastes.
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Abstract

CONDITIONING OF LOW-HEAT-GENERATING RADIOACTIVE WASTE BY 
INCORPORATION IN BARRIER-IMPREGNATED COMPOSITE MATRICES -  
A REVIEW OF EXPERIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL-SCALE OPERATION.

The extent of conditioning of aqueous radioactive waste is dictated by its activity 
and heat content, chemical and radio-chemical constituents, total dissolved solids, 
repository characteristics and economics. This paper details the above considerations 
with particular reference to  the management of a waste stream generated from reprocessing 
of low burn-up research reactor fuels. Details of the evaluation of different matrices, ranging 
from vitreous, bituminous, cement and polymer to composites, developed for this waste 
stream, selection criteria, repository characteristics and process features are presented.
The results of analysis of the environmental impact of storage of this conditioned waste in 
the near-surface repository at Tarapur are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

The reprocessing o f spent nuclear fuel results in generation o f waste 
streams which contain most o f the radioactivity associated with the nuclear 
fuel cycle. These aqueous streams require special attention  to  ensure their 
isolation from  the hum an environment for an extended period o f time. To 
attain this objective, the waste is required to be conditioned to  meet certain 
predeterm ined acceptance criteria governed essentially by the characteristics of 
the waste and the repository considerations. The conditioned waste provides 
the primary barrier and is o f major importance. Consideration must also be 
given to  various engineered barriers forming the storage system. The engineered 
barriers are themselves capable, under certain conditions, o f retarding migration 
o f radionuclides for a considerable length of time. Therefore, it is imperative
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that the system as a whole should be analysed for evaluation of its environ
mental impact. The final choice o f conditioning and storage is, o f course, 
guided by techno-economic evaluation of various viable alternatives that could 
be engineered to meet the end objectives depending on specific site conditions 
and national as well as international regulations.

2. WASTE CHARACTERIZATION

The waste characteristics depend on type o f fuel, cladding material and 
reactor history, including burn-up, history of reprocessing and off-reactor 
cooling. On the basis o f activity content, the wastes are classified as low, 
interm ediate or high. However, the activity spectrum governs the extent of 
conditioning required and the period of their isolation. Keeping this in view, 
the wastes could be further categorized into essentially two types — one 
which requires isolation for foreseeable periods and the other requiring isolation 
for a geological time span. Besides the activity considerations, the chemical 
composition and presence of certain chemical species have a significant 
bearing on immobilization processes.

In India, an acidic waste stream of a relatively low level o f specific activity 
and marginal self-heat generation is produced during reprocessing o f low burn-up 
fuels from research reactors. It contains a significant am ount o f aluminium and a 
high percentage o f Total Dissolved Solids (TDS). The characteristics o f this 
low-heat-generating waste (LHGW) are detailed in Table I.

3. MATRIX FOR IMMOBILIZATION

Working towards the management o f LHGW, several alternative matrices 
were developed and evaluated to  assess their suitability. These included vitreous 
and bituminous matrices, cement, cement-polymer composites, polymers and 
barrier-impregnated polymer composites.

,3.1. Vitreous matrix

Incorporation of LHGW in a borosilicate matrix [1] yielded vitreous products 
having good chemical durability. W'aste oxides in the range o f 25 to  40% by 
weight could be incorporated in the matrix. Leach rates o f the product were 
of the order of 10-4 to  10~6 g per cm 2 per day. The characteristics o f a 
typical product are presented in Table II.

It was observed that the presence o f alumina enhanced the melting 
tem perature by 100 to  150°C and also increased the melt viscosity significantly.
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TABLE I. CHARACTERISTICS OF LOW-HEAT-GENERATING 
WASTE (LHGW)

H+ 2.3 M Ce-144 39.82 raCi/L

N03 5.2 M Cs-137 429.32 mCi/L

Na+ 1.78 M Cs-134 6.18 mCi/L

Alw 0.32 M Ru-106 20.02 mCi/L

U+ Ac 5.65 g/L * Sr-90 384.79 mCi/L

TDS 235 g/L Gross (3,7 1.97 Ci/L

TABLE II. CHARACTERISTICS OF VITRIFIED LHGW PRODUCT 
(W/O : S i02 : B20 3 :: 40 : 50 : 10)

Fusion Pouring p a к Oß Leachability3
temp. temp.
(°C) (°C) (g/ml) (“С“1) (W per m per °K) (N/mm2) (g per cm2 per day)

900 1050 2.56 1.17 X 10~6 0.88 163 10“5

a Boiling water static leaching.

In comparison to  the parent glass, prolonged heating at higher tem peratures 
was also essential.to obtain a fully glassy product. With waste oxides 
incorporation beyond 35%, hom ogeneity was difficult to achieve even with an 
extended soaking period.

3.2. Bituminous matrices

Mexphalt 10/20, Mexphalt R 115/15 and emulsion MS were evaluated for 
incorporation o f LHGW. NaOH and Ca(OH)2 were used for neutralization as 
alternatives. Waste salt incorporation in the product ranged from 25 to  50%.
A volume reduction ranging from 1.2 to  2 could be achieved. A general 
increase in the leach rate was observed with an increase in the percentage salt 
incorporation. The products formed using Ca(OH)2 as the neutralizing agent 
had poor homogeneity. The presence o f aluminium in LHGW appears to  
enhance viscosity o f the product. The products obtained with emulsion MS 
had better plasticity, whereas from leachability considerations, Mexphalt. 10/20 
gave superior products. Table III presents characteristics of a typical 
bituminized LHGW product.
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Type of % Salts p 
bitumen (g/ml)

Softening point 
R&B (°C)

Leachability 
(g per cm2 per day)

Moisture
(%)

Mexphalt 40 1.28 
10/20-

96 ~ 1 0 -4 <1

TABLE IV. CHARACTERISTICS OF CEMENT 
(WASTE : CEMENT :: 25 : 75)

-  LHGW PRODUCT

Type of p Porosity 
cement (g/ml) (%)

Leachability 
(g per cm2 per day)

О с
i (N/mm2)

Homogeneity

Portland 1.7 27 ~ 1 0 “2 11.75 Poor

TABLE V. CHARACTERISTICS OF CEMENT/EPOXY/LHGW PRODUCT 
(WASTE : CEMENT : EPOXY :: 25 : 65 : 10)

Type of P Porosity Leachability ac Homogeneity
cement (g/ml) (%) (g per cm2 per day) (N/mm2)

Portland 1.3 10 ~ 1.0 -3 17.5 Fair

3.3. Cement and cement-based matrices

Incorporation o f neutralized waste in cement yielded a product having 
poor chemical durability. The product’s homogeneity suffered from non-uniform 
distribution of solids. Table IV summarizes characteristics of a typical product.

The presence of significant amounts o f aluminium and nitrates adversely 
affected the mechanical strength o f the product. It was also recognized 
that uniform removal o f heat would be essential for manufacturing large-size 
monolithic blocks w ithout significant fractures.

With the use of commercially available plasticizers and polymers, some 
of these problems could be overcome leading to  products having improved 
chemical durability [2]. Among these cem ent/polym er composites, 
cement-epoxy system (CES) was found to  be the most satisfactory. Details 
are presented in Table V.
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TABLE VI. CHARACTERISTICS OF POLYESTER/STYRENE/LHGW PRODUCT 
(WASTE : POLYMER :: 50 : 50)

Grade p
(g/ml)

к
(W per m per °K)

Leachability 
(g per cm2 per day)

Flammability2
(s)

°c
(N/mm2)

Isophthalic 1.17 0.53 3.4 X 10"6 3 -4 34.3

a As per ASTM-D-635

TABLE VII. CHARACTERISTICS OF BARRIER-IMPREGNATED
POLYMER/LHGW PRODUCT
(WASTE : BIP : VERMICULITE :: 45 : 45 : 10)

Grade p
(g/ml)

к
(W per m per °K)

Leachability 
(g per cm2 per day)

Flammability3
(s)

Oc
(N/mm2)

Isophthalic 1.22 0.49 2.8 X 10“7 3 -4 29.5

a As per ASTM-D-635.

Since the cost o f epoxy was of concern, attem pts were made to replace 
it with cheaper polymers such as unsaturated polyester. However, initial 
results were not encouraging.

3.4. Polymer matrices

Incorporation of waste in unsaturated polyester-styrene (isophthalic grade) 
with catalytic curing in ambient conditions yielded monolithic products of 
whitish appearance having durability o f about 10~6 g per cm 2 per day for 
caesium [2]. Waste incorporation up to 50% by volume could be achieved.
The characteristics o f the product are presented in Table VI.

The product had good homogeneity. The black dots in white honeycomb 
structure, in the product micrograph presented in F ig .l, reveal uniform 
distribution o f  waste in the matrix.

A barrier-impregnated polym er (BIP) matrix, which is essentially a modified 
version o f the system described previously, was developed to improve further 
upon chemical durability. In this system, vermiculite fines are used to act as a 
primary barrier for entrapping specific radionuclides in it, and this is further 
immobilized in the polyester-styrene system. The product showed a marked 
improvement in chemical durability. The product characteristics o f BIP matrix 
are presented in Table VII.
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FIG.], Micrographs o f  (A ) po lym erized  LH GW  product (50:50), (B) vermiculite impregnated  
po lym erizedL H G W  (pre-concentrated) product (10:45:45),
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4. SELECTION OF MATRIX

The approach for the selection of a matrix was guided by the characteristics 
o f LHGW, the storage system envisaged and technoeconom ic considerations.
An evaluation o f  various options detailed in section 3 is given below.

4.1. Cement matrix offered the maximum cost benefit. However, it was found 
unsuitable on account o f  its poor durability. Although as regards durability 
the cem ent/epoxy system (CES) compared favourably with o ther polymer 
systems, it is not cost-effective.

4.2. The bituminized waste product was less durable than vitreous and poly
mer products. Its radiation stability, too, was of major concern, imposing 
limitations on activity incorporation. This in turn offsets the cost advantage 
o f a bitum inous system. In view o f the above, adoption of this system was 
not favoured.

4.3. Borosilicate m atrix yielded vitrified products having the m ost desirable 
properties. However, on account of higher TDS in LHGW, the volume reduction 
obtainable in vitrification is greatly reduced, with the consequence of reduced 
throughput o f plant and a resultant increase in the cost o f conditioning and 
storage in this rather expensive system. Adoption of this process would 
require substantial capital investment. Considering the above and the low 
specific activity of waste, it is felt that if  a cheaper matrix o f comparable 
characteristics is available and the storage system is suitably engineered, 
conditioning this waste to  the extent o f  immobilization in vitreous matrices 
would not even be necessary.

4.4. As against the above, products obtained from use o f BIP matrix had 
comparable characteristics. It is also cheaper by far. This process is simpler 
and lends itself to  in-situ solidification at ambient conditions. Hence, 
substantial capital investment is not required for adoption of this system. 
However, the aspect o f biodégradation was o f concern as regards this matrix. 
Though isophthalic grade polyester is itself classified as non-biodegradable [3], 
the m atrix has been checked for degradation under accelerated tests. A proven 
algicide (Alginol) is used with the m atrix as an additional safeguard. The 
process in industrial-scale operation for in-situ solidification o f about
200 000 litres o f LHGW is based on a BIP system.

5. CONDITIONING PROCESS

The process schematic and its salient features are presented in Fig.2.
This batch process essentially involves receiving LHGW in conditioning tanks
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FIG.2. Process schem atic and process.
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K E Y  PLAN

PLAN
SECTIO N B-B

FIG.3. L a yo u t and details o f  RC C  trench (dimensions are in mm).
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emplaced in the repository, neutralization, incorporation o f vermiculite fines, 
volume reduction by hot dehumidified air and mixing with pre-prepared matrix. 
Thorough mixing ensures émulsification and uniform dispersal o f solids. Mixing 
is continued till the initiation o f gelation is indicated by a marked rise in 
viscosity. The product then cures to form a monolithic block with the associated 
heat o f polym erization resulting in an exotherm  with centreline tem perature 
reaching a peak o f around 80°C. Finally, the product is enveloped with 
bitum en and the conditioning tank is sealed.

6. REPOSITORY AND CONTAINMENT

6.1. Repository

The conditioning and storage site [4] selected for the management o f LHGW 
is located at Tarapur. As shown in the key plan o f  Fig.3, trench com partm ents 
numbering 1 to 6 are in use. O uter surfaces o f RCC trenches are provided with 
waterproofing tiles.

Each com partm ent houses a battery o f  nine conditioning tanks. The 
custom-built carbon steel tank is fitted with a disposable type o f agitator and a 
few other nozzles to cater for process needs [5]. The tank internals are given 
coats o f solventless epoxy while its outer surfaces are protected by water
proofing treatm ent with a thick layer o f bitum en and tar-felt wrapping.
Figure 4 presents typical details o f a conditioning tank.

The voids between tanks and trench are filled with backfill material.
Final closure is effected by casting a thick layer o f  concrete over the slabs, 
followed by special waterproofing treatm ent.

6.2. Containment

As described earlier, the storage system comprises a number o f barriers 
designed to  achieve the desired level of containm ent. While primary contain
ment is provided by the conditioned waste, an RCC trench acts as the final 
engineered barrier. A 20 mm thick bitum en coat, which is given by taking 
advantage o f the shrinkage o f product on hardening, provides an additional 
built-in barrier.

The backfill material, which is used to fill the voids, is essentially an 
adm ixture o f naturally occurring clay minerals. Its composition and 
characteristics are given in Table VIII.

The backfill material, on account of its high exchange capacity, selectivity, 
sorption capacity, capability to act as valency modifier and formation of 
complexes, is expected to help in retardation and containm ent o f radioactivity
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CAPACITY 
DESIGN CODE 
DESIGN TEMP. 
DESIGN PRESS. 
CONSTRUCTION 
MATERIAL 
. 1. PLATE 

2. PIPES 
INSPECTION 
TESTING

PROTECTION
1. INSIDE

2. OUTSIDE

WEIGHT
1. EMPTY
2. FILLED

4. 2 m3
IS-803-1976 
200° С 
1 ATM.
A LL WELDED

IS-2002, Gr. 2A 
ÍS-1239, MEDIUM 
DYE PENETRANT 
HYDRAULIC

: SOLVENTLESS EPOXY 
(10TO 1 5 MILS)

: BITUMEN & TARFELT

: 950 kg 
: 3,510 kg

NOZZLE SCHEDULE 
N1 
N2 
N3

WASTE INLET 
AIR INLET 
ADDITIVES AND 
MATRIX INLET 
INSTRUMENTATION 
PROBE
OFF-GAS OUTLET

FIG. 4. Details o f  conditioning tank.

TABLE VIII. BACKFILL MATERIAL COMPOSITION AND 
CHARACTERISTICS

Composition Bulk density Porosity Kj (Cs-137)
Material (wt%) (g/ml) (%) (ml/g)

Quartz 52

Bentonite 23

Vermiculite 14

Montmorillonite 2

Attapulgite 2

Apatite 2

Magnetite 5
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W ATER TABLE
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ENGINEERED
BARRIER

METHODOLOGY -  В
-  MIGRATION BY CROSSFLOW
-  UNDIRECTIONAL DISPERSION
-  ENGINEERED BA R R IER S PRESENT

NUM ER IC AL
A N A LY S IS

GROUND SOIL
W ATER FLOW CHARACTERISTICS

FIG. 5. A nalytical m odel o f  radionuclide migration.
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for significantly long time periods. This also helps in providing mechanical 
stability and, on account o f its high swelling characteristics, in reducing 
groundwater flow through the repository.

7. ASSESSMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

For the analysis of environmental impact, the storage system needs to  be 
characterized. The major aspects to be considered in this regard are repository 
characteristics (dimensions, backfill/buffer, structurais) arid geosphere 
characteristics (geology, hydrogeology, geochemistry and geothermal con
siderations). However, for this type o f  shallow repository, where conditioned 
waste is stored near the surface, migration of radioactivity is essentially 
governed by the annual precipitation, characteristics o f conditioned waste, 
efficiency o f  engineered barriers, groundwater hydrology and characteristics 
of soil around the repository.

As mentioned earlier, the repository is located at Tarapur, where ground
water is generally confined to soil and weathered rock zones which extend 
up to a depth of 16 m [4]. During the m onsoon, with the average annual 
precipitation of 170 cm, the top soil gets recharged and the water-table rises 
almost to ground level. However, after monsoon very rapid receding o f the 
water-table takes place and the soil dries up completely in a short period of 
time. Therefore, for this repository, any migration o f radioactivity on account 
of leaching could take place only during this three to four m onths o f peak and 
post-monsoon periods. The porosity of soil ranges between 35 to 45% and 
bulk density is in the range 1.2 to  1.5 g/ml. Laboratory analysis of several 
samples of soil around this site indicated k¿ values o f 1500 to  2500 ml/g 
for Cs and 150 to 500 ml/g for Sr.

With the above considerations, alternative methodologies of radionuclide 
migration from the repository were worked out. These are presented in Fig.5.
The analysis is based on the solution of the general transport equation modified 
from case to case to  take into account the above methodologies [6]. In 
Fig.6, the activity profile at a distance of 20 metres from the repository is 
presented. As expected, activity builds up to a peak value o f 0.986 X 10-4 juCi/m3 
after a period o f 160 years beyond which the activity declines in an asym ptotic 
manner. The effectiveness o f engineered barriers is evident from the curve for 
Methodology B. The same is brought out more clearly in Fig.7, where maximum 
concentration values o f activity build-up are plotted against distance from the 
repository. The activity contours for M ethodology C, where the release of 
radionuclides is due to  seepage o f water into the repository and its radial 
dispersion in ground environment, are presented in Fig.8.
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FIG. 6. Concentration profile for 1 3 7 C i .
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FIG. 7 .  Maximum concentration profile for 1 3 7 C j .
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FIG. 8. Concentration contours for 1 3 7 Cs.

8. CONCLUSION

Prior to  hot industrial runs, active blocks up to  the size o f 1 m 3 were 
m anufactured. These were tested for quality assurance to build up confidence 
that the blocks from industrial-scale operation would have all the desired 
properties. Provisions exist for solid sampling as well as for evaluation o f the 
effectiveness o f  different stages o f conditioning for hot blocks. Full-scale 
evaluation o f the solidified matrices will follow. The present operation to 
solidify 200 000 litres of waste with about 0.5 million curies of radioactivity is 
expected to  conclude before the end o f 1982.
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ABBREVIATIONS

К Thermal Conductivity W per m per °K
a Coefficient o f Expansion (“C )-1
P Density g/ml
Oß Bending Strength N/mm2
°c Compressive Strength N /m m 2
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Abstract

CEC RESEARCH ACTIVITIES INTO THE IMMOBILIZATION OF VOLATILE 
RADIONUCLIDES FROM REPROCESSING.

Immobilization and storage of volatile radionuclides is part of the European Community’s 
research programme in the area of radioactive waste management and storage. Since the first 
multiannual R&D Programme of Indirect Action, started in 1975, numerous research projects 
were and are being supported by means of contracts concluded with various organizations and 
companies in the Member States. Among the volatile radionuclides particular attention is given 
to krypton-85, tritium , iodine-129 and carbon-14. As to krypton-85, the methods studied concern 
its incorporation into a metal matrix by ion sputtering, its locking up into zeolites and its filling 
into pressure bottles. For the latter, temporary storage in engineered structures on land and 
sea disposal have been evaluated. In addition, possible liquid metal embrittlement o f structural 
and container materials by rubidium, the decay product of krypton, has been investigated. 
Concerning the immobilization of tritium , methods of fixation with calcium phosphates and 
as metal hydrides have been studied in connection with a preceding screening study on the 
subject. For iodine-129, a comprehensive study has been drawn up which gives a detailed state 
of the relevant management technologies, taking into account the radiological aspects. Regarding 
finally carbon-14, an assessment study has recently been taken up evaluating the state of know
ledge and pointing out possible research requirements.

1. INTRODUCTION

The first research programme (indirect action) of the European Community 
in the field of radioactive waste management and storage covered the period 
from 1975 to 1979.

A second programme was subsequently decided upon for the years 1980—84 
and is running at present.

The research subjects are manifold. They are grouped into a num ber of sub- 
programmes according to  the different waste categories, their treatm ent and 
conditioning m ethods and their storage or disposal concepts.

The research work of the so-called indirect programme is implemented by 
means o f contracts, in general of the cost-sharing type, between the executor of the 
work and the Commission.
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As to the subprogramme on gaseous wastes, 15 different experimental or desk 
studies were carried out during the Com m unity’s first research programme, while 
support has been granted to date for nine projects within the second programme.

In the field of management o f gaseous wastes, chief importance has been given 
to the management of the well-known volatile radionuclides krypton-85, tritium , 
iodine-129 and carbon-14.

Also, some attention was given to other airborne fission products and to 
improved aerosol filtration methods.

The work that will be described in the following deals with the research into 
the immobilization of the above-mentioned four radionuclides. It relates to  the 
activities carried out in the two m ultiannual programmes.

2. IMMOBILIZATION OF KRYPTON-85

In the course of growing capacity for the reprocessing of nuclear fuel elements, 
a point will probably be reached where the release o f krypton-85 into the atm os
phere needs to  be limited.

Techniques should therefore be made available in time that would allow us 
to immobilize and to  store this radioactive fission gas over a period o f the order 
of 100 years. This would allow its radioactivity to  decline largely by natural 
decay, the half life of 85Kr being 10.7 years.

In the scope of the CEC programme several R&D projects were proposed 
to this end and have been completed or are still going on at present. They deal 
with different immobilization and storage techniques for krypton gas, such as 
incorporation into a metal m atrix, enclosure into zeolites and confinem ent in 
pressure bottles.

The immobilization m ethods used and their achievement are briefly 
summarized hereafter.

2.1. Incorporation into metals by ion sputtering

This technique is being studied by the UKAEA at Harwell. It uses the 
electrical glow discharge in a cylindrical container between a concentric metal 
electrode and the surrounding wall [ 1 ].

The krypton gas contained in the annular space is ionized and implanted on 
the surface of the wall as a first step. Thereafter the voltage polarity is reversed 
and metal atoms from the centre electrode are sputtered onto the gas layer 
adherent to the wall. The krypton is thus buried as small gas bubbles in the 
metal layer being successively sputtered on the inner wall o f the container.

The glow discharge operates at 3 to 5 kV and under sub-atmosperic pressure. 
By using copper as the sputtering metal, krypton loads o f up to  170 litres gas
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(STP) per litre of metal m atrix have been achieved. It means about 5 at.% of 
gas in the metal matrix.

O ther metals also such as nickel are being tested. The metal m atrix con
taining the gas bubbles shows good thermal stability. Only when heated above 
several hundred °C does gas release become significant.

The process development has presently arrived at a stage of half-scale pilot- 
plant tests, using inactive krypton gas. The electrical power input corresponds 
to 30 kW which generates a gas incorporation rate o f about 0.3 L/h.

The krypton immobilization product that is finally recovered from the process 
consists o f a metal (copper) tube o f about 250 mm diameter with about 20 mm 
thickness of deposit layer. With a length of 1 m, such a tube could contain about 
2 000 L of krypton gas.

The R&D work done so far should perm it progress towards the demonstra
tion of the process under ‘h o t’ operating conditions with radioactive krypton 
throughput.

2.2. Enclosure into zeolites

The gas absorption capability o f so-called zeolites is well-known. This has 
stimulated research into its application for the storage of krypton gas. Work 
performed at the Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe (KfK) on the long-term 
storage of radioactive krypton concerns the fixation in type 5-A zeolite by 
means of a process using elevated pressures and tem peratures [2 ].

Effective trapping of the krypton is obtained by charging the gas onto the 
zeolite in a pressure vessel. For instance, the applied pressure can be about 300 
bar with the corresponding tem perature about 500°C. The krypton becomes 
irreversibly enclosed in the zeolite m atrix, due to a structural change of the material 
under the given conditions. Gas leakage from the loaded m atrix is found to  be 
very low, even at tem peratures up to about 400°C.

The gas storage capacity of this zeolite material is of the order of 35 cm3 STP/g 
depending upon the impregnating conditions.

The development of this immobilization m ethod at KfK also includes in
vestigations into other relevant aspects of the m atrix material in order to  assess 
its possible use. Work is progressing for the dem onstration of the process in a 
small-scale technical set-up.

A different approach to  krypton storage in zeolites is found in a research 
project with the University o f Antwerp [3]. The m ethod is based on what may be 
called ‘pore size engineering’. K rypton fixation is there achieved by combining 
the gas adsorption with an adequate modification of the zeolite structure. The 
pore size m odification is obtained by a chemical treatm ent o f the zeolite with 
substances such as silane and borane, that create obstructions in the zeolite channels 
so that the desorption of gas molecules is prevented. The process operates at 
comparatively low pressures and tem peratures, around am bient conditions.
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The development of this m ethod is in its initial stage. To date, krypton 
encapsulation loads of about 10 cm3 STP/g of zeolite have been achieved. The 
specimens obtained from tests on a laboratory scale showed a basic stability against 
gas desorption also in the presenceof water, bu t would need the tem perature 
stability to be improved and the radiation resistance to be checked. Also ex
perim entation on a technical scale would be needed for a further assessment of 
the m ethod. ■ • ' '

2.3. Confinement in pressure bottles

A most straightforward m ethod of krypton immobilization appears to be 
to  load it into pressure bottles. In order to  show the possible problems involved 
with such a solution, the Commission sponsored different research projects that 
were executed at various places. The nature of the supported research activities 
was complementary for drawing up a comprehensive picture seen from  different 
aspects.

Two contracts were carried out at the Kernforschungsanlage (KFA), Jülich, 
researching the technical feasibility of krypton confinem ent in pressurized 
containers with long-time storage on land [4] and its disposal on the deep ocean 
bed [5]. At the level of a conceptual engineering study the technical system of 
krypton bottling, transport and storage in a specially designed deposit was analysed. 
Critical points.particularly examined were the leaktightness of the recommended 
50 L bottles, the removal.of the krypton decay heat and possible container 
corrosion by liquid rubidium (the-85 Kr decay product). In addition, safety aspects 
were considered as well as a cost estimate. For storage on land, the maximum 
gas pressure in the bottle was evaluated at about 60 bar by taking into account 
the krypton decay heat. Its dissipation is obtained by free convection cooling 
of the bottle at a wall tem perature o f about 125°C.

For disposal on the deep ocean bed, 30 L bottles were proposed, equipped 
with a special pressure relief valve for adm itting water at. a certain depth.

Both m ethods, the on-land storage and the deep-sea disposal o f krypton, 
proved technically feasible. However, the cost o f the latter was estimated at about 
only one ten th  of that for storage on land. ,

. A nother project,carried out by the Energieonderzoek Centrum Nederland 
(ECN) at Petten, concerned still more specifically the concept of sea disposal of 
radiokrypton [6]. A double-wall spherical pressure vessel o f 50 L volume has 
there been proposed. This design was to  satisfy possible safety requirements for 
transportation as well as for disposal at an ocean depth of 5000 m. Also, conr 
sidération was given to  the radiological effect of possible krypton release from 
the sea bed.

At this point is should be noted that currently no official guidelines or 
conventions exist that would allow public transportation of pressurized gases
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of high-activity content nor their disposal into the sea. The IAEA sea dumping 
convention only applies to  low-activity wastes.

The above-mentioned research m ust therefore be regarded as o f exploratory 
value.

Two more R&D works still have to  be m entioned under this heading.
The nuclear research centre (CEN-SCK) at Mol made a study on the pressure- 

reducing effect o f charcoal brought into a krypton pressure bottle [7 ]. Because 
of a decay heat evacuation problem, the benefit of pressure reduction is partly 
negated. It seems tha t about a factor o f  two can be gained in pressure.

The possible danger of liquid m etal em brittlem ent (LME) o f the krypton 
pressure vessels by the decay product rubidium-85 was specifically studied in a 
project with the United Kingdom Atomic Energy A uthority at Harwell [8 ]. No 
evidence of a drastic LME attack was however revealed for the structural materials 
being commonly considered.

3. IMMOBILIZATION OF TR ITIUM

Next to  krypton-85 also the immobilization of tritium  was investigated within 
the scope of the CEC programme during the first m ultiannual period.

The United Kingdom Atomic Energy A uthority at Harwell drew up a study 
to survey and assess candidate solid materials for the im m obilization of tritium, 
arising in particular in the wastes o f reprocessing plants [9 ]. The problem relates 
mainly to inland plants where the preferable direct discharge o f tritium , in liquid 
form, to  the sea cannot be applied as in the case of a coastal site.

The study reviews the possible m ethods‘for volume reduction of the tritiated 
water and for tritium  enrichm ent respectively, im portant steps before any immobili
zation. It then considers the different materials that may come into question for 
an immobilization m atrix, for example inorganic hydrates, metal hydrides, organic 
polymers and cement.

The first two were found to  show interesting properties that would merit 
further experimental studies. In follow-up work, the UKAEA then investigated 
in an experimental programme specifically the hydroxyapatite, which is a calcium 
phosphate com pound, and the zirconium hydrides [10]. The form er was finally 
considered no t suitable for tritium  immobilization, but the la tte r were recommended 
because o f their promising properties, in particular with regard to  thermal 
stability, and their good corrosion resistance in air and in water. What remains to 
be verified still by ‘h o t’ (active) testing is for instance the stability o f the tritiated 
zirconium hydride against radiation damage.

Also a thorough engineering analysis of such an im m obilization m ethod would 
need to  be done with regard to  cost and to  operational hazards involved with 
processes dealing with tritium  enrichm ent and highly tritiated media.
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In a comprehensive study, the possible modes of managing the long-lived 
radionuclide iodine-129 were examined [11]. This work was performed jointly 
under contract with the United Kingdom Atomic Energy A uthority, the UK 
National Radiological Protection Board and the Commissariat à l’Energie Atomique 
in France.

All the different aspects o f radioiodine management are dealt with, including 
the arising, the trapping, the immobilization, the radiological impact of possible 
release as well as the technical economics of complete management schemes.

In a review seminar in September 1981 this study was presented to  and 
discussed by an international audience of specialists in the field [11].

While iodine trapping from the dissolver off-gas of fuel reprocessing is 
technically well developed, immobilization m ethods in view of long-term isolation 
(disposal) of radioiodine need to be explored still further.

The often suggested incorporation of inorganic iodides or iodates into a 
cement m atrix presents problems of radiation stability and long-term leaching 
resistance. The most promising of those still appears to  be the barium iodate 
(B a (I0 3)2 /cem ent composite.

Apart from cost grounds, the fixation of iodine to silver (Agi) appears to be 
ideal with regard to  stability behaviour. Next ranges copper iodide (Cul) but this 
is less stable than could be wished.

The fixation of radioiodine on silver-impregnated material such as zeolites 
or special silica (so-called ‘AC 6120’ material) is therefore recommended, and 
all the more because these materials can simultaneously serve for iodine trapping 
from off-gas streams. Better knowledge is however needed to  show whether their 
leaching resistance is satisfactory under disposal conditions.

It should be m entioned here that it seems not possible anyhow to guarantee 
the immobilization of iodine-129 for a substantial fraction of its long half-life 
of 17 million years. The objective must therefore be to have an immobilizing matrix 
with an iodine release rate low enough not to give rise to a radiolological hazard under 
the chosen modes of storage and disposal.

For completeness, another experimental project may still be m entioned, done 
under contract with the University of Rennes in France [12]. The tested low- 
melting-point fluoride glasses for iodine incorporation showed only poor leach 
resistance in water and were therefore considered not suitable.

4. IODINE-129 MANAGEMENT

5. CARBON-14 FIXATION

Concerning finally the immobilization of carbon-14, this question is being 
investigated at present as part of an assessment study on carbon-14 management.
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The study has been drawn up by the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority 
at Harwell. It covers in a comparable m anner with the aforem entioned iodine study the 
whole spectrum of possible management modes for carbon-14. Although the 
results of the study are not yet fully available, it can be said that the technologies 
for dealing with this particular radionuclide may readily be derived from conven
tional processes. This is because the carbon-14 appears in the form of carbon dioxide.

It can be retained, for instance, by passing the radioactive off-gases through 
alkaline solutions, e.g. sodium hydroxide (double alkali process) or calcium 
hydroxide. The insoluble calcium carbonate is obtained, which can be drawn 
o ff for immobilization by cementing.

This appears a straightforward and cheap m ethod, although leach rate studies 
would need to be conducted in particular to confirm that the cem ent compound 
shows a suitable stability under storage and disposal conditions.

Also, other carbon-14 immobilization m ethods can be imagined. They will 
have to be judged in the light o f the radiological assessment of possible carbon-14 
release which is part of the study under way.
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Abstract-Аннотация

DEVELOPMENT OF PROCESSES FOR INCORPORATION OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE IN 
GLASS/METAL COMPOUNDS AND CERAMIC MATERIALS.

The paper gives the results of studies on incorporation of radioactive waste in glass-metal 
compounds and also in porous inorganic materials, which are thereafter converted into vitreous 
or ceramic products.

РАЗРАБОТКА ПРОЦЕССОВ ВКЛЮЧЕНИЯ РАДИОАКТИВНЫХ ОТХОДОВ В СТЕКЛОМЕТАЛЛИ
ЧЕСКИЕ КОМПОЗИЦИИ И КЕРАМИЧЕСКИЕ МАТЕРИАЛЫ.
Приводятся результаты исследований по включению радиоактивных отходов в стеклометалличес
кие композиции, а также в пористые неорганические материалы с последующим их превращением 
в стеклообразные продукты или керамику.

Точка зрения о необходимости отверждения жидких отходов высокого и сред
него уровня радиоактивности является в настоящее время общепризнанной. Дискус
сионными являются лишь вопросы выбора материалов или их комбинаций, пригодных 
для надежной фиксации радионуклидов, возможных вариантов технологического и 
инженерного воплощения процессов отверждения, а также путей последующей долго
временной изоляции отвержденных продуктов. Высокая степень неопределенности 
наших знаний о скорости делокализации радионуклидов в отвержденной композиции, 
скорости рассеивания долгоживущих радионуклидов в той или иной среде и, особенно, 
ее изменении во времени, которое может исчисляться многими тысячами лет, диктует 
необходимость осторожных и дифференцированных решений. Осложняющими факто
рами при обращении с высокоактивными отходами (BAO) являются значительная 
удельная мощность тепловыделения и большие радиационные нагрузки.
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У нас в стране и в ряде зарубежных стран успешно развиваются работы по остек- 
ловыванию B A O  с получением фосфатных или боросиликатных стеклоблоков. Н акоп

лена значительная информация о свойствах модельных и реальных остеклованных 

продуктов, технологическом и инженерном воплощении процессов [ 1 - 4 ]. Получен

ные данные говорят о достаточно высокой степени универсальности метода остекло- 

вывания, его применимости для отверждения отходов различного состава, о разнооб

разии возможных путей его практического воплощения. Однако многие вопросы, 

связанные с остекловыванием отходов, продолжают оставаться открытыми. Это свя

зано, прежде всего, с метастабильностью стеклоподобных продуктов любого типа и 

трудной предсказуемостью их поведения во времени, особенно при наличии возмуща
ющих воздействий.

Поэтому, наряду с развитием и совершенствованием технологии и инженерного 

воплощения способа остекловывания, исследователи многих стран ведут интенсивный 
поиск иных решений, иных материалов и их комбинаций с целью обеспечения более 

надежной локализации B A O  на уровне еще первичных барьеров. Для достижения 
этой цели проводится работа по включению BA O  в различного типа керамические, ме

таллокерамические, стеклометаллические матрицы и композиции [1,2, 5 ]. Проводят

ся также исследования и у нас в стране (например [6] ) .  В настоящем сообщении 
представлены некоторые из результатов этих работ.

В К Л Ю Ч Е Н И Е  В Ы С О К О А К Т И В Н Ы Х  О ТХ О Д О В  В С Т Е К Л О М Е Т А Л Л И Ч Е С К И Е  
КО М П О ЗИ Ц И И

Разработка технологии включения BA O  в стеклометаллические композиции 

(стеклогранулы  с отходами в металлической матрице) направлена на получение про
д уктов отверждения, обладающих значительно более высокой, чем у  стеклоблоков, 
теплопроводностью при одновременном увеличении химической, радиационной и 
механической устойчивости. В конечном итоге это должно позволить получить ко м 
пактные изделия с высокой удельной активностью, пригодные для надежного хра
нения и захоронения в различных условиях. Развитие этого способа представляется 

особенно перспективным для фиксации отходов с вы соким  содержанием радионук

лидов, имеющих большие периоды полураспада, в частности для концентратов транс

урановых элементов, а также отходов, получаемых при переработке топлива реакто
ров на бы стры х нейтронах.

Для начальной отработки технологии и аппаратуры включения B A O  в стекломе
таллические композиции, наработки промежуточных и конечных продуктов в целях 
всестороннего изучения их свойств была создана установка СМ К -1, схема которой 
представлена на рис. 1. Установка, предназначенная для работы с модельными отхо

дами, состоит из роторного концентратора-денитратора, керамического плавителя- 
гранулятора, дискового устройства для приема стеклогранул и устройства для вклю 
чения стеклогранул в металлическую матрицу.
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Рис. 1. Схема установки CMK-1 для вклю чения BAO в стеклометаллические композиции :

1 -  емкость с НСООН; 2 -  емкость с BAO; 3 -  дозаторы; 4 -  электродвигатель;

5 — роторный концентратор; 6 -  холодильник; 7 -  система газоулавливания;

8 -  конденсатор; 9 -  контейнер-сборник; 10 -  наружный контейнер; 11 -  компрессор;

12 -  приемный диск; 13 -  плавитель-гранулятор: а) вода; б) слив конденсата; в) воздух.

Концентратор представляет собой цилиндрический тонкопленочный роторный 
испаритель вертикального типа. Внутри аппарата находится консольно-закрепленный 
ротор. По длине ротора располагаются жесткозакрепленные скребки. Зазор между 
внутренней стенкой и скребком  равен 1 мм. Обогрев концентратора осущ ествляется 
печью сопротивления, которая для облегчения обслуживания установки выполнена 

разборной.
Керамический тигель-плавитель емкостью 220 см 3 имеет ф орм у вы тянутого ста

кана, в донной части которого находится сливной патрубок из платины. Этот патру
бок служит запорным устройством, обеспечивающим выдержку расплава в тигле до 

полного проваривания стекла и капельное истечение стекломассы с получением гра

нул заданного размера.

Керамический материал для плавителя разрабатывается совместно с кафедрой 

огнеупоров Л Т И  им. Ленсовета специально для условий варки высокоагрессивных 

фосфатны х стекол. Выявлена перспективность огнеупора на основе оксидов алюми

ния, хрома и циркония и способа изготовления плавителя методом изостатического 

прессования.
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Рис, 2. Результаты термогравиметрического анализа осадка из концентратора без жидкой фазы 

(Д ТГ  -  дифференциально-термогравиметрический анализ, ТГ -  температурный градиент).

итг

Рис. 3. Результаты термогравиметрического анализа осадка из концентратора с жидкой фазой.
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Испытания, проведенные в динамическом режиме на установке С М К -1, показа
ли, что плавитель мало подвержен пропитке компонентами расплава и обладает вы 

сокой коррозионной устойчивостью. Д ля варки стекол используются электропечь 
сопротивления мощностью 2 к В т, что позволяет получать в нем температуру до 1100° С.

Вращаемое дисковое устройство для приема стеклогранул имеет диаметр 275 мм. 
Над ним неподвижно расположен нож-толкатель, который сбрасывает гранулы в кон- 

тейнер-сборник.
Узел получения стеклометаллических композиций состоит из печи сопротивле

ния для нагревания заполненного гранулами контейнера и расплавления материала 
матрицы, водоохлаждаемой подставки и устройства для погружения контейнера под 

слой жидкого металла.
На данном этапе исследований изучается включение отходов в гранулы фосф ат

ных стекол и распределение последних в матрице на основе сплавов свинца. В качест

ве денитрующего агента используется муравьиная кислота.
Процесс начинается непрерывной подачей в верхнюю часть концентратора-денит- 

ратора из двух независимых емкостей исходного нитратно-фосфатного раствора и 

муравьиной кислоты. Происходит упаривание раствора до получения сиропообраз

ной фосфатной массы, содержащей до 50 об % мелкодисперсной твердой фазы, и час

тичная денитрация, полнота которой зависит, прежде всего, от времени задержки рас
твора в аппарате и заданной температуры на его стенке. Наиболее полно денитрация 

протекала при температуре 110- 120°С. Исходный раствор имел следующий состав:

N a N 0 3 — 137 г/л, A 1 (N 0 3) 3 — 92 г/л, F e ( N 0 3) 3 -  24 г/л, C s N 0 3 — 21 г/л,

S r  ( N 0 3 ) j  -  14 г/л, Н 3 РО 4 -  172 г/л, H N 0 3 -  100 г/л.

С целью выяснения протекающих в фосфатной массе превращений к а к  на стадии 

ее получения, так и при последующем нахождении в плавителе, были проведены рентге

нофазовый и дифференциально-термический анализы (РФ А  и Д Т А ) образующегося в 
концентраторе мелкодисперсного осадка с отделением его от жидкой фазы и в ее при
сутствии.

Термодериватограммы исследованных продуктов приведены на рис. 2 и 3. Сов

местное рассмотрение результатов РФ А и Д Т А  позволило установить, что мелкодис
персный осадок представляет собой сложное рентгеноаморфное образование, из кото
рого в ходе термообработки выкристаллизовываются алюмонатриевый пирофосфат 
N aA lP 20 7 и ортофосфат алюминия А 1Р04 .

Первое соединение является доминирующим вплоть до его плавления при темпе
ратуре 780-800°С . В ходе дальнейшего повышения температуры основной фазой стано
вится ортофосфат алюминия. Термообработка образующегося осадка в присутствии 
жидкой фазы приводит к  образованию других, более легкоплавких соединений, типа 

N a P 0 3 и N a3 А12 ( Р 0 4 ) 3. Благодаря их присутствию весь образец в интервале 
650-750° С переходит в расплавленное состояние. При охлаждении этого расплава, 

прогретого до 1000° С, смесь застывала в виде рентреноаморфного стеклообразного 
продукта.
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Рис. 4. Схема способов отверждения отходов с применением пористых материалов.

Ввиду важности надежного каплеобразования в процессе эксплуатации установки 
большое внимание было уделено определению режимов капельного и струйного истече
ния фосфатной стекломассы из тигля-плавителя в зависимости от ее состава, темпера
туры , гидродинамических условий и других параметров.

Исследования показали, что при внутреннем диаметре сливного патрубка из пла
тины 3,0 мм и его длине приблизительно 60 мм в интервале температур 600-800 °С  даже 
при ш ироком варьировании состава стекломасс и высоты столба расплава обеспечивает
ся устойчивое каплеобразование без перехода в режим струйного истечения. Размер по
лучаемых гранул находится в пределах 5,0-5,2 мм.

Изучение механических свойств гранул и исследование их под микроскопом 

показало, что качество готовы х стеклогранул зависит от условий охлаждения на при
емном диске. Оптимальные условия, при которы х гранулы не имели боковы х сколов, 
зон трещиноватости и скопления газовы х пузырьков, достигались только при равно

мерном теплосъеме. Равномерный теплосъем может быть достигнут либо путем повы
шения температуры диска, либо путем теплоизоляции его поверхности.

Абсолютные значения микротвердости получаемых гранул находились в преде

лах 3,5-4,0  ГПа, а прочность их на раздавливание в зависимости от состава и условий 
получения изменялась от 4,1 до 21,8 МПа. Эти результаты свидетельствуют о высокой 
сопротивляемости стеклогранул к а к  абразивным повреждениям, так и статическим 
нагрузкам.
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Определение скорости выщелачивания натрия из получаемых стеклогранул в 
дистиллированную воду при комнатной температуре показало, что в зависимости от 
состава она равна 1СГ10 -  1СГ11 к г -  м -2 ■ с ” 1 (1СГ6 -  1СГ7 г- с м '2 • с у т -1 ) .

Полученные стеклогранулы засыпаются в контейнер, и производится заполнение 
межгранульного пространства расплавленным металлом. Общая масса изделия состав
ляет 5450 г, в том числе 3660 г  приходится на свинец и 1132 г - н а  стеклогранулы. Объ
ем контейнера-сборника — 623 см 3, а насыпной объем стеклогранул — 419 см 3, т.е. ко эф 
фициент заполнения равен 0,67.

Опыт получения первых стеклометаллических изделий при выбранной ко н стр ук
ции приемных систем и технологии заполнения межгранульного пространства металлом 
показал, что расплавленный свинец хорошо заполняет межгранульное пространство. В 
конечном блоке после полного охлаждения видимые пустоты и усадочная раковина не 
наблюдаются. Начато изучение возможности использования в качестве матрицы спла

вов на основе алюминия.
Отработка всех стадий процесса получения стеклометаллических композиций 

на установке С М К -1 и опыт, накопленный в ходе ее эксплуатации, позволили закончить 

рабочее проектирование и начать изготовление установки ГрОМ -1, предназначенной 
для проверки разрабатываемой технологии на реальных BA O  в условиях горячих камер.

В К Л Ю Ч ЕН И Е Р А Д И О А К Т И В Н Ы Х  О ТХ О Д О В  В К Е Р А М И Ч Е С К И Е  М А ТЕР И А Л Ы

Разработка способов включения высоко - и греднеактивных отходов в керамичес
кие материалы различных типов преследует ряд целей. Во-первых, это стремление по

лучить продукты  отверждения отходов, более устойчивые к  различного рода внутренним 

и внешним воздействиям, чем стеклоподобные материалы. Во-вторы х, это стремление 

преодолеть ряд технологических проблем, имеющих место при осуществлении ка к  одно
стадийных, так и двухстадийных схем отверждения, в том числе при остекловывании от
ходов. Кроме того, это поиск возможности использования для фиксации к а к  вы сокоак
тивных, так и среднеактивных отходов доступных й дешевых природных или искуствен- 
ных неорганических материалов.

В настоящей работе приводятся результаты работ лишь по одному из разрабаты
ваемых способов отверждения отходов с использованием пористых неорганических 
материалов и получением в конечном итоге керамических или стеклоподобных про

дуктов. Схема способа с двумя вариантами его завершения представлена на рис. 4.
В качестве объектов исследования нами были выбраны образцы диатомита и 

шамота, характеристика которы х, по данным наших определений, приведена в табл.1.

Эти алюмосиликатные материалы обладают высокой химической стойкостью в кипя
щ их азотнокислых растворах. Изготавливаются они в больших количествах из дос

тупного и дешевого минерального сырья.

Головными операциями разрабатываемой технологии являю тся процессы абсор
бции упаренных ж идких отходов пористым материалом, обезвоживания и кальцина-
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М ассовая до л я  ком понента
О ткры тая О бъемная

М атериал пористость масса
S i0 2 А 1 ,0 3 Fe . О , CaO MgO % г /с м 3

Д иамит 62 30 4 4 30 0,28

Шамот 56 35 5 4 34 0,38

Т А Б Л И Ц А  II. С О С Т А В  М О Д ЕЛ ЬН Ы Х BA O  Д Л Я  О П Ы ТО В С ПОРИСТЫ М И 
М АТЕРИ А Л А М И

Концентрация М ассовая до л я  (по оки слам )
К ом понент г /д м 3 %

N a N 0 3 166,0 50,3

C sN 03 11,4 6,7

S r(N 0 3) , 12,4 5,0
A1(N03)3 34,9 7,0

F e (N 0 3) 3 5,3 1,5

L a (N 0 3) 3 67,1 28,0

Z r 0 (N 0 3)2 3,4 1,5
H N 03 189,0 -

ции солей в его порах. Состав одного из образцов использованных нами модельных 
отходов дается в табл. II.

Применение такого раствора даже при однократном проведении операций абсор
бция — суш ка — кальцинация позволяет ввести в пористый материал до 30 мас.% окис
лов отходов. Количество кальцината, образующегося вне пор материала, при перио

дическом тигельном варианте процесса составляло 2-3% , а в непрерывном варианте, 

осуществляемом на созданной нами установке типа вращаемой трубы, — до 7 %.

Изучение процесса термической денитрации солей в порах диатомита и шамота 

показало, что рационально проводить эту операцию при температуре не ниже 700° С.
Это следует из результатов, приведенных на рис. 5. Из рисунка видно, что через 
40-50 мин количество остаточных нитратов составляет при 6 0 0°С  около 15%, а при 
700° С  менее 1%. Д Т А  и РФ А указы ваю т на наличие взаимодействия между образу
ющимся кальцинатом и пористым материалом, что способствует фиксации отходов 
в порах. Фазовый состав идентифицированных продуктов взаимодействия диатоми
та и шамота с кальцинатом приведен в табл. II I.
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Рис. 5. Зависимость полноты денитрации солей в пористом материале от температуры.

Т А Б Л И Ц А  I I I .  Ф А ЗО ВЫ Й  С О С Т А В  П Р О Д У К Т О В  В З А И М О Д ЕЙ С ТВ И Я  
К А Л Ь Ц И Н А Т А  С ДИАМ ИТОМ  И ШАМОТОМ (700-900°С , 1 ч)

К ом понент Фазы

Na N aA lS iO j,
нефелин

Cs C sA lS i,0 6
поллуцит

Sr S r; S i0 4 ,(S r3 SiO ¡, Sr¡ A l, O s )

Al NaAlSiO,

нефелин
Fe a  - F e 20 3

гематит
La (N aL aS i04), La30 3

Проведено исследование процесса превращения к а к  диатомита, так и шамота 
с включением в них окислами в алюмосиликофосфатный и алюмоборосиликатный 
стеклоподобные продукты  путем добавления фосфорной или борной кислоты  и пос
ледующего плавления. При температурах 900 и 1100° С были получены однородные 
стеклоподобные продукты, содержащие 10 и 25 мас.% окислов отходов, соответствен

но. Рентгеновский анализ показал их полную рентгеноаморфность. Скорость выще

лачивания.натрия из таких продуктов в дистиллированную воду при 25° С  имеет тот 
же порядок, что и скорость выщелачивания из фосфатных и боросиликатных стекол, 

аименно 10"9 -  10-1Ок г -м _2-с-1 (10~5 — 1 0 '6г-см -2 -с у т_1) .
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Другим  вариантом завершающей операции является превращение пористого ма
териала с включенными в него окислами в устойчивый керамический продукт путем 

горячего прессования. Прессование проводилось в графитовы х формах в интервале 

температур 7 0 0 -1 100°С при давлении от 100 до 400 кг/см 2. Время выдержки полу
чаемого продукта при заданном давлении и температуре составляло 10 мин. Н ика

ки х корректирую щ их добавок не вводилось. Рассмотрение усадочных кривы х по

казало, что наиболее интенсивно процесс уплотнения материала в заданном интерва

ле давлений происходит при температуре 9 50-100 0°С и при дальнейшем ее повыше
нии сильно замедляется. Керамические продукты, полученные при температуре 
1100°С и давлении 400 кГ/см 2 , имели плотность до 2,8 г/см 3. Микротвердость полу
ченных изделий на различных участках их поверхности находилась в пределах 
5 -4 0  ГП а  (500-4000 кгс/м м 2) . Нижний предел ее соответствовал микротвердости 
боросиликатных стеклоподобных продуктов, получаемых при взаимодействии порис
того материала с борной кислотой. Предварительные данные РФА показывают, что 
при горячем прессовании происходит углубление процессов формирования фаз, пред
ставленных в табл. II I ,  в частности, происходит усиление рефлекса фазы нефелина.

Исследования образцов под микроскопом указывают на возможность получе
ния достаточно однородных продуктов с малой пористостью. В настоящее время 

проводятся непосредственные определения последней, а также исследуется скорость 
выщелачивания натрия.

Резюмируя результаты проведенных работ по изучению возможности примене

ния пористых неорганических материалов для переработки жидких радиоактивных 
отходов, можно отметить следующие представляющиеся нам преимущества в срав
нении с другими способами отверждения.

Проведение операции суш ки и кальцинации жидких отходов, абсорбированных 
гранулированным пористым материалом, позволяет избежать значительного пылеоб- 
разования, возникновения значительных газовых потоков, налипания и комкования 
кальцината (в  том числе при высоком содержении в отходах натрия).

Пористый материал с фиксированным в его порах кальцинатом может быть прев
ращен в стеклоподобный или керамический продукт в зависимости от состава посту
пающих на переработку отходов и уровня требований к  продукту отверждения. При 
этом в случае получения керамики, в отличии от известных схем, отпадает необходи
мость в операции смешения кальцината с матричным материалом.
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Abstract-Résumé

PRACTICE FOLLOWED AT THE CADARACHE NUCLEAR RESEARCH CENTRE IN THE 
CONDITIONING OF SOLID RADIOACTIVE WASTES FOR PURPOSES OF TEMPORARY 
STORAGE WHILE AWAITING DISPOSAL.

To ensure the safety of intermediate storage of solid radioactive wastes produced by 
the facilities at the Cadarache Centre, a system of pre-conditioning has been developed and 
put into practice. This system meets the following requirements: 1) reduction of volume in 
order to limit the area used at the Centre and the number of transport operations subsequently 
needed for disposal; 2) protection of the environment; and 3) the possibility of retrieval of 
packages for disposal (choice of packaging). The industrial techniques used and the results 
obtained at Cadarache for over more than ten years are described and analysed. The 
cement/bitumen impregnating matrix injected into the container after compacting or — in 
the case of non-compressible wastes — after filling has been the subject of performance trials 
to determine its physical and mechanical properties. A full-scale leaching test is made on an 
870-litre block consisting of real compacted and impregnated process wastes, the contamina
tion of which is due mainly to plutonium and americium and to a lesser extent to caesium 
and cobalt. On the basis of analyses performed on the leaching agent, after 165 days the 
leaching test shows the impregnation to be generally satisfactory in performance. The 
plutonium released is found to be insignificant, the cumulative fraction of americium is in 
the region of 3.3 X 10~7 while the fraction of caesium released is 8 X 10"4 .

PRATIQUE DU CONDITIONNEMENT DES DECHETS SOLIDES RADIOACTIFS POUR LEUR 
STOCKAGE TEMPORAIRE AU CEN DE CADARACHE EN ATTENTE D’EVACUATION.

Afin d’assurer la sûreté de l’entreposage des déchets solides radioactifs produits par les 
installations du Centre de Cadarache, un conditionnement préalable a été mis au point et 
réalisé. Le conditionnement adopté répond aux objectifs suivants: 1) réduction de volume 
afin de limiter les surfaces utilisées sur le Centre ainsi que le nombre de transports à effectuer
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ultérieurement pour évacuation, 2) protection de l’environnement, 3) possibilité de reprise 
des colis pour évacuation (choix de l’emballage). Les techniques industrielles utilisées e:t les 
résultats obtenus à Cadarache depuis plus de 10 ans sont décrits et analysés. La matrice 
d’enrobage ciment-bitume injectée dans le conteneur, après compactage ou après remplissage 
lorsqu’il s’agit de déchets non compressibles, a fait l’objet d’essais de caractérisation afin de 
déterminer ses propriétés physiques et mécaniques. Un test de lixiviation en vraie grandeur 
est réalisé sur un bloc de 870 litres constitué de déchets technologiques réels compactés et 
enrobés dont la contamination est essentiellement due à du plutonium et de l’américium, et 
accessoirement, à du césium et du cobalt. A partir des analyses effectuées sur le lixiviant, le 
bilan du test de lixiviation au bout de 165 jours fait apparaître un comportement général 
satisfaisant de l’enrobé. On constate un relâchement en plutonium non significatif, une 
fraction relâchée cumulée en américium voisine.de 3,3 • 10-7 et une fraction relâchée en 
césium de 8 • 10“4 .

1. INTRODUCTION

Le Centre d'Etudes Nucléaires de Cadarache, situé dans 
le Sud-Est de la France, s'étend sur un site vaste et relativement 
isolé, d'environ 16 km^.

Sa vocation est essentiellement dirigée vers la sûreté 
et la recherche-développement (applications énergétiques - propul
sion navale - études, fabrication et examen d'éléments combusti
bles - sûreté des réacteurs PWR et NR - protection de l'environ
nement) .

Dès le début des années 60, à la mise en activité du 
Centre, les éléments d'infrastructure de "support" aux unités de 
recherche ont été mis en place, en particulier pour ce qui concerne 
l'assainissement radioactif, afin de résoudre les problèmes posés 
par la production d'effluents et de déchets solides radioactifs.
Il n'existait pas, à cette époque, de centre national de stockage 
définitif ; le Centre de stockage de la Manche ne fera en effet 
l'objet d'un décret de création qu'en juin 1969, et il avait été 
admis que les déchets radioactifs seraient stockés sur place pour 
une durée au moins égale à la vie du Centre.

Un des premiers choix à faire fut donc celui d'un 
emplacement de stockage en fonction de critères de sûreté géolo
giques et hydrogéologiques et en tenant compte des facilités 
•d'accès et d'aménagements.

Sans entrer dans le détail, on notera que les études 
effectuées à partir de plusieurs séries de sondages à différents 
niveaux, ont permis de mettre en évidence que le sous-sol de la 
zone envisagée avait de bonnes caractéristiques de tenue et de
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FIG. 1. Zone de gestion des déchets solides radioactifs.

rétention, ainsi qu’une faible perméabilité, vis-à-vis du risque 
présenté par les conséquences d'une contamination accidentelle 
des sols.

Implantée dans la partie sud du Centre, la zone clô
turée de stockage temporaire a une superficie d'environ 14.000 m2. 
Elle est divisée en deux parties symétriques par rapport à la 
route donnant accès à l'aire de manoeuvre des véhicules de trans
port (Fig. 1).

La partie nord, desservie sur toute sa longueur par un 
portique de 300 kN, regroupe :

- 3 piscines de stockage provisoire d'éléments combus
tibles expérimentaux irradiés,

- 4 fosses en béton d'environ 450 m^, équipées, soit 
de puits de différents diamètres, soit d'alvéoles. Elles sont des
tinées à recevoir des matériaux irradiés de haute activité ou des
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déchets technologiques de cellules d'examens, en conteneurs métal
liques de 30 ou 60 litres, pour décroissance.

La partie sud, est constituée d’une aire couverte par 
des hangars, pour le stockage des blocs de béton et des conteneurs 
métalliques contenant les déchets de faible activité conditionnés 
(boues cimentées issues du traitement des effluents ou déchets 
solides compactés et enrobés).

Les différentes options choisies, l'évolution des tech 
niques ainsi que l'expérience acquise depuis plus de 15 ans dans 
le traitement des déchets solides en vue de leur stockage tempo
raire avant évacuation vers un centre de stockage définitif, font 
l'objet de ce mémoire.

2. OBJECTIFS ET FINALITE D U  TRAITEMENT DES DECHETS 

SOLIDES

Pour mettre en pratique la gestion des déchets définie 
précédemment, il n'est pas apparu concevable de stocker, pour une 
durée plus ou moins longue, des déchets technologiques collectés 
en fûts ou en emballages plastique.

D'une part, la sûreté des stockages et la protection . 
de l'environnement nécessitent la prise en compte des risques de 
dispersion de la contamination dus aux phénomènes de vieillisse
ment ou de corrosion des emballages ou résultant de la combustion 
accidentelle de certains déchets (réactions d'oxydation - présence 
de produits pyrophoriques ou incompatibles). Pour s'affranchir de 
ces risques ou en limiter les conséquences, il fallait confiner la 
contamination des déchets bruts dans une enveloppe dont la résis
tance mécanique et physicochimique soit compatible par ailleurs, 
avec les impératifs de manutention et la durée du stockage.

D'autre part, la réduction du volume des déchets à 
stocker, puis à évacuer à moyen ou long terme, a été aussi envi
sagée. En effet, dans l'état de foisonnement où les déchets sont 
collectés, il aurait fallu pouvoir disposer de superficie de stoc
kage hors de proportion avec les dimensions d'un centre de recher
che.

Enfin, la mise en place de moyens industriels de trai
tement et de conditionnement a nécessité la définition de catégo
ries de déchets et la normalisation de leurs emballages afin de 
rendre compatible le tri à la production et la collecte avec les 
opérations de conditionnement situées en aval. La classification 
pratiquée sur le centre, qui est fonction de la nature du matériau
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TABLEAU I. DECHETS SOLIDES DE FAIBLE ACTIVITE (FA)*

- Déchets combustibles 
contaminés par des émet
teurs By

- Déchets non combustibles 
compactables, contaminés 
par des émetteurs ßy

- Déchets combustibles 
contaminés par de l'ura
nium (naturel ou enrichi)

- Déchets non combustibles 
compactables contaminés 
par de l'uranium

- Déchets ßy de démantèle
ment de grandes dimen
sions

- Déchets combustibles 
contaminés par du plu
tonium

- Déchets non combustibles 
contaminés par du plu
tonium

- Déchets de grandes dimen
sions (BAG) contaminés 
par du plutonium

- Déchets technologiques 
et matériels souillés 
par du sodium

Fûts de 100 L jaunes + 
bande blanche, équipés 
d'un sac en polyéthylène

- Fûts de 100 L jaunes

- Fûts de 100 L rouges + 
bande blanche, équipés 
d'un sac en polyéthylène

- Fûts de 100 L rouges

- Emballagès sous feuille 
de polyéthylène ou PVC 
ou mise en conteneurs 
spéc iaux

- Fûts de 100 L violets + 
bande blanche équipés 
d'un sac en PVC 
Limite de 5g de Pu/fût 
100 L

- Fûts de 100L violets, 
équipés d'un sac PVC 
Limite de 5g de Pu/fût 
100 L

Prédécontamination et em
ballage sous double enve
loppe de PVC, ou mise en 
conteneurs spéciaux

- Mise en fûts ou embal
lages spéciaux avec 
adjonction de carbonate 
de sodium anhydre

Incinération et enrobage 
des cendres (ciment)

- Compactage et enrobage 
avec mortier ciment bitu- 
bineux

- Incinération et enrobage 
des cendres (ciment)

- Compactage et enrobage 
avec mortier ciment bitu- 
bineux

- Décontamination ou décou
page pour,compactage 
éventuel et enrobage

- Mesure de la quantité de 
plutonium dans chaque fût 
et incinération (en pro
jet)

- Mesure de la quantité de 
plutonium puis compactage 
et enrobage avec mortier 
ciment bitumineux

- Démantèlement, puis décou
page si possible pour 
compactage ou mise en 
conteneur acier et enro
bage avec mortier de 
ciment bitumineux

- Neutralisation du sodium 
dans des puits aménagés, 
puis décontamination ou 
mise aux déchets Sy

Nature Emballage
Traitement et 

londitionnement pour stockage 
________sous hangars_________

* Débit de dose <  200 mrad/h au contact.

du niveau d'activité et des radioéléments présents, est détaillée 
dans les tableaux I, II et III.

A titre indicatif, les volumes de déchets solides 
radioactifs produits par les différents installations du Centre 
de Cadarache, sont en moyenne annuelle de l'ordre de :

- 400 à 450 m^ pour les déchets F.A. gy

- 120 à 150 pour les déchets F.A. a
- 10 à 15 m3 pour les déchets MA a ßy

- moins de 5 m^ pour les déchets H.A. ßy
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Nature Bnballage Conditionnement

- Déchets issus de cel
lules d'examen des 
combustibles irradiés 
(déchets d'usinage - de 
nettoyages - préfiltres 
matériels divers)

- Sorties de cellules en 
conteneuis métal1iques. 
Transport en châteaux 
de plomb appropries

- Compactage et enrobage 
avec mortier ciment bitu
mineux.
Stockage en puits (0 1m)

* 200 mrad/h <  débit de dose au contact <  20—30 rad/h.

TABLEAU III. DECHETS SOLIDES DE HAUTE ACTIVITE (HA)*

Nature Emballage Stockage

- Eléments de structure 
irradiés dans des 
réacteurs

- Déchets d'usinage et 
d'examen de combus
tibles irradiés

- Combustibles irradiés 
(filière graphite-gaz) 
ayant subi des examens ' 
destructifs 
(expérimentation
arrêtée)

- Sorties ue cellules en 
conteneurs métalliques 
spéciaux

- Transport en châteaux de 
plomb.

- Mise en conteneurs métal
liques spéciaux.
Transport en châteaux
de plomb.

- Introduction dans des 
puits de décroissance.

- Reprise ultérieure pour 
compactage

- Introduction dans les 
piscines de stockage en 
attente de retraitement.

* Débit de dose au contact >  30 rad/h.

3. TECHNIQUES DE REDUCTION DE VOLUME

Seuls les déchets de faible et moyenne activité sont 
traités et conditionnés dans nos installations. Les déchets de 
haute activité sont stockés depuis une quinzaine d'années dans les 
puits de décroissance. Ils seront repris ultérieurement pour condi
tionnement. Les installations de traitement et de conditionnement 
sont regroupées dans un bâtiment central qui comprend (Fig.1 ) :

- une zone de réception de contrôle et de stockage 
des déchets en fûts ou en vrac de faible activité (repère 1)

- un stockage protégé pour la réception des déchets 
de moyenne activité contenus dans des "poubelles" métalliques et 
transportés dans des châteaux en plomb spéciaux (repère 2),
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FIG. 2. Compactage e t enrobage.

- une enceinte de démantèlement spécialement 
aménagée (repère 3),

- une installation de compactage (repère 4),

- une cellule blindée permettant l'introduction des
déchets de moyenne activité (repère 5) reçus en château,

- une installation de préparation du mortier et 
un poste d'enrobage (repères6 et 7),

- une installation d'incinération (repère 8).

3.1. Techniques mécaniques

Depuis la mise en activité du Centre, la réduction de 
volume des déchets est essentiellement obtenue par compactage, 
éventuellement précédé par des opérations de découpage ou de tron
çonnage. La presse hydraulique verticale (Fig. 21, utilisée à une 
pression de service de 250 tonnes (soit = 45 kg/cnr) est disposée
dans l'axe d'un tunnel creusé en sous-oeuvre dans lequel circu
lent deux chariots automoteurs télécommandés. Ces derniers véhi
culent les emballages dans lesquels les déchets seront compactés, 
puis enrobés. Deux types de conteneurs en acier sont actuellement 
normalisés :

- Pour les déchets de faible activité, on dispose de 
conteneurs métalliques de volume intérieur 870 litres,

OBTURATION

I
STOCKAGE
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FIG.3. Incinération des déchets FA.

- Dans le cas des déchets irradiants de moyenne acti
vité, on utilise un conteneur métallique de 500 litres. Ce dernier 
est placé au préalable dans un château de plomb spécial, constitué 
par une virole fermée en parties supérieure et inférieure par des 
trappes coulissantes. Ce château permet de réaliser les opérations 
de compactage et d’enrobage, puis de transport et de descente du 
conteneur dans les puits de la zone de stockage temporaire.

Le facteur de réduction de volume couramment obtenu 
par cette technique est compris entre 3 et 3,5 (il est supérieur 
à 4,5 si l'on ne tient pas compte du volume de l'enrobé).

3.2. Incinération

La nouvelle installation d'incinération (Fig. 3) 
comprend les parties suivantes :

1/ - Préparation des déchets : afin d'obtenir une 
combustion complète et régulière, les déchets sont déchiquetés 
dans un broyeur à couteaux. Les morceaux tombent dans une trémie 
en charge sur une vis transporteuse qui alimente la chambre de 
combustion.

2/ - Chambre de combustion : le four vertical est divi
sé en deux zones de combustion. La chambre inférieure qui reçoit 
les déchets est chauffée par un brûleur d'appoint à propane. La 
combustion est effectuée en atmosphère légèrement réductrice à une 
température de 1'ordre de 7 50°C. Les gaz de pyrolyse et les imbrû
lés traversent une grille en céramique pour atteindre la chambre
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supérieure où ils sont brassés par injection d'air. Un deuxième 
brûleur maintient dans cette chambre une température de l’ordre 
de 1000°C. Le four est maintenu à une dépression de 20 mm de co
lonne d’eau.

3/ - Traitement des gaz de combustion : les gaz de 
combustion sont refroidis par dilution avec de l'air en deux éta
pes. Les températures maximales recherchées sont de 160°C en amont 
des filtres "haute efficacité" et 60°C avant passage dans le laveur 
de gaz situé en amont du ventilateur d'extraction.

4/ - Récupération et conditionnement des cendres : la 
grille de combustion est constituée de volets basculants pour per
mettre le décendrage. Le cendrier, divisé en deux zones par une 
grille mobile est à double enveloppe refroidie par une circulation 
d'air. Les cendres froides sont extraites par une vis qui débouche 
dans une boîte à gants.

Des études portent actuellement sur le condition
nement des cendres afin de définir un composé à base de ciment 
ayant de bonnes caractéristiques mécaniques ainsi qu'un faible 
taux de relâchement par lixiviation.

L'installation est entrée en essais en 1981.

Le débit a été en moyenne de 20 kg/h pour une composi
tion en volume de déchets approximativement la suivante :

- PVC 30 %
- polyéthylène 20 %
- coton 20 î
- papier 20 î
- caoutchouc 5 г
- divers 5 °î

Le facteur de concentration obtenu est de :

- en volume = 110
- en poids 30

4. MATRICE D’ENROBAGE ET NATURE DE L’EMBALLAGE

Le conditionnement des déchets doit, en améliorant les 
qualités de confinement de l'emballage, permettre d'obtenir un bloc 
ne présentant pas de défauts par vacuité et résistant aux agres
sions externes. La matrice d'enrobage doit être compatible avec
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les déchets à enrober, d'une mise en oeuvre aisée et d'un coût peu 
élevé.

Au cours des années 60, les déchets solides du centre 
étaient conditionnés dans des conteneurs en béton armé préfabriqués 
et bloqués au mortier de ciment. Par la suite, nous avons cher
ché à remplacer le conteneur en béton (accroissement du poids du 
colis, formation de petites fissures dans les parois dues aux 
conditions locales de stockage) par un emballage métallique étanche.

Les conteneurs cylindriques, utilisés depuis une dizaine 
d'années sont constitués d'une virole roulée, soudée, en tôle d'acier 
de 3 mm et d'un fond soudé d'épaisseur 5 mm. Le couvercle est, soit 
fixé par des boulons, soit dans le cas des déchets irradiants, muni 
d'un ferraillage spécial qui, pris dans l'enrobé, assure son main
tien. Un revêtement intérieur et extérieur à base de polyuréthane, 
assure la protection de la tôle.

L'utilisation de conteneurs métalliques a nécessité 
d'améliorer la composition du mortier d'injection. Les phénomènes 
de retrait sont dans ce cas particulièrement gênants, car ils 
entraînent, au cours du durcissement de la structure, des décol
lements avec formation d'espaces libres qui sont le siège préfé
rentiel de corrosions chimiques ou électrochimiques. Nous avons 
sélectionné une émulsion de bitume à structure alvéolaire vendue 
sous l'appellation "Emulsion HR EVERFAST", fabriquée par ESSO, 
couramment utilisée dans les travaux de génie civil ; cette émul
sion est exempte de charges, de solvants et de produits toxiques.

A l'échelle laboratoire, des éprouvettes réalisées 
dans des récipients en verre, nous ont permis de vérifier que le 
mortier de ciment bitumineux présente une très bonne adhérence sur 
les parois verticales du récipient, accompagné d'un tassement et une 
résistance mécanique comparable à un mortier classique. La composi
tion en poids du mortier de ciment bitumineux utilisé pour l'injec
tion des conteneurs en acier est la suivante :

- sable concassé - 0,2 : 53 %
- ciment CPA-55 (Lafarge) : 26 %
- émulsion de bitumé HR : 13 %
- eau de gâchage = 8 %

La densité de cette matrice est voisine de 2 ; d'appa
rence onctueuse elle est pompable et sa mise en oeuvre aisée.
Des conteneurs de 870 litres et de 500 litres, réalisés avec des 
déchets inactifs compactés puis enrobés, ont été découpés. L'exa
men des coupes (Fig. 4) montre en particulier que le noyau de dé
chets compactés est isolé par une coque de 60 à 100 mm d'épaisseur 
et que la pénétration du mortier dans les déchets est homogène.
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FIG.4. Coupe d ’un conteneur en acier de 500  L avec des déchets M A compactés-enrobés.

Les conteneurs métalliques entreposés depuis une dizaine d'années 
sous hangars, ne posent aucun problème particulier de sûreté et 
leur tenue mécanique dans le temps peut permettre, sans difficulté, 
une reprise ultérieure pour évacuation.

5. ELEMENTS DE CARACTERISATION DE L’ENROBE 
«CIMENT BITUMINEUX»

Les essais en cours au "Laboratoire des bétons et revê
tements", implanté au CEN-Saclay, ont pour but de déterminer les 
caractéristiques physiques et mécaniques de la matrice (ciment 
bitumineux] et d'évaluer la résistance à la lixiviation de l'enrobé 
(matrice + déchets).

5.1. Essais en laboratoire de caractérisation du m ortier bitum ineux

Les essais sont réalisés avec des éprouvettes prisma
tiques et cylindriques normalisées (NF-P 18400 et 18401) confection
nées à Cadarache par échantillonnage d'un mortier bitumineux indus
triel préparé suivant la formulation précédente.
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Densitc du mortier Ressuage en % Affaissement au cône

1.9 < 0,2 15 cm

Les premiers essais ont permis de déterminer les résis
tances mécaniques en compression et en traction ; ils ont été complé
tés par des contrôles portant principalement sur l'homogénéité, les 
variations dimensionnelles ainsi que la perméabilité à l'eau et 
à l'air de la matrice.

Afin de déterminer la structure bitumineuse la mieux 
adaptée à l'enrobage des déchets solides et à la rétention des élé
ments actifs, des expérimentations complémentaires sont engagées. 
Elles devraient permettre une meilleure connaissance de l'influence 
des principaux paramètres qui interviennent dans la formulation 
(dosage optimal en bitume - dosage et nature du ciment - méthode 
de préparation du mortier).

5.1.1. Stabilité du mortier avant durcissement

La stabilité du milieu a été mesurée à partir d'un essai 
classique d'exsudation qui consiste à mesurer après 3 heures de 
repos la quantité d'eau surnageante (ressuage). L'ouvrabilité 
résulte d'une mesure d’affaissement au cône d'ABRAMS (norme NF-P 
18.451). Les valeurs enregistrées (Tableau IV)pour le ressuage et 
l’affaissement correspondent à un mélange fluide présentant peu de 
risque de ségrégation. On note que la présence de bitume entraîne, 
par rapport à un mortier classique, un ralentissement des réactions 
d'hydratation ; une mesure réalisée selon la norme NF-P 15.414 mon
tre un début, de prise 8 heures après la fin du malaxage.

5.1.2. Caractéristiques mécaniques

Elles ont été mesurées sur éprouvettes'4 x 4 x 16 cm, 
concernées à l'air à 20° C et 65 % d'humidité relative.

Les valeurs des résistances mécaniques en traction (RT) 
et en compression (RC), effectuées à 1 mois - 2 mois et 3 mois de 
vieillissement, sont données dans le tableau V.

Les contraintes de rupture semblent stabilisées après 2 mois de 
mûrissement, au cours desquels l'hydratation des constituants du 
ciment se poursuit comme en témoigne l'évolution rapide des résis
tances en traction.
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TABLEAU V. RESISTANCES MECANIQUES EN TRACTION (RT) ET EN 
COMPRESSION (RC)

Périodes RT (M - Pa) RC (M - Pa)

2,15 10
1 mois 2,10 10,5

2,15 11,5

4,30 14,2
2 mois 3,80 14,2

4,10 16,0

4,20 ' 15,5
3 mois 4,10 14,5

4,15 16,0

TABLEAU VI. VALEURS DE PERMEABILITE

Perméabilité à l'air 1,7 . 10 16 m 2

Perméabilité à l'eau à 2 jours 0,8 . 10"14 m2

Les variations de dimensions longitudinales des éprou
vettes présentent en moyenne un retrait stabilisé a 1200 ym au bout 
d'un mois. Ce retrait, relativement important, est en grande partie 
compensé par un tassement vertical qui s'effectue au cours des pre
miers jours qui suivent la mise en place du matériau. Ce qui a pour 
effet d'assurer une bonne liaison entre la matrice et les parois 
verticales du conteneur.

Les mesures de perméabilité ont été réalisées à l'air 
et à l'eau sur éprouvettes cylindriques (0 11 cm - h 11 cm) suivant 
la technique habituelle (1). Pour une pression absolue du fluide de 
1 MPa les valeurs obtenues sont données dans le tableau VI (moyennes) 
Bien que plus perméable que la structure d'un mortier classique 
dosé à 500 kg/nß de ciment, la formule examinée présente malgré 
tout, un niveau de porosité qui reste compatible avec un bon compor
tement à la lixiviation.

5.2. Evaluation de la résistance à la lixiviation

L'essai de lixiviation à l'échelle 1, réalisé à la sta
tion d'essais suivant une procédure déjà décrite (2) et (3), porte 
sur un conteneur d'une fabrication courante de Cadarache, contenant 
des déchets technologiques a et ßy compactés et enrobés. L'enve-
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FIG.5. Enrobé de c im ent b itum ineux pour les essais de lixiviation (vol.: 870 L).

loppe métallique ayant été enlevée (fig. 5), le bloc est immergé 
dans de l'eau potable de Saclay. Les prélèvements du lixiviat sont 
effectués avant renouvellement de l'eau après des périodes d'im
mersion de 15 jours, 2x30 j, 3x90 j ... Les échantillons subissent 
des analyses radiochimiques et chimiques qui permettent d'évaluer 
les fractions d'activités relâchées.ainsi que les modifications 
physicochimiques de l'enrobé.

Les activités ci-après, contenues dans l'enrobé ont été 
. estimées à partir de mesures effectuées sur les fûts de déchets 
avant conditionnement-:
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T A B L E A U  VII. ACTIVITES ET FRACTION RELACHEES C U M U L E E S

Radioélément
Temps (en jours) Activités relâchées 

an (Ci) pendant tn
Fraction 
cumulée ■

relâchée 
Z an 
Aotn Z tn

233pu 15 15 < 1 • .10-8 < 6,7 10^9

Ao = 1,48 Ci 30 45 < 1 IO"8 < 1,3 10-«

30 75 < 1 10-8 < 2 10-8

90 165 < 1 10-8 < 2,7 10-8

241 Am 15 15 5 10-8 1,3 10-7

238pu 30 45 6,2 10-8 2,9 10-7

Ao/Am=0,39Ci 30 ' 75 1.7, 10-8 3,3 10-7

90 165 < 1 10-8 < 3,5 10-7

137Cs 15 15 2 ' 10-6 1,3 10-4

Ao=14,6.10-3Ci 30 45 2,4, 10-6 3 10-4

30 75 2,4 , 10-6 4,6 10-4

90 165 5,6 IO”6 8 10-4

60Co 15 15 < 1,6 10-8 < 1 10-6

Ao=17,3.I0-3CÍ 30 45 < 1,6 10-8 < 2 10-6

30 75 < 1,6 10-8 < 3 10-6

90 165 < 1,6 10-8 < 3,7 10-6

Note; Les activités relâchées en ß,  y  ne sont fournies qu’à titre indicatif (les activités initiales 
ont été estimées par spectrométrie y  sur les fûts).

- Plutonium - 30 g dont 239ри _ 24 g (1,48 Ci)

- Américium - 0,12 g (0,39 Ci)

- Activité 3 y - 52 mCi Î^^Cs : 14,6 . 10“ ̂ Ci
j 60co : 17,3 . 10-3 ci
’Autres 3 y : Traces non évaluées

Après 165 jours de lixiviation (4 premières séquences 
du test), on constate un comportement général satisfaisant de l'en
robé. Pour les émetteurs a, on constate que la fraction relâchée 
cumulée (FRC) du 239рц se situe en dessous des limites de détection 
et que celle du 241дц) (+ 238pu) est au niveau de 3,5 . 10“?.
Pour les émetteurs 3y , on note que la fraction relâchée cumulée 
(FRC) du Î37cs est voisine de 8 . 10"4, cependant que pour le ° Ĉo 
elle reste en dessous des limites de détection.

Le tableau VII résune l’ensemble des valeurs obtenues.
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Au point de vue des modifications physicochimiques, 
le bilan des échanges anions - cations survenus entre l'enrobé et 
le lixiviant,montre qu’au bout.de 165 jours l'enrobé n'a pas été 
altéré de façon significative. Un faible relâchement en sodium et 
en potassium a été observé, compensé en partie, par un enrichisse
ment vraissemblablement superficiel en calcium dû à des phénomènes 
de carbonatation.
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Abstract

LONG-TERM CORROSION BEHAVIOUR OF METALLIC DRUMS FOR LOW- AND 
MEDIUM-LEVEL WASTE FORMS.

The potential release behaviour of radionuclides from the waste into the liquid phase in 
an event resulting from brine intrusion into a repository is determined by, among other factors, 
the quality of the waste package (waste form and packaging). In order to  assess the importance 
of packaging takes, long-term corrosion tests (13 years) were performed on painted 200 L 
metallic drums in the Asse salt mine under various storage conditions. For the investigation of 
the corrosion the familiar metallurgical methods were used (e.g., roughness measurements of 
the paint surface and of the steel bottom , metallographic examinations, etc.). The most significant 
results of these investigations can be summarized as follows: (1) At places where the paint had 
not been damaged prior to storage, corrosion attack was found neither on the coating nor on the 
basic material. (2) At places where the paint had been damaged down to the sheet metal on 
account of handling and in the contact areas of hoops and packaging material where the drums 
had not been painted, crevice and pitting corrosion was measured. Corrosion depths of about 
30% to 50% at the maximum of the metal thickness were found in these areas. Further, the 
investigations demonstrated that the organic coating used provides good protection against the 
external corrosion of brines. The results were related to the time-dependence of the specific 
activity in typical LLW forms. The activity decay and the measured data for the. drum corrosion 
behaviour show that at the time when first holes from pitting corrosion on the metal sheet shell 
start to occur (after about 40 years), the activity of the waste will have decayed by a factor of 
6 to  13, depending on the type of waste. The results demonstrate that the waste drum may play 
an important role in delaying radionuclide release from the waste package.

1. INTRODUCTION

The present concept for storage and disposal o f low-level (LLW) and medium- 
level (MLW) wastes in the Federal Republic of Germany provides for the majority 
of these wastes being packaged in painted sheet metal drums o f 200 L or 400 L 
drum volume. Because there is no repository in operation the packaged wastes 
m ust be kept in an interm ediate storage above ground for a period o f about 10 to 
20 years prior to  the disposal in a salt dome or in the abandoned iron ore mine 
Konrad.

283
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During the period of interm ediate storage, and during transport and handling 
o f the drums in the repository, the integrity of the packaging m ust be ensured.
As regards disposal, in the safety assessments perform ed to date credit was given 
to  the barrier function against the release of the radionuclides contained in the 
wastes only for the waste form (e.g. cemented form) but no t for the packaging.
I t  was the aim of the investigations described in this paper to  determine the role 
of the packaging in the disposal o f LLW/MLW in painted sheet metal drums.

In the course of disposal, e.g. in a salt formation, the waste drums are exposed 
to  a mechanical loading (e.g. from  piling, rock pressure). Should repository 
chambers not completely filled up be flooded with salt brine, the packagings are 
subject not only to  corrosion attack but are also exposed to  additional hydrostatic 
pressure. Mechanical destruction of the packagings can be avoided in this case by 
practically complete filling o f the waste drums.

To determine the corrosion behaviour and hence the function of the painted 
waste drums as a potential barrier against salt brine a num ber of sheet metal drums 
were stored for 13 years in the Asse II salt mine and subsequently examined. The 
drums were stored w ithout waste. Therefore, the results obtained describe only 
the drum corrosion behaviour with respect to  external corrosion.

2. CORROSION STUDIES ON PAINTED SHEET METAL DRUMS

2.1. Description o f the drums

For the studies a drum type was selected which in a slightly.modified form 
has been used at the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Centre since 1966 as a package 
for low- and medium-level wastes.

The design o f the sheet metal drums investigated is shown in Fig. 1. This 
is a straight-seam welded iron hoop drum with an internal volume of 0.2 m 3. The 
thickness of the sheet metal used for the shell of the drum with a paint coating 
applied on the inner and outer sides is 1.5 mm. An angle ring is welded on the 
screwed-on drum lid to allow handling o f the package with a drum pick-up device. 
The iron hoops are shrink-fitted and welded together at one point. The bottom  
of the drum is welded by means of an inner and outer hoop. In the drums under 
consideration a bunghole has been provided in the centre of the drum cylinder 
which is closed by a cap screw. These bungholes existed only in the first few 
years o f disposal of LLW in the Asse salt mine. Table I is a compilation of data 
of the standard mild steels used as drum materials.

The coating applied on the inner and external faces consists o f a white two- 
com pound epoxy resin primer with a yellow two-com pound epoxy resin covering 
varnish (RAL 1004) applied. The total thickness of the layer is 100—15.0 ßm.
The colourizing agents of the white primer layer consist primarily o f titanium
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F IG .l. 200-L iron-hoop drum  w ith lid, provided with an angle ring, and bunghole.

dioxide and talcum, those of the colourizing pigments of the cover layer consist 
o f chrome yellow (PbC r04) and talcum. The varnish is applied by a spray process 
after the head and end hoops and the iron hoops have been attached. The 
consequence is th a t hidden surfaces on the shell o f the drum under the iron hoops 
and behind the end hoops are no t coated.

Prior to  storage the sheet metal drums were exposed to  mechanical impacts as 
usually encountered in handling so tha t the drum coating was damaged at several 
points (scratches, paint abrasions).

2.2. Storage conditions for the drums

The following storage conditions on the 750 m level o f the Asse salt mine have 
been selected for the corrosion studies:
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TABLE I. COMPOSITIONS OF THE DRUM MATERIALS USED (BASIC MATERIAL Fe)

Designation DIN material 
No. С

Composition (wt%) 
Si Mn P S N

Head, bottom , iron hoops 1.0033 < 0 .3 < 0 .3 0 .2 -0 .5 <  0.08 < 0 .0 5 -

Angle, flat rings 1.0036 0 .17-0 .2 traces

О1(NО

< 0 .0 5 < 0 .0 5 < 0 .0 0 7

Sheet metal for lid, bottom , shell 1.0330 < 0 .1 traces 0 .2 -0 .45 < 0 .0 3 5 < 0 .0 3 5 < 0 .0 0 7
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2.2.1. Storage in rock salt

The packages were stored in rock salt consisting of 95 wt% NaCl and 5 wt% 
CaS04, and covered with a salt layer. The average water content of the rock 
salt is about 0.1 wt% [ 1 ].

2.2.2. Storage in a tunnel

In this type of storage the packages were stored free standing in the dry 
atmosphere of the pit whose relative air humidity, averaged over the year, was 22%.

2.2.3. Storage in salt brine

Some of the drums were stored in a salt brine (brine pool) o f the following 
composition (in g/L) :

Ca2+: 0.013, Mg2+: 109.0, Na+:3.5, K+:3.5, F “:0.07, СГ: 295.0, 8 0 ^ :4 2 .3 .

The pH-value of the brine was 5.5 and the oxygen content, measured at 25°C, 
was 0.15 mg/L.

In all types of storage selected in this example the storage temperature was 
approx. 32°C, which corresponds to the temperature prevailing at the 750 m level 
of the Asse salt mine.

2.3. Corrosive state of the drums after storage

Figure 2 is a general view of the packages cleaned after withdrawal from the 
storage facility; the specimens investigated have been marked. The good overall 
condition of all drums, which is clearly visible, shows that a noticeable corrosive 
attack has taken place at few points only.

Investigations of the coating systems such as measurement of the thickness 
of coating and peak-to-valley height, analysis of paints for penetration o f chlorides, 
and elasticity tests did not reveal any phenomena of ageing of the paints for all 
types o f drum storage. Neither was it possible to find signs of embrittlement or 
cracks at the sealing rings (made o f Perbunan) o f the drums, which would be 
indicative of chemical destruction (e.g. by the salt brine). The functions of the 
plug screws and threads had been fully preserved in all types of storage despite 
the formation of rust.

Clearly visible corrosion effects have occurred only at places where the non
coated package material had been exposed to the corrosive media. This was the 
case at places where the coatings had been damaged and at points where the drum 
material had not been coated for manufacturing reasons. These corrosion attacks
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FIG .2. General view o f  the 200  L iron hoop drum s after 13 years o f  storage in the Asse salt 
mine. From le ft to  right: Package 1 was covered w ith rock salt, package 8 stored in salt brine, 
package 5 stored in a tunnel.

observed on the non-coated drum materials were investigated in more detail and 
evaluated quantitatively. The studies were performed using a scanning electron 
microscope, and, in addition, on metallographic micrographs using a light-optical 
microscope. The specimens had been cleaned, which means that they had been 
freed from corrosion products. The specimens were scanned for maximum attacks 
with the scanning electron microscope and the corrosion depth was estimated and 
determined with the help of metallographic cross-sectional micrographs, 
respectively. These investigations have shown that at the points not protected by 
paint (zones of contact of head and iron hoops with package wall; damage of 
painting), the corrosive attack to the drum material mainly led to depressions 
(localized corrosion) although at some points pitting corrosion occurred as well.

As an example of the investigations made at the points of maximum corrosion 
the corrosive attack to the contact zone of head hoop/drum wall of a drum stored 
in a tunnel is represented in Fig. 3. At this point two different corrosive attacks 
took place. Whilst at the head hoop a mushroom-shaped cavity had been formed 
(pitting corrosion), a shallow pit formation promoted by the crevice effect is 
apparent on the sheet metal shell. It caused the original thickness of the shell wall 
of 1.5 mm to be reduced by about 30%.
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FIG.3. General view fa) and micrograph (b) o f  a corroded specim en taken fro m  the contact 
zone o f  the drum  shell and head hoop. The rectangle in view (a) is enlarged in view (b).
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On the whole, the maximum depths o f  pitting corrosion and shallow pit 
formation found on the non-coated places were from 30% up to a maximum of 
50% of the original thickness of the sheet metal o f the shell. It is remarkable that 
also this corrosive attack occurred independently of the type of storage. Probably 
on account of the low oxygen content o f the salt brine of 0.15 mg/L the drum 
stored in this brine did not suffer from heavier corrosion. From the low 0 2-content 
of the brine and the pH o f roughly 5 and referring to the experimental results 
obtained in corrosion tests with similar brines and materials performed at higher 
temperatures [2], it can obviously be assumed that the corrosion process might be 
considered as an acid corrosion.

3. CONNECTION OF THE CORROSION INVESTIGATION RESULTS TO
THE DECAY OF RADIONUCLIDES IN THE WASTES

If one supposes the corrosion mechanism to be regular on the basis of the 
measured corrosion depths in the non-coated drum material, the time can be 
calculated after which at some points the container material will be corroded 
completely and a contact o f the brine with the waste form is possible. Accordingly, 
after about 30 to 45 years, the first points damaged by rust would occur in the 
zones with damaged or no painting. Regarding the other zones where the coating 
is still intact, this period can certainly be clearly extended.

These results show that the organic coating used provides a good protection 
against external corrosion of the LLW/MLW drums due to salt brines. But the 
prerequisite is that the packagings will not be destroyed mechanically as by hydro
static pressure from salt brines, supposing specified events. It can be complied 
with by filling the drums up to the highest level possible.

An evaluation of the results o f investigations, the plot of the specific activity 
in typical alpha-activity free LLW forms versus time, is shown in Fig. 4.
The maximum specific activities A 0 of the wastes at time t = 0 result from the 
characteristic nuclide composition o f  these types of waste and from the IAEA 
Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Materials (200 mrem/h on the 
surface o f the packages and 10 mrem/h at 1 m distance, respectively) [3]. If one 
compares the activity plot with the results of measurement for the iron hoop drums 
described, one can state that at the time of first occurrence of holes in the metal 
sheet shell caused by pitting corrosion (after about 40 years) the activity of the 
wastes in the example shown here will have decayed by a factor o f 6 as regards 
wastes from operation of PWRs and research centres and by a factor o f 13 as 
regards wastes from operation of BWRs. However, beyond this period the waste 
drum will make a contribution to reducing the leachable surface of the waste form 
over a still longer period of time.
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Time [a] — ^

FIG.4. Decay o f  the specific activ ity  in typical cem ented LLW  form s.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Corrosion tests were performed with drums intended for use as packagings 
for radioactive wastes. The drums were stored in a salt mine over a period of 
13 years (iron hoop drums). The experiments revealed the corrosion behaviour 
of the organically coated sheet metal drums with respect to the medium present 
in the repository. Summarizing, the following statements can be made:

The organic coating o f the standard mild steel drums is a good protection 
against salt brines. It was shown that at points where the coating covered 
the drum material prior to storage, corrosion attack had been found neither 
on the coating nor on the basic material (no penetration o f chlorides into 
the painting).
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At the places where the coating did not completely cover the drum material,
i.e. where there was damaged painting, or at places between the head and iron 
hoops and the drum shell, corrosion attack took place in the sheet metal 
material. Pitting corrosion and shallow pit formation in the stainless steel 
sheet abraded at some points 30% up to a maximum of 50% of the original 
thickness of the sheet metal.

Based on the investigations an estimate was made for the described drum type 
regarding the period after which first destruction by rust will take place at the weak 
points of the drum shell. This period will be about 40 years. The activity of 
representative LLW products such as wastes from nuclear power station 
operation and wastes from research centres, will then have decayed by a factor 
of 6 to 13. This means that besides the waste form, the waste packaging is 
cápable of making a remarkable contribution to radionuclide retention, also in 
the repository.

As has been shown by the results o f the corrosion studies on the iron hoop 
drums, a clear increase in corrosion resistance of the LLW/MLW sheet metal drums 
can be achieved by an improved drum design in which the weak point constituted 
by the head and iron hoops/drum wall will be avoided. For this reason, an 
improved drum type was introduced at the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Centre 
in 1981 in which the head and iron hoops were replaced by hoop beads in the 
drum shell (hoop bead drum). Moreover, the probability of damaging the coating 
system during handling the drum was significantly reduced for this new type of 
drum by additional external rubber protective rings applied in addition to the 
screwed-on packaging plug and on the bottom hoop.
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Abstract

DEVELOPMENT OF A WASTE-CONTAINING UNIT FOR USE IN SHALLOW-LAND BURIAL.
The purpose of this investigation is to try to improve the safety of disposal of low- and 

medium-level radioactive waste in man-made constructions placed below ground but near the 
surface. A standard waste unit of hexagonal shape has been developed. Empty containers 
without lids are prefabricated from reinforced concrete. The waste is placed in the container -  
using remote control if necessary — and a lid is cast directly on top of the waste. The 
hexagonal shape was selected since it is suitable for an overpack container used for standard 
210 L drums and since such units can be placed together with very little space between them.
This space is supposed to be filled with bitumen or concrete after placing the unit in the 
repository. One option under investigation in the study is to make the units of a new type 
of concrete called Densit, which has a much higher compression strength than ordinary concrete. 
The diffusivity for dissolved ions in the material is low, and the electrical resistivity is high.
The material will therefore act as an additional barrier against migration of radioisotopes 
from the waste. More im portant, from a safety point of view, is that the disposal system as a 
whole is supposed to prevent contact between waste and water for a very long time. Preliminary 
results from laboratory investigations of the properties of the new material are reported.

1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose o f this investigation is to try to make it safer to dispose of 
low- and medium-level radioactive waste in man-made constructions placed 
below the ground but near the surface.

The proposed system is a further development o f one o f three disposal 
alternatives described in a recently published Inter-Scandinavian system- and 
risk analysis study o f intermediate storage, transport and disposal o f cemented 
or bituminized ion-exchange resins from nuclear power reactors [1].

In the present work some possible improvements associated with the new 
concept are being investigated such as the use o f a standardized waste unit, 
improved sealing technique o f the space between the units, and the value o f a 
new type of especially strong and impermeable concrete used as a barrier 
against migration o f radioactive isotopes from the waste and for the general 
improvement o f the durability o f the system.

293
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The work is partially financed by the EEC within the programme “Manage
ment and Storage o f Radioactive Waste” . The first part o f the study will be 
finished at the end of 1982.

2. DEVELOPMENT OF THE STANDARD WASTE UNIT

2.1. Design and casting procedure

A regular hexagon has been selected as the outer shape of the standard 
container since such units can be placed together with very little interspace 
between them. The same is o f course possible with cubes and other right-angled 
shapes, but since one intention was to demonstrate the use of the unit as an 
overpack for ordinary cylindrical 210 L waste drums, the hexagonal shape was 
thought to be more suitable.

The inner shape is cylindrical. A container o f this type is shown in F ig .l.
The dimensions given on the figure are those selected for a series o f prototypes 
which are being made for further investigations such as airtightness, behaviour 
under internal pressurization, freeze/thaw cycling and various environments, etc. 
Twenty-one o f the units will be buried mainly to demonstrate the feasibility o f  
sealing the interspace between them with bitumen. This demonstration burial 
will have three layers with seven units each in a configuration as shown in Fig.2.

This honeycomb structure can in a real repository be extended horizontally 
as well as vertically. It is thought of as being placed in an outer concrete 
structure probably near the surface in a loose geological formation. An important 
safety feature o f such a disposal system is the protection the materials in the 
combination concrete/bitumen give to each other. The high pH of concrete 
makes attack of micro-organisms on bitumen improbable while the soft and 
impermeable bitumen prevents crack propagation and general water contact 
between waste units and surroundings.

The fraction available for waste of the total volume of the repository 
built on these principles will depend on the geometry o f the units, mainly 
the thickness of the container wall and of the interspace left between the units 
when placed in the repository. With the dimensions indicated in Figs 1 and 2 
the usable volume fraction is about 47%.

It must be possible to handle the internal drums and the filled waste 
containers by remote control because at least with some types o f waste the 
operating personnel must be protected against radiation from the waste units.
This can be achieved with the following procedure: containers o f  hexagonal 
form outside but cylindrical inside are prefabricated from reinforced concrete. 
Drums with waste are then placed in the containers and the units are closed 
by filling the interspace between the drum and the container wall with concrete. 
The lids of the units are cast in the same operation.
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F IG .l. Sealed container with 210  L  drum. Volum e fraction  used fo r  waste when placed  
repository: 47%.

FIG. 2. G eom etry fo r  positioning o f  hexagonal waste units in repository.
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In this procedure the relatively complicated and time-consuming removal 
o f the mould from a cast hexagon is made with an inactive unit. Only the 
simple operations o f  placing the drum in the container and filling the annular 
space between the drum and the container with concrete will have to be made 
in a radiation field, and these operations should be easy to perform by 
remote control.

3. MATERIALS SELECTION AND CHARACTERIZATION

Materials used for construction o f containers for radioactive waste should be:
(a) workable
(b) mechanically strong
(c) chemically resistant
(d) stable
(e) a good barrier against migration o f water, radioisotopes and other 

materials
(f) corrosion-protective for embedded steel..

An ordinary high-quality concrete is in many cases quite satisfactory as far 
as these properties are concerned, but some improvements seem to be possible 
using the new material called Densit, which has been developed by the Cement 
and Concrete Laboratory, Aalborg Portland Cement Factories [2]. The 
properties of this material are described in the following.

TABLE I. COMPOSITION OF DENSIT

kg/m3 % of total
concrete price

Low alkaline sulphate-resistant 
Portland cement (SRPC)

500 21.3

Sand (0—4 mm) 100 5.2

Stone (8 -1 2  mm) 1080 4.1

Silica fume 100 6.2

Steel fibres (1 2 X 0 .4  mm) ■ 35 29.1

Steel fibres (24 X 0.4 mm) 23 15.7

Superplasticizer 25 17.3

Total price of materials per waste unit is 535 Danish crowns incl. VAT.
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3.1. Composition and workability

Densit is in principle a concrete based on ordinary Portland cement, sand, 
gravel, and water but mixed with very small spherical silica particles with 
diameter from 0.5 to 0.005 pm added in an amount of up to 20% of the 
cement in the mixture. A typical composition o f Densit used for production 
of the hexagonal containers is given in Table I.
The so-called silica fume material is a by-product from the melting of 
ferro-silicium in electrical furnaces. It is a very light and dusty powder which 
is available in large quantities from Norway and probably also from other 
countries producing ferro-silicum. The material contains some carbon, which 
gives the Densit concrete a dark colour.

The use o f  silica fume as an additive to concrete has been practised for 
many years but the special feature in the case o f Densit is the combined use 
of silica fume and a relatively large amount o f organic superplasticizer. This 
makes it possible to produce a concrete mixture with excellent flow properties 
and a very low water/cement ratio which is important for the high quality of 
the product.

Casting is easy even in very narrow channels and the material is in general 
expected to be excellent as far as workability is concerned. Some problems 
may, however, arise due to a somewhat greater tendency to contraction during 
the initial setting o f the mixture, up to twice as much as for ordinary concrete.

3.2. Mechanical strength

The combination o f low water-content and the presence o f  ultrafine 
particles which are able to fill the voids between the much larger cement particles 
is thought to account for the special properties o f Densit (Fig.3).

CEM ENT SUPER PLASTIC IZED
PASTE CEM ENT PASTE . 0SP-PASTE

FIG.3. The structure o f  the paste in fresh concrete based on (1) Portland cem ent, (2) Portland  
cem ent + superplasticizer, and (3) Portland cem ent + silica fu m e  + superplasticizer [2].
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There can be no doubt that Densit represents a considerable improvement 
as far as compression strength is concerned. The compression strength is 
about 5 times higher and the modulus o f  elasticity 1.5^-2 times higher than 
ordinary concrete [2].

Some general improvements in the mechanical strength o f the units are 
therefore expected compared with similar containers o f ordinary concrete.
But the Densit remains a brittle material and strain will have to be taken up by 
the reinforcement as in the case o f  ordinary concrete. The improvement in 
strength is therefore very much dependent on the quality o f the reinforcement.

3.3. Chemical resistance

The chemical resistance against corrosive attack from the outside has not 
yet been investigated in this project. However, the material is expected to be 
more corrosion-resistant than ordinary concrete due to the tight structure.

3.4. Stability

The internal stability of the material is the most difficult property to 
investigate, but it is also a most important one for the long-term safety 
evaluation o f the use of the material.

Densit is a new material and practical experience with it is lacking. Pre
dictions o f the long-term behaviour o f the material must therefore be based 
on study o f the various possible chemical reactions which may take place in the 
material. The same is to some degree true for ordinary concrete where practical 
experience for 50 to 100 years is available, but where some uses have shown 
surprisingly fast degradation.

An internal chemical reaction which may take place in Densit is the 
pozzolanic reaction between the added silica fume and Ca(OH)2 from hydration 
o f the calcium silicates in cement. This results in decreasing pH in the material 
which is unfortunate as regards steel corrosion protection.

The degree of hydratization and how far the pozzolanic reaction proceeds 
have been studied at the Danish Technical University. The decrease in pH in 
Densit does not seem to be as large as might be feared from the possible reaction 
between Ca(OH)2 and the added silica fume.

3.5. Resistance against migration o f water and radioisotopes

The main purpose o f the experiments described below is to demonstrate 
the expected improvements in resistance to diffusion o f dissolved materials 
through concrete when the silica fume additive is used. Chloride ions with 36C1 
used as a tracer were selected as the diffusing substance in the preliminary
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FIG.4. Construction drawing o f  d iffusion  cell used fo r  7.5 cm ф concrete slabs with thickness 
abou t 1 cm.

experiments, partly because chloride is important for corrosion o f iron embedded 
in the concrete and partly because it was expected that the chloride ions would 
not interact chemically with the concrete. This did not turn out to be as 
simple as anticipated.

A variant o f the usual method for measuring diffusion o f chloride ions 
through concrete slabs was used. The experimental set up is shown in Fig.4.
Flat circular samples o f approximate thickness 1 cm and diameter 7.5 cm were 
cast in a perspex mould and cured in a moist atmosphere for more than one 
month. The surface which had been upward during casting was ground to 
remove irregularities from small entrained air bubbles. The circular slabs were 
then inserted in rubber rings and mounted between two conical perspex parts 
so that two 80 mL chambers separated by the sample were formed, and a good 
watertightness secured outwards and along the periphery o f the circular concrete 
slabs. The chambers were filled with 0 .1M NaCl with an addition of 
0.01 ¡xCi/mL 36C1 as chloride on one side. A 15 mL sample o f  the water on 
the other side was removed and replaced by fresh NaCl solution on every 
work-day during the week. The samples were dried and the content o f  36СГ 
measured using standard gross-counting methods.
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A program has been developed which from the analytical results calculates 
the accumulated amount in pCi/ с т 2 sample surface of 36 Cl" which at a 
given time has passed through the concrete slab from the strong solution 
to the weak. If a simple steady-state diffusion situation can be established one 
would expect an initial delay period before the breakthrough o f activity and 
then a linear increase with time of the accumulative amount of activity. The 
slope o f  this line is the flux through the sample: J pCi/ с т 2 s, and gives 
according to Fick’s first law the diffusion coefficient for chloride ions in the 
material:

dc Ac
J = -  D—  = D—  

dx x

D = J x/Ac cm2/s

where x is the thickness o f the sample and Ac is the difference between 36C1 
concentration on the strong and the weak side.

An advantage of using 36СГ for the measurement instead of a concentration 
gradient o f inactive chloride is that electrical interaction problems with diffusion 
of СГ and Na+ are avoided.

Only two experiments have so far been made using this method, but it has 
been established — partly by accident — that it is important to let such 
experiments run for a rather long time.

3.5.1. Ordinary concrete

In the first experiment one o f our early samples made from ordinary 
Portland cement was used. It was 1.02 cm thick and the composition given in g 
per 100 g cement was 100 g Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC) + 100 g sand
0.3—0.6 mm + 50 g water. The results from the experiment are shown in Fig.5.

The initial part o f the curve is as expected. The breakthrough of activity 
begins after about 20 days and for the period from about 50 to 100 days the 
accumulated activity increases linearly with time. The diffusion coefficient 
calculated from the slope o f the line is 2.4 X 10“9 cm2/s which is somewhat 
lower than typical values in the literature.

Based on the amount o f activity found in and removed with the weak 
solution the decrease in 36СГ concentration in the strong solution was less 
than 20% during these 100 days.

Although the first part of the curve in Fig.5 seems typical for diffusion 
through a slab, the latter part does not at all show the expected behaviour of 
a slope slowly decreasing with decreasing concentration in the strong solution.
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( p C ¡ /c m 2 )

150 Com position:
■ concrete: 100g OPC + IDOg sand 0 .3 -0 .6 m m  + 50g H2 0  
water: 0.1 M NaCl on both  sides

120

30

60

90

0

D = 6 .4 6 x 1 0 "12cm 2/s

100 200 days

FIG. 5. A ccum ulated  36Cl activity  passed through a 1.02 cm th ick  sample o f  ordinary concrete.

A rather sudden fall in rate of diffusion is observed after 100 days, leading to 
another nearly linear part o f the curve, with a slope corresponding to a diffusion 
coefficient o f only 6.5 X 1 0 '12 cm2/s.

Investigation o f the sample after the experiment has shown that a retardation 
mechanism is at work probably in the form of precipitation of a chloride-containing 
mineral. The sample contained about 40% o f  the activity originally present in 
the system.

3.5.2. Concrete containing silica fume
A second experiment has been run using a 1.07 cm thick circular slab of 

silica-fume-containing material as sample. The composition given in g per 
100 g sulphate-resistant Portland cement (SRPC) was:

SRPC sand silica superplasticizer water

The results o f the experiment are shown in Fig.6. The procedures used 
were practically identical with the ones described for the first experiment.
The silica-containing material was, as expected, much more penetration- and 
diffusion-resistant than ordinary concrete. The total amount o f activity which 
has passed through the sample is about a factor 100 lower than in the first 
experiment, in fact the amount o f diffusing chloride was so low that the counts 
were associated with considerable uncertainties.

100 77 23 1.7 25
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(pC i/cm 2)

F IG .6. A ccum ula ted  36Cl activity  passed through a 1 .07  cm th ick  sample o f  concrete with 
silica fum e.

The shape of the curve in Fig.6 is unexpected. Instead of a delay period 
before breakthrough o f activity, an initially nearly linearly increasing amount 
of activity in the weak solution is observed. It is much more like a leaching 
curve for a sample impregnated homogeneously with the activity than the 
breakthrough for an originally uncontaminated membrane o f considerable 
thickness and high diffusion-resistance.

The diffusion coefficient corresponding to the slope o f the first part of 
the curve has the value 1.6 X 10"11 cm2/s, but the slope decreases after about 
100 days to a value corresponding to D = 2.2 X 10“'2 cm2/s, which is 
approximately the same as for the ordinary concrete after 100 days.

A possible explanation of the observed phenomena could be that a slight 
but fast migration takes place through a few micro-cracks passing through 
the sample, while there is no or nearly no transport through the bulk material. 
The cracks are then closed more or less completely by precipitation of 
chloride-containing materials. Further investigations will be necessary to 
establish the validity of such a mechanism, which may be o f general interest 
in connection with leaching from concreted waste and with the use o f concrete 
as a barrier material in chloride-containing environments.

The diffusion of other isotopes through Densit and ordinary concrete will 
be investigated in later experiments.

3.6. Corrosion protection

The last property o f the concrete which is important for the evaluation of 
the safety o f  disposal systems using such materials is the degree of protection
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the concrete gives to steel reinforcements and steel plates (drums) embedded 
in the material. This is a complex phenomenon which as far as Densit is 
concerned is under investigation at Korrosionscentralen, a Danish institute, 
partly as a contribution to this study.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The aim o f the research and development project from which some pre
liminary results have been reported here is to investigate some possibilities o f  
improving the safety o f disposal o f medium- and low-level radioactive waste. 
The proposed method might for example be of interest in connection with 
shallow-land burial o f reactor waste. This is a somewhat theoretical purpose 
for us since such wastes are not produced in Denmark. However, we hope 
that these studies can contribute to solve our small-scale problem concerning 
disposal o f waste from nuclear research which for more than 20 years has 
been accumulating at the research centre Ris$.
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Abstract

CONDITIONING OF LOW-LEVEL SOLID RADIOACTIVE WASTES FOR SEA DISPOSAL 
AT ECN, PETTEN.

The radioactive wastès are collected from hospitals, universities, power stations and 
research centres in 100-litre steel drums. The drums are transported by a normal road-truck 
to  our waste treatment facility at Petten. The steel drums with unsorted wastes are compacted 
by a high-pressure compaction facility with a total force o f 1500 tonnes. The facility, 
including the storage of the 100-litre and 200-litre drums and the concrete mixer, is operated 
automatically by a minicomputer. In a 200-litre drum a layer of 10 cm concrete is poured 
on the bottom. In this layer reinforcement bars are fixed. The packets from a selection 
table are placed into the 200-litre drum to a maximum height of 64 cm. The packets are 
secured and centred by the bars. Concrete, with a compressive strength of about 40 N/mm2 
after twenty-eight days, is poured around the packets and on top of them. The concrete 
walls are 3.5 cm and the top is at least 10 cm thick. During the addition of the concrete the 
drums are vibrated to ensure complete filling. The 200-litre drums have an average weight 
of 400 kg. The data o f the waste drums are collected by the minicomputer and on request 
we obtain the so-called dumping list with, for example, drum number, weight, radiation 
and activity per radionuclide. The whole system follows the IAEA regulations and the 
NEA guidelines.

1. INTRODUCTION

The low-level radioactive waste produced in the Netherlands is collected 
and transported to Petten. The solid waste is collected in 100-litre steel drums 
with a wall thickness o f 0.75 to 1 mm.

As mentioned at the symposium in 1965 [1 ] all the waste used to be 
compacted with a 90-tonne metal baling press. The press was placed in a cell 
and the system was operated by four operators.

Two operators dressed in frogman suits worked in the cell. This method 
proved too time-consuming, so technicians were asked to mechanize the system. 
This was practically impossible. A study in 1974 indicated that the best method 
for volume reduction is a heavy-duty press. Small-scale experiments ( 1:2.5) 
showed that with increasing force the maximum volume reduction was achieved
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at 1000 to 1500 tonnes (10—15 MN). In 1976 an order was placed for the 
fabrication o f a waste compactor with a maximum force o f 15 MN, together 
with a transporting system, storage racks and a concrete mixer. In February 1980 
the first drum with radioactive waste was compacted.

The amount o f  solid waste is increasing each year by about 10%. In 1968 
it was 220 m3, in 1974 it was 400 m3 and in 1981 it was 900 m3.

In 1968 the 54 MW station o f Dodewaard and in 1974 the 450 MW power 
station o f Borssele offered their first radioactive waste to Petten. Of the solid 
waste 95% is compactable, so in 1981 860 m3 was compacted and this resulted 
in 2091 drums o f 200 litres, ready for sea disposal. The waste is transported 
as low-level solid (LLS) radioactive material wherein the estimated activity 
averaged throughout the radioactive material does not exceed 2 X 10~3 A2/g 
and the radiation level is maximum 1000 mrem/h at the surface o f  the package [2].

2. AUTOMATIC SOLID WASTE COMPACTION SYSTEM

The Netherlands’ waste-collecting service distributes standard 100-litre 
steel drums to the low-level solid waste producers in the country for filling 
at their sites.

The wall thickness of these drums is 1 mm. Each drum has a steel lid with 
a hoop under tension. The drums are transported to the compaction system 
on a wooden pallet.

With a fork-lift truck the pallets are placed in front of an input station.
Here a man transfers the drums from the pallet onto a conveyor system. At this 
point the identification numbers o f the drums are fed into the connected 
computer. At the end o f the conveyor each drum is weighed andjts radiation 
level is measured. These data are also transferred to the computer. A transporting 
unit (N in F ig.l) takes the drums from the measuring station and stores them 
in one o f two storage racks with a total capacity of 140 drums, six high. At 
the same time the administrative data accompanying each cargo o f 100-litre 
drums are put into the computer by the ter minai in the control room. These 
data are drum No., code o f the customer, the transport form number, the 
six most important nuclides present and the estimated activity per nuclide.

When the compaction programme is started, the transporting unit N takes 
out a drum from the storage rack, normally in sequence, but when needed 
for balancing purposes the computer makes a selection on the basis o f weight 
(drums o f more than 40 kg) or radiation level (drums radiating more than 
100 mrem/h). Each drum is transported to an airlock connected to the 
press-cell. A pushing device places the drum from the airlock in front of 
the press.
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FIG.2. Schem atic drawing o f  the press.

Figure 2 is a simplified drawing of the press itself. The drum is centred 
in the middle o f the press by the press-loader. The press-clock is lowered 
about 10 cm around the drum to fix it in position, then the press-loader is 
withdrawn. Then the press-clock is completely lowered around the drum, 
whereby the main cylinder compacts the drum with a total force o f 1500 tonnes 
(15 MN) which is equal to 800 kg/cm2 (80 MPa). When the main cylinder 
and the press-clock have returned to their highest position the packet is pushed 
from the middle o f the press onto a selection table. The packet has a diameter 
o f 49 cm and the height depends on the kind o f waste.
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FIG.3. Selection table and press.

The selection table, shown in Fig.3, has space for six packets and turns 
them successively under the packet-height meter and under the drum loader.
The measured height o f each packet is fed into the computer. Besides this 
datum being used for optimal stacking it also forms a part o f the cost calculation.

The compacted waste is still surrounded by the metal o f  the 100-litre drum. 
In most cases this metal keeps the waste neatly together. Sometimes the 
expansion force, for example in the presence o f  rubber, is too strong to 
maintain a flat packet, but even then the containment is such that contamination
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o f the cell is surprisingly low. The cell is built o f steel- and glass-plates. The 
underpressure in the cell is maintained at 100 Pa. The air is filtered by Hepa- 
filters. Access to the cell is via the frogman area. Drain-water from the cell 
is collected in a waste water tank and transferred to the water-treatment facility.

In the storage area for 200-litre disposal drums with a capacity o f  100 drums 
an empty drum is placed on the input table where a specially constructed iron 
positioning-holder is placed inside the drum. On the bottom o f the drum a 
layer o f 10 cm o f concrete is then poured. Thereafter the drum is placed in the
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storage racks with the transporting unit S (Fig. 1 ). These racks are built in three 
levels. When the concrete is hardened the drum is placed on a turntable that 
turns the drum to its loading position. The drum loader inside the press-cell 
places a number o f packets into the 200-litre drum to a maximum height of 
64 cm. Each time the free space in the drum is measured so that the computer 
can make an optimum filling. During the filling sequence the air from the drum 
is sucked into the press-cell. The turntable then transfers the drum to the next 
position, which is the concrete-filling station.

The concrete is prepared in the concrete mixer and must have a minimum 
compressive strength o f 22.5 N/mm2 after twenty-eight days, based on a 
150 mm cube test. In.practice this is 40 N/mm2. From the mixer the concrete 
is transferred to the concrete-filling station. Using a screw-conveyor the 
concrete is poured into the drum. A shock-table distributes the concrete 
evenly throughout the drum and between the packets. This is shown in Fig.4.

After filling there is always a concrete layer of at least 10 cm above the 
top packet. Completed drums are replaced in the racks for hardening of 
the concrete.

After two days the concrete is strong enough for transferring the drum to 
the measuring station. Here the weight and the radiation level o f  the package 
are measured. The radiation is measured by four GM-probes which turn around 
the package in one minute. The highest value is fed into the computer. As 
mentioned in the NEA Guidelines for- sea dumping packages of radioactive 
waste [3], the drums are divided into four radiation categories and marked 
accordingly with a coloured band around the drum. A package with a weight 
lower than 250 kg is not accepted by the computer system in order to guarantee 
the required minimum specific gravity of 1.2. The average weight o f a package 
is 400 kg.

After the measuring procedure three drums are pushed on a table which 
places the packages on a special type o f pallet. A fork-lift truck transfers 
the pallets into the interim shed where optimum storage is achieved by placing 
the pallets eight to nine high.

3. COMPUTER SYSTEM

The use of a computer was felt necessary for two reasons:
Automatic process control
Data handling and conservation (Fig.5).

Functionally, the computer organizes the various, independent machines 
in the process into an integral working unit, because of its ability to base its 
actions on a continuous total overview o f the process.



FIG. 5. Data handling.
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Machines are driven in parallel provided their activities do not exclude 
each other. Every machine has sufficient local ‘intelligence’ to execute its task 
once started.

So, from the computer’s point of view, machines are regarded as units, which 
have to be activated (after exam ination  o f  starting conditions) as often as 
possible. They are expected to announce ‘end o f operation’ autonomously.

This frees the computer for other tasks whilst the machines are active.
To prevent them from being in operation for ever, they are allocated a time 
limit for finishing, before the computer reports an error and halts the system.
A process halt can be responded to by the operator in two ways; after 
having solved the problem, he instructs the system to continue or, if  that is 
impossible, he commands it to stop in which case all relevant data are saved.
If no errors occur, the computer will stop the process automatically when one 
or more logical end conditions are satisfied. The computer then produces an 
inventory o f end-products and remaining 100-litre drums.

As each drum upon entering the system is fully described by data on forms, 
provision has been made to record this data into a file on floppy disc. The 
program used also allows for record deletion, addition and production of 
listings in various sequences.

Data gathered during the process on a per drum basis, such as weight and 
radiation, are added in real time to the corresponding record in file. When pressed 
drums are moved into 200-litre drums, their records are moved to a second file, 
describing 200-litre drums. This file is built up dynamically during the process.

To access this file off-line for record manipulation, such as deletion and 
addition, or production of lists, a program has been written which can also be 
requested to copy records of completed 200-litre drums to a tape unit. The 
200-litre drum, including its contents, has become an end-product by then 
and no longer exists within the system.

The tape serves as a medium o f transport to another computer responsible 
for long-term storage o f data and production of quarterly and annual overviews.

The computer system components can be summarized as follows: 
Configuration: PDP 11/04 cpu, 32 к-words o f memory.
Peripherals: console/printer, dual floppy disc, magtape.
Interface system: CAMAC.
Operating system: RT-11.

4. ADMINISTRATION

Once a year the drums are transported to the harbour o f IJmuiden for 
disposal into the Atlantic Ocean. On board the ship a so-called dumping list 
is obligatory.
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This list, a computer print-out, contains for each 200-litre package all 
relevant information such as drum No., type, treatment code, content, 
treatment date, storage date, as well as estimated activity in millicuries o f 226Ra, 
alpha-emitters, beta-gamma emitters ti. >  0.5 year, beta-gamma emitters 
ti. < 0 .5  year and tritium. In addition, information about the packets that were 
placed in the dumping package such as customer No., form No., 100-litre 
drum No., nuclides, activity per nuclide, radiation level and weight is printed.
So, should a package drop or otherwise fail during transport to the dumping area 
a complete picture of its contents is available.

To test the mechanical strength of the drums a drop test was done with a 
200-litre drum cured for 28 days. In this test the drum was placed in vertical 
position at a height o f 4.8 metres above a concrete platform and tipped over.
It fell at an angle o f about 45 degrees on its top rim. The metal rim was 
indented and some small concrete chips came off. Otherwise the drum was 
undamaged.

After the third fall of the same drum a piece o f concrete came off. The 
waste was still covered by concrete.

The computer print-outs are also used for cost calculation. The producer 
o f the waste has to pay for each 100-litre drum filled with waste. The final 
costs depend on the volume reduction. So each compacting action with the 
press cost 208 guilders in 1982, and in addition to this 12 guilders for each cm 
o f packet height. In this price per cm the costs for the dumping are included. 
The price for the empty 100-litre drum is 37 guilders.

5. CONCLUSION

After two years o f experience it can be said that the total system is 
working well. The average volume reduction is 80%, including batches of 
partly precompacted waste, concrete blocks, iron tools, etc. The whole system 
can be operated by one man. The end-product is strong enough to withstand 
the transport to the dumping area and the water pressure at a depth o f 4 km.
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Abstract

EXPERIENCE WITH THE CEMENTATION OF FLUID WASTE.
A discussion is given of practical problems with the cementation of fluid waste from a 

nuclear power plant. The fluids are slurries of precoat and resins, which are mixed with salt 
evaporator concentrate before adding cement. This mixing should result in homogeneous 
waste batches with a specific composition and gamma activity. The paper describes how this 
mixing is achieved within the specified parameters. After cementation the product is believed 
to be chemically stable and it is directly transportable as low-level waste.

The cementation of fluid waste from the operation o f a nuclear power 
plant, a simple fixation method in itself, poses at least three practical problems. 
First, one should avoid strong inhomogeneities in the mix o f waste and cement. 
Secondly, there are constraints on the amount o f precoat, resins and salts that 
can be enclosed in a durable manner. Thirdly, safety and costs combine to 
make it desirable to keep the dose rate at the product’s surface below 0.2 R/h.
In order to solve these problems one has to control the mixing o f the various 
components o f  the waste and the mixing o f  waste with cement.

The cementation system at the Dodewaard plant, developed over ten years, 
has provisions for this control. Its set-up and mechanical features have been . 
described previously1. In the present paper we discuss the practical procedures 
and product parameters. The system (Fig. 1 ) consists o f  ( 1 ) six storage tanks, 
in which fluid wastes are accumulated during the plant’s operation; (2) a 
mixing tank, where during the yearly cementation campaign appropriate 
fractions o f the contents o f  the storage tanks are pumped together; (3) a cement 
mixer, to which preset quantities o f  the waste are transported and cement is 
added before they are dumped in steel drums; (4) a packaging line, where the 
drums are sealed and inserted in concrete transport containers. (At present the 
waste containers are disposed in the NEA-controlled dumping site for low-level 
radioactive waste in the NE Atlantic.)

1 GEEVERS, F., LOBBEZOO, C.J., Transactions of the ENS nuclear conference at 
Hamburg, TANSAO 31 1-666 (1979) 546.
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F IG .l. Schem e o f  the waste-processing installation in the Dodewaard nuclear pow er plant;
(1) storage tanks o f  flu id  waste (each 16 m 3 ), (2) Nal-gamma m onitor, (3) sample cell 
with GeLi spectrom eter, (4) m ixing tank (3.4 m 3), (5) cem ent mixer, (6) steel drum  
(0 .2  m 3), (7) transport container (1 m 3).

TABLE I. AVERAGE VALUES OF GAMMA ACTIVITY IN THE THREE 
WASTE FLUIDS (BRINE = EVAPORATOR CONCENTRATE)

Fluid Specific Contribution by
activity --------------------------------------------------------------------
(Ci/m3) 54Mn 60Co 135Cs 137Cs

Brine <0.5 0.01 0.01 0.33 0.65

Precoat slurry 2 -4 0.10 0.70 0.05 0.15

Resin slurry 4 0 -6 0 0.06 0.65 0.04 . 0.25
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TABLE II. AVERAGE CONTRIBUTION OF THE FOUR DOMINANT 
ISOTOPES TO THE FLUX IN A BATCH (c) AND TO THE SURFACE DOSE 
OF A DRUM (dj ) AND OF A TRANSPORT CONTAINER (d2 );
E = GAMMA ENERGY IN MeV

Isotope E с di d2

MMn 0.835 0.10 0.06 0.03

60Co 1.25 0.70 0.81 0.92

134Cs 0.685 0.05 0.06 0.02

137Cs 0.662 0.15 0.07 0.03

In practice the main problems are met in the controlled mixing o f  the 
waste components. Table I lists average values for the specific activity o f these 
components, accumulated in different storage tanks, together with typical 
values o f  the partial gamma activity from the four dominant isotopes in the 
waste. The problems originate in the variations around the average values, which 
are partly due to differences in the waste generation and partly due to insufficient 
mixing in the tanks. Due to sedimentation the specific activity is three to four 
times higher near the bottom than in the bulk o f the tank, which means that 
the total content o f radioactivity can only be determined by completely 
circulating the fluid (along a Nal-monitor and a sampling device with a GeLi 
spectrometer for the determination o f the isotopic composition). However, this 
empirical information is used to predict with fair accuracy the activity o f fractions 
pumped to the mixing tank. For the fluid with spent resins, sedimentation can 
block the circulation pump; before switching this pump on, the sediment has 
to be shocked by a stirring device or by pressing water from below through 
the exit.

A separate mixing tank for wastes without added cement is a prerequisite. 
The first practical point in the mixing has to do with cobalt activity. If this is 
more than 0.4 o f the total gamma activity o f the mix, it will be dominant in 
the surface dose o f the product (a concrete transport container). Table II shows 
typical values for the average fraction o f the gamma flux for the four isotopes 
in the mixed waste and o f the corresponding surface doses for the steel drums 
and for the transport containers (where shielding discriminates the relatively 
soft gammas). One notes that we are far above this limit; variations around 
the typical values will seldom reach or cross it. This simplifies the preparation 
o f batches from the storage tanks, as only the cobalt activity is needed to 
predict the surface dose of the product. As a rule of thumb we have
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d2 = 2 X 1СГ4 A, where d2 is the surface dose in R/h o f the transport container 
and A the cobalt activity in Ci o f a batch prepared for cementation and dumping 
in a steel drum.

The second point has to do with the mixing process. In our 3.4 m3 tank 
we have installed a vibrating mixer, which however is rather inefficient; we 
plan to replace it by a rotating vertical screw through most of the volume. At 
present mixing is mainly achieved by circulation, where the pump appears to 
be the critical item (wearing, especially by resin grains), resulting in a fair 
homogenization. During circulation the total activity A of the mix is determined.

The third practical point has to do with the mass concentration o f the 
various wastes in water, leading to slurry densities between 1050 and 1150 kg/m3. 
From Table I it is evident that we prefer to mix the copious amounts of low- 
activity brine with either precoat slurry or resin slurry. The brine contains 
about 0.1 kg Na2S 0 4 per litre, below the level where salts will affect the cement 
in making it brittle (in the cementated batches the salts make up typically 
12 kg out o f 360 kg or about 3%). The spent resins are fully saturated with 
water; yet we take the precaution o f not adding more than 15% of this slurry 
in the mix, in order to avoid future swelling and bursting of the product. Only 
the mix with the resin slurry will give products with a surface dose close to the 
0.2 R/h limit, whereas the mix with the precoat slurry normally leads to 
products with a surface dose around 0.04 R/h. This difference by a factor of 
five is consistent with the ratio o f the specific activities o f the slurries o f resins 
and precoat, given in Table I, divided by about two, the ratio o f the concentration 
o f these respective slurries in the brine. The resins therefore determine, by 
their strong activity, the size o f the transport containers (to get at most 0.2 R/h) 
and, once this size is fixed, the number of containers needed to pack the precoat.

On mixing with cement the batches are weighed to enable assessment of  
the total activity that will be enclosed; therefore the cement mixer is put on a 
bascule. This weight is related to the activity through the approximately known 
slurry density and its specific activity determined by sampling. If the first is 
unexpectedly higher than average this is noted from the increased current o f the 
electrical motors driving the mixing rolls. In practice this current is a good 
measure o f the enclosed activity and it is used for control. A typical mix 
consists o f 35 kg precoat slurry, 125 kg brine and 200 kg cement, which fills a 
drum of 0.2 m3 (or 20 kg resin slurry, 140 kg brine and 200 kg cement). For 
obvious reasons the cement mixer is vulnerable to unexpected stops in the feed 
and to clogging; however, over five years the mixer had to be freed from 
hardened cement with waste only once.

Since the modification o f the packaging-line, experience with the packaging 
of filled drums has been good. After hardening for a day the fillings are 
monitored with a gamma detector; then the drums are placed in an outer 
container, fixed with grout, have a lid fixed, are attached to an outer reinforce-
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FIG .2. N um ber o f  transport containers n with a surface dose d 2 in R /h  produced during 
the 1977  cem entation  campaign (see text).

ment, surrounded by concrete and finally sealed with a lid for the outer 
container. All distinct actions are performed from behind walls o f  concrete, 
provided with windows of lead glass, using manipulators. In this way the average 
personal dose received per Ci waste can be kept below 40 mrem (at a yearly 
waste production o f the order o f 50 Ci). It is to be noted that the packaging 
of the drums for transport simply involves the addition of roughly 2000 kg of 
concrete to an already well-contained product o f 360 kg. At the end o f the 
line the surface dose of the containers is recorded. Figure 2 shows the results 
achieved in the 1977 campaign; more recent campaigns achieve a bimodal 
distribution with a sharper ‘resin-peak’ at 0.18 R/h. The results show that we 
are close to an optimum, that is characterized by a resin-peak just below
0.2 R/h and a ‘precoat-peak’ at one fifth o f this dose; moreover no containers 
are produced with a surface dose higher than allowed for transport.

It can be concluded that, despite the practical problems as discussed, the 
cementation o f fluid waste can be well handled with relatively simple means 
and with good control o f the product.
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Abstract-Résu mé

CHARACTERIZATION OF CONDITIONED LOW- AND INTERM EDIATE-LEVEL WASTES.
All radioactive wastes m ust be conditioned to  satisfy the criteria for disposal o f them  in 

the ground. In accordance with the specifications laid down by the Agence nationale pour la 
gestion des déchets radioactifs (French N ational Agency for Radioactive Waste Management -  
ANDRA), waste characterization records m ust be drawn up, w ith 1 the relevant tests being 
carried ou t under approved conditions. The paper summarizes the principal results acquired 
in laboratories o f the French A tom ic Energy Commission (CEA) under the characterization 
program m e, which was in itiated by ANDRA and to  which the Commission of European 
C om m unities (CEC) has con tribu ted  w ithin the fram ew ork of its five-year indirect-action . 
program m e (1 9 8 0 -8 4 ) . The principal aspects o f  these characterization tests are concerned 
with leaching from  normal-sized packages, techniques measuring the radioisotope diffusion 
rate in therm osetting resins, study of the chemical form s of the  radioisotopes released and 
assessment o f the resistance o f the coatings to the  action of micro-organisms in the soil.

CARACTERISATION DES DECHETS CONDITIONNES DE FAIBLE ET MOYENNE 
ACTIVITE.

Les déchets radioactifs doivent tous être conditionnés pour satisfaire les critères 
autorisant leur évacuation terrestre. Dans le cadre du respect des spécifications définies par 
l’Agence nationale pour la gestion des déchets radioactifs (ANDRA), des dossiers de carac
térisation des déchets doivent être établis, les essais é tan t effectués dans des conditions 
agréées. On résume ici les principaux résultats acquis dans les laboratoires du Commissariat 
à l’énergie atom ique (CEA) dans ce program m e de caractérisation initié par l’ANDRA et 
auquel la Commission des C om m unautés européennes (CCE) a apporté sa con tribu tion  dans

323
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le cadre de son program m e quinquennal 1980—84 d’action indirecte. Les principaux aspects 
de ces essais de caractérisation po rten t sur la lixiviation de colis en vraie grandeur, les 
techniques de mesure de la vitesse de diffusion des radioélém ents dans les résines therm o- 
durcissables, l’étude des form es chim iques des radioélém ents relâchés et l’évaluation de la 
résistance des enrobés à l’action des micro-organismes du sol.

1 . Introduction

Les déchets radioactifs de faible et moyenne 
activité se présentent à l'origine sous des formes 
très variées. Ils sont presque toujours transformés, 
traités et emballés sur leur site de production 
avant leur expédition au Centre de stockage géré 
par l'Agence Nationale pour la gestion des Déchets 
Radioactifs (ANDRA) ; certains,comme les résidus 
de traitement des effluents 1 iquides, nécessitent 
l'application d'un procédé de solidification. De 
façon générale,tous doivent être conditionnés pour 
satisfaire les critères permettant leur stockage 
terrestre dans des ouvrages de surface.

Les autorités de Sûreté fixent des pres
criptions de caractère général sur les conditions 
d'exploitation de ces installations et les critères 
d'acceptabilité des déchets en conclusion de 
l'analyse de sûreté sur laquelle repose l'autorisa
tion de mise en service du stockage.

Dans ce c a dre,1'ANDRA définit des spécifi
cations techniques détaillées relatives à la 
réalisation des colis destinés au stockage de 
longue durée. Un dossier de caractérisation doit 
être présenté par le producteur de déchets pour 
apporter la preuve que les colis de déchets, 
conditionnés suivant un procédé déterminé,répondent 
aux spécifications de 1'ANDRA. Ce dossier est 
établi à partir d'essais de caractérisation 
réalisés dans des conditions agréées par l'ANDRA. 
Dans la poursuite de cet objectif, les études, 
essais et épreuves destinés à évaluer les pro
priétés de confinement et le comportement à moyen 
et long terme des produits composites résultant 
des divers procédés d'enrobage présentent un 
intérêt de tout premier ordre.

Aussi le CEA les situe-t-il parmi les 
objectifs prioritaires dans ses programmes de
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rec h e rc h e et développement et la Commission des 
Communautés Européennes a-t-elle jugé opportun 
d'apporter sa contribution ,(dans le cadre de son 
programme quinquennal 1980-84 d'action indirecte) 
à diverses actions initiées et poursuivies au 
Commissar iat.

L'ANDRA a lancé et pris en charge,depuis 
fin 1978,une partie des essais portant sur 
divers produits types fabriqués à l'échelle 
industrielle ; l'exploitation de ces essais 
apporte,d'une part,les informations nécessaires 
aux études de sûreté dont le concept intégre le 
système de conditionnement et les conditions de 
stockage, et fournit,d'autre part,des données 
pour les tests de contrôle à appliquer dans les 
procédures de surveillance de la qualité.
Parmi les caractéristiques les plus importantes 
des colis de déchets figurent celles se rapportant 
au confinement des radionucléides ainsi qu'à la 
stabilité et à la résistance des produits stockés 
vis-à-vis des agents extérieurs tels que l'eau, 
les microorganismes,etc... susceptibles de provo
quer une dissémination des matières radioactives.

L'exposé qui suit a pour objet de présenter 
les techniques mises en oeuvre et les principaux 
résultats acquis dans ce domaine par les labora
toires du CEA au titre de divers programmes de 
caractérisation des déchets radioactifs condi
tionnés .

2. Essais de lixiviation effectués à
l'échelle 1 au CEN-Saclay [1]

Des essais de lixiviation à échelle 1 ont 
été entrepris depuis trois ans, sur des blocs de 
déchets radioactifs solidifiés par différentes 
matrices (ciment, bitume, ciment-bitume ...).
Les éxpérimentations sont conduites à la station 
d'essais de lixiviation,, créée en 1 979 sur le 
Centre d'Etudes Nucléaires de Saclay ; cette 
installation dispose de 10 enceintes de lixiviation 
(volume utile de 2500 1), capables de traiter 
chacune un colis radioactif dont le volume peut 
atteindre 1 m3 (débit de dose au contact maximum:
10 rad/h).
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Matrice Déchet
Activité initiale des principaux radionucléides 

(en Ci)

239Pu 241 Am 137Cs 90 Sr

Cim ent (200 L) 
(W F8)»

C oncentrât
n itrates

0,16 0,81 2,04 0,20

Ciment (110 L) C oncentrât non non 0,6 X 10~2 0,6 X 1 0 '2
(W F2)* borates présent présent

Bitume (200 L) 
(W F7)*

Boues de pré
cipitation 
chimique — 
nitrates

0,27 0,20 non
présent

0,5 X 1 0 '2

Bitum e (80 L) 
(W F9)*

Boues de
précipitation
chimique

1,35 X 1 0 '2 1,3 X 1 0 '2 82 X 10“2 2,6 X 10"2

Cim ent-bitum e 
-  (M l)*

(900 L)

Solides pré
compactés

1,48 0,39 15 X 10“2 non
présent

* Références des déchets types retenus par la CCE.

La procédure expérimentale met en oeuvre 
de l'eau de distribution du CEN-Saclay de compo
sition suivie maintenue à température constante 
(23 * 3°C) renouvelée périodiquement (séquences 
de 15,30,30,90,90,90 puis 180 jours). Le lixi- 
viant est maintenu en circulation permanente. Les 
enrobés sont, avant essai, extraits de leur 
conteneur. Chaque lixiviat fait l'objet de déter
minations chimiques et radiochimiques.

Les enrobés soumis aux tests proviennent de 
producteurs tels que : Centres d'Etudes Nucléaires, 
Centrales.de puissance PWR, installations de 
retraitement,et correspondent soit à des produits 
fabriqués dans des installations existantes, soit 
à des installations nouvelles.

A ce jour, un certain nombre d'enrobés, 
répondant aux caractéristiques du tableau I ,
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F IG .l. Césium 137: fraction d ’activité cumulée relâchée.

ont fait l'objet de tests de lixiviation 
pendant des durées pouvant dépasser 800 jours.

On verra sur les représentations graphiques, 
Fig.1 à Fig.4, la variation des fractions relâchées 
cumulées (FRC) en fonction du temps pour les prin
cipaux radionucléides.

On observe que les F.R.C les plus élevées 
correspondent à des émetteurs ß,y, immobilisés dans 
des matrices ciment ; ceci est particulièrement 
mis en évidence pour le césium. On constate égale
ment que les F.R.C les plus faibles concernent les 
a bloqués dans du ciment ; cependant,il faut noter 
qu'il est difficile d'effectuer des comparaisons 
entre les différentes sortes de matrices étudiées 
par suite des différences d'activités initiales 
du prétraitement chimique éventuel du déchet,des 
espèces chimiques (solubles ou insolubles) où se  
trouvent les radioéléments.

Les analyses physicochimiques auxquelles on 
a procédé ont permis de constater des évolutions
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FIG.2. S tron tium  90: fraction d ’activité cumulée relâchée.
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FIG.3. Am éricium  241 +  plutonium  238: fraction d ’activité cumulée relâchée.
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BITUM E W F7

FIG .4. P lutonium  239: fraction  d ’activité cumulée relâchée.

différentes selon le type de matrice. Les enrobés 
à base de ciment sont l'objet de phénomènes de 
dissolution - érosion, mis en évidence par les 
quantités, soit d'extraits secs, soit de certains 
ions, tel le sodium ; ces effets traduisent un 
début de vieillissement des matrices.'

Dans le cas des enrobés à base de bitume, 
les modifications majeures observées, consistent 
en un fluage plus ou moins important. Ceci est 
particulièrement vrai pour le spécimen W F7 ; par 
contre, les relâchements et échanges d'ions avec 
le lixiviant, pour les enrobés étudiés sont moins 
marqués que dans le cas des enrobés à base de 
ciment ; c'est ainsi que les fractions relâchées 
cumulées en sodium sont très faibles ainsi que les 
variations des quantités d'extraits secs dans les 
lixiviats (tableau II).

En fin d'essais, des mesures seront faites 
sur des prélèvements effectués par carottage et 
sciage pour déterminer les variations dê composition 
de l'ensemble de l'enrobé (altération de la matrice, 
diffusion des nucléides, échanges avec le lixiviant)
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TABLEAU II. PERTES DE MATIERES DES PRINCIPAUX TYPES 
D’ENROBES

Matrice Temps cumulé 
(jours)

FRC sodium 
relâchée (%)

Perte de poids 
(%)

Ciment (W F8) 885 10 1,3

Ciment (W F2) 615 5 <  0,2

Bitume (W F7) OO 00 LA
I

< 0 ,1 < 0 ,2

Ces mesures serviront d'approche pour tenter l'ex
trapolation par des modèles mathématiques du compor
tement à long terme des enrobés.

3. Contribution à l'étude des moyens de mesure des
vitesses de diffusion des radioéléments dans
les résines thermodurcissables (CEN-Grenoble).

La possibilité de conditionner des déchets de 
faible et de moyenne activité dans des résines 
thermodurcissables a été démontrée dans plusieurs 
domaines [1][2][3][i+][7] .

- poudres de concentrats d'évaporation,
- résines échangeuses d'ions en grains ou en 

poudre,
- déchets solides (déchets tritiés, déchets 

de démantèlement),
- déchets de retraitement (iodure de plomb)

Plusieurs installations de traitement et de 
conditionnement existent au Centre d'Etudes 
Nucléaires de Grenoble, à la Centrale Nucléaire de 
Chooz. [5]

Les procédés d'enrobage ont été mis au point 
initialement avec des résines styrène-polyester.
La tendance actuelle est d'utiliser des résines 
époxydes moins contraignantes du point de vue de 
la sûreté classique (diminution des risques d'incen
die) .

L'évaluation de la qualité de l'enrobage et 
du confinement de déchets de faible et de moyenne 
activité a été exécutée avec des techniques classi-
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ques de mesures : tenue thermique, propriétés 
mécaniques, évaluation des gaz de radiolyse, mesure 
du taux de lixiviation [4]. Pour mieux comprendre 
les phénomènes de diffusion dans des matériaux 
composites à base de résines thermodurcissables on 
a étudié en particulier les lois de la diffusion 
de l'eau et du 137cs dans des résines pures puis 
dans des résines composites [5].

La mise en lixiviation dans l'eau d'enrobés 
actifs donne des indications pratiques sur le 
comportement d'échantillons de laboratoire ou de 
bloc d'échelle 1 (fût de 200 1 par exemple) ; cette 
technique permet d'évaluer la radioactivité relâchée 
au cours du temps dans un environnement aqueux, de 
définir des vitesses de fuite selon les radio
éléments présents dans l'enrobé et de comparer les 
performances des formulations d'enrobage.

La durée des expériences nécessaires à la 
connaissance d'un taux de fuite annuel peut attein
dre plusieurs centaines de joursavec ce type de 
mesure. On cherche donc à mettre au point une 
méthode plus rapide d'évaluation des vitesses de 
diffusion des principaux radioéléments contenus 
dans les déchets de faible et de moyenne activité 
enrobés dans des résines thermodurcissables.

3.1. Matriçe_d.!_enrobage_étudiée

Le matériau d'enrobage utilisé est une 
résine thermodurcissable. Deux types ont été 
étudiés :

- une résine polyester réticulée par copolyméri
sation du styrène avec des chaines insaturëes de 
maléophtalate de propylène glycol. La résine 
utilisée est une composition commerciale, par 
exemple Norsódyne NS 574 de CDF CHIMIE.

La réaction de réticulation est initiée à l'aide 
d'un mélange catalyseur-accélérateur à raison de 
1,5 % de peroxyde de méthylethylçétone et de 0,15 I 
en poids de naphténate de cobalt,à 25°C.

- une résine époxyde réticulée par addition d'une 
diamine sur un diether. La réticulation est faite 
par mélange à 25°C des réactifs : 100 parts en 
poids-de résine pour 60 parts en poids de durcisseur.
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La résine utilisée est une composition commerciale 
XF 431 - XF 348 de CIBA.

3.2. Fabrication de_cellules_de_diffusion

La diffusion dans les résines thermodurcis- 
sables est très lente ; il faut donc fabriquer des 
membranes très minces pour obtenir des résultats 
significatifs dans des délais raisonnables.
Une cellule de diffusion permet de mesurer la 
diffusion d 'électrolyte à travers une membrane 
plane de faible épaisseur. Deux solutions de concen
trations différentes en électrolyte baignent chacune 
des faces et on mesure la vitesse de passage de 
1 'électrolyte de la solution concentrée vers la 
solution diluée à travers la membrane.
On a pu obtenir des membranes par usinage et par 
moulage. L'épaisseur minimum qu'il semble actuelle
ment possible d'atteindre est de l'ordre de 100 um.

3.3. Mesure_des_coefficients de_diffusion_avec

Une cellule de diffusion est représentée 
Fig.5. Le volume intérieur est d'environ 45 c m 3 . On 
peut ainsi étudier un flux de traceur radioactif de 
la solution intérieure vers la solution extérieure.
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At .V .e At A c tiv ité  de la solution extérieure  , цС 1 /ст;
Aq . S

Ao A ctiv ité  de la solution initiale , fiC i/cm ^

q2 V Volume de la so lution extérieure , cm 3

6 D S Surface de la membrane , cm 2

e Epaisseur de la membrane , cm

D C oeffic ien t de diffusion , cm2/s

00 Période d’ induction , s

Pour 90 =  132 jours , Dépoxyde =  7 .1 0 13 cm2/«

Membrane époxyde CIBA-GEIGY F431 e : 0 ,007 cm 
) X F 348

F IG .6. Mesure de l'activité ayant traversé une membrane.

Les cellules comportent un fil de platine qui permet 
d'êgaliser les potentiels électriques des deux 
solutions si nécessaire. La F i g . 6 est représentative 
de la quantité de Cs diffusant au cours du temps à 
travers une membrane de résine époxyde.
Le coefficient de diffusion du Cs dans les résines 
polyester ou époxyde est voisin de 7.10-13 cm y s . 
Dans les mêmes résines thermodurcissables, le 
coefficient de diffusion de 1 1 eau est voisin de 
3 .1 0 “ 9 cm 2/ s .
Les durées expérimentales pour des épaisseurs de 
membranes pures voisines de 100 um sont de l'ordre 
de plusieurs centaines de jours, si les coefficients 
de diffusion sont inférieurs à D < 10"Ю cm V s  .
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La F i g . 6 indique que pour une épaisseur de 
70 um le régime de diffusion permanent du Cs au 
travers d'une membrane de résine époxyde n'est 
atteint qu'après 200 jours.

3.4. Mesure des çoefficients_de_diffusion_à 
ËIï £ï ï _5ë _Ëï!°£ i 1 s _ de _Ç one entra, t ion.

L'objet de l'étude en cours est de tenter de 
corréler les résultats obtenus par diffusion de 
traceurs radioactifs au travers de membranes et par 
lixiviation d'enrobés actifs avec les résultats 
d'une nouvelle technique plus rapide.

Cette technique consiste à préparer dans une 
première étape une cellule de diffusion avec une 
membrane en résine thermodurcissable selon le 
processus décrit ci-dessus. Après une période de 
quelques jours ou quelques dizaines de jours la 
diffusion est arrêtée. On effectue un prélèvement 
sur la membrane.

La deuxième étape consiste à établir un 
profil de concentration de divers ions en fonction 
de leur profondeur de pénétration dans la membrane. 
La technique d'analyse utilisée fait appel à la 
spectrométrie de masse à laser. Les premiers 
résultats obtenus montrent qu'elle est bien adaptée 
à l'étude en cours :

- e x p é r i e n c e  r é a l i s é e  e n  i n a c t i f ,
- possibilité de faire des profils sur des profon

deurs de 100 à 200 um,
- décapage et analyse par um, par volume de 10 um3 

à 500 um3,
- possibilité d'analyse simultanée multi élémen

taire (de plusieurs ions),
- possibilité d'analyse simultanée de matériaux 

organiques et minéraux,
- limite de sensibilité très basse : 10 - ^6 g.

Un travail technique récent résume la méthode 
mise en oeuvre [7]. On a pu obtenir des profils de 
concentration du Sr et du Cs dans une membrane 
d'épaisseur voisine de 150 p . La durée de la 
diffusion a été de 30 jours, la durée de l'analyse 
d'environ 1 jour. La solution électrolyte initiale 
était composée de Sr C I 2 et de Cs Cl à 1 g/l.

La Fig.7 représente un spectre de masse à 
partir duquel il est possible d'obtenir les profils
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FIG. 7. Profils de spectre dè masse.

relatifs de concentration de. ces ions en fonction 
de leur pénétration dans la membrane.

4. Etudè des formes chimiques des radioéléments
lixiviés (Fontenay-aux-Roses)

L'étude des formes chimiques des radio
éléments relâchés par lixiviation se présente 
comme très difficile lorsqu'il s'agit des éléments 
transuraniens. Nous ne disposons actuellement que 
de très peu de données dans la littérature.
Les causes de cette difficulté tiennent,d'une part, 
à la chimie compliquée des transuraniens, d ’autre 
part et surtout, aux teneurs extrêmement basses 
de ces éléments dans les lixiviats. Les complica
tions inhérentes aux propriétés chimiques des 
transuraniens sont de deux ordres : en premier, 
certaines espèces sont hydrolysables (c'est le cas 
de Pu (IV), Np (IV), Pu (VI). En second, la 
multiplicité des degrés d'oxydation des transura
niens, particulièrement pour le plutonium, à un 
degré moindre pour le neptunium élève le nombre 
prévisible d'espèces observables. Quant aux teneurs 
basses, on peut les situer entre quelques 10"° Ci/ 
m 3 au maximum et la limite de détection de la 
méthode de mesure la plus sensible, actuellement 
disponible. Le maximum de 10-6 Ci/m3 correspond 
exprimé en molarité à 6 , 7 .1 0“ £39pu ;
1,21.10"12M 241Am ; 2,4.10"13m 2 38Pu.
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Le minimum dépend en plus de la méthode de 
concentration sélective choisie (extraction, co 
précipitation ,etc...).Les techniques d'analyse 
qui permettent une spéciation directe ne sont, à 
notre connaissance, pas applicables à des concen
trations aussi faibles.

La spectrométrie d'absorption optique d'un 
emploi très général qui permet d'identifier les 
ions ou les espèces moléculaires par leur bande 
d'absorption est sensible jusqu'à 10"^M (10-%  
dans le cas de Pu0 2 ++) . Les méthodes électro- 
chimiques, plus restrictives dans leur domaine 
d'application, permettent dans le meilleur des 
cas de gagner un facteur 10 en sensibilité. Nous 
sommes encore loin de. la concentration 6,7.10- 11m 
239pu que nous avons mentionnée. En pratique, une 
telle concentration n'est accessible que par 
comptage. Les méthodes d'analyse de rayonnements 
donnent, en général, un résultat indépendant de 
l'espèce chimique. La méthode la plus sensible, 
mais qui n'est ni spécifique (elle s'applique 
d'abord au rayonnement ß~) ni sélective (tous les 
émetteurs a donnent naissance à un spectre de 
scintillation identique), est de loin la scintil
lation liquide (S.L). On atteint 10“10m sans 
concentration préalable. La spectrométrie y, spé
cifique et sélective, ne s'adresse qu'aux 
transuraniens qui possèdent des transitions y 
d'intensité suffisante, comme par exemple 241дт> 
239pu .

La spectrométrie a, par définition, est la 
méthode de choix pour l'analyse des traces de 
transuraniens, mais la mise en oeuvre de la 
technique à fin quantitative est beaucoup plus 
délicate que dans le cas de la S.L ou de la 
spectrométrie y. La détection est de 10 à 100 foi 
moins sensible qu'en S.L.

Toutes les techniques de spéciation des 
éléments transuraniens présents dans les déchets 
de lixiviation vont donc s'articuler autour de 
deux pôles d'intérêt :

a) la recherche de la (ou des) méthode(s) 
permettant d'isoler sélectivement une espèce avec 
un facteur de concentration le plus grand possibl
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TABLEAU III. RETENTION SUR ECHANGEURS D’IONS POUR 
3 LIXIVIATS TYPES*

Etape de traitement du lixiviat

W F8

Lixiviat 
(unité: impulsions/min) 

W F2 W F9

Activité initiale 12 035 56 16

Après passage résine H + 95 24 4

Après passage résine СГ 12 132 16 3

* Technique: scintillation liquide (SL)

b) la mise en oeuvre de la méthode d'analyse 
la plus sensible permettant de mesurer cette 
espèce. .

Au plan expérimental, les solutions de lixi
viáis examinées proviennent des essais de lixi
viation définis plus haut. Elles font l'objet 
d'investigations par spectrométries a et y, par 
scintillation liquide, avant et après passage sur 
des résines échangeuses d 'ions catioñiques ou 
anioniques.

Les résines échangeuses d'ions donnent des 
résultats intéressants lorsque la nature de l'ion 
à fixer est simple, comme dans le cas des ions- 
Cs+ (Ba+ + , Sr++ ...);mais les résultats sont 
d'interprétation délicate dans le cas des transu
raniens dont les formes peuvent changer au contact 
de 1 'échangeur par suite des réactions chimiques 
qui déplacent les équilibres acide-basique ou de 
formation de complexes. De ce point de vue des 
résultats de mesure sur trois types de lixiviats 
(cf tableaux III,IV,V) sont nets. La quasi- 
totalité de l'activité d'un lixiviat type W F8 
est piégée sur un échangeur cationique et n'est 
pas retenue sur un échangeur anionique (dans ce 
cas particulier, c'est le 137ç;s qui est en cause, 
comme le montre la spectrométrie y). Les résultats 
de spectrométrie a indiquent qu'une partie du 
plutonium est retenue par 1'échangeur. On peut 
également supposer qu'Am(III) est sous une forme 
cationique puisqu'il semble assez bien retenu par 
la résine H + .
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TABLEAU IV. RETENTION SUR ECHANGEURS D’IONS POUR 
3 LIXIVIATS TYPES*

Etape de traitement du lixiviat
Lixiviat 

Unité arbitraire: V =  10 mL 
(impulsions/min)

W F 8  W F2 W F9

Activité initiale 15 194 1 0 2 142

Après passage résine H * 297 - -

Après passage résine СГ 14 893 113 109

* Technique: spectrômétrie 7 ; pic 661 KeV 137Cs.

TABLEAU V. RETENTION SUR ECHANGEURS D’IONS POUR 
3 LIXIVIATS TYPES*

Etape de traitement du lixiviat
W F 8

Lixiviat 
(Unité: juCi/L) 

W F 2 W F9

Activité initiale
233u _ _ —

239pu +*>0pu 0,055 - —

241 Am +  238 Pu 0,090 - -

Après passage résine H +
253 U 0,037 0,014 0,053
239pu +  240pu 0,047 0 ,0 2 0 0,037
241Am +  238Pu 0,017 0,005 0 ,0 1 0

* Technique: spectrômétrie a  (semicteur à barrière de surface).

Ces mesures de fixation sélective demandent 
à être recoupées par d'autres méthodes comme 
l'extraction, la coprécipitation ou l'ultra- 
filtration.

Nous nous efforçons actuellement d'adapter 
la technique classique de coprécipitation du 
plutonium au fluorure de calcium aux problèmes de 
spéciation que pose cet élément dans les lixiviats.
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5. Evaluation de la résistance des enrobés
b itume à l'action des microorganismes du sol 
TCadarache).

Les hydrocarbures lourds sont dégradés par 
une grande variété de, microorganismes tels que les 
mycobactéries, Nocardia, Pseudomonas, Streptomycès, 
Desulfovibrio, Corynebacterium, quelques coques, et 
un grand nombre de champignons.

Les sols qui se trouvent sous les routes 
goudronnées possèdent une importante flore bacté
rienne capable de dégrader le bitume. Il est donc 
logique d 'envisager, au cours du stockage des 
enrobés bitumeux des déchets radioactifs, l'éven
tualité d'une action des microorganismes sur la 
matière bitume.

Les expériences entreprises ä Cadarache ont 
pour objectif de mettre en évidence et éventuelle
ment d'apprécier qualitativement et quantitative
ment ce processus biologique.

5.1.

Dans un premier temps, il paraît intéressant 
de suivre l'activité biologique dans le sol au 
contact de l'échantillon, avant d'étudier les 
phénomènes de dégradation qui n'apparaîtront sans 
doute qu'au bout d'un temps long. A cet effet, les 
enrobés sont placés dans des échantillons de sol 
biologiquement àctif, dans des conditions proches 
d'un stockage réel. L'ensemble sol + enrobé est 
contenu dans des récipients de verre. Les échan
tillons sont maintenus à l'abri de la lumière à 
température et à taux d'humidité constants 
(cf F i g .8).

5.2. Echantillons -_Description

Les échantillons testés ont été préparés à 
partir de déchets type simulés inactifs dans les 
conditions identiques à celle de la future réali
sation industrielle. Le bitume utilisé est du 
type MEXPHALTE R 90/40. Leur composition est 
résumée dans le tableau VI. Chacune des éprouvettes 
est pesée avec une précision de l'ordre du gramme.



TABLEAU VI. RESUME DE LA COMPOSITION DES ECHANTILLONS D’ENROBES BITUME ETUDIES ET DE LEURS 
CARACTERISTIQUES PHYSIQUES

№ Poids Extrait sec H20 T BP Densité Point de
Type de déchet contenu dans éprouv. (g) 105°C résiduelle (% ramollissement
l ’enrobé bitume (% poids 

enrobé)
(% poids 
enrobé)

extrait sec) (° C)

Boues chimiques MA contenant
3,5% de l’extrait sec et un résidu solvant:

TBP à 69% en volume dans 1 à 9 2145 à 2386 39,11 0,5 2,9 1,361 93 à 91
l’HYFRANE 120
(hydrocarbure diluant)

Résines en grains
Rapport volumique des résines
èchangeuses d’ions: 10 à 18 1388 à 1536 37,49 1,32 - 1,127 104 à 102,5

IR 120 (cationique)

IRA 400 (anionique)

Résines broyées saturées avec
N aN O jà 50%
Rapport pondéral: 19 à 27 1828 à 1879 44,24 1,96 -  - 1,136 113,5 à 111,5

Anionique
---------------  = 1,5
Cationique
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FIG .8. D ispositif expérimental.

Afin de se situer.dans des conditions proches 
de celles du stockage à long terme des enrobés, il 
est nécessaire de prendre en compte les effets de 
l'irradiation due à la présence des radioéléments 
inclus qui modifient sans aucun doute la structure 
des molécules d'hydrocarbures lourds. Les échan
tillons ont donc été soumis préalablement à une 
irradiation y dont la dose cumulée est ^ 10  ̂ rad 
appliquée avec un débit de dose de 2,8.10^ rad/h. 
Cette dose correspond à la dose intégrée maximale 
prévue à l'issue du stockage.

5.3. Descrigtion_du_sol

Le sol retenu est le sol même de stockage de 
La Hague. Ce sol, peu riche en matières humiques, 
a été mélangé à du terreau de jardinage afin 
d'augmenter son activité biologique. L'analyse 
physicochimique des deux types de sol est présentée 
sur le tableau VII.
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Sol de La Hague Sol de La Hague + terreau

pH 4,7 5,0

Matières sèches (MS) (%) 96,6 78,3

Matières organiques (%) 3,5 7,3

O2 (mg/g MS) -  5 jours 14 107
-  15 jours 34 286

C 0 2 (mg/g MS) -  5 jours 0,05 0,08
— 15 jours 0,07 0,13

5 . 4 .  D i s p o s i t i f e x p é r i m e n t a l  ( F i g . . 8 )

- Les récipients de verre ont un volume utile de 
20 litres,

- Un taux d'humidité constant est maintenu par 
capillarité.

- L'enrobé bitume est placé au centre du récipient 
entouré de terre.

- Les récipients sont fermés hermétiquement par 
un couvercle de verre.

- Une ouverture permet l'arrosage régulier et un 
bullage d'air au fond du récipient.

- Une seconde ouverture permet une introduction 
de gaz : l'air pour les conditions aérobies, 
l'argon pour les conditions anaérobies.

- Une troisième ouverture est utilisée pour la 
purge des g a z .

Chacun des types d'enrobés est placé dans
des conditions d'études différentes :

- en aérobiose,
- en anaérobiose,
- en aérobiose dans un sol stérile (témoin).

Une série d'enrobés bitumes non irradiés sert
de témoin absolu dans les conditions aérobies.

5.5. Analyse jnicrobiologicjue_du_sol_

Afin de pouvoir suivre dans le temps l'évo
lution quantitative et les modifications qualita-
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TABLEAU VIII. ANALYSE MICROBIOLOGIQUE DU SOL

Sol de La Hague Sol de La Hague +  terreau

ATP
(f/moles/g de matières sèches)

1,8 X 1 0 's 2,4 X 10~s

Germes totaux
(nom bre de germes/g de MS)

3,1 X 107 5,7 X 106

Azotobacters 4,7 X 103 3,2 X 102

Clostridies 0,9 X 102 3,2 X 103

Bactéries nitrosantes 93 191

Bactéries nitrifiantes 41 3,2 X 103

Ammonificateurs 4,6 X 105 5,7 X 10s

Dénitrificateurs 4,7 X 102 3,2 X 104

Cellulolytiques aérobies - -

Cellulolytiques anaérobies 1,2 X 103 2,6 X 10s

Champignons 1,0 X 104 1,3 X 104

Actinimycètes 7,2 X 10s 6,3 X 106

Algues - -

Bactéries ferro-oxydantes - —

tives de repartition de la flore bactérienne dans 
les différentes conditions d'études mises en place, 
le spectre de la population microbienne du sol par 
grandes familles fonctionnelles a été tracé au 
départ de cette étude.

L'activité biologique globale du sol a été 
mise en évidence par mesure de l'ATP dans le sol. 
L'ATP (adenosine triphosphate) est la molécule 
qui dans les organismes vivants sert au stockage 
et au transport de l'énergie, elle est caractéris
tique de la cellule vivante et la mesure de sa 
concentration dans un milieu donné permet donc 
d'apprécier quantitativement l'activité biologique.

Les résultats de l'analyse microbiologique 
du sol de La Hague seul et mélangé au terreau sont 
résumés dans le tableau VIII.
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Le même type d'analyse, effectue 6 mois 
après la mise en contact des échantillons avec le 
sol,r.est en cours de réalisation. Cette analyse 
est réalisée pour les différentes conditions 
d'études et sur le sol en contact avec les enrobés 
bi t umes.

6. Conclusion

Nous venons de résumer 4 aspects du programme 
de caractérisation du CEA menés en liaison étroite 
avec l’ANDRA et plus particulièrement ceux qui 
bénéficient du support de la CCE. Bien évidemment 
beaucoup d'autres mesures sont effectuées concer
nant les différents critères pris en compte en 
vue de l'évacuation vers les centres de stockage 
définitif de l'ANDRA. Ces mesures concernent à la 
fois les déchets de haute activité, les déchets 
contenant des éléments transuraniens, déchets 
tritiés etc ...

Si nous avons choisi ces quatre aspects des 
essais de caractérisation c'est aussi parce qu'ils 
sont représentatifs de diverses préoccupations 
quant aux conditions de sûreté à long terme. 
Celles-ci amènent à étudier de manière plus 
approfondie les phénomènes de vieillissement 
des éléments du système : matrice - déchet - 
conteneur. Il est certain que les essais de lixi
viation à échelle 1 doivent être complétés par 
des examens destructifs permettant d'apprécier 
les changements intervenus dans les blocs d'en
robés (diffusion, transformation des éléments 
macroscopiques (cristaux, polymères ...). On 
pourra aussi tenter de confronter des modèles 
d'altération chimique à la réalité des-mesures.
Les mesures de gradients de diffus ion dans les 
polymères seront également complétées par des 
mesures identiques faites sur des enrobés soumis 
à des irradiations

La spéciation des formes chimiques des 
radionucléides relâchés sera poursuivie en amé
liorant nos possibilités de mesure directe de 
manière à, éliminer les risques de modification 
physicochimique des lixiviats étudiés : abaisse
ment du niveau de détection (méthodes physiques
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de concentration sans modification de la force 
ionique, ni du pH).

Quant aux essais de résistance biologique 
sur enrobés irradiés, ils seront étendus aux 
enrobés utilisant des matrices polymères. L'ensem
ble des études de caractérisation sera effectuée 
en ayant de plus en plus pour objectif le compor
tement à long terme des colis de déchets dans les 
conditions les plus représentatives des milieux de 
stockage définitif. On recherchera pourles diverses 
méthodes d ’essai, une standardisation des procé
dures, ce qui devrait permettre de faciliter la 
comparaison des résultats à l'échelle interna
tionale. Cette standardisation des méthodes 
d'essais sera étudiée en liaison étroite avec Jes 
programmes d 'assurance-quaiité ; ceux-ci porteront 
non seulement sur les matériaux mis en oeuvre, les 
procédés de conditionnement, mais aussi sur la 
validité et la stabilité dans le temps des méthodes 
utilisées ainsi que sur la représentativité des 
échantillons soumis aux tests.
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Abstract

AN ASSESSM EN T OF THE ROLE OF TESTING A N D  PREDICTION OF W ASTE FORM  
PERFORM ANCE FO R STORAGE AND DISPOSAL.

The objective o f  w aste form  evaluation is to  ensure that reliable data are available to  
describe nuclear w aste m aterials in safety , quality , acceptability  and environm ental analyses 
for transport, storage and disposal requirem ents. A lthough m any test m eth od s are routinely  
used for d ifferent purposes in the nuclear fuel cyc le , there is a need for test m ethods to  
yield  com parable data so that w aste products can be uniform ly classified or characterized.
In the absence o f  international, or in som e cases national, agreem ent on  the m ethodology  
for particular tests it  is o ften  d ifficu lt if  n o t im possible to  com pare the results obtained by 
different groups o f  workers even for similar w aste/binder com binations. R ecognizing this 
problem , the Nuclear Energy A gency o f  the Organisation for E conom ic C o-operation and 
D evelopm ent convened a group o f  technical experts from  its m em ber countries to  exam ine  
the present status o f  the m eth od olog ies and rationale for radioactive w aste form  evaluation  
and testing. The present paper describes the results o f  this w orkshop.

1. INTRODUCTION

An im portant item in the current programme of work of the Radioactive 
Waste Management Com m ittee of the NEA(OECD) is the study of waste 
conditioning, testing and evaluation in connection with storage and disposal.
A workshop, with participation o f materials testing specialists, was organized at 
the OECD in March 1982 to  review the current status of waste form evaluation 
and testing. Particular attention  was given to  current developments in m ethods 
and procedures for testing, characterization and quality assurance o f all types 
of radioactive waste. The discussions at the workshop were organized around 
three discussion papers prepared by R. Flowers (United Kingdom). W. Lutze 
(Federal Republic of Germany and W. Hild (Eurochemic). This paper reviews
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the conclusions of the workshop, drawing on material from these introductory 
papers and the ensuing discussions. The views expressed are however those of 
the NEA Secretariat and the Chairman of the meeting, P. Pottier.

For storage purposes, and when disposal options involve a degree of 
containm ent of radionuclides in radioactive waste, the characteristics of the waste 
form itself play an im portant part in safety analyses. The purpose of waste 
form evaluation and testing is to ensure that reliable data are available as input 
to  safety, acceptability and environmental analyses. Many test m ethods are 
routinely-used for different purposes in the nuclear fuel cycle, and the choices 
of which properties to test and their methods of determ ination are generally 
governed by the use to which the test results are put. The major applications 
of testing procedures are reflected in this report o f the discussions at the 
workshop, and are outlined below. They are:

(1) Dem onstration of compliance with regulations for waste processing, 
storage, transport and disposal

quality assurance by m onitoring waste conditioning plant operations 
quality control by measuring selected features on samples of conditioned 
wastes.

(2) Provision of data for comparison of various immobilization matrices
(3) Provision of data for radiological safety assessments of waste disposal 

practices.

The emphasis in this report is on the two latter applications.

2. STORAGE AND DISPOSAL CONSIDERATIONS

There may be a need to keep radioactive waste in storage for a number 
of reasons:

As buffer stocks at producer’s sites awaiting transport to  national storage 
or disposal facilities
At national centres, on the grounds that for financial, radiological or 
political reasons there is no case for immediate disposal 
As a delay to allow radioactive decay to reduce the radiological hazard of 
short-lived wastes and to allow the heat-generating capacity o f high-level 
waste to diminish.

For waste material in dry storage, when there is a clear intention to remove 
it after a period of years, the packaged waste should meet a few simple contain
m ent requirements:

(1) It should be packaged in well marked containers which can be securely- 
stacked and retrieved.
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(2) The containers should retain their shape and integrity so that they can 
be handled and transported many years later.

(3) There should be no surface contam ination, or leakage of radioactive particles, 
dust or liquid, or inflammable gas, even for a damaged container or in
case o f fire.

(4) Containers should be accessible for periodic inspection. For some wastes 
this may involve self-shielded containers that are safe for contact inspection 
or repair. For high-level wastes rem ote handling arrangements may be 
required.

(5) Accidental immersion in water should not cause radioactivity to be released 
from the container.

(6)- In northern countries, exposure to freezing tem peratures should not 
damage the containers.

Not surprisingly, these requirem ents have much in common with those 
listed by the IAEA1 for transportation. In all these cases, a strong, stable package 
is required, adequately shielded and free o f surface contam ination, with good 
resistance to accidents such as mechanical impact or immersion in water for 
a short time. The principal requirem ent for the stored packages is that they 
must retain those qualities over long periods of time when kept in reasonably 
dry conditions.

The considerations of waste form for disposal depend on the disposal option 
envisaged. Waste material which is placed in supervised shallow-land burial with 
the intention that it should decay there to  harmless levels demands surveillance 
to prevent physical disturbance, but the package requirements themselves are few 
if it is assumed that no retrieval will be attem pted. Possible specifications are:

That the waste be compacted to minimize volume
An outer containm ent should offer protection against water entry during 
the hazardous lifetime, and should prevent dispersion o f loose material 
during the emplacement phase
No inflammable gas or liquid should be formed due to radiolysis or 
chemical reactions. The waste itself must also be incapable of major ■ 
chemical change that can generate heat.

The package specifications for sea disposal are designed to m eet inter
nationally agreed standards such as specific gravity and stability under high 
pressure2. Operational considerations also require that packages are robust 
enough for handling as ship cargo, contain no liquids and are either self-shielded 
or designed to fit returnable shielding. A feature o f  current safety evaluations of

1 R egulations for the Safe Transport o f  R adioactive Materials, Revised 1973 ed ition  
(as am ended), Safety  Series N o. 6 , IA EA , V ienna (1 9 7 9 ).

2 G uidelines for Sea Dum ping Packages o f  R adioactive W aste, N EA (1 9 7 9 ).
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sea disposal is that no retention of radionuclides is assumed once the sea-bed 
is reached. No corrosion-rate or leach-rate measurements are therefore required 
on waste forms disposed of at sea.

Packaging o f long-lived wastes (transuranic or alpha) for deep land burial 
has much in common with packaging of high-level wastes. The m atrix and the 
canister can be considered as barriers to the movement of any significant amount 
of radioactive material within the timescale needed to reduce the hazard of the 
relatively mobile fission products and activation product components to low 
levels. The canister is a more effective barrier than the m atrix for this purpose, in 
the short term, since it releases nothing until finally breached. A ttention to the 
properties of the backfill minerals may however show that they offer a cheap and 
equally effective retardation barrier. Packages of long-lived waste for geological 
disposal should be seen as a combination of matrix, canister and backfill, which 
for safety analysis purposes need to be characterized and tested together.

The ability to meet the fundam ental storage and disposal requirements 
described in this section is the basis of a test evaluation programme for any 
waste form. The remaining part of the paper deals with the m ethodology to provide 
sound data to meet these requirements.

3. PROCESS CONTROL AND PRODUCT EVALUATION

A distinction must be made between production process-oriented tests and 
product evaluation tests. The latter measure properties of waste forms, while 
process-oriented tests ensure quality assurance in the conditioning of waste and 
are the responsibility o f the plant operator. These process tests are often specific 
to the particular process or waste form and can apply to all input material streams 
and to the process parameters as well as some product aspects o f the waste 
material, matrix or package. Process tests are generally routine and there is 
a wide range of acceptance tests which are well defined for most waste forms.
The tests are oriented towards dem onstration of compliance with process design 
specifications and have to dem onstrate the overall safety and overall consistency 
of the solidification process.

Many of these quality assurance tests are performed on an input stream or 
batch sampling basis, whereas a few quality controls such as for absence of 
surface contam ination may be regularly made on each package. The selections 
of analyses and test procedures have been influenced by the routine quality 
assurance tests in conventional industry. Quality control, tests o f compatibility 
between waste streams, m atrix and containers, and controls on chemical 
and radionuclide compositions are often particular to the solidification process 
and hence there may be little value in international standardizations.
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Waste-product-oriented tests have two principal objectives: comparison 
of alternative solidification matrices and provision of data for safety assessment 
modelling in storage and disposal. It was generally agreed at the NEA workshop that 
product test comparisons are an area in which further international harm onization 
is warranted. It is on the basis o f these tests that national regulatory authorities 
are instrum ental in judging the suitability of particular waste forms. Adequate 
docum entation of test procedures and results is essential for peer review, 
uniform ity o f  test procedures, and in the reporting of test results.

There are a large num ber o f  chemical and physical characteristics o f waste 
products that are of potential im portance in ensuring com patibility with storage 
or disposal options. It should however be stressed that these characteristics are 
generally required to be known for each generic category of waste, and are often 
not the subject o f  tests on each package. A combination o f good process quality 
assurance and occasional batch sampling for quality control will usually provide 
sufficient assurance that the design parameters are being maintained.

The radioactive content and isotopic composition are seen as primary 
characteristics. For high-level waste or long-lived transuranic waste the release 
o f radionuclides into groundwater in contact with the waste form and backfill 
(related to leach resistance) is seen as the single most critical characteristic in 
safety assessments. These, and other potentially im portant waste form 
characteristics are listed below under the three principal headings of physico
chemical, mechanical and radiochemical characteristics.

3.1. Chemical, physico-chemical and physical characteristics

Chemical composition  o f the waste form, percent by weight o f waste com ponents, 
a d d it iv e s  a n d  m a tr ix  m a te r ia l

Leach resistance o f the waste form; the capability o f the waste form to retain 
the immobilized radionuclides in contact with water or o ther leachants; 
primarily for high-level and long-lived wastes
H omogeneity  of the waste form, describing the dispersion of the waste com pounds 
in the matrix
Residual water conten t in the waste form, distinguishing between chemically 
bound and free water
Density  o f the waste form, expressed as its ratio of weight to  volume 
Porosity o f the waste form, distinguishing between open and closed porosity, 
i.e. interconnected or separated pores
Permeability o f the waste fonn; data for the penetration o f both  gases and water 
Thermal stability; the behaviour o f  the waste form as a function o f temperature. 
Differential thermal analysis, thermogravimetric analysis and differential thermal 
scanning calorimetry are relevant. Further thermal characterizations comprise:
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Thermal conductivity  o f  the waste form
Softening po in t o f the waste form, determining the tem perature at which the 
waste form starts to flow under its own weight and loses its form stability. 

■This is mainly for bituminized waste products 
Thermal expansion o f  the waste form
Flash po in t and self-ignition p o in t o f the waste form in view of preventive 
measures and fire fighting provisions; also primarily for bituminized waste 
Swelling and contraction o f the waste form as a consequence of thermal 
cycles (freezing-thawing), immersion in water and radiolysis. These character
istics can be determined by density measurement.

Corrosiveness of the waste form; the com patibility of the waste form with its 
intim ate environment (container, overpack, geologic formation)
Gas evolution  of the waste m atrix due to  chemical, radiochemical or thermal 
interactions
Durability and natural ageing o f  the waste form, to  describe the long-range 
stability of the waste form. This comprises the determ ination of several 
properties as a function of time and environment
Resistance towards microbiological attack  on the waste and binder components.

3.2. Mechanical characteristics

Compressive strength of the waste form; the resistance to  uniformly applied 
pressures until deform ation o r containm ent failure
Shock resistance of the waste form; the resistance to local impacts from handling 
a n d  tr a n sp o r t  o p e r a t io n s

D uctility and brittleness; mechanical properties of the waste form related to 
the above characteristics
Plasticity and creeping behaviour; the ability o f a waste form to react to 
mechanical impacts w ithout fissuring
Dispersibility of the waste m atrix; its resistance to dispersion upon mechanical 
impacts.

3.3. Radiochemical characteristics

Radionuclide content; isotopic composition, half-lives, surface dose rates, heat 
generation rate
Alteration properties o f the waste form after irradiation by external and/or 
internal sources at different dose rates and different total integrated doses 
Radiolyticalgas evolution o f the waste form after irradiation; the decomposition 
o f waste compounds, m atrix m aterial and contained water as a consequence 
o f irradiation. Gases evolved are mainly H2 and 0 2 but degradation products 
like C 0 2, and simple hydrocarbons (CH4, C2H 6, etc.) can also be produced. Gas 
evolution can lead to  increased porosity and swelling of the waste form.
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The need for standard tests was reviewed in this context o f radioactive 
waste product evaluation. It was noted that a num ber o f standard tests are 
already recognized as desirable, and in fact some have already been established 
by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO), the IAEA and the various 
national organizations in NEA m ember countries. Some standard tests may : 
be applicable to each category of waste, and it may often be possible to modify 
procedures to accept variations in the environment in specific storage or 
disposal situations. However, it is stressed that some tests may not be applicable 
in all countries because of site-specific considerations.

A distinction m ust be made between the test m ethods for high-level waste 
and those appropriate for low- and intermediate-level waste. Similar test objectives 
are not readily applicable to all waste forms. For low- and intermediate-level 
wastes, tests and methodologies for verification o f mechanical properties are 
well established, and are drawn from standard tests in o ther areas of engineering 
and construction. There is, however, a need for further development in tests 
for assessment of their long-term chemical and physical behaviour and a need to 
define priorities for standard tests on shorter-lived wastes, for example, when 
leach tests are not considered as im portant as for high-level and long-lived wastes.
For high-level wastes, test programmes are still warranted to evaluate crystalline 
and non-crystalline waste forms (SYNROC and borosilicate glass). There is 
some value in róurid-róbin tests, as carried out by the CEC and in the USA, to 
compare test procedures at various nuclear laboratories for evaluation of 
high-level waste forms.

Working Group 5 o f Sub-Committee 5 o f the International Organization for 
Standardization is involved in the establishment o f standard m ethods for .

4. STA N D A R D IZA TIO N  O F TESTS

TABLE I. STANDARDS AND DRAFT PRODUCED BY WORKING 
GROUP 5.

ISO /D IS 6961  “ Long-Term L each Testing o f  Radioactive Waste Solid ification  Products” 
(form erly N 4 4 ). - ’

ISO /D IS 696 2  “ Standard M ethod for Testing the Irradiation S tability  o f  Solid ified  R adio
active W aste” (form erly N 45).

ISO /D IS 6 9 6 3  “S oxh let Leach T est Procedure for T esting o f  Solid ified  Radioactive Waste 

Products” (form erly N 40)

Draft D ocum ent N 41 “M easurem ent o f  the Plutonium  C ontent in L ow -A ctiv ity  C ontainers” .
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TABLE II. STATUS OF WASTE-FORM TEST METHODS TO BE 
EVALUATED BY THE MATERIALS CHARACTERISATION CENTER (USA)

METHOD STATUS

Static leach test m ethod Approved

Static, high-tem perature leach test m ethod Approved

A gitated pow der test m ethod Subm itted

Low-flow-rate leach test m ethod Subm itted

Soxh let leach test m ethod Subm itted

M ethod for preparation and characterization o f  actinide-doped  
w aste form s Approved

R ecom m ended practice for testing thermal-phase stability  in 
radioactive w aste forms Subm itted

High-tem perature vaporization test m ethod Subm itted

Thermal gas generation test m ethod Subm itted

Brittle-m aterials im pact test m ethod Subm itted

Splitting tensile-strength m ethod Approved

determ ination o f  the product characteristics o f  solidified radioactive wastes.
Since 1974 the working group has held six meetings, resulting in three standards 
and one draft docum ent. These are listed in Table I.

Possible new areas of work are:

Corrosion tests
Thermal and mechanical effects in solidified waste
Tests under simulated final storage conditions
Soxhlet leaching tests at room tem perature
Beta and gamma irradiation tests.

It is recognized that future ISO activity will take into account the waste 
materials characterization work in various national centres. Standard testing 
procedures are being developed in a num ber o f NEA member countries, notably 
in France, the Federal Republic o f Germany and in the USA. As an illustration 
of the range o f possible testing procedures, the current list o f tests subm itted or 
approved at the Materials Characterisation Center in the USA in shown in 
Table II. Additional potential standard tests that have been tentatively 
identified are listed in Table III. Similar tests are being prepared in o ther countries.
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TABLE III. STANDARD TESTS TENTATIVELY IDENTIFIED FO R HIGH- 
LEVEL WASTE FORM EVALUATION

M etallic barriers Backfill materials

Uniform  corrosion rate Water perm eability

Pitting corrosion rate Radionuclide
m igration rate

Crevice corrosion rate Bearing strength
p lasticity

Stress corrosion cracking susceptib ility Thermal stability
radiation stability

Stress corrosion cracking Thermal conductiv ity

Threshold stress in tensity Swelling/shrinkage
distribution
coeffic ien t K.

Radiation corrosion

D elayed failure data

Therm al stability

Thermal conductivity

Thermal expansion

Static tensile strength

Im pact strength

Creep strength

5. INTEGRATED SYSTEM TESTING, SCALE TESTING, AND ACCELERATED
TESTING

To assess the long-term safety o f disposal and to evaluate disposal alternatives, 
methodologies of integrated system tests should be further studied. Tests on 
individual system com ponents need to  be complemented by tests on the 
combination of materials in the waste form, canister and backfill o f a 
repository. In general, individual com ponent tests yield data rapidly, but their 
results are no t always readily extrapolated to  predict the com plete system 
behaviour. Tests which model ‘norm al’ situations, having low water flow, and
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‘accident’ conditions o f different failure modes for various disposal options, were 
called for by the Workshop. The parameters of importance need to be defined 
and limits set on the variables of a disposal system (i.e. water flow-rate, components 
of the system, and the nature of failure mechanisms). For accident assessments, 
the kinetic release rates under new situations and the definition of new dissolution 
equilibria make a test methodology very difficult to define, and tests difficult to 
perform and interpret. For normal situations, it is noted that the leach rate of 
high-level waste forms is probably the most im portant property for safety 
considerations. In practice, leaching m ust be evaluated in a complete system 
situation, not merely leaching of the high-level-waste form alone. Other 
com ponents, for example, of the disposal system requiring integrated evaluation 
are the backfill and buffer material. ■ •

The uncertainty in scaling up tests to that o f a real disposal situation needs 
further assessment. The extrapolation o f data is often not straightforward and 
there may be a need for in-situ scale testing. Testing with actual radioactive 
waste constituents was called for, in particular for high-level waste forms.

Accelerated testing is particularly im portant in the prediction and 
assessment o f long-term behaviour. There appears to be uncertainty in defining 
an agreed approach and range of param eters that could be included in an 
accelerated test programme. It was noted that the ageing effects of HLW glass 
and other materials should be further studied. For example, the leaching 
behaviour of new glass may be significantly different from 1000-year-old 
glass, and ageing processes and consequences may be site-specific where differences 
arise because of the chemical environments in salt, clay, or hard rock.

6. FUTURE NEA ACTIVITIES

The subject of waste conditioning and waste form evaluation will continue 
to play an im portant part in the programme of international co-operation o f the 
NEA, under the guidance of the Radioactive Waste Management Committee.
A report o f the NEA Workshop on Evaluation and Testing has recently been 
subm itted to this Committee and will form the basis o f its deliberations at its 
next meeting on further activities. It is in particular recommended that an 
international expert group should investigate which tests would be useful to 
standardize and to rank them in order o f priority on the basis o f their justifica
tions in safety assessments. Particular attention should be given to integrated 
system tests in which all com ponents of a disposal system are assessed to 
determine the potential radionuclide source term in various situations. In 
addition, a particular effort will be devoted to the subject o f accelerated tests 
and their methodologies in order to provide data suitable for prediction of 
the long-term behaviour o f radioactive wastes in disposal environments.
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Abstract

IN VESTIG ATIO N OF ACTIVITY RELEASE FROM BITUM INIZED IN TERM EDIATE-LEVEL  
WASTE FORM S U N D E R  THERM AL STRESS.

To determ ine the consequences o f  a fire during fabrication, interm ediate storage and 
transport o f  bitum inized N a N 0 3 w aste form s, the fractions o f  p lutonium  released from  the 
w aste form s were assessed. For this purpose, laboratory tests were m ade w ith  PuO î'Containing  
specim ens as w ell as a field test w ith  specim ens containing Eu20 3 . By the evaluation o f  plutonium  
release in the laboratory and by the determ ination o f  the total sodium  release and the relative 
Eu/N a release in the field tests the p lutonium  release can be deduced from  full-scale specim ens.
The results show that for bitum inized w aste form s w ith  high N a N 0 3 contents (approx. 36 wt%) 
the average p lutonium  release obtained in laboratory testing is 15%. In th e  field  tests (IA E A  fire 
test con d ition s) an average Eu release o f  8 % w as found. These results ju stify  the statem ent that also 
for w aste form s in open  175 L drum inserts a m axim um  plutonium  release o f  about 15% can 
be exp ected . From  the tim e-dependence o f  Eu/N a release in the field tests an induction  period 
o f  15—20 m inutes b etw een  the start o f  testing and the first N a/E u release can be derived. The 
m axim um  differential N a/E u release occurs after a test period o f  45 to  60  m inutes duration and 
after 90  to  105 m inutes (tests K2 and K 4, respectively); after that tim e also the 

highest tem peratures in  the products are m easured. The release values were determ ined for  
products in  open  175 L drum inserts w hich in this form  are n ot eligible for interm ediate and 
ultim ate storage. For bitum inized w aste form s in concrete packages (lost concrete shieldings) 
a delayed increase in tem perature to  on ly  7 0 —80°C takes place (4 —5 hours after ex tin ction  o f  
the fire) if the fire lasts 45 m inutes. The concrete package rem ains intact under test conditions. 
This m eans that activity release from  bitum inized w aste form s packaged in th is w ay  can be ruled 
out in the case under consideration.

1. INTRODUCTION

Bitumen is used on a technical scale as a binding agent for solidifying 
radioactive waste concentrates from reprocessing plants, nuclear research institutions 
and nuclear power stations. On account of the inflammability of the  organic 
binder, safety precautions must be taken to  prevent potential incidents. Examples
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of potential incidents are a fire in the production and filling station and the outbreak 
o f a fire in the interm ediate storage depot as a result of an aircraft im pact or a 
fire during transport.

To be able to assess the radiological im pact o f the incidents to  be considered, 
one has to determine the release o f radionuclides from bituminized products 
under the incident conditions considered.

The combustion behaviour o f bituminized waste forms of different compositions 
clearly depends on the salt com ponent in the product [ 1 ] .  Bituminized waste 
forms which do no t contain salts splitting o ff 0 2 by thermal decomposition 
(e.g., N aN 03 ) are comparable in their combustion behaviour to  pure bitumen.This 
means that these products which, for example, have been filled into iron hoop drums 
do not go on burning after the external fire has been extinguished. For example, 
the solidified evaporator concentrates from nuclear power stations m ust be cate
gorized in this group of bituminized waste forms.

If the waste form contains N aN 03, the combustion is much m ore violent, 
because oxygen is available internally from the thermal decomposition o f N aN 03 .
By its very nature, the dimension of the fire greatly depends on the N aN 03 content 
o f the products.

The investigations described here were designed to  determine the 
activity release (especially of plutonium ) from bituminized N aN 03 waste forms 
under therm al impact. The composition of the waste form is typical for the 
bituminized LLW/MLW process and decontam ination waste from reprocessing.

To evaluate the plutonium  release, laboratory tests were made with active 
P u 0 2 -containing specimens as well as field tests with inactive simulated products 
on a full scale, P u 0 2 being simulated by inactive Eu20 3 .

2. PERFORMANCE OF THE TESTS FOR THE DETERMINATION OF
PLUTONIUM RELEASE FROM MLW BITUMINIZED PRODUCTS

Since tests for the direct determ ination of plutonium  release from products 
in 175 L drums cannot be perform ed, the plutonium  release was derived in the 
following manner: On a laboratory scale, plutonium  release was determined 
directly. In parallel, the release of europium was determ ined with inactive full- 
scale specimens containing Eu20 3 as a substance simulating P u 0 2 . Besides the 
Pu(Eu) losses, the mass losses and the sodium losses were determ ined in these tests.

Eu20 3 was selected as a P u 0 2-simulating m aterial for these inactive waste 
forms because both compounds have similar high melting points and therefore 
a comparable release behaviour can be supposed in the combustion tests 
(mp P u 0 2 = 2390°C; mp Eu20 3 = 2330°C). Moreover, by application of neutron 
activation analysis, europium  can be determined accurately in quantitative terms, 
even at very low concentrations, which was a major prerequisite o f analysis in 
the field tests.
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TABLE I. COM POSITION O F BITU M INIZED WASTE FORM  SPECIMENS

Specim ens for active laboratory tests Specim ens for inactive tests

(wt%) (wt%)

Bitum en R 8 5 /4 0 60 .0 - -

N a N 0 3 25.1 - -

Inorganic slurries3 10.7 - -

P u 0 2 4 .2 - -

B itum en R 8 5 /4 0 60 .0 Bitum en В 15 60 .0

N a N 0 3 35.8 N a N 0 3 39.8

P u 0 2 4 .2 Eu20 3 0 . 2

a The inorganic slurries contain: C a S 0 4 , CaF2 , Ca3(P 0 4 ) 2 , Z r 0 2 , F e 20 3 , A120 3 and 
K2N i [Fe(C N )6].

2.1. Performance o f the laboratory tests w ith bituminized products 
containing P u 0 2

In the tests involving radioactive specimens, bituminized waste forms 
containing P u 0 2 were used which had been prepared in co-operation with 
Eurochemic/M ol for investigations of alpha-radiolysis [2 ]. The specimens whose 
compositions are indicated in Table I had been irradiated up to  integral alpha 
doses of 2 X 109 rad to  2.5 X 109 rad before they were set on fire.

The evaporator concentrates from reprocessing using the PUREX process
— w ithout chemical decladding — mainly contain N aN 03 . To prepare the products 
the am ount1 of P u 0 2 was dissolved in warm 6 M H N 03 . Then the solution was 
set up to  pH 8—10 with concentrated caustic soda solution while plutonium  
hydroxide was precipitated. Then the solution was set to  the desired sodium 
nitrate concentration by addition of solid N aN 03 and taking into account 
the N aN 03 produced by neutralization. Then,while stirring, the suspension 
was made to  drop onto  bitum en heated up to  160°C in a stirring vessel and then 
mixed in while stirring continued.

1 Iso top ic com p osition  o f  the P u 0 2 used: 238P u 0 2 0.54% , 239P u 0 2 72.03% , 240PuO2 19.51% , 
24iPuÖ2 6.08% , 242PuO j 1.82%. On account o f  the 24!Pu fraction the products also contained a 
corresponding am ount o f  241A m .



TABLE II. RESULTS OF THE ACTIVE LABORATORY TESTS AND INACTIVE FIELD TESTS 
(MEAN VALUES)

B itum inized  w aste form s Test cond itions Mass losses P u/A m /E u  losses Na losses
(in wt% ) (%) (%) (%)

N a N 0 3 25.1 30 min 900°C 72.5  ± 0 .2 3.8 ± 2 (Pu)

Inorganic
slurries 10.7

DTA furnace n o  A m  losses 
recognizable -

P u 0 2 4 .2

B itum en R 8 5 /4 0 60 .0

N a N 0 3 35.8 30  min 900°C 79.1 ± 1 13.8 ± 1 .6 (Pu)

P u 0 2 4 .2 D TA furnace 14 .4  + 2 .4  (A m )

B itum en R 8 5 /4 0 60 .0

N a N 0 3 39.8 30 m in o il fire

Eu20 3 0 . 2 field tests 8  ± 1 (E u) 32 -

B itum en В 15 60 .0 74  ± 1.5
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The stirring vessel had an outlet at the bottom  through which the finished 
bituminized waste form was discharged into weighed aluminium hulls (ф 1.5 cm) 
accommodating approxim ately 10 g of the m ixture. After cooling down, the am ount 
o f product in the individual hulls was determ ined by weighing. Since a verification 
of homogeneity o f the radioactive specimens was not possible afterwards, an 
inactive bitum inized waste form which contained 44% N aN 03 was prepared before
hand under the same conditions. The cylindrical specimens were cu t in to  five 
slices of the same size and the sodium nitrate content o f each slice was assessed. It 
appeared that the content varied by ±5% in relative terms, which means that a 
uniform distribution of salt is achieved under the selected conditions of preparation.

The MWL concentrates typical of reprocessing at Eurochemic/M ol, by mixing 
with decladding waste (Zirflex decladding waste, aluminium decladding waste,
Sulfex decladding waste) and the addition o f precipitating chemicals before binding 
into bitum en, contain besides N aN 03 also Z r0 2 , F e20 3 , A120 3, C aS04 , CaF2, 
Ca3(P 0 4)2 and K2Ni/Fe(CN)6/ (slurry type A).
To prepare the slurry-containing waste forms a m ixture o f inactive simulated waste 
concentrates consisting of Zirflex decladding waste, aluminium decladding waste, . 
Sulfex decladding waste and hot waste concentrates (H N 03 /N aN 0 3 solution) was 
produced by addition o f chemicals causing neutralization and precipitation. Besides 
solid Ca(OH)2 , solutions o f H3P 0 4 , NaOH and K4/Fe(CN)6/ were metered into 
the waste concentrate m ixture while stirring. Then the defined am ount o f P u 0 2 
was added to the suspensions set to pH = 8. Departing from practice and to 
simplify the preparation, the suspension was directly converted to  dryness and the 
dried residue stirred into bitum en at 160°C.

2.1.1. Determination o f  p lutonium  release during combustion

To determine the released fractions of plutonium  during com bustion of 
bituminized waste forms containing P u 0 2 with the compositions as indicated 
in Table I, the products (100 mg each) were heated to the end-tem perature 
(900°C and 1200°C, respectively) in A120 3 crucibles in a differential thermal 
analysis (DTA) apparatus at a rate o f 10°C/min and an air flow of 3 —5 L/h.
They were kept in the furnace at this tem perature for 30 minutes and 15 minutes, 
respectively. After cooling down the burnt specimens, the weight losses were 
determ ined by weighing and the plutonium  losses by gamma spectrom etry. The 
residual fractions o f plutonium  contained in the burn t specimens were determined 
with a Ge(Li) detector by measurement o f the 208 keV line o f 237 U (daughter 
nuclide of 241Pu). The m easurement time was 17 hours. Bituminized specimens 
not having undergone com bustion and measured under the same conditions 
served as standards.

A possible shift o f the 241Pu/237U equilibrium during com bustion of the specimens 
was compensated by a sufficiently long waiting time between com bustion and
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FIG. 1. Schem e o f  the experim ental equ ipm ent fo r  the fire tests w ith  inactive sim ulated  
full-scale specimen.

gamma measurement of the specimens (waiting time >  1 m onth). The 208 keV 
line of 237U was selected for these measurements because it can be measured 
w ithout interference by adjacent gamma lines. The results of the combustion 
tests with bituminized waste forms containing P u 0 2 are shown in Table II together 
with the results of the field tests.

2.2. Performance of the field tests with bituminized waste forms
c o n ta in in g  E u 20 3

In the field tests inactive bituminized N aN 03 waste forms (tracered with 
inactive Eu20 3 as a substitute for P u 0 2) were filled into 175 L drum inserts 
(0.75 mm steel sheet) exposed to  an oil fire of 30 minutes duration (800°C).
In the bitum inization process previously performed at KfK these 175 L drum inserts 
were used as filling containers also. In the tests open drum inserts were used in order 
to  establish for the maximum europium  release the relationship with laboratory 
tests. The fire test conditions (héating oil fire, exposure time 30 minutes) are 
in conform ity with the heating tests of the IAEA regulations [3].

During the tests tem perature measurements were also made and photographs 
were taken at one minute intervals. By sucking off part of the air in the 
immediate vicinity of the burning waste forms through quartz fibre filters, 
aerosol samples were taken continuously throughout the tests (see F ig .l).

The aerosol filters used (ф 200 mm) are quartz fibre filters (Cera Quartz 
Company) which are stable even at tem peratures of 1000°C. Since the filter 
medium does not contain sodium, these filters are particularly suited for the 
subsequent activation analysis.
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In the test two filters were inserted one after another into the filter mountings. 
The average air speed was about 15 cm/s. The removal efficiencies of the quartz 
fibre filter (two layers) for aerosols with different particle sizes were first checked 
in the laboratory and found to be suited for field tests. After the tests the amounts 
of sodium and europium deposited on the filters were measured. From  the Na/Eu 
weight ratios on the filters and from the values of sodium losses determ ined by 
direct analysis of the com bustion residues, the europium losses can be indirectly 
evaluated. The indirect evaluation of the europium  losses by the m ethod chosen offers 
a much higher accuracy of m easurement than direct determ ination by evaluation 
o f the europium content in the residue of com bustion. The evaluation of europium 
and sodium deposition on the filters as a function of time, moreover, gives 
im portant indications as to  the rate of activity release in the case o f a fire.

The bituminized waste forms composed of 60% bitum en B15, 39 .8% N aN 03 
and 0.2 % Eu20 3 were prepared in a kneading/mixing machine (ZSK 83 W P 
Stuttgart) at 150°C and filled into 175 L drum  inserts. In the process o f fabrication 
a m ixture of N aN 03 and Eu20 3 was added as a solid to the liquid bitum en. The 
mean grain size of the N aN 03 bound into bitum en was 350 цт . The relative 
portion of the salts <  40 jum was 9.5 wt%. Most of the particles of the Eu20 3 
powder (prior to fixation) had a size of 5 /Ltm.

The drum insert consists o f a 0.75 mm stainless steel sheet and is painted 
with tar paint both on the inner and outer faces. The lower and upper bottom s 
are welded to  the shell. The 240 mm charging hole can be loosely closed with 
a lid. In the tests described here the charge hole was open. As in com bustion 
tests previously perform ed [4 ], the units to be tested were placed into 
1000 X 1000 X 400 mm steel pans on three 60 mm high steel cylinders each.
Sixty litres of light heating oil (type EL) were filled into the pan. With 60 L of 
heating oil in the pan, the units stand in “oil pools” of about 60 mm height. In 
case of uninhibited air supply the oil fire in the pan burns over 30 to  35 minutes 
with a full flame. Dried sawdust (2 kg) piled up about 15 cm high in the corners 
of the pan gets impregnated with heating oil and causes the fire to ñam e within 
a few seconds after ignition and, moreover, ensures regular com bustion.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Plutonium release

Table II contains the results obtained in the active laboratory tests and in the 
inactive field tests (mean values).

The results of the laboratory test show that the integral plutonium  release 
clearly depends on the N aN 03 content of the products. For products containing 
only N aN 03 (35.8%) as the salt com ponent, average plutonium 'releases o f  15%
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FIG .2. Time-dependence o f  the cumulative Eu release from  a full-scale bitumen/NaNO-¡ 
waste fo rm  during the fie ld  experim ent K2.

are obtained which are higher by a factor of three to  four than in the products 
with a partial content of thermally stable compounds. The lower N aN 03 fraction 
(25.1%) in these products, among other factors, causes the com bustion to  proceed 
less violently, which might be the reason for the lower am ount o f plutonium  
released.

The mass losses occurring are likewise higher in the products containing 
solely N aN 03 ; bu t here the relative difference is only about 10%. This difference 
can be explained in turn by the higher N aN 03 fraction which is decomposed 
thermally.

In the field tests involving inactive products (about 40% N aN 03 ) in drum 
inserts average sodium losses o f 32% and average mass losses of 74% are obtained. 
The indirect determ ination o f the europium losses via the determ ination of the 
Eu/Na ratio on the aerosol filters used yields an average Eu loss of 8%.

These results justify the statem ent that also for products contained in open 
175 L drum inserts, assuming complete com bustion, a maximum plutonium  
release of about 15% can be expected.

3.2. Dynamics o f radionuclide release in the field tests

The cumulative am ounts of europium deposited on the filters as a function 
of the test period in the test K2 are shown in Fig.2. The time-dependence of 
sodium deposition on the filters is comparable with the europium deposition.

From the time-dependence of Na/Eu deposition an induction period of 
15—20 minutes between the start o f testing and the first Na/Eu release can be
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FIG.3. Time-dependence o f  the Eu deposition on the filters and the tem perature on the 
drum  surface (position 3) during, the fie ld  experim ent K2.

derived for the unprotected bitum inized/N aN 03 waste forms. During this time 
interval active fire-combating measures can be initiated. By a detailed evaluation 
of the individual filter analyses regarding the filter lifetime at an average air 
speed the differential release of Eu/Na during the tests can be calculated as well. 
For test K2 the maximum differential Eu/Na release is obtained after a test 
period o f 4 5 —60 minutes; in test K4 the respective period is 100—110 minutes.

The tem perature measurements made during the tests exhibited for both 
tests that the highest tem peratures achievable are approx. 1200°C w ith tem perature 
maxima occurring within 5 7 -6 9  minutes (K2) and 9 1 -1 0 7  minutes,
(K4) after the beginning of the test. Thèse results show that the tem perature 
maxima occur after extinction of the external fire and that they are caused by 
violent reaction of the bitum en with N aN 03 .

As can be expected from the physico-chemical phenom ena taking place 
during com bustion, the comparison of the differential Na/Eu release determined 
by deposition on the aerosol filters w ith the tem perature measurements and 
photographs confirms that the highest tem peratures coincide with the highest 
Na/Eu releases and the most violent reaction phases (Fig. 3).

3.3. Protective effect o f package

The test described is such that the activity release from bitum inized N aN 03 
waste forms (about 40% N aN 03 ) was determ ined, which had been inserted into 
open, unprotected 175 L drum  inserts. This procedure allows us to  determine 
under the prevailing test conditions the m axim um  possible activity release from
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bitum inized/N aN 03 waste forms whilst the protective effect of a package (lost 
concrete shielding) is left out of consideration. It should be m entioned in this 
context that the major part (90%) of bituminized wastes produced at KfK had been 
packaged in lost concrete shielding and only a small portion (10%) in iron hoop 
drums transferred to the ultim ate storage facility in a recoverable transport 
container provided with a shielding shell made of steel and lead.

From the fire tests (45 min, 800°C) involving inactive simulated bituminized 
waste forms packaged in lost concrete shieldings it is apparent that the concrete 
package (wall thickness approx. 20 cm) remains intact under the test conditions.

The tem perature of the bituminized waste forms increases only to  about 
70—80°C, the time delay being long (4—5 hours). This is attributable to the 
high heat capacity of the concrete shielding (weight about 2.3 tonnes) and to 
the low thermal conductivity (about 1.4 kcal/m .h.K .) o f the concrete. The 
tem peratures achieved in these tests for the bituminized waste forms are still 
below the softening point (ring and ball) o f the waste form of about 100°C.
An activity release m ust be ruled out in this case [ 1 ].
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Abstract- Аннотация

A STU D Y  OF CERTAIN PROPERTIES OF BITUMEN COMPOUNDS WHICH DETERMINE  
THE CONDITIONS FOR THEIR STORAGE.

The ex ten t to w hich solid ified  radioactive waste is securely isolated in a repository is deter
mined by the hydrogeological cond itions at the site, the im perm eability to  water o f  the engineered  
barriers and the properties o f  the waste being stored. The main causes o f radionuclide migration may 
include inadequate im perm eability , exp losion , fire or changes in the properties o f  the materials 
during storage. Radiation or m icrobiological processes m ay give rise to changes in the properties 
o f the com pounds. This paper sets forth  the results o f  a study o f  the biological stability o f  
bitum en com pounds, the risk o f  exp losion  o f  b itum en com pounds in storage, the fire hazard 
associated w ith the production and storage o f  bitum en com pounds, and the possib ility  of 
extinguishing fires.

ИССЛЕДОВАНИЕ НЕКОТОРЫХ СВОЙСТВ БИТУМНЫХ КОМПАУНДОВ, ОПРЕДЕЛЯЮЩИХ 
УСЛОВИЯ ИХ ХРАНЕНИЯ.

Надежность изоляции отвержденных радиоактивных отходов в хранилище определяется 
гидрогеологическими условиями в месте его размещения, гидроизоляционными характеристи
ками инженерных барьеров и свойствами захороненных отходов. Основными причинами дело- 
кализации радионуклидов могут явиться: недостаточно надежная гидроизоляция; взрыв или 
пожар; изменение свойств материалов в процессе хранения. К изменению свойств компаундов 
могут привести радиационные или микробиологические процессы. В настоящем докладе пред
ставлены результаты изучения биологической устойчивости битумных копаундов, взрывобезо- 
пасности хранения битумных компаундов, степени пожароопасности получения и хранения битум
ных компаундов и возможности ликвидации пожара.

ИССЛЕДОВАНИЕ БИОЛОГИЧЕСКОЙ УСТОЙЧИВОСТИ

Д ля оценки  надеж ности длительного (в течение сотен лет) хранения битум ны х  

к ом п аун дов  наряду с такими их свойствам и, как  водоустойчивость и радиационная  

устойчивость, н ео б х о д и м о  знать их стойкость к би оповреж дениям . П роведенная ра

бота включала в себя  исследование м и к роф лоры  почв на территории ряда АЭС, рас-

367
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полож енны х в Е вропейской части СССР, и определение биостойкости  к ом п аундов  по 

отнош ению  к активны м м и к р оорган изм ам -р азр уш и телям , в то м  числе к  вы деленны м  

из грунта в м естах предполагаем ого располож ения хранилищ  отверж денны х о т х о д о в . 

И сследование би ок ор р ози и  проводилось на прим ере д в у х  составов , имитирую щ их  

отходы  АЭС с реак тор ом  типа РБМ К и отходы  М оск овской  станции переработки  

(МСП) (т а б л .1 ). В качестве связую щ его  использовался би тум  Б Н К -2.

О пределение состава м и к роф лоры  почв на территории ряда АЭС и НПО ’’Радон” 

п оказало, что м и к роф лора п одзоли сты х и дер новоп одзоли сты х, песчаных, супесчаны х, 

суглинисты х и тяж елосуглинисты х почв на изученны х территориях является типичной 

для п одзоли сты х почв Е вропейской  части СССР. Она характеризуется  сравнительно 

невы сок им  ур овн ем  биогенности  (о б щ ее  содерж ание м и к р оорган изм ов  не превы ш ает 

1 0 5 - 1 0 6 в 1 г ) , вы соким  относительны м содерж анием  почвенных м ик роскоп и ч еск их  

грибов  (от 10 д о  50% ) и развитием  таких ф изиологических групп м и к р оорган изм ов , 

как углев одор одоок и сля ю щ и е и сульф атредуцирую щ ие бактерии.

П отенциальная м икробиологическая коррозионная активность подзолисты х  

почв невелика вследствие небольш их запасов гум уса  в этих почвах, незначительного  

развития почвенного горизонта, кислы х значений почвенного раствора и относительно  

н евы сок их ср едн егодовы х температур. Потенциальная би окор р ози он ная  активность  

изученны х п одзолисты х почв убы вает с юга на север. При этом  преобладаю щ ую  роль 

в процессах би ок ор р ози и  п одзолисты х почв играют м и к р оскопические почвенные 

грибы. Ч ернозем ны е почвы юга Е вропейской  части СССР обладаю т больш ей биоген- 

ностью вследствие больш ого содерж ания гум уса  и более теплого климата. В них  

возрастает роль бактериальны х ф о р м  и снижается роль грибов  в процессах би окор р ози и .

О дноврем енно с определением  м ик роф лоры  грунтов проводилось исследование  

м и к роф лоры  к ом п аун дов . Д ля этого  ком п аунды  помещ ались в м акеты  хранилищ , 

представляю щ ие со бой  бетонное кольцо диам етр ом  и вы сотой о к о л о  метра, установ

ленное непосредственно на зем ле и им ею щ ее кры ш ку. И сследуем ы е материалы , на

несенны е на терефталатную  п лен к у, помещ ались внутри м акетов на этаж ерках из 

плексигласа. В о д н о м  из хранилищ  н аходятся  к ом паунды , содерж ащ ие см еси , имити

рую щ ие отходы  АЭС с реак тор ом  РБМ К, а в д р у го м  — ком п аунды , содерж ащ ие см еси , 

имитирую щ ие отходы  МСП. И з хранилищ  дваж ды  (в  сентябре 1979 г. и в мае 1980  г .)  

были отобраны  пробы  образц ов  для  м и к р обиол оги ч еск ого  анализа. И з п роб были  

вы делены  1 0  видов м и к роскоп и ческ их гри бов , которы е м огут участвовать в би ораз

руш ении различных материалов.

С ледует отметить, что чаще всего  грибы  обнаруж иваю тся на тех обр азц ах , на 

к отор ы х и м ело м есто попадание влаги. В о д н о м  из хранилищ  наблю далось более  

значительное внеш нее загрязнение обр азц ов  и больш ий уровень загрязнения м и к р о

организм ам и. Т аким  о б р а зо м , чтобы уменьш ить вероятность биоразруш ения  

к ом п аун дов  при их длительном  хранении преж де всего н ео б х о д и м о  соблю дать усл ови я , 
полностью  исключающ ие попадание на поверхность этих материалов почвы и влаги.

Н аряду с битум ны м и к ом п аундам и  на биостойкость испытывались отдельны е 

ком поненты  отходов: сульф онол , О П -Ю , ф и л и р оп ер л и т , ионообм енная см ола. П ро

веденны е исследования показали, что указанны е ком поненты  отходов  устойчивы  к
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ТА Б Л И Ц А  I. СОСТАВ СМЕСЕЙ, ИМИТИРУЮЩИХ ОТХОДЫ  СРЕДНЕГО УРОВНЯ  

АКТИВНОСТИ

1. Состав отходов АЭС с реактором РБМК (мас.%)

NaNO, 54,0
Na2C¡O a 8,0
NaOH 4,0
КОН 4,3
Na3 PO 4 7,0
NaCl 1,1
Сульфонол - 1,5
О П -10 1,5
Масла - 0,6
М п03 1,3
F e ,О , — 3,6
Фильтроперлит - 4,5

Ионообменные смолы - 8,6

Состав отходов АЭС с реактором ВВ

N aN 03 -  47,5
N a,C 20 4 -  6,0
Na2 В40 , -  24,0
Na2 С 0 3 -  5,2
NaOH -  6,4
Органические продукты -  8,6

(ПАВ, масла)
Нерастворимые вещества -  2,3

Состав отходов МСП (мае. %)

NaN 03 -  78,4
Na2C jO , -  3,4
Na CI -  2,5
Сульфонол -  1,6
ОП-Ю -  1,5
Взвешенные частицы -  12,6

м и к роорган изм ам . П ричем, если на О П -10, фильтроперлите и и онообм енн ой  см ол е  

на 28 сутки  обнаруж ен  слабый рост гри бов , то на сульф оноле роста гри бов  не бы ло, 

что свидетельствует о  возм ож ности  его  ф унгицидного действия.

Результаты испытаний по ГОСТу показали, что би тум  м ож ет быть отнесен  к  

гри бостой ки м  м атериалам , но ф унгицидны м и свойствам и он  не обладает. И сследование  

п оказало, что ком п аунды , содерж ащ ие отходы  АЭС, обладаю т ф унгицидны м и свойст

вами, что объясняется  ф унгицидной способностью  о тход ов  с вы сокой  концентрацией  

щ елочны х к ом п онен тов . К ом паунды , содерж ащ ие отходы  НПО ’’Радон” , ф унгицид

ны ми свойствам и не обладаю т.
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Изучалась и биостойкость материалов к культурам  гри бов , вы деленны х вблизи  

хранилищ . Все исследованны е материалы оказались устойчивы ми к вы деленны м  куль

турам.

На основании проведенной работы  м огут быть сф орм улированы  реком ендации  

для  предупреж дения м и к робиологи ческ ой  к ор рози и  и разруш ения отверж денны х  

о тход ов  в процессе хранения:

. — хранилищ а целесообразно  устраивать в м естах с м ал оп лодородной  почвой  

и достаточно гл убок и м  залеганием  грунтовы х в о д  ;

— отверж денны е отходы  долж ны  быть надеж но изолированы  от попадания на 

них почвы и влаги;

— в связи  с длительны м с р о к о м  хранения ж елательно, чтобы отверж денны е  

отходы  обладали биоцидны м и свойствам и. Биоцидны е свойства к ом п аун дам  м о ж 

но придавать добавл яя  в них биоциодны е ком поненты  или добавляя  в отходы  щелочь 

с тем , чтобы обеспечить значение pH о т х о д о в , равное 11 -12;

— желательно осущ ествлять периодический контроль за загрязнением  хранилищ  

м ик р оф л ор ой .

ОПРЕДЕЛЕНИЕ ДЕТОНАЦИОННОЙ СПОСОБНОСТИ БИТУМНЫХ КОМ ПАУНДОВ

Д л я оценки сп особности  би тум н ого  к ом паунда к  взры ву н ео б х о д и м о  о п р еде

лить верхний и нижний пределы  детонационной способности.

Э кспериментально показано, что детонация см есей  битум ов Б Н К -2  и Б Н -3  с 

нитратом  натрия начинается при содерж ании в см еси  6 -7  мас.%  битум а (нижний  

предел детонационной с п о с о б н о с т и ) . О днако для  оценки  взры вобезопасности  при 

хранении о тход ов  значительно больш ий интерес представляет верхний предел детона

ции, т .к . в отходах , предназначенны х для хранения, содерж ание связую щ его составля

ет 4 0 -6 0  мас.% .

Экспериментальны е данны е показали, что верхние пределы  детонационной сп о

собности  см еси  би тум ов  с нитратом  натрия определяю тся в первую  очередь не их  

составам , а консистенцией см есей , точнее их пористостью . С воеобразие горю чих типа 

би тум ов  заклю чается в том , что в зависим ости от температуры  они м огут  находиться  

к ак  в п о л у ж и д к о м  (ж и д к о м ), так и твердом  состоянии. П ри ком натной тем пера

туре (1 8 -2 5 ° С )  см еси  их с нитратом натрия сохраняю т к ом к оватую  стр уктур у и 

способность  к  детонации д о  содерж ания связую щ и х 2 5 -3 0  мас.%.

При содерж ании би тум ов  более 3 0 -35м ас.%  см еси  становятся не сп особн ы м и  к 

детонации, что объясняется уж е, в иди м о, энергетическим и ф акторам и.

С м еси, содерж ащ ие свы ш е 15 мас.%  би тум ов  и нагретые д о  температуры  8 0 -9 0 °С , 

превращ аю тся в п олуж идк ую  плотную  вязк ую  м ассу  и при этой консистенции не д е 

тонирую т. Д етонация такж е не возбуж дается  в см еся х , предварительно нагреты х до  

пластического состояния и затем  охлаж денны х д о  ком натной  температуры  (засты в

ш их) .
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Расчетные данны е по теплотам взры ва и тем пературам  детонации позволяю т  

ориентировочно оценить скорость  детонации и давление взры ва предельны х см есей  

нитрата натрия с органическим и горю чими, характеризую щ ие их м ощ ность. Расчеты  

подтверж даю т, что см еси  нитрата натрия с органическим и вещ ествам и вблизи  п р еде

лов детонационной сп особн ости  являю тся весьма слабы м и взры вчаты ми к о м п о зи ц и 

ям и, ск ор ости  детонации к отор ы х в 2 -3  раза ниж е, чем скорость  детонации тротила, 

а давление взры ва на п ор ядок  ниже. О днак о, в больш их м ассах разлож ение или гор е

ние таких ВВ м ож ет переходить в детонацию . П оэтом у хотя  усл ови я  процесса за х о 

ронения о т х о д о в  и являю тся в ц ел ом  взры вобезопасны м и, н ео б х о д и м о  строго  к он т

ролировать составы  см есей , поступаю щ их на хранение, для  того , чтобы исключить 

попадание в хранилищ е см есей , способн ы х к детонации.

О ПОЖ АРОБЕЗОПАСНОСТИ ПОЛУЧЕНИЯ И ХРАНЕНИЯ БИТУМНЫХ КОМ ПАУНДОВ

В данн ом  р азделе приводятся результаты оценки пож ароопасности битум ны х  

к ом п аун дов  с целью вы бора средств пож аротуш ения и систем ы  противопож арной  

защиты применительно к  разрабаты ваем ы м  в нашей стране м етодам  переработки  и 

хранения радиоактивны х о т х о д о в . Д ля исследования были приготовлены  битум ны е  

к ом паунды  с и спользованием  в качестве связую щ его — битум а Б Н К -2 , в качестве  

наполнителей — нитрата натрия, м одельны х о т х о д о в  — отходы  АЭС с реакторам и  

ВВЭР и РБМ К. С одерж ание наполнителя в би тум н ом  к ом п аунде менялось от 30  

д о  8 0  мас.%.

Д ля срвнительнй оценки  терм ической устойчивости битум ны х к ом п аун дов  был 

получен ряд характеристик, определяю щ их их горючесть: тем пературы  вспы ш ки в 

откры том  и зак ры том  тигле, температура восплам енения и сам овосплам енения, 

нормальная скорость  горения.

П о полученны м  результатам  температура вспы ш ки ’’чистых” би тум ов  лежит  

в интервале от 271 д о  29 3 °С ; тем пература восплам енения -  от 3 0 4  д о  3 4 5 °С . Т е м 

пература сам овосплам енения би тум ов  — о к о л о  4 0 0 ° С. П ож ароопасны е характерис

тики би тум ов  различных м арок  неодинаковы . Термостабильность' би тум ов  в ряду  

Б Н -4 , Б Н -3 , Б Н К -2  возрастает. И зм енение пож ароопасны х показателей  при включении  

в би тум  Б Н К -2  нитрата натрия незначительны. Н апример, температура вспы ш ки  

би тум ного к ом п аунда с нитратом  натрия при различном содерж ании соли  м еняется  

от 271 д о  2 9 3 °С , тогда к ак  температура вспы ш ки чистого битум а составляет 2 9 3 °С . 

Тем пература сам овосплам енения би тум н ого  к ом п аунда с нитратом  натрия составляет  

3 8 0 -3 8 7 ° С , что незначительно отличается от таковой  для чистого битум а ( 3 9 8 ° С ) . 

Тем пература сам овосплам енения для би тум ного  к ом п аунда с нитратом  натрия мало  

зависит от содерж ания соли. М ожно отметить некоторую  тенденцию  сниж ения тем 

пературы  вспы ш ки при увеличении содерж ания нитрата натрия от 4 0  д о  70  мас.% , 

температура вспы ш ки при этом  сниж ается в пределах 2 0 ° С. Аналогичны е зависим ости  

наблю даю тся и для  к ом п а у н д о в , содерж ащ их составы , им итирую щ ие отходы  АЭС с 

реакторам и ВВЭР и РБМ К.
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Учитывая важность в опр осов  безопасности при длительном  хранении битум иро- 

ванных о т х о д о в , экспериментальны е исследования и разработка средств пож аротуш е

ния проводились применительно к сам ы м  ж естки м  усл ови ям  (содерж ание ок исл и те

лей в к ом п аун де задавалось выш е реально сущ ествую щ его , использовались мощ ны е  

источники тепла и т . д . ) .

И зучение горения битум ны х к ом п аун дов  в атм осф ере азота вы явило, что к горе

нию в атм осф ере азота сп особны  только ком паунды  с очень вы сок им  содерж анием  

(о к о л о  75 мас.% ) нитрата натрия. С корость вы горания такого состава равняется

0 ,1 2 3  к г -с -1 м ' 2 . Б итум ны й к ом п аун д  с сухи м  остатком  о т х о д о в  АЭС с реак тор ом  

РБМ К при содерж ании 65 мас.%  солей  и 35 мас.%  битум а такж е сп особен  к горению  

в атм осф ере азота. С корость вы горания такого к ом паунда составляет 0 ,11  к г -с -1 м ' 2 . 

При меньш ей степени наполнения происходит затухание процесса горения, с одн ой  сто

роны , за счет потери тепла на разлож ение солей к ом п аунда и потерь в окруж аю щ ую  

ср еду , и, с др угой  стороны , за счет и золирую щ его действия вспененной массы , к о то 

рая обр азуется  при горении.

У казанны е вы ш е концентрации солей  в к ом п аун де при принятой степени напол

нения о к о л о  5 0  мас.% теоретически м огут  достигаться только при полном  расслоении  

наполнителя и связую щ его . Чтобы определить м аксим ально достиж им ы е концентра

ции сол ей , были проведены  опыты по определению  степени расслоения би тум ного  

к ом п аунда. Вы бранные температуры  опы тов (о к о л о  100° С) и врем я нахож дения  

к ом п аунда при этой тем пературе зам етно превы ш ают таковы е показатели при реаль

н ом  хранении к ом п аун дов . Экспериментальная проверка подтвердила результаты , 

полученны е расчетным п утем , и показала, что в и скусствен н о созданны х усл ови я х  

вследствие расслоения концентрация солей  в ниж них сл оях  к ом п аунда м ож ет увели 
читься д о  6 0 -7 0  мае. %.

П олигонны е испытания по туш ению  проводились на к ом п аундах , содерж ащ их  

6 0  мас.%  сол ей , им итирую щ их су х о й  остаток  о т х о д о в  АЭС с реак тор ом  РБМ К. Б ы ло  

проведен о три опыта с трем я повторениям и.

В п ервом  опы те определялась скорость и м аксимальная температура горения. 

Д ля этого  к ом п аун д  разогревался в п оддон е в течение 5 мин, после чего наблю да

лось восплам енение. Через 15 мин после начала опыта горелк а отключалась. С ам ос

тоятельное горение наблю далось ещ е 15 мин. М аксимальной ск орости  горение 

достигало через 1 8 -2 0  мин, а максимальная температура горения составила 1250°С . 

О бщ ее врем я грения 100 кг би тум н ого  к ом п аунда составило 3 0  мин.

Во втор ом  опыте п роводилось туш ение би тум н ого  к ом п аунда м елкораспы лен

ной в одой  на начальной стадии горения и в реж им е максимальной ск орости  горения.

В п ер вом  случае на горящ ую  поверхность би тум н ого  к ом паунда через винтовой  

ороситель в течение 45 с подавалась в ода  с р а сх о д о м  0 ,3 5  д м 3 -с - 1 . При этом  п ро

и сходи л о  прекращ ение горения без повторного восплам енения. В ы бросов би ту м 

н ого  к ом п аунда не наблю далось. Во втор ом  случае общ ее врем я туш ения состави

л о  1 мин при расходе воды  0 ,3 5  д м 3 . П овторного восплам енения и вы броса к ом п а

унда не бы ло.
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В третьем опы те туш ение би тум ного  к ом п аунда проводилось пеной. Д ля туш е

ния использовался пенообразователь П О -1 , кратность пены составляла 4 0 -5 0 ,  

р асход  — 0 ,15  д м 3 с - 1 . П осле установления реж им а устойчивого горения горелка  

отключалась и на поверхность подавалась пена (1 0  д м 3 раствора) . Горение прекра

щ алось, вы бросов  пены и к ом п аунда не отмечалось.

Т аким  о б р а зо м , проведенны е исследования показали, что битум ны е к ом паунды  

вполне термостабильны  и в озм ож ность возгорания на всех  стадиях процесса переработ

ки, транспортировки и хранения о т х о д о в  мала. Т ем  не м енее, учитывая важность  

в опроса, при проектировании и внедрении м етода битум ирования сл едует  придерж и

ваться следую щ их реком ендаций . При вклю чении ж идк их радиоактивны х о тход ов  в 

би тум  следует обеспечивать гом огенность  распределения наполнителя. Исключается  

прим енение внутри битум атора элек трообогревателей , элек троп ри боров  и эл ек тро

п р оводк и . В линии транспортировки би тум ного  к ом п аунда нельзя допускать обр а

зования зон  с концентрацией солей  бол ее 6 0  мас.% . Хранилищ е дол ж н о  быть о б о р у 

дован о вентиляцией.

Б ольш ое значение им еет св оевр ем ен ное обнаруж ение и м иним альное врем я  

туш ения пожара. Д ля этого целесообразно  использовать автом атическую  си стем у  

пож аротуш ения.

П риведенны е в настоящ ем  д о к л а д е  результаты  исследования показали, что 

битум ирование является достаточно надеж ны м  м е то д о м  изоляции о т х о д о в  среднего  

уровня активности. С облю дение приведенны х вы ш е реком ендаций  позволит осу щ ес

твлять безоп асн ое хранение битум ированны х о т х о д о в . Аварийная ситуация (падение  

сам олета, диверсия) не приведет к  взры ву за счет детонации, а возникш ий пожар м о 

жет быть ликвадирован  п редусм отренны м и средствам и пож аротуш ения.
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Abstract

THE DEVELOPM ENT A N D  EV A LUATIO N OF SYNROC FO R  HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE  
WASTE IM MOBILIZATION.

The current status o f  SYNROC evaluation and developm ent by the Australian A tom ic  
Energy C om m ission is reviewed. The m ethods used for the evaluation o f  leach, irradiation, 
thermal and m echanical stab ility  o f  SYNROC are described. A range o f tests show  that SYNROC  
is m ore leach resistant than borosilicate glasses over the temperature range 4 5 —300°C . Because 
of its excellen t stability  under hydrotherm al leach cond itions at 3 0 0  C, SYNROC could  be used  
to im m obilize and dispose o f  high-level waste w ithout long periods o f  engineered storage likely 
to be necessary for borosilicate w aste glass. A ccelerated radiation damage testing using fast 
neutrons has sim ulated storage tim es o f  up to  9 X 10s years. The results indicate that actinide 
decay damage is unlikely to  cause deleterious effects in SYNROC for at least 2 X 10s years and, 
even after m uch longer tim es, no great increase in leach rate is exp ected . SYNROC has been  
fabricated on a 30  kg scale using ‘in-сап hot-pressing’. Candidate processes are being evaluated 
for inclusion in a proposed engineered p ilot plant for SYNROC fabrication.

1. INTRODUCTION

The reprocessing o f  nuclear power reactor fuel produces a high-level waste 
(HLW) stream which it is generally agreed should be converted into a stable solid 
and eventually disposed o f well away from m an’s environment, probably by deep 
geological burial. There are four conceivable mechanisms which can remove 
radionuclides from a solid waste form: leaching, particulate dispersion, volatili
zation and melting. For a ceramic waste form, melting can be ignored; however, 
volatilization and particulate dispersion may be of concern in accidents during 
storage or transportation. Once the waste is placed in a geological repository, 
only leaching is im portant.

Borosilicate glasses are the leading ‘first-generation’ waste forms being 
considered, developed, or, in the notable case of France, produced on an industrial 
scale. They can dissolve most of the elements of HLW at an overall loading of 
up to  30 wt%, they are unlikely to  devitrify solely as a result of tem perature 
effects over geological times and they appear to  be adequately resistant to  gamma 
radiation and actinide decay damage, neither o f which has very significant effects

375
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on leach rates. At tem peratures up to  100°C, their aqueous leach rates are 
acceptably low. However, above 100°C these rates increase with a high activation 
energy. Moreover, hydrotherm al leaching usually results in at least partial 
devitrification [1 ,2 ]  which leads to a further acceleration o f leaching. For these 
reasons, in a repository situation in which groundwater could contact the waste 
form, the tem perature of the glass should be limited to  a maximum of 150°C 
and preferably to 100°C.

The need to limit glass tem peratures in the repository has been one factor 
in the adoption o f engineered storage of vitrified waste for up to  50 years in the 
HLW management strategies of, for example, France, the UK and Sweden. The 
same need is likely to  limit the loading o f HLW to the range 9 -1 5  wt%. Alternative 
waste forms designed to  improve leach resistance over a wider range of tem pera
tures had been under development in the USA and other countries when the 
SYNROC concept was announced from Australia [2].

SYNROC is a.synthetic three-phase crystalline titanate ceramic, designed 
on the basis of known geochemistry, for the immobilization o f HLW to higher 
levels o f assurance over a wider range of geological disposal tem peratures. Its 
three phases, which can take nearly all o f the com ponents of HLW into solid 
solution at an overall level o f 1 0 -2 0  wt%, are barium hollandite (BaAI2Ti60 16), 
perovskite (C aT i03) and zirconolite (CaZrTi20 7). The basic composition is known 
as SYNROC В and the version containing simulated (and eventually actual) HLW 
is know n as SYNROC C, Table I.

Because o f its greatly improved leach resistance at up to  300°C, already 
dem onstrated in the laboratory (AAEC, ANU, LLNL), SYNROC will allow the 
disposal of solidified HLW w ithout (or with shorter periods of) engineered storage, 
and so gain better public acceptability of nuclear waste disposal and thence o f the 
whole nuclear fuel cycle.

Since 1979, SYNROC has been under jo in t development and evaluation 
at the AAEC Research Establishment and the Australian National University.
The programme is designed to provide evidence which will make SYNROC more 
acceptable to nuclear-power producing countries than its com petitors, either in 
the short or longer term. From the outset, the most im portant tasks have been:

(1) To define aqueous leach rates for a range o f SYNROC compositions, 
radionuclides, temperatures, flow rates, etc., using a range of internationally 
accepted standard tests.

(2) To assess the effect o f internal radiation, particularly alpha radiation 
from actinide decay, on the structure, integrity and leach resistance o f SYNROC.

(3) To devise and cost a flow-sheet for the commercial fabrication of 
SYNROC.
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TABLE I. TYPICAL SYNROC COMPOSITIONS
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C om ponent (wt%) C om ponent (wt%)

SYNROC B. • Sim ulated radwaste

T i 0 2 59.5 C e 0 2 9.7

Z r 0 2 11.4 N d 20 3 28.3

A120 3 6.0 Eu 20 3 4 .4

BaOa 7.2 FeO 9.6

CaOa 15.9 M o 0 2 16.3

100.0 Z r 0 2 14.3

SYNROC С
C s20 8.4

SYNROC В 8 5 .0
SrO 6.2

Sim ulated radwaste 10.0
№0 2.8

A dditional ТЮ 2^ 4 .0

A dditional A120 3 1.0
100.0

100.0

a A dded as carbonates.
*■* R ecently , only 5% additional T i0 2 has been used.

2. PREPARATION OF SYNROC

SYNROC pow der can be prepared by tw o alternative routes:

(1) The oxide route, where fine powders of T i0 2 (anatase), A120 3, Z r0 2, 
BaC03 and C aC 03 are ball-milled and additions are made o f sufficient nitric acid 
to  convert the carbonates to  nitrate.

(2) The SANDIA route involves the hydrolysis o f alkaline m ethanolic 
solutions o f titanium  tetra-isopropoxide and zirconium tetra-n-butoxide in acetone/ 
water media to  yield a sodium titanate/sodium  zirconate powder m ixture. This 
powder then acts as an ion exchanger for an aluminium, barium and calcium 
nitrate solution to  produce the SYNROC precursor.

E ither 10 or 20wt% simulated radwaste (an abbreviated version of PW-4b, 
Table I) is then added as a nitrate solution. The slurry is spray- or flash-dried
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and calcined in a stream or dry argon/3.5% hydrogen for 1 hour at 750 -800°C  
for partly calcined material or 16 hours at 1100°C for fully mineralized material.
At this stage, 2.0 wt% fine titanium  powder is added for additional control of 
oxygen potential during fabrication. SYNROC may be fabricated to  near 
theoretical density in the laboratory by hot-pressing the appropriate ceramic 
powders in graphite dies at 1 150—1250°C, or cold-pressing and sintering at 
1300°C to produce specimens for leach and irradiation testing.

3. EVALUATION OF SYNROC PROPERTIES

Although there are no quantitative performance criteria presently specified 
for HLW forms, the possible radionuclide release mechanisms suggest that the 
m ost im portant properties for evaluation are

leach stability 
irradiation stability 
thermal stability 
mechanical stability.

The Materials Characterization Center (MCC) at Battelle Pacific Northwest 
Laboratories has begun to  develop a series o f standard testing m ethods for 
nuclear waste forms but these are not yet fully developed [3].

3.1. Leach testing

3.1.1. Selection o f  test m ethods

If the site for a waste repository has been chosen, leach resistance should be 
determined under conditions that simulate both likely and conceivable ground
water parameters (e.g. composition, tem perature, flow rate) for that repository. 
Since the thrust o f AAEC research has been towards development and evaluation 
of SYNROC per se rather than disposal o f a particular waste in a chosen repository, 
a num ber of international leach tests have been selected to  evaluate SYNROC.
This approach enables the leach resistance of SYNROC to be directly compared 
with that o f other waste forms.

When the SYNROC programme began, the most appropriate international 
leach test was the IAEA/ISO long-term test [4, 5]. This involves leaching at a 
volume/surface area ratio o f 0.1 m with to tal replacement o f leachant according 
to a prescribed time schedule. The results proved difficult to  interpret because 
step changes in leach rate occurred whenever the interval between leachant 
replacement was changed. To eliminate this problem , the procedure was modified
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so that the water was replaced daily. The IÀEA/ISO test was easily adapted to 
experim ents above 100°C with m inor modifications required for autoclave experi
ments. In long-term tests using SYNROC, the leach rates decrease with time until 
they are so low that key waste elements cannot be detected in the leachant. To 
overcome this problem, the SYNROC specimen is crushed, sieved, and the 
100—150 mesh fraction used. The leach rate for caesium and strontium , when 
based on geometric area o f  powder, is in reasonable agreement with that for 
m onolithic specimens.

Although the IAEA/ISO test has the advantage o f  simplicity, it is o f limited 
use in estimating leach rates under repository conditions. Recently, the MCC 
has published procedures for five leach tests [3 ,6 ]  that a ttem pt to  encompass the 
range o f conditions possible in a waste repository. These include both static and 
flow tests on m onoliths and powders over a wide range of.tem peratures.

The MCC tests routinely carried out at the AAEC are the static leach test 
(MCC-1) and the low-flow-rate test (MCC-4). Both these tests are carried out at 
90°C. The MCC-1 test yields the most useful evaluation of the effect of fabrication 
conditions on SYNROC leach rate, while the MCC-4 test is more suitable for 
mechanism studies and prediction o f  long-term behaviour. The AAEC is developing 
procedures that will extend the MCC-4 test to  high tem peratures (up to  300°C).

Hughes et al. [7] have argued that groundwater flows in a well-chosen waste 
repository will be so low that the solution will be at equilibrium with the waste.
The rate of release of radionuclides from the waste form will then depend only 
on the saturation solubility and the flow rate. The solubility can be measured 
either by a static leach test, such as MCC-1, carried out for a very long time, or 
by accelerating the rate o f approach to  equilibrium using powders, as in the 
MCC-3 test [6]. Tests of this type are planned but it is already known that the 
solubility of SYNROC is much lower than that o f borosilicate glasses and is 
limited by the extreme insolubility of the titania-rich layer that forms on leaching [8].

3.1.2. Results

Results o f previous AAEC studies [9, 10] can be summarized as follows:

-  SYNROC С is more leach resistant than borosilicate glasses over the tem perature
range 45—300°C. ■ '

-  The leach rate of SYNROC does not increase greatly with tem perature. As 
tem perature is increased from 100 to  300°C, the leach rate o f SYNROC increases 
by a factor of about 8 whereas that o f borosilicate glass increases by a factor o f 
about 50;

-  The leach rate o f SYNROC decreases rapidly with time.
-  The m atrix elements in SYNROC, particularly Ti, Zr and Al, are very resistant 

to  leaching.
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TIME (days)

F IG .l. Leach rates o f  caesium  a n d  s tro n tiu m  fro m  S Y N R O C  С an d  w aste glass P N L -6 8  a t 
100° С (leachant: d e io n ize d  water, rep laced  daily).

— Caesium is the most leachable radwaste element in SYNROC.
— Leach rates of SYNROC in deionized water and brine are similar.

Figure 1 compares the leach rates of Cs and Sr from SYNROC С and 
PNL 76—68. Under modified IAEA/ISO test conditions at 100°C, the glass leaches 
congruently at a rate o f 2 g’r r f ^ d '1. In contrast, the leach rate of Cs and Sr from 
SYNROC decreases with time and after 70 days is 1/1000th that of glass. The 
leach rate o f Cs is initially much higher than Sr but, after 30 days, the leach rates 
of both elements are similar.

Table II compares MCC-1 leach results for SYNROC С and PNL 7 6 -6 8 . 
SYNROC is clearly superior, in both leach resistance of waste and m atrix elements. 
When prepared by the SANDIA route, it exhibits lower leach rates for Cs and Ca 
but otherwise is similar to  oxide route material.

Under hydrotherm al conditions, which could be encountered if the waste 
were solidified and buried soon after discharge from the reactor, the superior
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TABLE II. LEACH RATES (g m ^  d-1) OF SYNROC С AND BOROSILICATE 
GLASS UNDER MCC-1 TEST CONDITIONS AT 90°C FOR SEVEN DAYS IN 
DEIONIZED WATER

Element
S Y N R O C  С 

Oxide route Sandia route
Element

Borosilicate
glass
P N L  7 6 -6 8

Matrix T i <0.0001 <0.0001 Si 1.4
elements Zr < 0.002 <0.002 В .1-9

Ca 0.026 0.011 Ca 0.69

A1 <0 .0 2 <0 .0 2

Ba 0.057 0.072

Waste Cs 0.43 0.13 1.7
elements Sr 0.032 0.031 0.67

Nd < 0 .0 4 < 0 .0 4 < 0 .0 4

Overall Mass 0.026 0.038 0.83

TABLE III. RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF SYNROC FABRICATION  
CONDITIONS ON LEACH RATES

Fabrication variable Conditions studied2

Important Redox control during calcination A ir, C 0 2-7% CO, 4% H 2 in Ar

Limited importance Homogeneity of mixing Mechanical blending, ball- 
milling, S A N D IA  route

Hot-pressing temperature IIO O -1 2 5 0 '’C  (1200°C)

Redox control during Addition of Ni, Fe, T i
hot-pressing

Non-critical for Waste loading 1 0 -2 0  wt%
conditions studied Calcination température 8 0 0 -1 100°C

Calcination time 1 — 17 hours

a Indicates favoured conditions.
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leach resistance of SYNROC is even more apparent. A block o f glass leached at 
300°C first forms a hydrated surface layer which may take on an opaline appearance. 
After further leaching, this layer cracks, exposing fresh surface to attack. Finally 
the block itself may crack, leading to  a rapid increase in leach rate. Hydrothermal 
leaching effects are less drastic át lower tem peratures, but the rates of attack 
effectively limit the tem perature for the geological disposal of borosilicate waste 
glass to about 150°C. In contrast, a polished block o f SYNROC shows only a 
slight loss of polish after leaching at 300°C and there is no other visible evidence 
of attack. SYNROC could certainly be subjected safely to  300°C and possibly 
higher tem peratures; therefore, it could be used to  dispose of HLW w ithout the 
need for long periods o f engineered storage before disposal.

A systematic study has been made on the effect o f fabrication conditions 
on the leach resistance o f SYNROC. Table III lists the fabrication variables in 
their approximate order of importance. A reducing atmosphere during calcination 
is essential to prevent form ation o f soluble caesium molybdate. Likewise, it is 
recommended that Ti powder be added immediately before hot-pressing to control 
oxidation potential during fabrication. Initially, calcination was carried out at 
1100°C for 16 hours for complete mineralization but recent studies have shown 
that 800°C for one hour is sufficient to produce leach-resistant SYNROC. Use of 
these less stringent conditions in a processing plant will increase calciner through
put while reducing losses of volatile radwaste elements. The density o f leach- 
resistant SYNROC can be as low as 96 to  97% theoretical, provided there is no 
open porosity present. Thus the requirements and control needed to fabricate 
leach-resistant SYNROC are not unduly demanding. 4

3.2. Irradiation behaviour

The effects of radiation on the stability of SYNROC С are an im portant 
consideration in assessing its ability to retain the radwaste elements for the 
required period of up to  106 years. Radiation damage can produce changes in 
volume, leach rate, stored energy, m acrostructure, m icrostructure and mechanical 
properties.

Radiation effects may arise from both transm utation and actinide decay 
(a-particle emission) processes. Ringwood et al. [2] have argued that the barium 
hollandite and perovskite structures could easily accommodate the relevant trans
mutations. On the other hand, a-particle emission events, resulting from the small 
residual content of actinides (notably neptunium , plutonium , americium and 
curium) in the radwaste, will occur almost entirely in the perovskite and zirconolite 
phases in which these elements will be concentrated [2]. Actinide decay continues 
at a significant rate for at least 106 years, during which time it may cause significant 
displacement damage to the host structure.
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Actinide decay damage may be assessed either by observing the condition 
of relevant natural minerals which contain sufficient levels of uranium and/or 
thorium  for them  to have accum ulated the required density o f actinide decay 
events, or by accelerated irradiation testing. Ringwood et al. [11 ] have chosen 
the form er approach for their studies at the Australian National University, 
whereas we have chosen to complement the work by using the latter approach.

i f  the effects o f  atomic displacement are to  be observed in the laboratory 
(or ho t cell) on laboratory-made SYNROC specimens, the rate of damage must 
be accelerated by many orders of magnitude, so that experiments may be com
pleted in no more than one to  two years. Such acceleration may be achieved in 
one o f three ways:

(1) By adding a short-lived a-em itting actinide such as 242Cm, 244Cm or 
238Pu as oxide to the specimen during m anufacture. This is the m ethod recom
mended by Draft international Standard ISO/DIS 6962 [12] and MCC-6 test [3] 
for testing the irradiation stability o f solidified radioactive waste.

(2) By producing fission fragments by reactor irradiation of specimens to 
which 235U, as oxide, has been added during manufacture. This causes displace
m ent damage which can be correlated with that from «-emission in the real case.

(3) By using fast-neutron irradiation o f  specimens in a high-flux reactor to 
produce displacement damage which can be correlated as in m ethod (2).

' Method (1) is attractive because it closely simulates the real case. However, 
the level o f actinide oxide addition has to be higher than in the real case, and the 
high cost of the necessary isotopes effectively limits specimen size and number. 
Method (2) provides the least accurate simulation o f the real case; correlation of 
displacement damage with that in the real case is the m ost difficult, and the 
irradiated specimens may have a very high activity level.

Method (3) is simple, produces only m oderately active specimens and, given 
the availability of a high-flux reactor, is reasonably cheap; Damage correlations 
are easier to  achieve than in m ethod (2). However, for SYNROC, the m ethod has 
two disadvantages:

(1) No a-particles are produced, so there is no simulation o f any effects of 
helium atom deposition in the structure.

(2) All three SYNROC phases will experience the same fast neutron dose, 
whereas, in the real case, the barium hollandite contains no actinides and there
fore experiences no recoil damage.

The first disadvantage is thought to  be no t very significant since displacement 
effects on properties will probably far outweigh the effects o f  helium atom

3.2.1. Selection o f  test m ethod
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deposition [13]. The second disadvantage is more im portant. In the real case, 
the hollandite will experience only a-particle and virtually no recoil damage.
We estimate that, in these fast-neutron irradiation experiments, the hollandite 
is being ‘over-irradiated’ compared with the o ther phases by a factor of about 16 [13].

Apart from the limitations o f fast-neutron irradiation discussed above, 
the underlying assumption in this work is that the displacement damage in the 
fast-neutron and «-emission cases is qualitatively similar’and amenable to  quanti
tative correlation. We believe that, in general, once the fast neutron, the actinide 
recoil nucleus and the a-particle have produced primary knock-on atoms from 
the SYNROC mineral structure, further atomic displacements are produced in 
much the same way, but that their num ber depends on the energy available for 
dissipation. Established m ethods are used to  estimate the num ber of displace
ments (usually expressed as displacements per atom  (dpa)) in the fast-neutron 
and а -emission cases [13].

3.2.2. Results

Five materials have been studied in the AAEC’s programme — SYNROC B, 
SYNROC С containing 10 wt% simulated HLW, barium hollandite, perovskite and 
zirconolite. The individual minerals are being studied to  aid in the interpretation 
of the SNROC results.

The programme calls for irradiations o f all the materials for one, two, four 
and six reactor operating periods (each of ~ 2 4  days). The six-period irradiations 
will receive an integrated neutron fluence of ~ 4 .8  X 1020 n /cm 2 О  1 MeV) which 
will simulate a SYNROC age o f ~ 1 0 6 years. Details of the irradiation conditions 
and specimen characterization have been given elsewhere [14]. All one-, two-, 
four- and some six-period irradiations have been partly evaluated, and the remaining 
six-period irradiations are proceeding.. All materials have increased in volume and 
correspondingly decreased in density with longer fast-neutron exposure and 
simulated SYNROC age. F or the same exposure, these effects were found to 
increase in the order barium hollandite =  hot-pressed SYNROC В <  perovskite 
=  zirconolite =  SYNROC С <  cold-pressed and sintered SYNROC В [14]. The 
reason for the marked effect o f fabrication m ethod on the expansion of 
SYNROC B, Fig. 2, is being investigated. However, there is very little effect of 
fabrication m ethod on the irradiation behaviour of SYNROC C. A tendency to 
saturation is evident at the longest irradiations, equivalent to  9 X 10s years.

Each o f the three SYNROC phases has anisotropic crystal structures which 
expand differently upon irradiation. Build-up o f grain boundary stresses leading 
to  eventual microcracking would therefore be expected. Although all SYNROC 
specimens remained intact after irradiation and showed no sign of physical 
deterioration, metallographic examination has revealed microcracking for volume 
expansion levels above 4%. No microcracking was detected below this level.
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S YN R O C  A G E  (20% HLW), (a)

FIG.2. Volume expansion o f  fast-neutron-irradiated SYNROC as a function o f  ‘SYNRO C age’. 
(cps =  cold-pressed and sintered; hp  =  hot-pressed).

Microcracking was accompanied by only a small increase in the open porosity; 
for the greatest expansion recorded (8.6 vol.%), this increase am ounted to  only
0.03% of specimen volume.

In SYNROC C, the microcracking level corresponds to  a SYNROC age 
2 X 10s years, Fig.2. Preliminary leach tests at 40°C on SYNROC C, irradiated 
to  simulated ages of 104 and 2 X 105 years, have shown no m arked change in 
leach rate for caesium over unirradiated control specimens. Leach tests on more 
heavily irradiated specimens are planned, but as the increase in open porosity 
has been small, no increase in leach rate is anticipated.

3.3. Thermal stability

The therm al properties of the waste form are im portant as they determine 
the centre tem perature for a given geometric configuration and waste loading. 
Long-term tem perature stability is im portant, particularly if  phase changes occur 
which alter properties of the waste form.

Specific heat, thermal diffusivity and thermal conductivity have been 
measured on SYNROC B, SYNROC C, perovskite, zirconolite and barium
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hollandite over the range 20—650°C using the laser flash m ethod [15]. The 
thermal conductivity of cold-pressed and sintered SYNROC С is 2.5 times higher 
than that o f  typical borosilicate waste glasses. For the radial direction of hot- 
pressed SYNROC С cylinders, this ratio is 2.8. Because of this higher thermal 
conductivity, the centreline tem perature and tem perature gradients o f a block 
of SYNROC will be less than those of a block of glass of the same dimensions at 
the same waste content per unit volume.

Annealing of SYNROC up to  tem peratures of 1300°C did not produce 
observable physical or major changes in the phase composition as shown by X-ray 
diffraction patterns. However, bulk density decreased by approximately 4% after 
500 h at 1300°C with a small increase in open porosity and an observed coarsening 
o f the phase size [16].

3.4. Mechanical stability

Waste forms should remain as coherent as possible during handling and 
transportation and when subjected to unexpected forces in the repository. 
Fracturing o f the waste form under impact or static conditions increases the 
surface area that is potentially available for leaching. The am ount of respirable 
fines (defined as particles with diameters <  10 д т )  produced from impact fracture 
processes is used to assess the effect of transportation accidents.

SYNROC В and С specimens have been subjected to  a friability test, similar 
to  the MCC-10 test [6], involving 217 J impacts and particle size analysis of the 
resultant powder [16]. The results showed that impact friability in this test was 
relatively insensitive to  the material variables studied. However, there were minor 
differences in the extent of fine particle production of the im portant size fraction 
below 10 juin, where hot-pressed SVNROC В and С produced fewer fines than 
cold-pressed and sintered materials. SYNROC also produced a marginally coarser 
powder over the whole size range studied (2—100 д т )  compared with the results 
reported for the US borosilicate waste glass ICM-11 [PW-7-2 (2.0)73-1 ]. A similar 
base glass prepared at Lucas Heights also gave finer powder above 50 /пт (the 
lower limit of particle size analysis in this one case) than SYNROC.

4. DEVELOPMENT AND SCALE-UP OF SYNROC FABRICATION

The laboratory process for SYNROC fabrication, involving hot-pressing in 
graphite dies, is not considered suitable for eventual commercial operation and 
has therefore not been scaled up beyond 125 mm diameter (2.3 kg) blocks. The 
first m ethod chosen for a scale-up dem onstration at Lucas Heights was ‘in-can 
hot-pressing’ [17]. This novel process avoids the need for graphite dies by using 
a stainless steel tube in the three roles of hot-pressing die, induction heating 
susceptor and primary waste disposal canister, Fig.3.
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FIG.3. Schematic cross-section o f  ‘in-can hot press’.

An in-can hot press designed to  produce blocks of SYNROC, 1 m long,
100 mm diamter, fully canned in stainless steel, has been built and operated at 
Lucas Heights to  produce five 30 kg canisters of 97-99%  dense SYNROC В [18]. 
The SYNROC was pressed at 1230°C for 3 hours per zone at 9.9 MPa. The heating/ 
pressing operation to  fill completely a canister with SYNROC took a total of 
21 hours. This dem onstration was a major milestone in SYNROC development 
and the process appears to  have no intrinsic features which would prevent its further 
scaling up and eventual application to  the incorporation o f HLW.

During the construction of the in-can ho t press, another m ethod o f hot- 
pressing was conceived which could be attractive for commercial operation; 
this is the hot-pressing o f SYNROC in unsupported thin-walled bellows [17]. This 
concept (and a hybrid which uses bellows-type cans within a canister which could 
be Unsupported during hot-pressing) are being compared at the Research Establish
ment with the original in-can hot-pressing concept. Bellows-type hot-pressing is 
being scaled up in a resistance-heated rig, using 250 mm diameter bellows. In-can 
bellows hot-pressing is to  be tested in the present in-can hot-pressing rig.

Coincident with these developments, much attention has been paid to the 
evolution of a simplified process for SYNROC С powder preparation by m ethods 
suitable for rem ote operation. A resultant conceptual flow-sheet is shown in Fig.4.
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HLW Nitrate 
solution

Synroc
slurry

Seal and 

decontaminate

FIG.4. Conceptual flow sheet fo r large-scale SYNROC fabrication.

The starting material can be either oxide -  or SANDIA-route SYNROC -  no final 
decision has yet been made. This is mixed with radwaste nitrate solution and the 
resultant slurry could be partly denitrated using formic acid or formaldehyde. 
Completion of denitration and partial reaction of the SYNROC precursors is then 
carried out in a rotary furnace into which a SYNROC/radwaste slurry is injected, ; 
flash-dried, denitrated and calcined.- To test this process, the present 100 mm 
diameter, 1800 mm long induction-heated rotary furnace has been modified to 
allow slurry injection as an alternative to  the originally intended dry powder feed. 
The calcination tem perature required is expected to be,750—800°C, with a 
residence time of 1 hour. The product from the rotary furnace is mixed with 2% 
titanium  metal powder in a blender-hopper and loaded into thin-walled metal 
cans or bellows which are sealed and evacuated. These are then uniaxially hot- , 
pressed by one of the three candidate m ethods (in-can, unsupported bellows or • 
bellows in canister). - ,

, It is now proposed to proceed to  the design of an.engineered, non-radioactive 
pilot plant based on this flow-sheet, and a funding proposal for construction of 
such a plant has been made. The hot-pressing m ethod to be used will be selected 
from the three options before the end of 1982, and a pilot plant may be operational 
in .1984. ,
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(1) Because o f its excellent leach resistance under hydrothermal, conditions, 
SYNROC could be used to  immobilize and dispose of high-level w aste.w ithout 
the long period o f  engineered storage likely to be necessary for borosilicate waste 
glass.

(2) Actinide decay damage is unlikely' to cause deleterious effects in SYNROC 
for at least 2 X 10s years and, even after much longer times, no great increase in 
leach rate is expected.

(3) SYNROC has been fabricated on a 30 kg scale and there are several 
candidate processes being evaluated for inclusion in a proposed engineered pilot 
plant for SYNROC fabrication.
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Abstract

Q U A L IT Y  C O N T R O L  O F  R A D IO A C T IV E  W ASTES.
The Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (P T B ) is responsible for the disposal of 

radioactive waste in the Federal Republic of Germany and must prove that the waste packages 
comply with the disposal requirements. A  quality assurance programme for radioactive waste 
is therefore being carried out. The quality assurance of radioactive waste can in principle be 
carried out by an adequate programme within the conditioning process (system-orientated 
control programme) or by a control of the waste packages with non-destructive or destructive 
test methods (product-orientated control programme). The main features of a system-orientated 
control programme for waste packages are described as well as the status of the development 
of product-orientated controls. In a first theoretical analysis, graduated control requirements 
for waste packages are evaluated according to their radiological importance. The development 
of an organization and documentation system completes the quality assurance programme.

1. INTRODUCTION

The disposal of radioactive waste has become one o f  the m ost im portant 
problems for the future use of nuclear energy, e.g. for electric power production. 
Regarding the waste packages, the problem of disposal can be split up into two 
tasks:

Development of disposal requirements
Dem onstration of the observance o f disposal requirements.

In accordance with the 4th Am endm ent of the German Atomic Energy Act 
(Atomgesetz), in 1976 the Federal Government assumed responsibility for the 
long-term storage and disposal of radioactive waste [ 1 ]. This duty has been con
ferred upon the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB) which is the institute 
responsible for the construction and operation o f Federal facilities for the long
term storage and disposal o f radioactive waste.

391
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The PTB is therefore working on the development of disposal requirem ents 
which can only be fixed at the end of a licensing procedure for a repository [2,3].

The objective of this programme is the assessment of the suitability of radio
active waste packages for disposal in mined repositories and the provision of con
cepts and methods for the observance o f the anticipated waste package qualities. 
This programme takes into account that some o f the necessary inform ation is not 
yet available, especially that concerning those waste packages planned to be pro
duced in the future.

2. PRINCIPAL METHODS OF QUALITY ASSURANCE

The quality assurance of radioactive waste can, in principle, be carried out 
by an adequate programme within the conditioning process (system-orientated 
control programme), by a control o f the waste packages with non-destructive or 
destructive test methods (product-orientated control programme) [3] or by the 
combined use of both methods.

A system-orientated control programme may consist o f approval of the 
fixation process, a measuring programme in the fixation process, and examinations 
of samples. This approval o f waste packages is highly favoured because of funda
mental difficulties inherent in destructive or non-destructive testing, which, apart 
from high cost and lengthy test time, are as follows:

(a) non-destructive testing
The availability of a measuring effect and an instrum ent 
Precision and accuracy of the measurement 
Interpretation of the measuring signal

(b) destructive testing 
Reconditioning of the waste package 
Conditioning of secondary waste
Hot-cell techniques at least for intermediate-level wastes (ILW) and 
high-level wastes (HLW).

Nevertheless, the applicability o f the product-orientated tests has been investi
gated to determine the state o f knowledge and technology in this field and supply 
adequate controls if other m ethods cannot be applied. One result of this investi
gation was to  show that product-orientated tests are not necessary if an adequate 
system-orientated assurance programme is installed.
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3. DETERMINATION OF THE FUNDAMENTAL DATA BASIS

The elaboration o f a quality assurance programme requires data on the 
characteristic properties of the radioactive waste, the immobilization material, 
the packaging and the waste package as well as on the waste treatm ent and con
ditioning process.

Thus, the intitial step in elaborating a quality assurance programme is a proper 
determ ination o f these characteristic properties and a system atization of the 
various types of radioactive wastes that are generated in the reprocessing o f spent 
fuel elements, in the operation of nuclear power plants, as well as in scientific 
research centres, medical applications and industry.

In order to provide the required data base, comprehensive inquiries have been 
carried out into various waste characteristics, e.g. physico-chemical properties, 
radiolytic behaviour, mechanical and thermal properties as well as packaging and 
the am ount of waste.

Special attention must be paid to radionuclide release rates. As only limited 
data are available, relevant experimental investigations of the waste packages will 
have to be performed.

As the radioactive waste to be disposed o f has various origins, a classification 
and code system has been developed for different radionuclide inventories, immobi
lization materials and packaging to manage the data obtained and to prepare them 
for further use. The radioactive wastes have been classified in this systematic 
approach into main groups based on their origins, and several subgroups according 
to the type of waste and the packaging. In addition, the classification considers 
radioactivity content and immobilization material. It is completed by an appro
priate code system consisting of a com bination o f one letter and three digits 
(Table I). This classification and code system presents selected waste streams as 
a part of the required data basis.

Due to its flexibility, the classification and code system can, if necessary, 
easily be extended to o ther types of waste packages and to waste packages gener
ated in improved waste treatm ent and conditioning processes.

A detailed description of the radioactive waste treatm ent and conditioning 
processes has been produced. These processes take into account the solidification 
of radioactive wastes in matrices such as glass, cem ent/concrete or organic materials. 
The newly developed technique of conditioning radioactive wastes with an ade
quate packaging only has also been included. The task of a quality assurance 
programme is to analyse these processes and to identify the necessary testing and 
instrum entation. This analysis mainly deals with HLW processing [3] and solidi
fication with cem ent/concrete, as it is m ost widely used.

4. REQUIREMENTS FOR THE WASTE PRODUCT QUALITY

Waste packages must be of such a quality that activity releases and the 
radiation exposures are below the applicable limiting values of the Radiation
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TABLE la. CLASSIFICATION AND CODE SYSTEM FOR SELECTED 
RADIOACTIVE WASTES

A) radioactivity immobilization 
origin в )  С )  description of the waste package

content material e

W 1 1

W 2 2

W 2 2.

W 2 2

W 2 2

W 3 2

W 3 2

W 3 . 2

W 4 2

W 4 2

W 4 4

К З  2

К З  2

к з  з

К  4 2

К  4 2

К  4 2

К  4  2

К  4 4

К  4  4

1 fission product concentrate; 

steel container in transport 
cask

1 cladding hulls etc.; drum in 

transport cask

2 dissolution residues, fines; 

drum in transport cask

3 reactor in-core components and 

scrap; drum in transport cask

5 glass and scrap from vitrifi
cation; drum in transport cask

1 liquid aqueous wastes ; drum in 

transport cask or concrete shielding

2 resins, silicagel,tube filters; 
drum in transport cask or 

concrete shielding

3 absolute filters, iodine filters 

etc.; drum in transport cask or 

concrete shielding

1 miscellaneous waste ; drum

2 Pu-containing waste; drum

1 combustibleoC-wastes; cans in 
drum (the waste package has 
already been modified)

1 tube filters (PWR); drum in 

concrete shielding

2 powdered resins (BWR); drum in 
concrete shielding

1 pebble resins (PWR); drum in 

concrete shielding

1 ' evaporator and filter concentrate
( P W R ) ; drum

2 evaporator and filter concentrate 
(BWR); drum

3 evaporator and filter concentrate 

(PWR); drum in concrete shield
ing

4 evaporator and filter concentrate 
(BWR); drum in concrete shield
ing

1 solid wastes (PWR); drum

2 solid wastes (BWR); drum
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TABLE lb. CLASSIFICATION AND CODE SYSTEM FOR SELECTED 
RADIOACTIVE WASTES

. . A) 
origin

radioactivity
content

immobilization 
material . О description of the waste package

L 4 2 1 partly combustible bulky waste; 

drum

L 4 4 1 compactable and compressible 
waste; drum

F 3 2 1 solid wastes from hot cells; 

drum in shielding container

F 4 2 1 ashes from combusted liquids 

and solids, evaporator concen
trates, bulky compactable 

wastes? drum

F 4 2 2 evaporator concentrate; drum 

in concrete shielding

F 4 4 1 compactable bulky wastes; drum

legend: A: origin W  reprocessing plant

К nuclear power plant 

L collecting depot 

F research center

B: radioactivity content 1 high-level waste

2 medium«level waste, heat- 
producing

3 medium-level waste

4 'low-l e v e l  waste

C: immobilization material 1 glass • '

2 cement/concrete

3 organic material

4 no immobilization material

Protection Ordinance (Strahlenschutzverordnung) [4]. The normal operation of 
a repository and incident conditions are to  be considered.

4.1. Normal operation

. It is intended to dispose of the waste packages after interim  storage in a 
mined repository. Storage in boreholes (heat-producing waste) and mined rooms
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TABLE II. STORAGE CONDITION REQUIREM ENTS FOR WASTE
PACKAGES

type of storage mechanical load

borehole 300 m stacking height,

pressure of rock convergency 

(defect of the waste package 

possible)

rooms 20 - 32 m stacking height 

(defect of drums possible, 

defect of shielded drums 

. not expected)

is planned. The emplacement of the waste packages in rooms can be carried out 
by rem ote stacking (ILW), stacking and dumping (LLW).
Requirements for the disposal of waste packages are as follows:

The surface contam ination and the dose rate m ust be within the established 
limits.
The waste packages m ust not be seriously affected during the period of 
interim storage (corrosion).
The waste packages must have sufficient resistance for the handling 
operations and the storage conditions (Table II).
The release rates of volatile compounds m ust be limited.

The first theoretical analysis o f the radionuclide releases showed that the 
radiological consequences seem to be tolerable if there is no relevant contribution 
of radioactivity from the sealed parts of the repository. However,-it is necessary 
to confirm this result with experimental investigations in the future. If this result 
can be confirmed, the anticipated solidified waste form is sufficient for the nor
mal operation of the mine. The packaging needs not be specified ‘gas-tight’.
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Radionuclide releases from waste packages could occur as a consequence of- 
incidents. Water or air could act as a transport medium in the case of either, a 
water inflow into the repository or damage to the waste package from á thermal 
impact, a mechanical im pact or a com bination of both. ,, . • ,

In the case of a water contact, the leaçh/çorrosion rate, the surface increase 
(e.g. by rock pressure) and the increase o f the m obility of some radionuclides in 
the geosphere by chemically complexing agents [5] are the most im portant 
aspects o f the water package. As the release scenario for water-borne radionu
clides through the geosphere is very complex [6, 7], requirements for these para
meters can only be fixed site-specifically after an intensive site exploration.

The incidents resulting in airborne radionuclide releases have been analysed 
with simple methods. The barrier functions of the waste form and the packaging 
have been assumed. For example, it was taken for granted that a type-B package 
or a package of similar design preserves its function in an incident, just as a con
crete shielding does in the case of a fire. On the other hand it has been assumed 
that drums lose their integrity in incidents. It has been examined w hether in such 
a case the radioactive waste is radiologically 

insignificant (no fixation necessary) 
insignificant because of the matrix 
significant and needs improved barriers.

The results of this investigation are compiled in Table III.
These calculations have been carried out for a mechanical im pact with a 

subsequent fire on the following assumptions:

One waste package
Diffusion parameters above ground:

release h e ig h t 10 m , d ista n ce  fro m  the gro u n d  b o u n d a ry  500 m , sh o rt-tim e  
d if fu s io n  fa c to r  1.5 X 10~4 S ’ r n ' 3 , d e p o s it io n  rate 0.05 m - s _1

Release fraction of the radionuclide inventory:

10“ 2 to 1 0 '5 or zero if a type-B packaging or a packaging o f similar 
design is used

Depletion in the mine: factor 5.

The quotient of the maximum permissible release fraction and the, calculated 
release fraction has been used as a rating factor for the categorization of the waste 
packages into four groups (A -D ), where the quotient has the following magnitude

4.2. Incidents

A >  5; В 1 0 '1 - 5 ;  С 1 0 '3 -  1 0 "1 ; D C I O " 3.
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TABLE III. REQUIREMENTS FOR SELECTED WASTE PACKAGES 
WITH REFERENCE TO A MECHANICAL IMPACT WITH FIRE INSIDE 
A REPOSITORY AND CONSEQUENCES FOR THE ENVIRONMENT (ONE 
WASTE PACKAGE) UNDER THE SELECTED BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

waste

package

packaging assessment of the 

waste package
personnel/environment 
rating per package .**)

w 1 1 1 shielding container type В container A  / A

w 221 shielding container - A  / A

W  222 shielding container A / A

W 225 . 

W 223 

W  321

shielding container 

shielding container 

shielding container

type В container 
* or similar design

A  / A 

A  / A 

A  / A

W 322 shielding container ' A  / A

W 323 shielding container A  / A

W  421 drum no requirements A  / A

W  422 drum additional provisions 
necessary С / A  .

W  4 4 1 * ) drum additional provisions 
necessary D / A

К 321 concrete shielding no requiréments ‘ A / A

К 322 concrete shielding additional provisions 
necessary В / A

К 331 concrete shielding additional provisions 
necessary в / в

К 421 drum no requirements A  / A

К 422 drum no requirements A  / A

К 42 3 concrete shielding no requirements A  / A

К 424 concrete shielding no requirements A / A

К 441 drum no requirements A  / A

К 442 drum no requirements A / A

L 421 drum no requirements A  / A

L 441 drum additional provisions 
necessary B A

F 321 concrete shielding no requirements A  / A

F 422 concrete shielding no requirements В / A

F 421 drum no requirements A / A

F 441 drum no requirements A  / A

*) the waste package has already been modified •

**) A: waste package is radiologically insignificant.

B: waste package can be made A  w ith additional provisions .

. C: waste package can be made A with much improved provisions .

D: waste package radiologically unacceptable.
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Although these assumptions need further experimental confirm ation in 
future R&D work, it càn be seen that the waste packages can be categorized 
into groups with different levels o f product qualification (Table III). These levels 
indicate how stringent limits must be guaranteed for the quality of a waste package 
(A—C) or suggest that the barriers should be improved (D).

These groups can be interpreted as graduated standard levels for a control 
requirement that determines the quality demanded of a waste package, the ab
solutely necessary tests and the extent of the inspections. Thus the quality 
assurance is graduated according to the radiological im portance o f  the various 
waste packages in relation to possible exposure of personnel after an incident 
and to impact on the environment (Table III). Probabilistic assessments with 
their resulting technical consequences and administrative countermeasures have 
to be taken into account and m ust be related to the required quality o f  waste 
packages.

5. QUALITY ASSURANCE

It is intended to realize the quality assurance of waste packages primarily 
within the waste-conditioning process. A basic item of this assurance is the 
specification o f the relevant data and data ranges for all essential com ponents 
from the waste to the final product in accordance with the licensing requirements. 
These data must be elaborated by the waste producers with inactive or active 
tests on a laboratory scale, in a pilot plant or the full-scale facility and subm itted 
to the PTB, which has to decide on the acceptance of the waste packages 
for disposal.

As long as the properties of the waste, the fixation material and the packag
ing lie within the specified range, the quality o f the waste package can be assured 
by an approved conditioning process, with adequate in-line instrum entation and 
a process control. If, for example, the properties of the waste differ from the 
specified data, e.g. due to a m alfunctioning in the plant, pre-examinations are to 
provide the necessary inform ation on the resulting waste package to judge on its 
qualification for disposal.

If necessary, random tests on product samples from the conditioning process 
may support the quality assurance measures to confirm the anticipated product 
quality or may serve as a file sample.

5.1. Waste

It must be ensured that the chemical, radiochemical and physical properties 
lie within the range specified for the particular fixation process and the resulting 
waste packages. The relevant properties as well as their numerical values are
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variable over wide ranges, depending on the type of waste. Common to all types 
of waste is the radionuclide content which can, o f course, vary by several orders 
of magnitude.

Liquid wastes in particular have a num ber of properties influencing the 
product quality and the behaviour of waste packages in a repository, such as the . 
solids content and composition, the content of the detergents and complexing 
agents, the pH and Eh, and the N 0 3 concentration. However, a discussion o f all 
the relevant properties and their numerical values is beyond the scope of this 
contribution.

The sampling frequency may be low (e.g. once per batch) if wastes are 
produced with a continuous quality (e.g. in industrial plants), whereas wastes 
with constantly changing properties (e.g. from research facilities) must be sampled 
more frequently and, if necessary, prior to a pre-treatm ent (e.g. evaporation or 
incineration) to ensure the characteristics o f the waste form.

Within this main scheme, the quality assurance begins with the detection 
of the properties of the waste and the fixation material.

5.2. Fixation material

The fixation material must be carefully selected on the basis o f R&D work, 
where its composition and compatibility with the waste is to be evaluated. Its 
properties will normally be guaranteed by the supplier according to the common 
terms of delivery. Nevertheless, the processor m ust check the suitability o f the 
fixation material for each shipment, taking into account that the fixation material, 
e. g. cement, can change its properties with time.

5.3. Packaging

The packaging of the waste form may be a handling device or an additional 
barrier against radionuclide releases. The properties of the packaging and its 
quality assurance are normally the responsibility of the producer. The extent of 
regulations and controls varies with the type of packaging.

The drums, which are mainly a handling device for the waste form, are 
produced in accordance with the DIN standard 6643 [8] that corresponds to the 
IAEA recommendations [9]. Requirements for the production of a drum relate 
to construction, material, wall thickness, surface preparation and coating. Leak 
tests, for example, are undertaken in the pro to type test and the production of 
the drum and a proper handling, filling and closure is therefore im portant for the 
observance of the specified properties (leak rate, corrosion resistance, etc.).

The concrete shieldings that additionally serve to provide good fire protection 
are made of normal concrete or concrete of high specific, weight and are rein
forced. The dimensions, the aggregate and the grouting with concrete are 
inspected. Various DIN standards for cement and concrete are conformed with.
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A new concept for the conditioning of radioactive waste has recently been 
elaborated and applied to reactor wastes. Unfixed radioactive waste (e.g. resins, 
dried concentrates, solid waste) is packaged into a grey cast-iron container which 
assumes the barrier functions against radionuclide releases. The quality assurance 
for such a waste package m ust aim at the dem onstration of the indestructibility 
of the packaging. This can be done in the following steps:

Characterization of the packaging (material specification, constructional 
drawing, m anufacturing process, etc.)
Prototype tests (mechanical and thermal impacts, internal and external 
corrosion, tightness)
Observance of the characteristic data in production.

Proper handling, filling and closure o f  these containers m ust be carefully 
carried out to guarantee the specified properties. First pro to type tests have 
shown very promising results.

5.4. Immobilization

An approved immobilization process with adequate process instrum entation 
is very im portant to guarantee the quality of the waste form for the fixation of 
a given type o f waste.

The installation of a commercial facility should be preceded by laboratory 
experiments, p ilo t plant tests and inactive test runs o f the commercial facility. 
Those param eters that can influence the quality o f the waste form should be 
evaluated very carefully, including the tolerable variations o f the process para
meters as well as the raw waste and the fixation material.
The relevant process parameters are dependent on the type of waste fixation 
material and the technical equipment. In the case of in-drum solidification o f 
liquid wastes, the following parameters are the most im portant ones:

Waste: water: cement ratio
Kind and am ount of additives (retarding agents, etc.)
Rotating speed, direction o f ro tation  and rotatory force
Construction of the mixing blade or screw
Process of setting (e.g. tem perature) and setting time.

In such an approved process for in-drum solidification, the quality o f the 
waste form is determined by the following factors which, therefore, need adequate 
process instrum entation:

Am ount of cem ent (weighing of a batch, level measuring in the reservoir) 
Waste am ount and feed rate (two different simultaneous measurements; 
e.g. flow m eter and weight)
Energy consum ption o f the mixer.
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TABLE IV. COMPILATION OF NON-DESTRUCTIVE TESTING METHODS 
APPLICABLE TO WASTE PACKAGES

thermography 

active thermography 

passive thermography

nuclear magnetic resonance

deceleration of neutrons

radiometric methods

y  -backscattering 

y  -transmission 

computer tomography 

autoradiography

microwaves 

resonator methods 

absorption reflection methods 

acoustic methods 

acoustic emission

analysis of resonant frequencies 

measurement of ultrasonic speed

This waste treatm ent may be observed by direct inspection or television.
The proper condition o f the equipm ent is checked by visual control and perfor
mance tests for the instrum entation in particular must be undertaken at intervals.

5.5. Waste packages

As adequate control within the conditioning process may not be possible 
in every case, m ethods for non-destructive tests and, if necessary, destructive 
tests are to be evaluated.

Several measuring effects could, in principle, be applied to the non-destruc
tive testing of waste packages (Table IV). First examinations of the status of 
non-destructive testing o f waste packages have shown that knowledge and ex
perience are at present limited. Measuring instrum ents for this purpose have not 
been developed or tested. The destructive testing o f  waste packages is not 
advanced and is anyway undesirable. It could possibly be applied to a few waste 
packages in the facilities o f one o f the well-equipped nuclear research centres 
after a certain period of preparation.
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The development o f an organization and docum entation system completes 
the quality assurance programme. It can only be a proposal, since the proper 
organization will be regulated to a large extent by the licensing authorities.

The quality assurance aims to  ensure the properties of waste packages. It 
will therefore include technical details on measurements and tests for the waste 
and waste package and organizational instructions for the personnel (systems, 
organization, flow chart, records). The technical instructions depend upon 
the type of waste, the fixation material, the immobilization process and the 
packaging.

A complete quality assurance system will probably only be introduced in 
industrial processing facilities.

A selected system o f organizational and formal instructions must be developed 
to control other waste producers. The responsibility for the waste quality will 
lie in the hands of the waste producers who have to carry out adequate checks 
on their own behalf, whereas the authorities will have to supervise the waste 
producers and the effectiveness of these producers’ checks, especially by inspec
tions. These can be performed by way of periodic or aperiodic audits.

As the data on radioactive wastes are produced successively from the 
generation of the raw waste to the waste package, it is possible to build up 
docum entation by an additive com pilation o f the respective papers that must 
be harmonized. Not all the inform ation on the waste and its processing must 
necessarily be given to  the repository. Primarily, inform ation on the radionuclide 
inventory and the radionuclide release properties of the waste packages for the 
normal operation of the repository and for incidents m ust be routinely delivered. 
Other inform ation m ust be available on request.

S u ch  an in fo rm a t io n  e xch an ge  system  c o u ld  be a d va n ta ge o u sly  estab lished  
with the help of electronic data processing, which is recommended. However, 
the following points should be taken into account:

The data systems and the programs m ust be com patible
Data should be machine-readable
Data transfer should be carried out from tape to tape
Process by password should be required
Safe storage of the records for an appropriate period o f time is required.

It is also recommended that a paper sheet be kept and a data-processing system 
be used in parallel for such a period of time until the electronic data processing 
system is sufficiently tested and approved.

6. O RG A NIZA TIO N  AND DOCUM ENTATION
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Abstract

T R E A T M E N T ,  S T O R A G E  A N D  D I S P O S A L  O F  L O W - A N D  I N T E R M E D I A T E - L E V E L  

R E A C T O R  W A S T E S  A T  O L K I L U O T O  P O W E R  P L A N T .

L o w -  a n d  i n t e r m e d ia t e - l e v e l  w a s t e  is c o n t i n u o u s l y  p r o d u c e d  d u r i n g  o p e r a t i o n  o f  a 

n u c l e a r  p o w e r  p l a n t .  R e a c t o r  w a s t e  m a n a g e m e n t  c a n  g e n e r a l ly  b e  d iv id e d  i n t o  t h r e e  m a in  

s tages :  c o n d i t i o n i n g ,  s t o r a g e  a n d  d i s p o s a l .  A t  O l k i l u o t o  p o w e r  p l a n t  in te rm e d ia t e - l e v e l  

l iq u id  w a s t e  is s o l id i f ie d  b y  i n c o r p o r a t i o n  i n t o  b i t u m e n .  C o m p r e s s ib l e  d r y  w a s t e  is c o m p a c t e d  

in to  2 0 0  L s te e l  d r u m s .  A t  p r e s e n t ,  all r e a c t o r  w a s t e  p r o d u c e d  is s t o r e d  in  t h e  w a s t e  b u i ld in g s  

o f  t h e  p l a n t  u n i t s .  A  s e p a r a t e  s to ra g e  b u i ld in g  f o r  low -leve l  w a s t e  is u n d e r  c o n s t r u c t i o n  

a n d  de s ign  o f  a  s to r a g e  f a c i l i t y  f o r  b i t u m i n i z e d  w a s t e  h a s  b e e n  s t a r t e d .  A  g r e a t  n u m b e r  o f  

g e o lo g ic a l  a n d  h y d r o g e o l o g i c a l  in v e s t ig a t i o n s  h a v e  b e e n  p e r f o r m e d  t o  a ssess  t h e  s u i ta b i l i ty  

o f  t h e  b e d r o c k  a t t h e  p o w e r  p l a n t  s i te  f o r  t h e  d i s p o s a l  o f  lo w -  an d  i n t e r m e d ia t e - l e v e l  w a s te .

A s  a  p a r t  o f  t h i s  a s s e s s m e n t ,  a  p r e l i m i n a r y  d e s ig n  o f  a n  u n d e r g r o u n d  r e p o s i t o r y  ha s  b e e n  
p e r f o r m e d .  S a f e t y  a s s e s s m e n ts  i n d i c a t e  c le a r ly  t h a t  al l lo w -  an d  i n t e r m e d ia t e - l e v e l  w a s t e  

f r o m  t h e  o p e r a t i o n  an d  d e c o m m i s s i o n i n g  o f  O l k i l u o t o  p o w e r  p l a n t  c a n  b e  s to r e d  a n d  d i s p o s e d  

o f  in  a  safe  w a y .  C o n s e q u e n t l y ,  c u r r e n t  c o n d i t i o n i n g  p r a c t i c e s  a re  c o n s i d e r e d  fu l ly  a d e q u a t e  

f o r  s to ra g e  a n d  d is p o sa l .

1. INTRODUCTION

TVO Power Company operates two BWR units (660 MW(e) each) at its 
Olkiluoto power plant. The reactors were supplied by Swedish Asea-Atom. 
TVO I reached full power for the first time at the beginning o f 1979 and 
TVO II a t the end o f  1980. Olkiluoto pow er plant produced about 20% o f the 
electricity generated in Finland during 1981. Power produced by the plant was 
supplied solely to the shareholders o f the company.

Research and development work in the field o f  radioactive waste manage
ment is co-ordinated with Im atra Power Company through a jo in t body, the 
Nuclear Waste Commission of Finnish Power Companies. A major undertaking 
during the last two years has been assessment o f the suitability o f the two

407
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nuclear power plant sites in Finland, Olkiluoto and Loviisa, for the disposal of 
low- and intermediate-level reactor waste. Site reports concerning Olkiluoto 
and Loviisa were issued in mid-1982.

This paper describes the current practice and future plans in treatm ent, 
storage and disposal o f low- and intermediate-level waste at Olkiluoto power 
plant. The degree o f conditioning is evaluated taking into consideration the 
safety requirem ents for interim  storage and disposal.

2. REACTOR WASTE MANAGEMENT AT OLKILUOTO POWER PLANT

Management of reactor wastes can be divided into three main stages: 
conditioning, storage and disposal (Fig.l).

2.1. Current practices in reactor waste conditioning and storage

The current practices in reactor waste management are shown in the boxes 
framed by solid lines in Fig. 1. Both power plant units have a separate waste 
building with complete systems for waste conditioning. Intermediate-level 
liquid waste is solidified by incorporation into bitum en. Bituminization is

r=
I D I S P O S A L  TO  |j 

DUMP !|' \i____________ a

LOW - LEVEL 

WASTE

INTERMEDIATE- 

L EV E L WASTE

CONDITIONING S T O R A G E DISP O SA L

F IG .l. R eactor waste m anagement at O lkiluoto pow er plant.
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based on a batch process with separate drying and mixing stages. One batch 
is equal to  three 200 L drums o f solidified waste. A bout 1000 drums of 
solidified waste have been produced so far.

Compressible low-level waste is compacted w ith a hydraulic press into 
200 L steel drums. Non-compressible metal scrap and precoat filter rods are 
packed into steel drums after appropriate cutting. The accumulated num ber 
o f low-level waste drums is about 600.

The to tal activity o f  accumulated waste is about 3.2 TBq. The dominating 
radionuclides are 60Co and 54Mn. Because of the good performance o f fuel no 
fission products have been found in the waste so far.

Operational experience with the solidification process has been good. 
Consequently, there is no need to  consider any alternative m ethods for liquid 
waste treatm ent. In the case o f low-level waste, more efficient volume reduction 
could be achieved by incineration of the combustible fraction o f  trash waste. 
However, there is no suitable facility for incineration of radioactive waste in 
Finland. The results of an evaluation o f the economics have no t encouraged 
further development of this alternative.

Today all reactor waste produced at O lkiluoto is stored in the storage 
rooms of the waste buildings. The capacity o f these rooms is about 1500 drums 
at both plant units. In addition to this, a separate storage building for low-level 
waste (dose rate at the surface less than 0.75 mSv/h) is under construction. 
Construction will be completed by mid-1982. The capacity o f this storage is 
about 500Û drums, which is sufficient till the end o f the 80s. The existing 
storage rooms for intermediate-level waste will be filled by 1985.

2.2. Plans for storage and disposal

The alternatives for storage and disposal are shown in the boxes framed by 
dashed lines in Fig. 1. The time schedule o f final disposal o f  reactor waste 
determines the actual need for further storage capacity. Construction and 
licensing o f  a repository is estimated to take at least five years. This means that 
TVO probably will need additional interim  storage capacity for interm ediate- 
level waste in the mid-80s.

2.2.1. Storage o f  intermediate-level waste

Preliminary design o f a separate storage building for interm ediate level 
waste has been started. The existing storage rooms of the waste buildings have 
been taken as a basis for the design.
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The main features of the facility are: 
capacity for 6000 drums 
massive (900 mm) walls for shielding 
handling o f  waste drums with a remote-controlled crane 
fire protection w ith C 0 2 system.

2.2.2. Shallow ground disposal

The soil layers above the bedrock are relatively thin in Finland. Moreover, 
the water table lies very near to the ground surface. For these reasons shallow 
ground disposal is generally considered suitable for low-level waste only.

TVO has made a preliminary plan for a small-scale shallow ground disposal 
experim ent at Olkiluoto power plant site. The objective o f the experim ent is 
to get inform ation about technical, economic and safety-related factors of this 
disposal option. This inform ation is needed when comparing low-level waste 
disposal alternatives.

2.2.3. Disposal to dum p

Today all waste from the controlled zone of the power plant is treated as 
radioactive waste. This means inevitably that a large am ount of practically 
inactive waste is included in the radioactive waste stream. TVO has suggested 
the following procedure to separate this inactive waste stream. Activity of 
trash waste collected in plastic bags is measured with a GeLi detector and a: 
multichannel analyser. Bags with 60Co activity less than 100 kBq can be 
disposed of at the dump together with conventional garbage. Licensing of 
this procedure is not yet accomplished.

2.2.4. Disposal into bedrock

In Finland, disposal into bedrock is considered the most im portant alterna
tive for the disposal o f intermediate-level waste. TVO has investigated the 
suitability o f  Olkiluoto bedrock for that purpose. During 1980-1981  a great 
num ber o f geological investigations were carried out at the power plant site.
A seismic survey and core drillings were made to determine rock quality and to 
find an optim al repository location. Injection tests, groundwater pumping tests 
and tracer tests were performed to study the hydrogeological conditions o f the 
site. Water samples have been analysed to  evaluate the chemical behaviour of 
waste packages in the repository. Sorption studies with crushed rock samples 
have been made to evaluate the migration properties o f the rock mass.

A preliminary design for a repository has been made. The repository is 
dimensioned for all low- and intermediate-level waste from the operation and
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F IG .2. Underground repository fo r  low- and interm ediate-level waste.

decommissioning o f the power plant. The repository will be constructed in two 
phases. A genera] view of phase 1 is shown in Fig.2. The main parts o f the 
repository are:

Silo for bituminized and compacted waste 
Cavern for activated metal components 
Control room 
Access tunnel 
Shaft.

The repository lies at a depth o f 50 to 100 m. Geological and economic factors 
have determ ined the location and geometry of the repository. The repository 
can be enlarged for the decommissioning waste. The main design parameters are:

The disposal volume of solidified and dry waste is about 14 000 m 3 (silo) 
The disposal volume of activated metal com ponents is 1000 m 3 (cavern)
The total activity o f the deposited waste at the time o f shutdown o f the 
repository is about 17 000 TBq. (The detailed distribution o f activity is 
shown in Table I).
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TABLE I. RADIONUCLIDE INVENTORY OF THE WASTE AT THE 
SHUTDOWN OF THE REPOSITORY

Nuclide A ctivity (TBq)

Solidified waste 
com pacted w aste

A ctivated m etal 
com ponents

H-3 — 2 0 0 0

C-14 0.3 2 0

Co-60 400 800 0

N i-59 1 -0 80

N i-63 2 0 0 6 0 0 0

Sr-90 7.0 -

Zr-93 - 5

Tc-99 0 .0 0 6 -

1-129 0 . 0 0 0 2 -

Cs-135 0 .0 0 0 3 -

Cs-137 80 -

Pu-239 0.0001 -

Waste packages are transported by a shielded truck to the unloading position in 
the repository. Waste packages are emplaced by remote-controlled overhead 
cranes. After one layer has been completed, it is covered by concrete.

3. SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS .

3.1. Interim storage

The main requirem ent for interim  storage is to  maintain adequate integrity 
o f the waste packages to prevent spreading of radioactive contam ination during 
storage and to facilitate transport o f the waste to  the repository after the 
storage period.

The present conditioning o f  reactor wastes at Olkiluoto power plant ensures 
that the waste packages meet these safety and handling requirements. The design 
features o f storage facilities ensure that the integrity of the packages and fire 
protection are maintained during storage. Consequently, the present degree of 
conditioning is considered fully adequate for interim  storage purposes.
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3.2.1. Basis fo r  safety analysis

The repository will be located in the bedrock at a depth o f 50 to 100 m. 
This ensures that radionuclides cannot directly enter the biosphere. The only 
pathway to biosphere is migration in groundwater which slowly flows in the 
fissures o f the bedrock. Because the repository site is on an island, ground
water flowing through the repository discharges into the sea.

The release of radionuclides into groundwater is retarded by multiple 
engineered barriers in the repository. The first barrier is the waste package 
material, which must deteriorate before any leaching process can take place.
The second barrier is the waste form itself. Leaching from solidified waste 
and corrosion o f metals in groundw ater balanced with concrete are very slow. 
The third barrier is the concrete backfill. A lthough small fissures in the concrete 
cannot be avoided, convective flow through the backfill material is deemed 
negligible.

3.2.2. Safety analysis

The safety analysis is divided into five stages:

Hydrogeological calculations
Release from the repository to geosphere
Migration in the bedrock
Dispersion in the biosphere
Dose calculations.

Because all the parameters needed in calculations are no t exactly known, a 
sensitivity analysis was made. Various designs for the silo were also studied to 
find the optim um  barrier construction. The design alternatives were:

Silo w ithout any backfill material
Silo with concrete backfill (reference case described above)

Silo w ith concrete walls and buffer material (crushed rock + bentonite) 
between the walls and the rock.

The design o f  the cavern for activated metal com ponents includes concrete 
walls and a layer of buffer material.

Hydrogeological calculations

The hydrogeological modelling o f the site was based on the results o f  field 
investigations. Groundwater flow paths were calculated in two-dimensional

3.2. Disposal
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Elem ent
D iffusion  
coeffic ient 
in concrete  

(m 2 /a)

D iffusion  
coeffic ien t  

. in buffer 
(m 2 /a)

Leach  
rate in 
bitum en  
(m /a)

Distribution  
coeffic ien t  
in rock 

(m 3 /m 2)

R etention
factor

H 6  X 10“ 4 6 X 1 0 “ 3 — 0 1

С 6  X 10 ' 4 6 X 1 0 ~ 3 1 X 1(T3 0 1

Co 4 X 10' 9 1 X 1СГ4 1 X 1(T4 7 X 1СГ4 40

Ni 4  X 1СГ9 1 X 10~4 1 X 1(T4 7 X 1(T3 350

Sr 6  X 1СГ4 6 X 1 0 ' 3

оX

3 X 10“ 5 3

Zr 4 X 1(T9 1 X 10~4 - 7 X 10“ 4 40

Tc 6  X 10' 4 6  X 10" 3 1 X 10~ 3 7 X 1(T5 5

I 6  X 10~4 6 X 1СГ3 1 X 10~ 3 0 1

Cs 6  X 10" 6 6 X 1 (T3 1 X 10 ' 3 7 X 10 ' 3 350

Pu 4 X 10 ' 9 1 X 10' 4 1 X 10 ' 4 7 X 10 ' 4 40

cross-sections by assuming the rock mass as porous medium. Uncertainties in 
rock hydrology were taken into account by using various assumptions in 
hydrogeological modelling.

Calculations with conservative param eter values and boundary conditions 
resulted in about one year’s flow time from  the vicinity of the repository to  the 
sea. G roundwater flow times were not essentially influenced by different silo 
designs or hydrogeological assumptions.

Release from  the repository to geosphere

The release rate of radionuclides depends on the leaching characteristics 
o f the waste forms and on the properties of the backfill material. In the reference 
case only the retarding effect o f  the concrete backfill was taken into account. The 
mass-transport mechanism in concrete was assumed to be diffusion. In the case 
o f  a silo w ithout any backfill, the material release rate is determined by the 
leach resistance of the waste forms. The silo w ith concrete walls was analysed 
in the same way as the reference case. The parameters used in calculations of 
release rate are shown in Table II.
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TABLE III. PARAM ETERS USED IN DOSE CALCULATIONS

415

Critical
group

Population

Local
com partm ent

G ulf o f  
Bothnia

Baltic
Sea

Num ber o f  
inhabitants 1 2 0 0 0 2 X ¡ 0 6 2 X 1 0 7

Fish consum ption  
(kg/a)

75 25 X 10 3 1 X 108 1 X 109

Swim m ing and 
boating (a/a) 0 . 1 2 2 0 2 X 104 2 X 10s

Shoreline (a/a) 0 . 1 1 60 6  X 104 6  X 10s

The main results from the release calculations are:

In the case o f a silo w ithout backfill the most im portant radionu-clides are 
137Cs and 63Ni.
In the reference case the dominating radionuclides are 90Sr and 14C. The 
maximum release rate is about the same as in the case above.
In the case o f a silo with concrete walls 14C is the most im portant nuclide.
The maximum release rate occurs after about 1000 years and is considerably 
smaller than in the cases above. The release rate from the cavern for metal 
components is totally dom inated by 14C. The maximum release rate occurs 
after about 1000 years. It is about two orders o f magnitude greater than 
in the reference case. The reason for this is in the differences in I4C 
inventories.

Migration in the bedrock

Migration calculations are based on the flow times from the hydrogeological 
calculations and on the release rate o f radionuclides from the repository. Sorption 
mechanisms are taken into account in the form o f retention factors. These are 
derived from the Kd measurements performed in laboratory conditions. The 
distribution coefficients and retention factors used in calculations are shown 
in Table II.

The main result o f the migration calculations is that the maximum concentra
tion of 137Cs and 63Ni appears about 400 years later. Consequently, the role of 
90Sr and 14C becomes more im portant.
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DOSE RATE 

( S v / a  )

FIG.3. A nnual dose to critical group.

COLLECTIVE DOSE 
( man • S v / a  )

T I M E ( a )

F IG .4 . A nnual collective dose.
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TABLE IV. COST/BENEFIT COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVE SILO 
CONSTRUCTIONS

C ollective  
dose from silo 
(man-Sv)

Cost
(M $)

A L A R A  value 
(M $/m an-Sv)

No backfill 0 .16 8 25

Concrete backfill 0 . 1 2 9 60

C oncrete walls + 
buffer material

0 .0 7  ' ¡ 1 2

Dispersion in the biosphere

Dilution o f  radionuclide concentrations in sea water is analysed by a 
com partm ent model. The exchange rate of water between the com partm ents 
is estimated with separate flow calculations, which take into consideration the . 
prevailing sea currents around Olkiluoto Island. Sedimentation in the com part
ments is also taken into account.

Dose calculations

Dose calculations are based on radionuclide concentrations in compartments. 
Dose pathways are fishing, swimming, boating and shoreline. Doses to  the critical 
group and collective doses are estimated. Parameters used in dose calculations 
are shown in Table III. - ,

3.2.3. Results o f  the dose calculations

The annual dose to  the critical group and annual collective dose from the 
reference case are shown in Figs 3 and 4. The maximum annual dose to the 
critical group is 3 X 10-7 Sv/a. The cumulative collective dose up to 106 years 
from the disposal o f bituminized waste is 0.12 man'Sv. The cumulative collective 
dose during the first 500 years is 0.10 man-Sv. Collective doses from the cavern 
for metal com ponents are 4.7 man-Sv and 0.7 man-Sv respectively.

Estimated collective doses from various silo designs and total construction 
costs o f the repository are shown in Table IV. The ALARA value o f the silo 
w ithout backfill and the reference case is 25 M $/man-Sv. The ALARA value 
o f the reference case and the silo w ith concrete walls is 60 M $/man-Sv. These 
values are far beyond the ranges normally quoted in the literature.
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Various engineered barrier constructions affect mainly the release of 
short-lived and well retarded radionuclides, e.g. “ Co and 137Cs. The differences 
between collective doses integrated over long periods o f time are very small.
The reason for this is the m inor influence o f any kind o f barriers on the 
cumulative release o f radionuclides w ith long half-life. This means that differences 
between the ALARA values with different design alternatives are very high.

Comparison o f the safety o f various design alternatives calls for comparable 
modelling o f different release mechanisms. However, exact mathematical 
modelling o f some release processes is very difficult. Moreover, available data 
on the parameters o f long-lived radionuclides with small yield is not complete.
This means that conservative assumptions must be made in safety analyses.
This leads to  overestimation o f release rates and doses.

For the above mentioned reasons, optim ization based on cost/benefit analyses 
should be used very carefully in deciding between technical design alternatives.
The reference design was chosen for purely technical reasons. Better integrity 
of waste packages and more efficient protection against fire are conveniently 
achieved by using backfill material.

The doses from the reference design are very small. From the cost/benefit 
point o f  view more effective barriers do not seem justified. For these reasons 
the reference design is considered optim al for the disposal of reactor waste 
at Olkiluoto power plant site;

4. CONCLUSION

The overall safety assessment shows that low- and intermediate-level reactor 
waste can be stored and disposed o f safely. This indicates that the present and 
planned conditioning methods produce sufficiently high-quality waste forms.
No incentives for improvement o f  any specific characteristic o f the waste forms 
can be seen.

3.3. Discussion
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Abstract

THE ROLE OF WASTE CONDITIONING AS REG AR DS THE SA FETY  OF LOW- 
A ND INTERM EDIATE-LEVEL WASTE DISPOSAL.

The aim o f  this paper is to  clarify the role o f  condition ing o f  low - and interm ediate- 
level wastes from  the operation  and decom m issioning o f  LWR plants as regards the safety  
o f  the final disposal. The assessm ent o f  the cond ition ing requirem ents is based on the  
results o f  the recent studies com prising the safety analysis o f  a site-specific disposal system . 
The repository is expected  to  be situated on  a coast in hard Precambrian bedrock below  
the groundwater table. Owing to  the geological characteristics o f  the disposal site the 
discharge o f  the radionuclides to  biosphere can occur on ly  through the groundwater.
The cond ition ing requirem ents are very dependent on  the disposal system  and the criteria 
em ployed .

1. INTRODUCTION

The conditioning requirements o f radioactive wastes are frequently stated 
w ithout taking into account the waste management system and w ithout presenting 
the criteria for judgem ent. Consequently highly excessive requirements for 
better conditioning can be called for, regarding either the characteristics of the 
waste form, or the structure and material o f the container.

The conditioning requirements are studied in a paper applying the results 
o f the safety analysis concerning specific disposal systems [1].

2. THE DISPOSAL SYSTEMS ANALYSED

The disposal systems analysed are site-specific. The analysis includes data 
from field and laboratory investigations, and concerns waste management plans 
o f  a Finnish power company, TVO, operating a plant o f two 660 MW BWR 
units [2]. The disposal systems, comprising waste packages, repository con
struction and disposal site, are described in the following.

419
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TABLE I. ACTIVITY OF TH E WASTES IN TH E Y EA R 201 5 (Bq)

Nuclide From operation From decom m issioning
Bitum inized Metal C om ponents, Reactor
and dry com po- structural pressure
com pacted nents material vessel
(Wl) (W2) ■ (W3) (W4)

3H — 2.0 X 1015 -  . 3.0 X 1013

14c 2.6 X 10n 2.0 X 1013 - 2.0 X 1013

60Co 3.4 X 1014 8.3 X 1015 3.0 X 1013 8.0 X 1015 ■

59 Ni 1.0 X 1012 7.5 X 1013 1.5 X 1011 9.0 X 1013

63 Ni 1.8 X 1014 6.0 X 101S 2.5 X 1013 1.2 X 1016

90 Sr 7.0 X 1012 - 1.0 X 1 0 12 -

93 Zr - 5.0 X 1012 - -

" T c 6.0 X 107 - - -

129 j 2.0 X 108 - - -

l35Cs 3.5 X 108 ■ - 5.0 X 107 -

l37Cs • 8.1 X 1013 - 1.2 X 1 0 13 -

J39Pu 1.0 X 108 - -

TABLE II. THE PRIMARY CHARACTERISTICS OF THE WASTE PACKAGES

Elem ent Leach 
rate Lv 
(m /a)

Release 
rate f0 

(a"1) •

D iffusion coeff. 
in concrete Dc 
(m 2/a)

H - - 6 X 1 0 " 4

С 1 X 1 0 " 3 - 6 X 10"4

Co 1 X 10“4 . 1 X 10“3 4 X 10-9

Ni 1 X 1 0 ' 4 ' 1 X 10"3 4 X 10-9

Sr 1 X 10“3 1 X 10-3 -

Tc 1 X 10“3 - -

I 1 X  1СГ3 -

Cs 1 X 10"3 1 X 10"3 -

Pu

оX

-

Concerns
w aste-type Wl W3 W4

Wall thickness o f  the container.0 .3 m.
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Æ - -  -  " ДЕ*"*1 -
£ U

W A S TE  P A C K A G E S

B A C K F IL L -

В crushed rock 

С crushed ro c k /b e n to n ite  
m ix tu re  (95%  /5% )

D concre te

B.C.D

P —

.C O N C R E T E  W A L L S

C O N C R E TE  (0 .8  m)
• -  B U F F E R  (1 .5  m)

crushed ro c k /b e n to n ite  
m ix tu re  (9 5 % /5% )

B A C K F IL L  ■
'  crushed ro c k /b e n to n ite  

m ix tu re  (95% /5 % )

C O N C R E TE  W A L L S  
C O N C R E T E  (1 .0  m) 

B U F F E R  (1 .5  m) 
B A C K F IL L

E
FIG. I . The re p o sito ry  a lterna tives a na lyzed . Л , В, C, D and  E  are s ilo -typ e  a n d  F a  tunnel- 

ty p e  reposito ry .
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TABLE III. THE PRIMARY CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ENGINEERED 
BARRIERS OF THE REPOSITORIES

Elem ent D iffusion coeff.

Dc a О м вЬ 

(m 2 /a) (m 2 /a)

D istribution coeff.
V С is b
RdM d MB 
(m 3 /kg) (m 3 /kg)

H 6  X 10 “ 4 6  X 10 “ 3 0 0

С 6  X IO ' 4 6  X IO" 3 0 0

Co 4 X IO" 9 1 X 1 0 ~4 1 X 10 “ 1 1 X 1 0 " 1

Ni 4 X IO ' 9 1 X 10 - 4 1 1

Sr 6  X 1СГ4 6  X 10 ~ 3 1 X 10 " 2 1.5 X 10 ~2

Zr 4 X IO" 9 1 X 10 ' 4 1 1

Tc 6  X 1СГ4 6  X 1 0 ' 3 0 0

I 6  X IO“ 4 6  X 1 0 ' 3 0 0

Cs 6  X 10 " 6 6  X 1 0 ' 3 1 X IO ' 1 1 X 1 0 _1

Pu 4 X 10 “ 9 1 X 10 ' 4 1 X 10~‘ 1 X 10 ' 1

Regards
repository11

and
waste
ty p ee

D (W 1) 

E(W 1) 

F (W 2, W4)

E(W 1)

F (W2, W4)

B(W 1) C (W 1)

a In concrete.

b In crushed rock /bentonite  m ixture (95/5% ). 

c In crushed rock. 

d Illustrated in Fig. 1.

6 See Tables I and II.

2.1. Waste packages

The waste types analysed include all main types from normal operation 
and decommissioning of BWR plant and are

Bituminized and com pacted dry wastes in steel drums (W 1 )
Activated metal com ponents in steel containers (W2)
Components and structural materials from decommissioning in wooden 
boxes (W3)
Reactor pressure vessels from decommissioning in concrete containers (W4).

The activity contents o f the wastes are presented in Table I and characteristics 
o f the waste packages in Table II.
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2.2. Repositories

The repository construction includes four main alternatives having further 
modifications:

Silo w ithout any backfilling material
Silo with three different backfilling materials
Silo comprising internal backfilling material and concrete walls and external 
concrete wall and buffer layer
Tunnel comprising internal backfilling material and concrete walls and 
external concrete wall and buffer layer.

The repository alternatives are presented in Fig.l and the characteristics 
of the engineered barriers in Table III. The repository is assumed to  be located 
at the depth o f 50 to  100 metres.

2.3. Disposal site

The disposal site analysed is a cape in the Gulf o f Bothnia which is connected 
to the Baltic Sea. Characteristics of the bedrock affecting the groundwater flow 
and radionuclide migration have been studied in field and laboratory investiga
tions [2]. Environmental factors affecting the pathways o f radionuclides in the 
biosphere as well as habits o f the existing population have also been studied.

3. METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY

3.1. Principle

The role o f waste conditioning is studied employing the results o f the 
safety analysis. ' The analysis includes several different scenarios for release from 
repository and migration in the geosphere. The role of waste packages in 
reducing the release o f radionuclides and the consequent radiological impact is 
assessed using three relevant criteria to  be presented in Section 3.3.

3.2. Safety analysis model

The safety analysis is based on system models consisting,of repository, 
geosphere and biosphere modules and is carried out employing deterministic 
scenarios.

The analysis is carried out in five stages, viz:
( 1 ) G roundwater flow analysis, FEFLOW [ 1 ]
(2) Release o f radionuclides from  repository, REFREP [1]
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W ELL M ODEL

G RO UND
W ATER

LO CAL
M A R IN E  M ODEL

LO CAL 
SEA A R E A

Swimm ing and boating; 
Fish

SEDIM ENT 
0—5 cm

Coast sediment; 
Ext. irrad ia tion

SEDIM ENT 
5—35 cm

Coast sediment; 
Ext. irrad ia tion

RE G IO N AL 
M AR IN E M ODEL

Exposure pathways 
a) fish;

swimming and boating 
Ы shore

F IG .2. The co m p a r tm e n ts  a n d  exp o su re  p a th w a ys on a local a n d  regional scale o f  the  
co d e  D E T R A .
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(3) Migration of radionuclides in the geosphere, MIGGONV [ 1 ]
(4) Transport o f radionuclides in the biosphere, DETRA [3 ,4 ]
(5) Exposure analysis, DETRA [3, 4].

, The models and codes utilized in different stages are described in the 
references given above.

Owing to the geological characteristics o f the disposal site the radionuclides 
can reach the biosphere only with the groundwater flow.

The biosphere is divided into two parts, local and regional, which are 
illustrated in Fig.2. The ou tpu t o f  the exposure analysis consists o f collective 
dose ratés and dose commitments as well as dose rates of most exposed 
individuals.

3.3. Dose criteria

The criteria and limits for acceptable radiological impact are the subject 
o f continuous reconsideration and development [5]. For this study two 
quantities were chosen to  represent radiological impact: collective effective 
dose equivalent com m itm ent Sg (man-Sv), represented simply by S, and the 
effective dose equivalent rate Йе (Sv/a), represented simply by H. The pathways 
connécted to both quantities and giving the highest impacts were chosen.

In the case of collective dose com m itm ent the Baltic Sea com partm ent is 
dom inant. A limit o f the acceptable dose com m itm ent can be stated by 
the formula

S s S ' - E  (1)

where S' is the value o f acceptable collective dose equivalent com m itm ent of 
500 years per unit am ount o f  electrical energy (man -Sv/MW -a); E is the energy 
produced during operation time (MW-a).

The value applied in Finland for S' is 10-2 man-Sv/MW-a concerning the 
whole fuel cycle, recommended in Ref.[6]. For the disposal o f low-level and 
medium-level wastes one tenth  o f that was chosen, since half o f  the content is 
reserved for reactor operation. Values o f S' = 10~3 man-Sv/MW • a and 
E = 3X104 MW a give S s  30 man-Sv according to  E q .(l). Basing on this value 
the dose com m itm ents SBs related to  the Baltic Sea can be categorized 
as follows:

SBS <  10 man-Sv: acceptable system

10 <  SBS <  100 man-Sv: modifications may be needed

SBS >  100 man-Sv: modifications necessary.
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A limit o f the acceptable dose rate H can be determined by two origins. 
One limit is determined as

where Hso is the com m itted effective dose equivalent for 50 years due to a 
single intake.

In the case of continuous exposure formula (2) can be utilized. The value 
o f H50 can be chosen to be 1 0 '4 Sv/a (10 mrem/a), consistent with the regulation 
applied to  reactor operation in Finland. The o ther limit is determined by formula

where S' is the value o f acceptable collective dose equivalent com m itm ent of 
500 years per unit am ount o f energy (man-Sv/MW-a)
E is energy produced during operation time (MW • a)
N is population exposed to  radiation 
Tc is time period of exposure, 500 years.

In the case o f the local sea area N = 2000 and thus H2 =  3 X 10-5 Sv/a 
(3 mrem/a).

Applying the more restrictive value o f the two alternatives H 1 and H2 and 
using the same degree of conservatism as in case o f the dose com m itm ent, the 
dose rates Hs pertaining to  the local sea area can be categorized as follows:

-  Hs <  10~s Sv/a: acceptable system

-  10-5 <  Hs <  10“4 Sv/a: modifications may be needed

-  Hs >  10-4 Sv/a: modifications necessary.

In case of exposure via a well drilled between the repository and shoreline 
the limit o f acceptable dose rate is more complicated. The value of 
Hw = 10 -4 Sv/a can in some geosphere conditions be very restrictive. Since 
the well scenario can be regarded as an accident scenario, the acceptable dose 
rate lim it could be defined as a mathematical expectation value

(2)

(4)

where P\y is the probability o f the well scenario occurring.
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The safety analysis consists o f  the several scenarios in successive stages, 
giving the following outputs:

fluxes in repositories and groundwater 
flow times:
release rates of radionuclides 
out o f  repositories: 
discharge rates of radionuclides 
to  biosphere:
radiation doses via different pathways:

103

4. RESULTS
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FIG .3 . The partia l co llec tive  e ffe c tiv e  dose  eq u iva len t c o m m itm e n ts  via th e  regional m arine  
p a th w a y s  p er ta in in g  to  2  X 1 0 1  p e o p le  a ro u n d  th e  B a ltic  Sea.
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FIG .4 . The e ffe c tiv e  dose  e q u iva len t rates via th e  local m arine p a th w a y s  perta in in g  to  th e  
m o s t e x p o se d  individual.

The dose commitments o f the population around the Baltic Sea are 
presented in Fig.3, the dose rates to  the local population group via marine 
pathways in Fig.4 and the dose rates via well pathways in Fig.5.

The results and conclusions drawn are valid for the specific disposal 
systems concerned.

4.1. Requirements for waste packages

The delay in the geosphere due to groundwater transport is no t high, since 
the groundwater flow times from  the repository to  the sea were estimated to 
be approximately one year. Furtherm ore the decay o f many radionuclides
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during the migration is not effective, since the retardation factors are rather 
small due to  the pessimistic distribution coefficients employed (Table I V ) .

Considerable reduction in nuclide concentrations occurs during the 
transport in surface water reservoirs.

Requirements for waste conditioning and package characteristics are 
estim ated by the following formula:

R R j ( D j )

F j  R R j ( D )
(5)

where
F j  is a factor related to  the scenario j and indicating how much the total release 
rate should be reduced or is allowed to  increase so that the acceptable impact 
limit Dj is not exceeded.

TIME (YEARS)
F IG .5. The e ffe c tiv e  dose eq u iva len t rates via th e  w ell p a th w a ys  perta in in g  to  th e  m o s t 
ex p o se d  individual.
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TABLE IV. THE DISTRIBUTION COEFFICIENTS AND THE 
CORRESPONDING RETARDATION FACTORS

Elem ent Distribution
coeffic ien t

Ka
(m 3 /m 2)

Retardation factor K¡ 
connected  to  water flow  

velocity
500  m /a 2 5 0  m /a

H 0 1 . 1

С 0 1 1

Co 7 X 10 “ 4 36 47

Ni 7 X 10 ' 3 351 463

Sr 3 X IO" 5 2.5 . 3

Zr 7 X IO ' 4 36 47

Tc 7 X IO ' 5 4.5 5.6

I 0 1 1

Cs 7 X 10 ‘ 3 351 463

Pu 7 X IO-4 36 47

RR j(D t ) is the total release rate o f  radionuclides from the repository related 
to  the scenario j and resulting in acceptable im pact D! (dose com m itm ent 
or dose rate).
RRj(D) is the total release rate related to the scenario j and resulting impact D.

Usually there are some nuclides which dom inate the impact. The nuclide 
dependent factor is then

г  —  ̂ R i.i(Di) .F.- : -  — — ü ---------------------------------------------------------------------- , i =  1, . . . , N (6)
1J N R y iD )

where
Fij is a factor connected to  a single nuclide i,
Rj j is a release rate of a single nuclide i, and 
N is the num ber of nuclides included.

The factors F¡ of the im portant nuclides in the nine different scenarios 
connected to  three acceptable impact limits are presented in Table V. The 
results show clearly that the conclusions are very dependent on the exposure 
pathways applied for judgement.
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TABLE V. FACTORS Fj INDICATING THE NEED TO DECREASE (Fj <  1) 
OR POSSIBILITIES TO ALLOW TO INCREASE (F¡ >  1) THE RELEASE 
RATE OF DOMINANT RADIONUCLIDES FROM THE REPOSITORY  
SYSTEM CONNECTED TO THE SITE-SPECIFIC SCENARIOS Bj

S cen a r io  Bj R e p o s i t o r y  
R e p o s i t o r y  an d  w as te  
scen a r io  R k t y p e

C ri te r ia  o f  
a c c e p ta b le  

d o s e3

F¡ c o n n e c t e d  t o  n u c l ide  

90Sr 14 С l37Cs 60Co

B1 s BS 103 1 X 102
B(W1) H S 103 ' 2 X 102

R5 H w 1 X 10-2 2 X io_1
B2 S BS 102

C(W1) H S 5 X 102
RIO H w 1 X 10"1 3 X 10-1
B4 S BS 50 50

D(WI) H S 20 2 X 102
R I  5 H w 2 X10“4 2X10"1
B5 S BS 5X102

E(W1) H S 1 X 104
R 1 8 H w 2 4

B7 S BS ' 10
F (W 2) H S 2 X 102

R 2 I H w 1 X 10"1
B8 S bs 4  X i d 3

A (W 3) h s 5 X 103
R 2 4 H w 2 X 10'1
B9 S b s 10

F (W 4 ) H S 2 X 102
R25 H w 1 X 10_1
B3 S bs 5X10“' 5 X 10-1

A (W 1) h s 5 X 10-2 2 X 10“'
R4 H w 1 X 1 0“4 3 X J 0 -2 2 X 10 “5 2 X 10 -4

B6 S BS 2 X 10~‘
E(W 1) H s 7X10'2

R 2 0 H w 1 X 10-4 4 X 10-2 3 X 10“s

a N o t  a u t h o r i z e d  (see  s e c t io n  3 .3 . ) ,  va lues  ap p l ied :

Sbs “  10 m an-Sv, H s  = 1 0 - s  Sv/a, H w =  Ю “4 Sv/a.
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4.1.1. Marine pathways

In most scenarios the dose com m itm ent Sbs is a more restrictive limit than 
the dose rate Hs, but there are exceptions. This indicates that it is not sufficient 
to take into account only one criterion when the performance of the disposal 
system is assessed.

If the dose com m itm ent limit Sgs = Ю man-Sv and the dose rate limit 
fit = 10-5 Sv/a are applied, there is no requirem ent to  improve the waste 
package characteristics over those presented in Table II. The results o f the 
scenarios B3 and B6 seem to indicate some need to  improve the conditioning. 
However, these scenarios do not take into account any retardation in the 
geosphere and are no t considered to  be probable, but hypothetical to 
dem onstrate the influence of the retardation.

In the case of the scenarios B3 and B6 the employm ent o f  the pessimistic 
retardation factors in Table IV is sufficient to  nullify any need for improvements. 
Furtherm ore, the release rates could be higher by factor 100 in the case of 
137Cs and by 20 in the case o f 60Co. The release rates o f Cs and Co are highest 
in the repository scenarios T4 and T20 related to B3 and B6. In the case of 
the other repository scenarios there will not be any need for better conditioning 
even if the influence o f retardation is neglected.

4.1.2. Well path ways

Where the pathways via a well are concerned and when the retardation in 
the geosphere is taken into account, there seems to  be a need to reduce the 
release rates o f two nuclides, 90Sr and 14C. If the retardation is neglected, the 
release rates of 137Cs and 60Co should be reduced, too. Recent studies indicate 
that carbon would also possess retardation properties in the form o f H C 0J[7].
It is, however, unlikely that its distribution coefficients and corresponding 
retardation factor would be high enough to  reduce the discharge rate o f 14C 
effectively.

The value o f the acceptable dose rate Hw applied in Table V is based on 
the use of probability Pw = 1 (formula (4)) and means application of deter
ministic well scenarios. However, the calculated maximum doses occur in 
most cases quite early after the closure of the repository, as indicated by Fig.5. 
When the unexpected scenarios B3 and B6 are excluded, the total dose rates 
are less than 1 0 '3 Sv/a after about 100 years and after 250 years all the other 
scenarios except B7 and B9 cause less than 10"4 Sv/a.

It can be expected that the probability o f drilling a well during the first 
100 years, perhaps 200 years, is considerably less than 1. If the probability 
Pw <  1 is applied, the requirements for reducing release rates would be 
much lower.
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TABLE VI. REPOSITORY SCENARIOS AND EMPLOYED PARAMETERS. 
THE VALUES BY ELEMENTS ARE PRESENTED IN TABLES II AND III

R epository
scenario

R epository  
and waste 
type

Leach rate 
Lv (m /a)

or release 
rate
f0  (L /a)

D istribution  
coeffic ien t  
in back
filling 
material 
Kd (m 3 /kg)

D iffusion coeffic ien t

in con- in buffer  
crete layer 
Dc(m 2 /a ) D MB(m 2 /a)

R4 A(W 1) 1 0 -Lv

R5 B(W1) 1 Lv 1 KdM
RIO C(W1) 1 1 , 1 K d MB

RI 5 D(W1) 1 ■ Dc

RI 8 E(W1) 1 Dc 1 D MB

R20 E(W1) 1 0 D MB

R21 F(W2) l ' D c 1 D MB

R 24 A(W 3) ' I f o

R25 F(W4) 1 Dc 1 D MB

4.2. Acceptable waste packages

The results o f the repository and site-specific safety analysis indicate 
primarily that the existing properties of the waste forms and containers are 
adequate, if  the expected marine scenarios and pathways are taken into 
account. If the deterministic well scenarios are concerned, there can be serious 
requirements for better waste forms or containers, provided that the data 
employed are representative.

Analysis regarding the effect of alternative waste package characteristics 
on the release rates was not included in the safety analysis perform ed. The 
results presented in the following are only preliminary.

4.2.1. Marin e pa th ways

As indicated in Table V, the release rates from the repository could be 
higher in the repository scenarios R5, RIO,  R15, R18, R21, R24 and R25 if the 
pathways via a sea are concerned, and also in the scenarios R4 and R20 if  the 
retardation is taken into account. The data employed in the repository scenarios 
are presented in Table VI.
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The leach rates in the cases R5 and RIO as well as the leach/corrosion rates 
in the R24 (Table II) could be higher by a factor of 100 w ithout causing too 
high doses. The effect of the container is here not taken into account. In the 
case o f  the scenario R4 the leach rates in Table II are sufficient even if the 
ratardation during migration is neglected, and could be 20 times higher if the 
retardation is taken into account.

In the cases R15,  R18, R21 and R25 it was assumed that the waste was in 
liquid form w ithout any container. Thus all the waste forms and containers 
would be acceptable. In the scenario R20 the waste was also assumed to  be in 
liquid form w ithout any container. Apparently leach rates even higher than 
those presented in Table II, or a thin concrete container (~0.1  m) would be 
sufficient to slow down the release rates adequately.

4.2.2. Well pa th ways

If the dose rate limit f lw = 1 0 '4 Sv/a is applied, the release rate could be 
higher in one repository scenario, R18. Since the waste was assumed to  be in 
liquid form w ithout any container, all waste forms and containers would be 
acceptable in that scenario.

In all the other repository scenarios the release rate should be lower, 
provided that the value 1 0 '4 Sv/a is applied. In the expected cases, when the 
retardation in the geosphere is taken into account, the critical nuclide is primarily 
90Sr, and 14C with reservations. If the retardation is om itted, 137Cs and 60Co 
are also im portant nuclides.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The role o f conditioning and waste package characteristics is very dependent 
on the disposal system in general and especially on the following factors:

The nuclide content o f the waste
The construction and materials of the repository
The geohydrological and geochemical characteristics o f the disposal site
Exposure pathways.

Certain system characteristics impose no requirements as to  the waste 
packages, if the assessment is based on the radiological impacts.

As far as the specific system analysed is concerned the conditioning require
ments are totally dependent on the exposure pathways employed. Dose 
com m itm ents and dose rates via marine pathways do not indicate any need 
for improvement o f waste packages. On the o ther hand the dose rates via well 
pathways indicate needs for quite essential changes in the waste package
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characteristics compared with those employed in the analysis. This conclusion,
however, depends on the way in which the dose rate criteria of the well
scenarios are taken into account.
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ETABLISSEMENT EN FRANCE D’UNE REGLEMENTATION 
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Abstract-Résumé

DRAFTING  OF FRENCH REGULATIONS ON THE CONDITIONING A N D  INTERM EDIATE  
STORAGE OF RADIOACTIVE WASTES FROM IR R A D IA TED -FU EL REPROCESSING  
PLANTS.

.. Specifications for the wastes to be produced by future plants reprocessing fuel irradiated 
in pressurized-water reactors — plants which will constitute extensions to the La Hague 
establishm ent — must be approved by the French safety authorities. With a view to defining  
the cond itions o f  this approval, the latter have drafted regulatory docum ents know n as 
“ fundam ental safety requirem ents” for the production , m onitoring, condition ing and interm ediate 
storage o f  solid wastes from  the reprocessing o f these fuels. These regulations take the form  o f a 
general requirem ent applicable to all types o f  waste and specific requirem ents w hich depend on  
the. type o f  waste and the m ethod o f  conditioning. Particular attention  is given in this paper to  
the general requirem ent and to the requirem ent for high-level wastes solidified in the form o f glass.

ETABLISSEM ENT EN FRANCE D’UNE REGLEM ENTATION SUR LE CONDITIONNEM ENT  
ET L’ENTREPOSAGE PROVISOIRE DES DECHETS RADIOACTIFS PR O V EN A N T DES 
USINES DE RETRAITEM ENT DE COMBUSTIBLES IRRADIES.

Les spécifications des déchets produits par les futures usines de traitem ent des com bustibles 
irradiés dans les réacteurs à eau sous pression qui constituent les extensions de l’établissem ent 
de La Hague doivent être approuvées par les autorités de sûreté françaises. Pour définir le cadre 
de cette approbation, celies-ci on t préparé des textes réglem entaires dénom m és règles fondam entales 
de sûreté relatives à la production , au contrôle, au conditionnem ent et à l’entreposage des déchets 
soUdes provenant du traitem ent de ces com bustibles. Ces règles se présentent sous la form e d?une 
règle générale, applicable à tous les types de déchets, et de règles particulières selon le type et le 
m ode de cond itionnem ent des déchets. On traite ici plus particulièrem ent de la règle générale et 
de la règle relative aux déchets de haute activité solid ifiés sous form e de verre.

En autorisant, par décrets du 12 mai 1981, la Compagnie générale des 
matières nucléaires (Cogéma) à créer, sur le site de La Hague, deux nouvelles 
usines de traitem ent des combustibles irradiés, dénommées UP2 800 et UP3 A,
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ainsi qu’une station de traitem ent des effluents dénommée STE 3, le gouvernement 
a imposé que les spécifications des déchets solides conditionnés qui seront produits 
par ces usines reçoivent l’accord préalable du ministre de l’industrie.

Cet accord ne préjuge pas des dispositions complémentaires qui pourraient 
être demandées, le cas échéant, pour le stockage définitif de ces déchets. En effet, 
les sites de stockage qui devront les accueillir ne sont pas encore définis: le seul 
centre de stockage exploité en France, pour des déchets de faible et moyenne 
activité, sera probablement saturé lorsque débutera l’exploitation de ces usines.

En cela réside la difficulté des décisions à prendre par les autorités de sûreté; 
car il convient de s’assurer que les caractéristiques des déchets en question 
autoriseront leur stockage définitif dans des conditions acceptables pour la popula
tion et l’environnement même si un reconditionnem ent reste, bien entendu, 
toujours possible.

Pour préparer ces décisions, le Service central de sûreté des installations 
nucléaires, avec le concours de l’Institut de protection et de sûreté nucléaires du 
Commissariat à l’énergie atom ique, a préparé une série de règles fondamentales de 
sûreté' relatives à la production, au contrôle, au traitem ent, au conditionnem ent et 
à l’entreposage des déchets produits par les usines de traitem ent des combustibles 
irradiés dans des réacteurs nucléaires à eau sous pression.

Deux de ces règles ont été soumises au Groupe permanent chargé des 
installations nucléaires de base autres que les réacteurs nucléaires, commission 
consultative composée d’experts et placée auprès du ministre de l’industrie, avant 
d ’être notifiées à l’exploitant, la Cogéma.

Il s’agit de la règle intitulée «dispositions générales» et de la règle particulière 
applicable aux déchets solidifiés sous forme de verre. D’autres règles sont en 
préparation pour les divers types de déchets conditionnés envisagés par la Cogéma.

Ces règles constituent des recommandations pour l’établissement des 
spécifications des déchets soumises à l’approbation ministérielle.

Avant de présenter en détail ces deux textes réglementaires, je  précise que le 
rôle des autorités de sûreté françaises ne consiste pas à choisir le type de 
conditionnem ent des déchets solides; ce choix est de la responsabilité conjointe 
du producteur de déchets et de l’organisme qui assurera leur stockage.

Les autorités de sûreté veillent à ce que le niveau de sûreté, à chaque stade 
de la gestion des déchets, soit compatible avec la pratique française dans le domaine 
nucléaire.

Nous présenterons tou t d ’abord les principales recommandations du texte 
consacré aux dispositions générales.

1 Les règles fondam entales de sûreté applicables à certains types d’installations nucléaires 
son t destinées à expliciter les cond itions dont le respect est considéré com m e valant conform ité  
avec la pratique réglementaire française, dans un esprit d’ouverture au progrès technique.
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En premier lieu, quels sont les déchets qui seront produits par les usines de 
retraitem ent de la Hague et les types de conditionnem ent qui sont envisagés par 
la Cogéma?

Nous trouvons notam m ent:
— des déchets de haute activité (calcinats de solution de produits de fissions et 

résidus insolubles de dissolution), conditionnés sous forme de verre;
— des fragments de gaines et des éléments de structure des assemblages combustibles 

(em bouts, grilles, etc.), qui seront conditionnés dans un coulis de ciment;
— des résines de filtration des eaux de piscines, qui seront conditionnées dans du 

bitume;
— des boues de coprécipitation chimique résultant du traitem ent des effluents, qui 

seront enrobées dans du bitum e après déshydratation;
— des déchets technologiques très divers, résultat du fonctionnem ent et de 

l’entretien des installations et des analyses (filtres, gants, prégants de boites à 
gants, matières plastiques contaminées, matériels mécaniques, cruchons de 
prises d’échantillons, etc.) d ’une activité massique faible; ces déchets, une fois 
conditionnés, représenteront la plus grande part des volumes produits (au moins 
60% en volume); le type de conditionnem ent actuellement retenu pour ces 
déchets est le mortier.

Les recom m andations du texte relatif aux dispositions générales concernent 
les diverses opérations portant sur les déchets, à l’exclusion de leur stockage, c’est- 
à-dire la production, la collecte et le tri, le traitem ent, le conditionnem ent et 
l’entreposage.

1.1. Production

La production de déchets doit être limitée, autant que faire se peut par des 
procédés de nettoyage des matériels et d ’épuration des réactifs perm ettant leur 
réutilisation et leur recyclage. ь

Ceci concerne principalement les déchets dits technologiques, dont nous 
avons vu l’im portance, en volume, de la contribution.

1.2. Collecte et tri

La collecte et le tri des déchets doivent se faire à la source, selon des critères 
de nocivité potentielle, de traitem ent à subir avant conditionnem ent, et de 
concentration au cours du traitem ent et du conditionnem ent.

En particulier, il convient de séparer les déchets liquides en solutions aqueuses 
et phases organiques, les déchets solides en déchets combustibles et incombustibles.

1. DISPOSITIONS G ENERALES
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1.3. Traitem ent

La réduction globale du volume des déchets conditionnés de faible et moyenne 
activité doit être recherchée chaque fois que possible; elle doit s’accompagner 
d’une récupération des matières fissiles et d’une transform ation des formes solubles 
ou facilement dispersables en éléments solides, compacts insolubles, aptes à être 
conditionnés et contenant notam m ent la quantité minimale de liquide libre.

Les autorités de sûreté françaises préconisent donc au producteur de déchets, 
ici la Cogéma, sous réserve de leur faisabilité industrielle, l’utilisation de techniques 
de réduction de volume de récupération des matières fissiles et d’insolubilisation 
actuellem ent en cours dè développement; parmi celles-ci, je citerai la lixiviation 
et la digestion acide pour les déchets organiques, l’incinération pour certains déchets 
technologiques et le compactage ou la fusion pour les coques.

1.4. Conditionnem ent des déchets

Le conditionnem ent des déchets doit être réalisé de telle sorte que soit assuré 
le confinem ent des substances radioactives en assiirant leur stabilité physico
chimique et l’homogénéité de leur répartition dans le conteneur, en améliorant la 
résistance aux agents chimiques et biologiques et en facilitant, le cas échéant, 
l’évacuation de la chaleur produite lors de la décroisance radioactive.

Les déchets à conditionner ne doivent pas contenir de matériaux explosifs.
Les matériaux susceptibles de réagir chimiquement et, notam m ent, les matériaux 
pyrophoriques sont conditionnés de façon à éviter tou te  réaction chimique 
ultérieure. En outre, les déchets combustibles doivent avoir été mis sous forme 
incombustible dans la mesure du possible.

La dilution du déchet par des matières non radioactives au cours de cette 
opération doit être aussi faible que possible, compte tenu de la qualité du produit 
à réaliser.

1.5. Entreposage

Les locaux d’entreposage doivent assurer la protection des déchets contre les 
intempéries et l’incendie, et résister aux agressions extérieures (séismes, chutes 
d ’avions, inondations, etc.).

Les dispositions propres à assurer la protection du personnel contre les 
rayonnem ents ionisants doivent être définies et appliquées.

1.6. Caractérisation des déchets

Le texte aborde ensuite les caractéristiques que doivent présenter les déchets 
conditionnés et qui doivent perm ettre leur m anutention, leur entreposage et leur 
transport ultérieur pour le stockage à long terme, en conformité avec la réglementa
tion applicable en France sur le transport des substances radioactives.
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Elles doivent être compatibles avec les hypothèses portant sur la définition 
et la recherche de sites destinés au stockage à long terme, pour lesquels des ; . 
dispositions supplémentaires pourront être mises en oeuvre.

Ceci implique, entre autres qualités, un faible taux de lixiviation, une bonne 
tenue mécanique, une conductivité thermique adaptée, une bonne stabilité aux 
tem pératures pouvant être atteintes, ainsi qu’aux rayonnements.

1.7. Qassification et identification

Les dernières dispositions de cette règle générale concernent la classification 
et l’identification des déchets conditionnés. La classification retenue, en fonction 
de l’activité alpha des déchets conditionnés, est la suivante:
1) Première catégorie: déchets ne contenant pas d’ém etteurs alpha.
2) Deuxièm e catégorie: déchets pouvant contenir des ém etteurs alpha:

I. Déchets avec une activité spécifique en ém etteurs alpha inférieure à 
0,1 Ci/t.
II. Déchets avec une activité spécifique en ém etteurs alpha comprise entre 
0,1 et 1 Ci/t.
III. Déchets avec une activité spécifique supérieure en ém etteurs alpha à
1 Ci/t. Dans cette catégorie, on distingue les déchets de très haute activité 
solidifiés sous forme de verre.
Les déchets de la première catégorie sont ceux dont l’origine exclut la 

présence d ’ém etteurs alpha, par exemple les échangeurs d’ionS des piscines de 
stockage d ’éléments combustibles, dans le cas d ’un fonctionnem ent courant de 
ces unités, ou l’iodure de plomb des pièges à iode.

Le tableau I indique l’origine possible, dans l’état actuel des connaissances, 
des déchets susceptibles de contenir des ém etteurs alpha pour les trois groupes I, 
II et III définis ci-dessus sans préjuger de leurs modalités de stockage.

Les déchets ne contenant pas d’ém etteurs alpha et les déchets du groupe I 
sont susceptibles d’être stockés en surface.

Les déchets du groupe III ne peuvent pas être stockés en surface.
Les déchets du groupe II seront examinés cas par cas en vue de définir 

leur devenir.

2. DISPOSITIONS PARTICULIERES APPLICABLES AUX DECHETS 
VITRIFIES

Nous présentons ici la règle particulière applicable âiix déchets vitrifiés.
Ceux-ci proviennent du traitem ent des combustibles irradiés dans des réacteurs 

nucléaires à eau, type PWR ou BWR, au taux nominal d e33 000 MW d/t. Ces 
combustibles doivent avoir été retirés au moins quatre ans auparavant du réacteur.
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TABLEAU I. ORIGINES DES DECHETS POUVANT CONTENIR DES 
EMETTEURS ALPHA

Groupe T ype de déchet

I Résines et boues provenant des piscines ou puits de déchargem ent des élém ents 
com bustibles irradiés.

Solides divers (faible activité alpha).

II Boues de coprécipitation des effluents liquides de faible activité.

Em bouts (coques).

Solides divers (m oyen n e activité alpha).

III Produits de fission et actinides, résidus de d issolution  (fines).

Fours de vitrification.

Boues de coprécip itation  des effluents liquides de m oyenne activité.

D échets organiques.

C oques (em bouts).

Solides divers (verrerie, m atériels divers).

Cendres.

Il s’agit de déchets solides provenant de l’évaporation et de la calcination des 
solutions de produits de fission ainsi que des solutions alcalines (concentrats 
d ’effluents basiques et rinçages basiques).

Ces déchets peuvent également contenir les résidus de dissolution dénommés 
«fines».

L’activité des solutions contenant les produits de fission, par tonne d’uranium 
traité, est environ la suivante:

7 1 0 5 Ci bêta, gamma
7 • 10 3. Ci alpha.

Le volume à la source des solutions avant concentration est d ’environ 5 m 3 par 
tonne d’uranium traité.

L’activité des fines, par tonne d ’uranium traité, est environ la suivante:

10s Ci bêta, gamma
4 Ci alpha.

Leur masse approximative est de 5 kg par tonne d’uranium traité.
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L’activité des solutions alcalines, par tonne d’uranium traité, est environ la 
suivante:
— concentrais d ’effluents basiques:

600 Ci bêta, gamma
1 Ci alpha;

— rinçages basiques:

200 Ci bêta, gamma
activité alpha négligeable.

Les volumes à la source des concentrais d ’effluents basiques et des rinçages basiques 
sont respectivement d’environ 200 litres et 20 litres par tonne d’uranium traité.

La France s’est engagée depuis plus de vingt ans dans la voie de la vitrification; 
la technique en est désormais bien maîtrisée, et l’unité pilote AVM à Marcoule, en 
service depuis 1978, a déjà produit plus de 44 tonnes de verres actifs et a servi de 
référence aux concepteurs des ateliers de vitrification qui seront installés à La Hague.

La première partie des recom m andations de cette règle concerne les déchets 
conditionnés et est résumée ci-après.

Les activités maximales par litre de verre sont fixées à 40 Ci en ém etteurs 
alpha et 10 000 Ci en ém etteurs bêta, gamma.

Le producteur de déchets doit fournir les informations suivantes pour chaque 
campagne de vitrification:
— taux de fissuration lors du refroidissement;
— dégagement therm ique par unité de volume, en fonction du temps, en précisant 

la tem pérature de transform ation du verre considéré, sa conductibilité et sa 
capacité thermique.

On doit connaître le taux de lixiviation, sur verre nu, pour les principaux 
nucléides contenus; ces résultats doivent également indiquer la forme physico
chimique des principaux nucléides lixiviés et le taux de dissolution de la matrice 
de verre.

Il faut évaluer la tenue du verre aux rayonnements, en particulier au rayonne
ment alpha.

La radioactivité labile de la surface externe du conteneur doit être inférieure 
à 10-3 juCi/cm2 pour les ém etteurs béta, gamma et à 10“s pC i/cm 2 pour les 
ém etteurs alpha.

Enfin, le déchet conditionné doit pouvoir résister à la chute maximum 
correspondant aux conditions d’entreposage, sans défaillance de l’intégrité du 
confinement.

La deuxième partie de cette règle concerne les contrôles de fabrication qui 
doivent être effectués; citons:
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— Contrôle de réception des conteneurs et des matières premières (fritte  de verre, 
matériaux d’addition . . .).

— Analyse chimique des constituants du verre (pour chaque cuve d’alim entation 
de calcination contenant les éléments destinés à la vitrification).

— Bilan des matières, effectué par la mesure des masses des éléments constitutifs 
de verre (solution à calciner et fritte de verre) et par la mesure, en continu, de 
la masse de verre coulé.

— Contrôle des soudures de fermeture des conteneurs.
— Contrôle de la radioactivité labile.

Enfin, il est demandé que l’entreposage soit effectué sous abri dans des condi
tions garantissant que la tem pérature à coeur reste en toutes circonstances inférieure 
à la tem pérature de transform ation de phase du verre, avec une marge d’au moins 
100°C.
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Abstract

CO NSID ERATIO NS FOR WASTE CONDITIONING ASSOCIATED WITH NEA R-FIELD  
PHENOM ENA AN D  GEOCHEMICAL PROCESSES IN A GEOLOGICAL DISPOSAL  
ENV IRONM ENT.

During 1981 and 1982, the NEA Co-ordinating Group on G eological Disposal 
sponsored tw o workshops: one on  near-field phenom ena in geologic repositories for radioactive 
w aste, held in S eattle, U SA , in Septem ber 198 1; and the second on  geochem istry and radio
active w aste disposal, held at the OECD in Paris in May 1982. Material presented and 
discussed at these m eetings has been reviewed and assessed to iden tify  to what exten t the 
phenom ena o f  im portance necessitate particular consideration in w aste condition ing. The 
em phasis is on high-level w astes, although similar considerations m ay be relevant for other  
radioactive w astes disposed o f  in a geological environm ent.

1. Introduction

In the development of safe and economic 
solutions for the disposal of high-level waste, 
and other wastes containing long-lived 
radionuclides, the conditioning, storage, 
transport and disposal of the radioactive waste 
must be seen together in a realistic and 
consistent way. The behaviour of radioactive 
waste over long periods of time in a geological 
environment is an area of particular concern in 
the assessment of safety of particular disposal 
o p t i o n s h o w e v e r  disposal requirements re the 
waste form must be seen in the context of other 
operations in the waste management process. The 
NEA Co-ordinating Group on Geological Disposal 
has for a number of years sponsored a series of 
workshops on topics of importance to the
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assessment of safety for high-level waste 
disposal in deep underground locations on land. 
In 1981 and 1982, two of these workshops have 
focused particularly on phenomena that have a 
direct bearing on waste-conditioning 
considerations. In addition to their importance 
for safety as such, these considerations have 
taken on a greater importance in recent years 
because of their cost implications in waste 
conditioning and packaging and hence their 
relevance in cost/benefit analysis of particular 
disposal options. In this context, it has 
become important to assess what degree of 
conditioning or packaging is justified on the 
basis of disposal considerations.
Considerations for storage and transport may in 
some circumstances be more critical in 
determination of and justification of some 
conditioning practices; however as geological 
disposal may well be the ultimate fate of much 
high-level waste, careful consideration must 
already be given to any special conditioning 
requirements this option would impose.
The considerations for waste conditioning 
particular to geological disposal may in many 
cases be identical or complementary.to those for 
storage or transport. For instance, the 
requirement on solidification is determined by a 
need to assure minimum radionuclide release and 
dispersion in transport accidents, to provide 
ease of handling, and to assure a stable and 
predictable physical state. If storage is 
envisaged for several decades, then the solid 
form must be stable under high radiation levels, 
without physical deterioration or undue gas 
production. Adequate consideration must also be 
given to heat generation. In storage and 
transport, the situation is relatively flexible 
and heat can be dissipated in a number of ways; 
air or water cooling with forced or natural 
convective systems can all be appropriate in 
particular circumstances. in a geological 
disposal environment the waste itself must be 
adapted to the heat-dissipation characteristics 
of the geological formation.

The two workshops sponsored by the 
Co-ordination Group on Geological Disposal 
concerned two interrelated topics; near-field
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phenomena in geologic repositories for 
radioactive waste, and geochemical phenomena.
The first workshop covered a wide range of 
phenomena associated with the construction and 
operation of underground repositories and the 
effects on the immediate environment of the 
presence of hot, radioactive waste. The second 
workshop concentrated mote specifically on the 
geochemical processes near an underground 
repository and reflected the realisation that 
they are of particular importance in the 
assessment of the source terms and release rates 
in radiological safety assessments. This paper 
presents a review by the NEA Secretariat of the 
two workshops with the particular aim of 
identifying to what extent these phenomena need 
special consideration in high-level waste 
conditioning.

In discussing conditioning requirements 
associated with geological disposal, I will 
extend the narrow definition of conditioning to 
include additional treatment of waste after 
storage and transport; the packaging in metal 
overpacks and use of buffer and backfill 
materials between the package and host rock.

2 Identification of Phenomena of Relevance
to Conditioning

The presence of radioactive waste in an 
underground repository affects the local 
environment in two ways; through the heat 
dissipated and through the ionising radiations 
emitted. These two processes engender a number 
of local phenomena which must be taken into 
account in the design, operation and safety 
assessment of a repository, and in conditioning 
the radioactive waste. Heat generated, 
principally by the two fission products Sr-90 
and Cs-137, will give rise to stresses in 
surrounding rock, the possibility of thermal 
convection if groundwater is present, and the 
possibility of changes in the chemical 
properties of buffer and backfill materials and 
local environment. Without appropriate 
conditioning, the existence of intense radiation
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fields over long periods of time may degrade the 
waste form itself and may enhance the rate at 
which the waste container deteriorates.

a ) Thermal phenomena in the host formation

In the immediate vicinity of waste or 
spent fuel canisters, the rock or other 
surrounding medium is heated. The extent and 
duration of the temperature elevation depends on 
the age and specific heat-generating capacity of 
the waste material. Typically, for 10-year-old 
waste with an initial thermal loading of 300 W 
per canister, the temperature will rise by about 
100°C within a few metres of the waste canisters 
and by up to 120°C at the waste/rock interface 
in a granite environment. It was evident from a 
number of comparative exercises reported at the 
Seattle workshop that the thermal gradient and 
local temperature distributions can be reliably 
calculated with a number of computer codes in 
current use. It is generally assumed that the 
major component of heat transfer is by simple 
conduction through the geological medium.

In non-plastic formations, stresses are 
set up in the locality of a heat source. They 
reflect the disturbance due to mining and 
excavation of cavities, the differential 
expansion of the host rock in the thermal 
gradient, and differential thermal expansion in 
neighbouring anisotropic constituents of the 
rock. These latter stresses are microscopic in 
scale. Although they may influence the bulk 
permeability of some rocks to an extent that 
depends on their mineralogical composition and 
texture through the development of 
microcracking, they are not generally seen to be 
of importance on a macroscopic scale. 
Nevertheless, such microcracking could have an 
influence on the relaxation of macroscopic 
stresses. When the thermal stress in a rock 
mass is superimposed on the excavation stresses 
around a heated underground opening, the 
resulting macroscopic stress may be high enough 
in extreme cases to cause compression failure 
and induce tension fractures. The result of 
such failure and fracturing is known as thermal
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spalling in hard rock excavations, and may 
affect the integrity of the excavation or, 
perhaps more importantly for the long term, it 
may increase the degree of local fracturing with 
consequences in permeability and groundwater 
movement. Experience in the Stripa Mine has 
indicated that thermal spalling mechanisms may 
involve dehydration, degradation of rock 
strength due to thermal deformation and time- 
dependent processes in addition to stress- 
induced instability. While calculations have 
shown that the magnitude of macroscopic stresses 
associated with temperature rises of the order 
of 100°C are insufficient to generate gross 
compressive failure of the rock mass around an 
excavated vault, there may be some localised 
minor surficial spalling, the extent of which 
will reflect variations in rock properties.
These analyses do not take into account 
progressive failure or post-peak stress-strain 
behaviour.

The potential damage resulting from slow 
creep deformation is a" relatively new 
consideration for conceptual hard rock 
repositories. Recent experimental and modelling 
results indicate that the processes of time- 
dependent microcracking and water-induced stress 
corrosion may lead to significant reductions in 
rock strength and alteration in other rock 
properties in the thermal field of a 
repository. The mechanisms of creep deformation 
in hard rocks are slow tensile microcracking, 
slow continuous or episodic sliding on 
discontinuities, and ductile flow of weak or 
unstable minerals. For all three of these 
mechanisms, water is an extremely important 
catalytic agent.

For some porous rock such as tuff, in 
some scenarios, maximum temperatures may exceed 
the vaporisation temperature of the water in 
rock pores in the vicinity of the repository 
while the excavations remain open, but in the 
pillar regions further removed from the 
repository, the hydrostatic head pressures may 
be high enough to inhibit vaporisation. Drying 
of rock near waste canisters may exacerbate 
local heating because of the poorer thermal
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conductivity of dry rock; however in either 
situation it appears that heating will not 
seriously affect the rock stability.

A further potential consequence of 
temperature increases in the near field of a 
repository is the initiation of convective 
groundwater movements in certain geological 
environments. These may extend into the body of 
rock surrounding the repository. Because the 
movement of radionuclides associated with such 
convection would be upwards, this phenomenon may 
shorten the geohydrological flow path to the 
biosphere in certain circumstances. The 
coupling of convective flow models with 
radionuclide transport models has progressed 
significantly in recent years. The approach 
taken is generally that of finite element 
modelling,and these calculations have to some 
extent been validated by comparison with the 
results of laboratory-scale experiments. The 
ability of numerical models to reproduce 
experimental measurements has been 
demonstrated. The next stage is to study flow 
associated with a heater at shallow depth in a 
fractured crystalline rock mass and injection of 
tracers to follow water flow pathways. This 
reflects the concern that flow in fissures is 
the principal long-term transport mechanism in 
hard rock.

From an evaluation of the equations of 
thermo-hydraulic flow for various temperature 
increments, it is noted that for every 20°C 
temperature increase the buoyancy driving force 
from density changes is equivalent to a 
hydraulic head gradient of 1%. Thus in the 
vicinity of a repository where the temperature 
rise may be relatively high, the buoyancy 
driving forces could be significantly greater by 
one order of magnitude or more than the natural 
hydraulic gradients. This does however have the 
advantage of dispersing the radionuclide - 
contaminated plume over a relatively large 
volume of the low-permeability rock mass.

In connection with salt-based repository 
designs, it is known that rock salt formations 
contain small amounts of water and gases which
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may interact with the waste container or 
solidified waste products and can enhance the 
movement of radionuclides. These water and gas 
components can be liberated in the elevated 
temperatures near high-level waste, and may 
migrate on crystal boundaries or in 
intergranular pores as a result of pressure, 
temperature and concentration gradients. An 
accurate estimate of migration rates depends on 
knowledge of these gradients which will depend 
on site-specific factors and the heat-generating 
capacity of the waste.

b ) Buffer and backfill materials

The system of engineered barriers in the 
near field is the only part of the disposal 
system over which direct control can be 
exercised in terms of its effect on containment 
of the waste. Buffer and backfill materials, 
usually of clay or similar materials,can play an 
important role, but they have advantages and 
disadvantages. The buffers surrounding a waste 
package, and to some extent the backfill in 
excavated cavities, can perform a number of 
functions :

- to dissipate heat generated in the 
waste ;

- to provide mechanical support to the 
canister and to absorb stresses 
associated with thermal expansion or 
other movement in the surrounding rock

- to condition chemically groundwater 
reaching the waste canister;

- to restrict the access of groundwater 
to the waste canisters;

- and to sorb and retard migration of 
radionuclides when released from a 
corroded canister.

Each of these functions will have a different 
importance in the different geological 
environments. The effectiveness with which each
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function is performed is influenced by 
near-field phenomena, and conversely, the 
thermal properties of the buffer material partly 
control the near-field temperature distribution.

Heat dissipation

For reasons of stability, durability and 
compatibility with the host rock, materials such 
as the crushed rock itself or clay materials are 
generally considered. Of the latter category, 
bentonite (Na-montmorillonite) has received 
particular attention; however,it has a low 
thermal conductivity, although this can be 
improved by mixing with sand; it can become 
chemically unstable at temperatures above 100°C; 
high temperatures can liberate large quantities 
of chemically bound water; dehydration above 
390°C results in irreversible loss of its 
swelling capacity; and it can be chemically 
altered, with radical changes in its physical 
properties, in some groundwaters (particularly 
those with high potassium content).

Calculations of heat dissipation through 
a layer of buffer material such as bentonite, 
for waste canisters with thermal powers of 1 kW 
or greater, appear to show that the acceptable 
repository load design may be determined by the 
waste package and buffer, as much as by the host 
rock itself. For these thermal loadings, the 
thermal conductivity of the buffer or backfill 
may be an important factor governing the local 
thermal profile. Unmixed and dry bentonite has 
the lowest thermal conductivity of the likely 
materials under consideration, and taking a 
value of 0.5 W/m°C for its thermal conductivity, 
calculations have shown that a 7.5 cm annular 
ring around a typical 10-year-old waste package 
would give an additional increment of about 
6-10°C in a temperature rise of about 120°C at 
the surface of a waste package. This effect 
diminishes after several decades, and after 50 
to 100 years the increase in buffer thermal 
conductivity associated with re-wetting, and the 
decrease in thermal power from radioactive 
decay, give little-perturbation to the near
field temperature distribution outside the 
buffer layer.
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Material selection for the waste package 
and buffer materials will be site specific and 
may also have to match the age and thermal power 
of the waste packages.

Chemical conditioning and corrosion

Analysis of the expected lifetime of 
waste packages involves a deterministic 
description of sure, slow processes such as 
metal canister corrosion, radionuclide 
mobilisation, and water and radionuclide 
diffusion through buffer layers. The speeds of 
corrosion processes are a function of 
temperature and radiation levels: higher
temperatures and high radiation dose rates 
generally increasing corrosion rates.

Low-temperature granite/water 
interactions tend to give mildly alkaline 
conditions, and pH values increase with 
increasing temperature. Alkaline conditions are 
favourable for preservation of stainless steel 
canister materials, and low concentrations of 
Cl~ and SC>2- also minimise corrosion 
potential. The implication is that no 
geochemical buffer is needed to alter the 
groundwater chemistry and prolong canister life 
in a granite environment. Iron appears to 
corrode more rapidly in a salt environment, but 
a thin titanium alloy overpack can be very 
effective.

Local stresses and lithostatic pressure

In discussing the expected life of 
particular waste canister designs it is 
important to distinguish between the conditions 
in different geological environments. In a salt- 
based repository, the well-characterised creep 
properties of rock salt give relatively rapid 
and quantifiable rates for closure of openings. 
The relatively rapid re-establishment of 
lithostatic pressure will give a premium to a 
design that will not crush and allow direct 
access to the waste. In hard rock environments, 
the crushing effect of lithostatic pressure is 
less important.
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Groundwater access and sorption
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It is calculated (1) that, with 
vitrified high-level waste in a rigid mild-steel 
canister with a ticode-12 overpack and an 
unperturbed 33-cm-thick buffer layer of 
sand/bentonite, groundwater will only come into 
contact with the vitrified waste after about 
530 years. After this time, uranium with a 
presumed sorption coefficient of 1400 in anoxic 
conditions would only begin to escape from the 
buffer into surrounding granitic rock after 
50 000 years and a steady-state release 
mechanism would only become established after 
500 000 years and would only allow release rates 
of about 3 x 10-Ю of the remaining inventory 
per year. For waste in a thick iron overpack 
with a 130-cm-thick sand/bentonite buffer layer, 
these times are even longer: 1630 years to
water access; 1.2 million years to first 
release, and 1.2 million years for initiation of 
steady-state release at 2 x 10-Ю/уеаг. Even 
for a non-sorbed radionuclide such as Tc-99, the 
steady-state release would extend to beyond 2 
million years at correspondingly slow rates. 
Calculations by Cheung (2) have shown that 
increasing the radial thickness of a bentonite 
type buffer beyond 45 cm has little additional 
effect in reducing radionuclide flux at the 
buffer/rock interface. H i s  calculations of 
retention times for various radionuclides 
associated with diffusion and sorption are in 
general agreement with those of Lester and 
previously by KBS. They show that with a 
diffusion coefficient of 2 x 10“Ю m/s and a 
very conservative porosity of 0.1, the fission 
product nuclides such as Sr-90 and Cs-137 would 
not begin to be released for well over 1000 
years,by which time radioactive decay has 
reduced their concentrations to negligible 
values. Even these calculations are 
conservative in a number of ways: corrosion
rates are from immersion experiments and would 
be slower in a diffusion-controlled regime. 
Sorption coefficients themselves are 
conservative, although no account has been taken 
of possible competition from corrosion products.
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It is evident that changes in time delay 
before radionuclide release occurs, associated 
with package corrosion or crushing, are 
insignificant compared with the effect of 
radionuclide retardation by sorption in the 
backfill and buffer. With many orders of 
magnitude variation in sorption coefficients 
between different radionuclides and different 
buffer materials, the magnitude of these 
coefficients is also much more significant than 
changes in thickness of the buffer layer.

The very long periods over which 
steady-state-release persists are largely 
determined by the restriction in water movement 
to and from the waste through the buffer layer: 
the diffusion restrictions on water movement 
rates provided by the buffer are here more useful 
than sorption delay.

2. The relative importance of near-field
phenomena

Sensitivity analysis of parameters 
related to near-field phenomena have been 
reported for a number of situations. These 
studies have several common features: the
general parameters for whose variation the 
radionuclide release and population dose 
consequences are analysed are typically:

1) the time before initiation of 
releases from the waste packages into 
the host rock formation;

2) the duration and rate of such 
releases;

3) the groundwater transport times to 
the biosphere and

4) sorption equilibrium coefficients and 
coefficients of longitudinal
disper sion.

Analysis of a crystalline rock based 
repository (3) demonstrated that it is the 
hydrogeological conditions that have paramount
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importance in limitation of radiological 
detriment. The advantage of an extended release 
duration greater than 100 000 years, or low 
release rate, is only evident if the 
geohydrological situation is poor. This 
insensitivity is largely associated with the 
combined effects of hydrological dispersion and 
chemical retardation. The time until release 
begins is found to have little influence on the 
long-term radiological assessment. The 
exception to the above statements concerns
1-129, where early release and a rapid release 
rate can in some situations give rise to 
increased radiological detriment.

A second analysis, reported at the 
Workshop on Near-Field Phenomena (4) showed the 
primary importance of the geological environment 
in the sensitivity of potential radiological 
hazards to the travel time of migrating 
radionuclides to the biosphere. When such times 
are of the order of 1000 years or more, the 
potential hazards are very insensitive to the 
time at which releases are initiated. The 
sensitivity to the rate of release associated 
with restrictions on water access, or the 
leachability or solubility of the waste form 
itself, depends on the particular radionuclides 
under consideration, in general, for those with 
very long half-lives, the potential hazard from 
an undisturbed repository is significantly 
influenced by conditioning which distributes 
releases over times which exceed the geological 
migration times, usually of the order of 1000 to 
over 100 000 years. Whether such slow release 
rates, associated with highly stable waste forms 
or the use of buffer materials, are necessary or 
justifiable will depend on the geological 
environment and on an understanding of the level 
of the future radionuclide release to the 
biosphere that may be acceptable. In situations 
where the geological environment provides an 
assurance of containment longer than many tens 
of thousands of years, there may be little merit 
in investing in highly stable waste forms or 
buffer layers unless disruption scenarios 
dominate the safety analysis.
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Because of the very slow dispersion 
mechanisms in an undisturbed salt-based 
repository, safety studies concentrate almost 
exclusively on accident or disruption scenarios 
whereby the principal barrier to radionuclide 
movement represented by the stability and mass 
of the salt formation is rendered ineffective. 
Requirements for waste conditioning and 
packaging may be therefore strongly influenced 
by considerations of waste behaviour in 
situations such as flooding of a mined 
repository during, or immediately after, the 
filling operation. Near-field phenomena in such 
situations can be particularly important. A 
number of transport mechanisms are then 
considered of importance:

- transport by forced convection due to
c r e e p  o f  t h e  r o c k  ;

- diffusion and natural convection 
associated with heat 
generation in the waste;

- salt dissolution;

- gas production by radiolysis.

Generally diffusion is negligibly slow 
in comparison with convection processes in both 
salt or brine. Dissolution and gas production, 
w h i l e  i m p o r t a n t  in  e s t a b l i s h m e n t  o f  m i g r a t i o n  
pathways, are both negligible in comparison with 
temperature gradients as driving mechanisms for 
convection.

Calculations for the repository flooding 
scenario have shown that permeabilities and 
solubility limits are important, but that the 
lifetime of the waste form and package is less 
s o .

4. Conclusions

In all discussions it has been apparent 
that all components of a waste disposal concept 
must be considered together as an integrated
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system. In this perspective the importance of 
waste conditioning and packaging must be seen in 
the broader context of the whole disposal 
system. To some extent the importance of these 
aspects can be assessed by sensitivity 
analyses. These tend to show that there is 
little benefit in extending the time before 
radionuclide releases begin by constructing 
complex containers except when operational 
accidents or disruption soon after repository 
closure bypasses the geological isolation.

Restrictions on the rate of release of 
radionuclides are more important in a long-term 
radiological perspective, but the extent to 
which this restriction must be provided by the 
waste form itself depends on the geological 
environment. Use of buffer materials around the 
waste package can give enormous margins of 
security in addition to those provided by low 
leach-rates or solubilities of the waste form.

There is considerable flexibility in the 
combination of attributes that contribute to the 
overall safety of underground disposal options. 
Waste conditioning and the resulting waste form 
is only one consideration, and it currently 
appears that vitrification of high-level waste 
or the suitable packaging of spent fuel, and an 
appropriate cooling period, give characteristics 
that are more than adequate for a variety of 
geological disposal options when near-field 
phenomena are taken into account.
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Abstract

AN A LT ER N A TIV E STRATEG Y FOR COMMERCIAL HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE  
WASTE M ANAGEM ENT.

A current strategy o f  geologic disposal o f  im m obilized com m ercial, high-level, nuclear 
w astes provides long-term storage (hundreds o f  thousands o f  years) for a w ide spectrum  o f  
wastes from  the Purex process w hich w ould be im m obilized in a borosilicate glass. With 
these w astes em placed in a repository, the tem perature w ould rise and a high radiolysis field  
in the near-field'region w ould ex ist. The tem perature increases and peaks within the geologic  
form ations housing the w aste repository during the first several hundred years after burial and 
then declines tow ards the initial tem perature. During this therm al and radiolysis pulse 
period, the geolog ic fo rm a tio n  and w aste  packages could be sign ificantly perturbed unless 
the effects were controlled  by som e engineered approach. Many o f  the proposed solutions  
introduce new econ om ic penalties and/or have serious im pacts on how the volum e o f waste 
must be handled in production , transportation and final interm ent in the repository. It is 
noted that the m ajority o f  the thermal energy (as high as 98% after 30 years) in com m ercial 
waste aged betw een  3 and 150 years is due to o n ly  tw o radioactive iso top es, ^ S r and 137Cs 
and their decay chains, w hich  constitute < 1 0  wt% o f  the total elem ents in high-level waste 
(HLW). Thus rem oval o f  caesium and strontium  from all the other HLW com ponents greatly  
reduces the geolog ic/w aste package perturbations caused by the therm al/radiolysis pulse.
This paper discusses an assessm ent o f  benefits that could be realized from  separating on ly  
tw o elem ents from  HLW and handling them  separately from the bulk o f  the remaining 
solidified HLW. It is noted  that treatm ent o f  the caesium  and strontium  separately m ay  
result in econ om ic advantages in the w aste m anagem ent system  and substantially im proves 
the reliability o f  the perform ance o f  the w aste package.

* Work perform ed at Sandia N ational Laboratories under U nited States Departm ent 
of Energy contract D E -A C 04-76D P 00789 and at A rgonne N ational Laboratory under contract 
W -31 -109-E N G -38 .
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Information on the various components of the 
waste management system is rapidly accumulating and 
the application for a license for a nuclear waste 
repository may be filed in the United States as 
early as 1988. One strategy in the United States 
provides for geologic disposal of solidified, com
mercial high-level nuclear wastes from the Purex 
process. Most of the radioactive wastes would be 
immobilized in a single waste form and other waste 
forms are being developed for volatile isotopes 
(e.g., I, Kr). Because most of the heat and radia
tion generated in high-level wastes in the first few 
hundred years comes from 90$г, 137cs and their decay 
products, there appear to be both economic and 
technical incentives for separating these relatively 
short-lived isotopes from most of the high-level 
wastes which require long-term isolation.

In the United States, current projections for 
the generation of spent fuel from light-water reac
tors indicate 32 000 metric tons of initial heavy

TABLE I. PRINCIPAL RADIONUCLIDES IN HIGH-LEVEL 
RADIOACTIVE WASTES

1 .  INTR O D U C TIO N  AND BACKGROUND

Maximum Permissible 
Radionuclide Half-Life Concentration

(Curies/m^ H 2O)

Strontium-90 28 .. 8 yr 3 X io~7
Zirconium-93 1.5 x 106 yr 8 X io~4
Technetium-99 2.14 x 105 yr 2 X 10~4
Tin-126 1

LD О
 

i—1X yr 3 X 10-6
Cesium-134 2 ,. 06 yr 9 X 10 6
Cesium-135 2 x 106 yr 1 X i o -4
Cesium-137 30..17 yr 2 X 10'5
Radium-22 6 1. 62 3x 10 yr 3 X 10'8
Thorium-22 9 7.34 x 103 yr 2 X 10'6
Neptunium-237 2.14 x 106 yr 3 X 10'6
Neptunium-239 2..4 d 5 X 10'6
Plutonium-239 2.41 4x 10 yr 5 X 10'6
Plutonium-24 0 6.57 x 103 yr 5 X 10'6
Amer ic ium-241 4.32 x 102 yr 4 X 10'6
Americium-243 7.37 x 103 y r 4 X 10-6
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TABLE II. CONTRIBUTIONS OF CESIUM AND STRONTIUM TO MASS, 
RADIATION, AND THERMAL OUTPUT FROM HIGH-LEVEL WASTES.a 
Since a num ber of relatively stable isotopes of strontium  and cesium exist in 
HWL, the percent mass does not drop as rapidly as radiation and thermal power.

Time after discharge (yr )
Strontium 
%Mass (total) 
Ci/MTIHM b 1
% Ci (total) b 
Watts/MTIHM b 4 
% Watts (total)b
Cesium
% Mass (total) 
Ci/MTIHM c 2
% Ci (total) c 
Watts/MTIHM c ( 
% Watts (total)0

2. 92 
. 28x10“ 
29.9 
•31xl02 
30.1

8.90 
.04x10“
47 . 7
. 99xl0¿
48 . 9

30 100 300 1000
2.17

7.08x10^
40.1 

2.38xl02
48.1

7.19 
. OOxlO5 
57 . 8 
,49xl02 
50.3

Total (PWR High-Level Wastes)
Ci/MTIHM 4.28x10s
Gamma Emissions^
(MeV/s)
Watts/MTIHM

3.65x10^
1.43x10"

1.73x10"
15 9.96x10 

4.95x102
14

1.42 
.34x10^ 
40.0 
.49Х101 
47.6

5.48 
1. 99xl04

59.4
4.94Х101

52.4

3.35x10^

1. 94x10 
9.43x10

14

1.25 
1.15xl02 

31.5 
3.84x10 

42 . 9
-1

5.09 
1.97x10" 

54.0 
4.86x10 

54.3

3.65xl02

2.49x10 
8.95x10'

-1

12

1.25 
6.6 6x10 

nil 
2.23x10" 

nil

5. 09 
3.45x10" 

1.8 
1.15x10“ 

0.6

1.92Х101

2.88x10 
2.01x10

11
-2

Sum (Sr + Cs)b,c
% Mass (total
Ci/MTIHM
% Ci (total)
Gamma Emissions^ 
(MeV/s)
% Gamma (total) 
Watts/MTIHM 
% Watts (total)

11.82 9. 36 6.90 6.34 6.34
3.32xl05 1.71x10“’ З . З З х Ю 4 3.12X102 3.45x10'

77 . 6 97 . 9 99.4 85.5 1.8

3.44xl015 149.68x10 141.93x10 • 121.93x10 nil
94 . 2 97 . 2 99. 5 77 . 5 nil

1.3 OxlO3 4.87xl02 9.43X101 8.66xl0_1 1.15x10
79.0 98.4 99.9 + 97.2 0.6

-4

a. Based on 33 000 MWd/MTIHM burnup in a PWR and reprocessing [4].
b. Includes 90y contribution.
c. Includes contribution.
d. Integrated photon release rates based on one metric ton of 

- initial heavy metal after reprocessing at 160 days after
discharge [5].
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metal (MTIHM) of fuel will be accumulated by 1990 
and by the year 2000, 72 000 MTIHM of fuel would 
potentially be available for reprocessing [1]. If 
reprocessing in the United States began at Barnwell 
(1500 MTIHM/yr), they could process aged, once- 
through, LWR fuel for many years. A decision to 
reprocess the fuel has not been made in the United 
States but this paper discusses some of the incen
tives to further process Purex wastes if such a 
decision were made.

In the prevalent nuclear waste strategy, the 
high-level waste form will be emplaced in a deep 
geologic repository, thereby producing an initial 
temperature pulse with a peak of 100°C in the geo
logic formation [2] and a temporary, but high 
radiation field near the waste. Within the first 
several hundred years after burial of the waste,

. the radiation field déclines appreciably and the 
repository temperature is expected to slowly ap
proach the initial value as the radioactive isotopes 
decay. Some of the isotopes that are important to 
both the short-term radiation and heat emission, 
and the long-term hazard are shown in Table I,where 
the half-lives and maximum permissible concentra
tions in drinking water [3] are listed.

The fraction of the mass, radioactivity and 
heat generation of high-level waste that is due to 
cesium and strontium as well as the totals for high- 
level waste are shown in Table II for various times 
after discharge from the reactor [4]. The fission 
products with short half-lives decay quickly, 
leaving a contribution from cesium and strontium, 
mostly 137cs and 9^Sr, that rises rapidly over the 
first few years and falls sharply to negligible 
levels at about 10^ years after discharge from the 
reactor. Between a few years after reactor discharge 
and about 300-500 years, the largest part of the 
radioactivity and thermal power from the waste is 
due to the decay of cesium, strontium, and their 
short-lived daughter products, and 137mBa< The
strong gamma (0.66 MeV) from the decay chain
is a major contributor to the total gamma radiation 
emission from the waste. Eliminating the cesium and 
•strontium from the high-level wastes reduces the 
total gamma flux (MeV/s) by approximately 97% at 
30 years after discharge from the reactor [5]. The 
heat evolution from these isotopes in high-level 
waste is primarily responsible for the expected 
initial rise in the temperature of the geologic
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DECAV TIME AFTER DISCHARGE (yr)

F IG .l .  The a m o u n ts  o f  w a ter requ ired  to  d ilu te  rad io iso topes in co m m ercia l H L W  to  safe  
drin k in g  w a ter levels are sh o w n  as a fu n c t io n  o f  t im e  fr o m  th e  discharge fro m  the  reactor  
[J, 4]. A lth o u g h  these values m u s t be used  w ith  cau tion  since th e y  d o  n o t  re fle c t p a th w a ys  
to  the b iosphere, e tc ., i t  is u se fu l to consider the  original uranium  ore requ ired  to  p ro d u ce
1 m etr ic  to n  o f  in itia l hea vy  m e ta l (M T IH M ) as sh o w n  in th e  figure. I t  sh o u ld  be n o te d  
i t  takes 3 6 0 0  to n s  o f  ore (0.2%  U) to  p ro d u c e  o n e  M TIH M . On a vo lu m e tr ic  basis th e  to x ic ity  
o f  p itch b len d e , a very high grade uran ium  ore, is a b o u t 1 0 s m 3 w a te r jm 3 o f  ore a n d  fo r  
carno tite , a m u ch  lo w er grade ore, the  to x ic i ty  is a b o u t 1 0 s m 3 w a te r /m 3 o f  ore. C orresponding  
values fo r  H L W  can be o b ta in e d  b y  n o tin g  th a t the  H L W  fro m  one M T IH M  in a typ ica l 
borosilica te  glass o ccup ies  'V 0.1  m 3.

formations in the vicinity of the repository, and 
the subsequent gradual decline of the temperature 
to levels approaching the geologic steady-state.
In Figure 1, the toxicity of the various isotopes 
is shown in terms of the amount of water required 
to dilute the isotopes from one metric ton of 
initial heavy metal (MTIHM) in discharged fuel to 
the safe drinking water levels specified in current 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission Regulations 13,4]. 
Many of the isotopes with short half-lives decay 
away after the first several years after discharge 
and since reprocessing will not be done on fuel
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aged less than 10 years, these are not shown. For 
reference, the toxicity of two ores is noted, 
pitchblende and carnotite, a commonly mined uranium 
ore. The absolute values of the toxicity index in 
Figure 1 must be used with caution since estimates 
of risk must consider pathways to man, etc.; 
however, the values are useful for comparisons.
For the first 200-400 years, the same two isotopes, 
137cs and 90sr, dominate the potential hazards from 
the high-level wastes. From considerations of the 
radioactivity, heat and toxicity, two time regimes 
for the wastes can be seen: an initial period of
perhaps two to four hundred years during which the 
radioactivity, thermal output and toxicity decline 
rapidly and are largely due to cesium and strontium 
and their daughters, and a second period in which 
these declines are much slower and are due to the 
decay of a variety of long-lived isotopes.

The gamma radiation from the waste imposes 
special shielding and handling requirements on the 
large waste canisters (1 foot diameter, 10 feet 
long) throughout the waste management system. In 
the deep geologic’repository, the initial period of 
intense gamma radiation and thermal output from the 
high-level wastes may accelerate corrosion rates of 
the waste package, e.g., waste form, metal con
tainers, backfills. The radiation complicates 
chemical reactions between the elements of the 
nuclear waste package and near-field rocks and 
groundwaters since radiolysis effects must now be 
included. Considerable information already exists 
on many of the reactions of concern, but the major
ity of the available data on the waste package and 
geologic media was obtained in short tests in the 
absence of radiation. Although much is known 
generally about radiation effects, there is much 
left to be determined to provide the degree of 
certainty likely to be required for the applicable 
nuclear waste disposal strategies. While these 
measurements can be made, experiments requiring 
high radiation fields are time-consuming and 
usually require expensive facilities.

The gamma radiation field and subsequent 
radiolysis effects are confined to the near vicinity 
of the waste package because of gamma absorption. 
However, the thermal pulse to the repository not 
only effects physical and chemical properties in the 
near-field region, but can produce changes that
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extend considerably further. Raising the tempera
ture is likely to accelerate chemical reactions and 
introduce more questions about buoyancy and convec
tion effects in the surrounding groundwaters. The 
heating and subsequent cooling of the geologic media 
at the repository results in thermal expansions and 
contractions that rock-mechanical engineers and 
hydrologists must take into account when designing, 
modeling and licensing repositories. Although a 
site may initially be qualified to immobilize the 
wastes, a considerable amount of effort will be 
required to ensure the thermal insult does not 
deleteriously alter the hydrologie flow.

The uncertainties in the response of the reposi
tory during the initial pulse period and the subse
quent effects on the long-term behavior of the 
repository have been of concern to scientists from 
around the world for a number of years [6,7,8,9].
The technical uncertainties introduced by the 
relatively short pulse period have also become a 
focus for regulatory agencies that conceivably 
could lead to regulations freezing waste management 
systems into less than optimum modes for the safe, 
economic disposal of these wastes.

Recognizing these difficulties, current nuclear 
waste strategies of various countries around the 
world were modified to mitigate these problems and 
to reduce the subsequent technical uncertainties.
This was accomplished by 1) reducing the nuclear 
waste concentrations in the waste form, 2) using 
smaller diameter canisters, 3) providing surface 
storage for 50-100 years, 4) reducing the kilowatts/ 
kilometres^, and 5) using large radiation shields of 
lead or cast iron to reduce radiation effects. 
Combinations of these solutions, as well as others, 
have been proposed but each introduces new economic 
penalties and/or has serious impacts on the nuclear 
waste management system as a whole [10,11,12].

These observations lead to our proposal of 
separating cesium and strontium from the majority of 
the high-level wastes and treating these shorter- 
lived isotopes and their decay chains differently 
from the bulk of the wastes. The cesium and stron
tium that are the basis for most of the questions 
constitute less than 10 wt% of the high-level 
wastes at interment in the repository (assuming 30 
years from reactor discharge to interment) [4]. The 
technology for separating cesium and strontium from 
high-level wastes has been studied extensively in
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the laboratory and applied to different kinds of 
neutralized defense wastes in full-scale operations 
113]. Laboratory investigations and full-scale 
plant design flowsheets for the acid stream from 
Purex wastes indicate that efficient separation of 
these fission products can be achieved by ion ex
change as well as liquid phase extraction and 
precipitation [13,14,15].

2. ALTERNATIVE STRATEGY

137 90
Separating Cs and Sr from the Purex wastes

and immobilizing them in a different waste form has 
a series of major impacts on the waste management 
system. Based on the earlier discussions, once- 
through LWR fuel could be used in the United States 
for many years. Further study will be required to 
assess the impact of reprocessing recycled fuels 
on this strategy.

2.1 The Impact on the Reprocessing Plant and
Interim Surface Storage

Since cesium and strontium constitute approxi
mately 10 w t % .of the high-level waste, the 
majority of the wastes (more than 90%) would be 
immobilized in a reference waste form (e.g., boro
silicate glass, SYNROC); however, it may be 
possible to increase the amount of wastes in each 
canister, for example, by increasing the waste 
concentration in the glass (33% max, currently 13- 
25%). Thus processing limitations such as solu
bility and viscosity will constrain the glass 
composition rather than thermal loads [10]. More 
specifically, after the cesium and strontium have 
been removed, approximately 2% of the thermal output 
present in unseparated high-level waste remains 
after 30 years from reactor discharge 14]. In
creasing the waste concentration as well as 
increasing the diameter of the canister may allow
2-3 times as much waste to be processed for each 
canister produced. Thus, for example, tripling 
the content in a canister would result in only 
^ 6% of the earlier thermal power loading (^ 50 
watts/can) at 30 years, and three times the 
reprocessing rate for the same number of large 
canisters to be interred. The waste stream con
taining approximately 90% of the wastes would then 
be thermally and radioactively cooler. Removing
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the cesium and strontium results in a 97% reduction 
in the total gamma flux at 30 years after discharge 
from the reactor and lowers the gamma radiation 
from the high-level waste canister, making handling 
and transportation easier. Removing the cesium 
from the rest of the high-level wastes also elimi
nates the cesium volatility problem in the high- 
level waste glass melters. The interim surface 
storage facilities at the reprocessing plant for 
these canisters could correspondingly be reduced 
in size since only one third as many of the large 
canisters would be produced and they show a much 
reduced thermal and radiation output. On the other 
hand, additional capabilities will be required at 
the reprocessing plant to separate, package and 
store the cesium and strontium.

The degree of separation required for cesium 
and strontium from the rest of the waste should be 
determined by optimizing the nuclear waste manage
ment system as a whole but for this paper it is 
assumed that the separation can be complete. We 
propose that the cesium and strontium waste frac
tions be immobilized in separate, concentrated 
waste forms appropriate to the chemistry of cesium 
and strontium, e.g., pollucite, hollandite, cesium 
glass or basalt glass, zeolites, perovskite or 
strontium titanate [16,17]. Although CsCl and SrF2 
are concentrated waste forms currently being used, 
more inert waste forms are possibly preferable. 
Relatively small canisters for these two wastes can 
be, and have been, produced and should be cooled in 
a surface facility until the heat evolution is more 
easily managed (approximately 100 years). Based on 
the Hanford experience, we propose canisters with a 
maximum of 80 kCi of cesium and 170 k.Ci for stron
tium. Laboratory tests which have produced concen
trated cesium waste forms indicate that at least in 
some cases (hollandite, CsCl) cesium volatilization 
is not a problem. During the interim storage period 
it may be worthwhile to utilize the high gamma 
fluence and thermal output of the cesium and stron
tium for beneficial uses; however, this paper 
addresses only the impact of this new strategy on 
the potential economic advantages and improvements 
in reliability of the waste-management system [18, 
19]. If the cesium and strontium are available 
resources for beneficial uses, this strategy con
forms to the guidelines of the Interagency Review 
Group [20]. That is, the generation benefiting
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from nuclear materials should assume responsibility 
for disposal of wastes. After a cooling period, 
this relatively small volume of wastes should be 
transferred to a high-level waste repository or a 
repository capable of isolating the cesium and 
strontium for an additional period (200-600 years) 
until the toxicity levels become comparable to that 
of uranium ore (Figure 1).

After the interim surface storage period, addi
tional containment barriers can be applied to ensure 
reliable isolation, for example, by further encapsu
lation in overpacks, utilization of backfills, etc. 
Note that after 100 years the cesium and strontium 
canisters have only 'v 10% of the initial thermal and 
radiation levels. Based on the Hanford experience, 
the volume of surface storage required for the con
centrated waste forms of cesium and strontium will 
be relatively small, but system studies are neces
sary to compare water-cooled with air-cooled surface 
storage facilities 113].

2.2 Impact on Handling and Transportation

2.2.1 Interim storage period

According to the strategy proposed here, the 
amount of the high-level wastes (less the cesium 
and strontium) in each waste canister has been in
creased by 2-3 times. Therefore, a reduced number, 
e.g., one-half to one-third, of the canisters may 
need to be transported to the repository. Because 
their thermal and radiation levels are greatly 
reduced, handling of these large containers is 
simplified and reductions may be possible in the 
number of shipments necessary to transport canisters 
to the final repository if more canisters can be 
transported per shipment. The years of Hanford and 
ORNL experience with handling concentrated cesium 
and strontium waste forms indicate operations with 
these wastes can be performed routinely but further 
technology may be required,depending on the waste 
forms selected [13,16].

2.2.2 Subsequent period

If the reprocessing site is located such that 
adequate intermediate-depth burial of the cesium and 
strontium is possible locally, the transport require
ments are eased. In any case, the interim storage
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period during which these isotopes are cooling can 
be utilized to develop an intermediate-depth reposi
tory and ensure that appropriate waste packages 
perform as necessary. If the cesium and strontium 
canisters must be transported, appropriate contain
ers must be available, but it is expected that cask 
technology, even based on current practice, would 
be suitable. Since the canisters of cesium and 
strontium have cooled to approximately one-tenth of 
their original thermal and radiation levels, more 
canisters can be transported in a given shipment, 
resulting in an overall reduction in transportation 
and the associated costs and risks. An analysis is 
needed to determine if the presence of the longer- 
lived 135cs requires that cesium-containing canis
ters be buried in a deep repository.

2.3 Impact on the Repository

The deep geologic repository must have buffer 
storage facilities and because of the expected re
duction in the number of canisters,- it may be possi
ble to reduce this investment. Since thermal power 
and radiation levels are greatly reduced, canister 
packing densities, thermal cooling and radiation 
shielding in such a facility are correspondingly 
affected. When the waste package is interred in 
the repository, the lower heat and radiation levels 
should increase markedly the confidence in pre
dicting the behavior of materials and their inter
actions. The lower temperatures expand the range 
of materials that are possible candidates for com
ponents of the waste package to include those for 
which more experience and more data are available 
[21]. Since the cesium and strontium would be 
removed from the bulk of the wastes, there would no 
longer be a justification for these canisters having 
to survive for a very long time (e.g., 500-1000 
y e a r s ) . The purpose of these canisters would then 
be to survive production, surface storage, trans
portation, and then a period of approximately 200 
years in the repository as part of the waste pack
age. That is, the canister should survive the 
operational phase of the repository (50 ye a r s ) , a 
period for potential recovery (50 ye a r s ) , plus 
possibly a safety factor (100 years). The waste 
package and the repository, as a system, would then 
be designed to provide the necessary containment for 
the long-lived, high-level waste.
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Because of the lower thermal gradients and 
radiation levels, much of the current information 
on ore bodies becomes more relevant. Lowering the 
thermal pulse in the repository should increase the 
confidence in the long-term predictions of the geo
logic response of the repository [6,7,8,9]. If the 
waste content of the canisters could be increased 
by as much as a factor of three but contained no 
cesium and strontium, the heat load at 30 years 
after discharge would still only be ^ 6% of the heat 
loads now under consideration. Therefore, reposi
tory engineers may- decide to double or triple the 
density of canisters thereby bringing the thermal 
load on the geologic formation up to approximately 
one-fifth of the current design loads. With options 
of increasing' the waste content in the canister and 
also increasing the canister density, e.g. by a 
factor of three, as little as one-tenth of the 
underground mine workings at the repository might 
be required to handle the same number of canisters.

3. SUMMARY

The alternative strategy being proposed here 
of removing the relatively short-lived cesium and 
strontium fission products from the bulk of the high- 
level wastes which have much longer half-lives 
appears to have major, favorable impacts on the 
whole waste management system. On the other hand, 
additional separation, handling, and storage facili
ties would be required for the cesium and strontium 
wastes. A major part of this technology exists and 
much has. been proven for neutralized defense wastes 
on production scales. Extracting the cesium and 
strontium may provide significant economic and 
technical benefits for the long-term storage of the 
bulk of the once-through LWR nuclear wastes. The 
increased confidence associated with the reduction 
of the thermal and radiation pulse from the reposi
tory containing most of the high-level wastes makes 
this alternative appear attractive. Final interment 
in a repository of approximately 90% of the wastes 
could begin soon without having to wait 50 to 100 
years for further cooling of the wastes as has been 
suggested elsewhere. The effect on the risks 
associated with nuclear wastes should be studied 
for.this new strategy. A detailed systems study 
should compare reprocessing/interim storage/disposal 
of HLW versus reprocessing/Cs and Sr removal/storage
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and disposal of HLW to include: 1) the advantages
of being able to monitor the relatively short
lived cesium and strontium capsules while they are 
intensely radioactive versus disposing of them 
sooner; 2) the economic trade-offs on the waste 
management system including the effects of later- 
generation reprocessed fuels; and 3) comparisons of 
confidence in the performance of the waste package 
and repository system for long times under condi
tions at much lower temperatures and radiation 
fluxes.
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The theme of this session on “How much conditioning is necessary” related 
to requirements of the waste form, the container and the backfill material. There 
is no general answer, as specific solutions must be sought for wastes of different 
half-lives and for each of the various disposal strategies, which provide different 
barriers against the release of radionuclides.

The waste package may have to satisfy separate requirements for handling, 
interim storage, transport and final disposal, all taking into account routine 
operating and accident conditions. For instance, during the operation period of 
a mined repository, conditioning specifications are mainly governed by limitations 
on the occupational dose rate and on airborne release. For the period after closure 
of the repository the requirements are mainly related to the long-term stability of 
the waste package, such as its leach resistance and radiation stability.

In certain cases, owing to the strong influence of hydrology and hydrogeology 
on the retention of radionuclides, waste package requirements will not only be 
adapted to the host rock, but will also be site-specific.

The type and nature of conditioning may also depend upon requirements of 
retrievability linked to their disposal.

Sets of criteria for selecting conditioning processes or routes are available 
for a variety of wastes. For low-level waste with short-lived radionuclides, 
packaging into suitable drums with no immobilization might be entirely sufficient. 
More attention however should be paid to conditioning and disposal options for 
transuranic wastes: The basic properties and the performances of bitumen, 
cement or other matrix materials applied to well-defined waste compositions 
should be investigated and compared.

For high-level waste and spent fuel, generic safety analysis for the water 
pathway shows no need for a long container lifetime in closed repositories. But, 
during the heat-generating phase of HLW or during the operational period o f a 
repository, container integrity may play an important role. If the container has 
to be designed to withstand rock pressure, its corrosion resistance can also be 
improved, thus satisfying two requirements at once.

In selecting conditioning routes, it is necessary to convince both the experts 
and the public of the safety of a concept. There were also reservations expressed 
during the session about current objectives to condition and dispose all wastes 
irretrievably. The possible industrial use o f certain radionuclides, e.g. caesium-137, 
might in later years justify the effort of separating this element from the waste.

Finally, the hope was expressed that increasing knowledge of barrier 
performances may lead to less stringent requirements than those presently envisaged.
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This session concerned principally the immobilization processes or conditioning 
of waste. It addressed and attempted to reach elements of an answer to the 
question “How are high-quality waste forms produced? ”

The six contributed papers dealt with conditioning of reactor wastes, in 
particular those from power reactors. One contribution concerned the transfer 
of radionuclides retained by organic ion-exchange resins to mineral exchangers 
which are acceptable as regards their incorporation in ceramics. The option of a 
centralized conditioning installation was presented as an optimum solution. Three 
papers presented the advantages of using organic polymers, and finally two papers 
reviewed the use of hydraulic binders based on cement.

Concerning the PILO process, described in the first paper (IAEA-SM-261/42), 
it appeared that there was little possibility of using it in a mobile installation or in 
a decentralized operation because o f the complexity of the process and ancillary 
operations. Transport of reactor wastes to a centralized installation (foreseen by 
ship in Sweden) should not present any problem. Incineration of used ion-exchange 
resins does not pose any technological difficulty.

It was not possible to state clearly whether cementation of organic ion- 
exchange resins is yet fully developed or whether there are still problems. This 
process, as well as bituminization, are the two conditioning methods applied in 
Sweden.

As regards the use of organic polymers, the Japanese process (using poly
ethylene) appears to be operational. Resistance of monolithic blocks to irradiation 
is demonstrated up to 109 rads of integral accumulated dose. These monolithic 
blocks are being studied principally in the perspective of sea disposal, although 
Japan has not yet finally chosen a disposal option for low- and medium-level 
wastes.

The French process using epoxy or polyester type polymers functions 
well; the immobilization of waste has been characterized. Use of a mobile 
installation only appears possible for used ion-exchange resins; however, the 
technological study of this application is under way.

Processes using water-compatible polymers appear attractive in their 
simplicity. The radiation resistance is estimated at from 107 to 108 rads of 
integrated cumulative dose. Loss of water on emplacement is a handicap which 
can perhaps be overcome by an overpack or placement in a secondary container.
The use of these processes nevertheless appears promising.
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The use of Portland cements was the subject of two contributions (IAEA- 
SM-261/16 and 30). It was noted by some participants that use of “clinker” 
cements or “pozzolanic” material could present, advantages, especially when 
polyhydrated salts such as sulphates are present. The leach rates do however 
remain high in the case of cement alone; conditioning of clinoptilolite loaded 
with caesium showed a low leach rate. The development of this process was 
described by A.D. Elsden and an extended discussion on its practical and 
technological implementation ensued.

Discussion in the panel session devoted to this topic of conditioning processes 
for reactor wastes covered a number of questions:

(1 ) For reactor wastes, is it necessary in the absence of transuranic elements 
to develop waste forms of high leach-resistance such as ceramics as in the PILO 
process? It was noted that such processes could be reserved for accident situations 
or where the wastes to be treated contained high levels of 137Cs. Even more 
performant ion exchangers could be developed (zirconium phosphates, phospho- 
tungstates, etc.).

(2) Is conditioning with polymers preferable? This concerns the stability
in the presence of water of matrices (such as cement or bitumen) and the technical 
feasibility of conditioning organic ion-exchange resins. No definitive answer can 
be given. An expansion in the use o f organic polymers with good leaching and 
swelling properties can nevertheless be noted.

(3) Are fixed or mobile conditioning installations preferable? Should these 
be centralized or decentralized facilities? The considerations of technical 
feasibility and economics seem just as important as considerations o f safety and 
quality of the final conditioned waste form. Several types of mobile installation 
using hydraulic binders or polymers are already in use. Characterization is under 
way for the conditioned wastes produced by these installations (in particular in 
the framework of the five-year Indirect Action Programme of the CEC).

(4) Quality assurance. This concerns the process, the characteristics of the 
matrix produced and the continuous monitoring of quality. In the framework 
of a particular process, all elements involved should be controlled: materials, 
analysis of components used (matrix, additives, waste stream), process parameters, 
and conditioned-waste characteristics. In addition, the stability of these parameters 
will be periodically checked to avoid any deviation in the control system. The 
problem of quality assurance and of its control over time is seen as a very 
important element in waste management.

More generally, it was noted by one of the participants that action by the 
international organizations has not yet sufficiently advanced the definition o f the 
objectives and criteria in waste management, for instance in the lack of a defined 
level at which waste is considered to be alpha waste, the lack of a definition of 
the duration of responsibility vis-à-vis wastes in final storage, etc.
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In this Symposium, with a full programme, many aspects o f conditioning 
could not be covered, such as the conditioning of decommissioning wastes and 
spent fuel. It was not possible to allocate sufficient time to examine the specific 
problems posed by waste-containing transuranics (with the exception of boro
silicate glasses and similar matrices), in particular the methodologies for exami
nation of their long-term behaviour.

It was noted that it is not currently possible to treat the overall safety of a 
disposal system except in generic exercises using theoretical cases for which the 
validity for real conditions cannot be defined. It is currently only possible to 
treat the subject point by point, with each barrier considered in isolation.
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Chairman 
J. AEPPLI
Switzerland

The question addressed in Session IV was “How are high-quality waste 
forms produced? ”. This question refers to techniques and applications of 
immobilization processes, not to the acceptability of the waste form nor to limits 
on the release of volatile radionuclides from reprocessing plants. A second 
important question is how immobilization processes may affect the long-term 
behaviour of long-lived radionuclides.

During this session papers were presented dealing with immobilization 
processes for spent-fuel-cladding wastes, alpha-contaminated wastes or volatile 
radionuclides from reprocessing of spent fuel.

Current techniques and their application may be summarized as follows:

For cladding hulls a variety of immobilization systems have been tested 
mainly on a laboratory scale, e.g. press compaction and embedding in lead alloy 
or embedding in glass, graphite or aluminium. More developed processes were 
presented during this session, for example electro-slag melting and immobilization 
into thermosetting resins.

During reprocessing o f  spent fuel, it is commonly known that the four 
volatile radionuclides 85Kr, tritium, 129I and 14C are o f particular concern, due 
to their relatively long physical half-lives and their accumulation in the atmosphere.

Various processes for tritium concentration and enrichment have been 
proposed, but many of them have not advanced beÿond a laboratory investigation. 
Immobilization of tritium by zirconium hydrides has looked promising, particularly 
with regard to  thermal stability and corrosion resistance.

The immobilization of 85Kr needs a separation process, either by cryogenic 
fractionation of liquefied gases or by absorption through fluorocarbons.
Experience o f the cryogenic process does exist for commercial 85Kr production. 
This technology requires large-scale studies to define overall reliability, operating 
costs and retention characteristics. Absorption by fluorocarbons is not at such 
an advanced stage of development. Implementation of 85Kr immobilization into 
a metal matrix has reached the stage of a half-scale pilot plant, and tests have 
been carried out with inactive krypton gas. Another immobilization technique 
with zeolite as matrix has been developed and work is progressing on the 
demonstration of the process on a small scale.

Trapping of iodine from dissolver off-gases at fuel reprocessing plants is 
technically well developed. Operational experience is available from pilot plants 
and from full-scale applications.
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The techniques for carbon-14 separation are similar to those for carbon 
dioxide, because the nuclide appears in the same chemical form. After scrubbing 
the radioactive off-gases through calcium hydroxide, immobilization of the 
insoluble calcium carbonate is achieved by cementation.

From the contributed papers and the ensuing discussions, the following 
conclusions may be drawn:

(1 ) Various stages of development and application have been achieved for 
the immobilization processes o f the spent fuel cladding hulls and related structural 
components, but not many of them have been proven on a commercial scale.

(2) The immobilization of inactive Magnox fuel cladding has been demon
strated by full-scale experiment, and the matrix has been evaluated on the basis 
of various requirements.

(3) A mock-up test furnace for the electroslag melting process for Zircaloy 
cladding has been developed and tested, allowing the design of the industrial 
furnace to be finalized.

(4) A well-founded overall appraisal and selection of immobilization processes 
is not yet possible. The principal reason for this conclusion is the need for small- 
scale testing with active spent-fuel cladding to give information about the release
of volatile radionuclides, and to determine the quality of the immobilized waste 
form.

(5) Cladding hulls and structural materials contain long-lived activation 
products, such as 59Ni, 63Ni, 93Zr and 93Nbm. The amounts of these nuclides 
present do not constitute a significant risk problem.
A study on the current status o f the management of cladding waste has been 
completed and was reviewed at a specialists’ meeting in 1982. (See IAEA-SM- 
2 6 1/45, Ref. [4].) The proceedings of this meeting will provide additional 
information on conditioning processes not presented at this Symposium.

(6) Volatile radionuclides from reprocessing, such as 85Kr, tritium, 129I and 
14C, can be captured by appropriate processes and immobilized in different 
matrices. For 129I and 14C, it is very difficult to assess the long-term behaviour 
of the waste form and to guarantee immobilization for a substantial fraction
of their long half-lives.

(7) Ageing effects and long-term behaviour are not well known for alpha- 
contaminated waste forms or waste forms containing long-lived radionuclides. 
However, it is not an objective for the immobilized waste form alone to guarantee 
the long-term containment. The long-term behaviour can only be assessed by 
integral tests on the combination o f materials in the waste form, canister and 
backfill of the repository.
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Methods to accelerate tests could contribute to the prediction o f long-term 
waste form behaviour in disposal environments. This has already been recognized 
by the NEA Workshop on Waste Form Evaluation and Testing.

Attention should be given to possible chemical attack of certain barrier 
materials o f the waste form. It is known that some sediments or aluminium 
silicates may have aggressive effects on cement waste forms.
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Chairman 
B. VERKERK

The Netherlands

In previous sessions topical questions were posed about how much conditioning 
is necessary and how high-quality waste forms are produced. In Session V, 
concerning packaging methods and materials, we arrive at the related question,
“How are other engineered barriers useful?”. So far, engineered barriers have been 
discussed mainly in the area of high-level waste disposal. In this Symposium the 
attention has been largely directed to other waste categories because up to now 
low- and intermediate-level wastes are the only categories that really have been 
disposed of in various places. Therefore it is meaningful to consider the question 
of how useful and/or necessary engineered barriers are for the disposal of low- and 
intermediate-level wastes. For this specific purpose one may consider three 
barriers. The first one concerns the conditioning of the waste itself, for instance 
the use of an incineration step, that produces a chemically inert product with a 
reduced solubility in water. The second barrier is embedding, whereby the waste 
product in some way is enclosed in an insoluble material which will greatly decrease 
the leachability of the produced waste block. This applies to bitumen, cement 
and various plastic resins. As the third barrier we can see the outer concrete casing 
applied in many cases for the purpose of radiation shielding, or the steel outer 
container.

Only in recent years has the intention to consider and determine the character
istics of these barriers resulted in various experiments to check their behaviour.
The papers presented in Session V partly addressed this specific aspect of the 
packaging methods and materials. A typical example is the paper on the long
term corrosion behaviour of metallic drums (IAEA-SM-261/19). These were 
tested for 13 years in the real environment of the Asse salt mine under various 
conditions, such as storage under a complete salt cover of the average composition 
existing in the mine and storage in a gallery, simply exposing the containers to the 
dry air of the mine, and lastly storage in a salt brine. It was shown that the applied 
lacquer on the steel gave a good protection that made it possible to conclude 
that the drums would be corrosion-resistant for 40 years.

For low-level waste forms containing reactor wastes, it was shown that when 
the first holes in the waste drums appear from pitting corrosion, the activity level 
will have decreased by a factor of 6 to 13. The first pitting however would not 
yet start activity release since then the second barrier would become operative.

For the normal waste from power station operations a total lifetime of 
container and contents o f about 300 years would be adequate. For alpha- 
containing waste, however, it would be preferable (of course depending on the
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way of disposal) that the container and waste-form lifetime would be much longer 
or that the leachability would be so low as to guarantee a certain upper limit to 
the activity release rate in accordance with the required radiological safety.

This point of leachability was addressed in a paper (IAEA-SM-261/6) on the 
conditioning of solid wastes at the Cadarache centre, where there are alpha- 
contaminated wastes. Leach rates have been determined at Saclay on a one-to-one 
scale, that means using a real waste container from which the metallic outer 
container had been stripped off. The leaching of actinides was shown to be very 
limited.

One other development o f a special waste form material reported from 
Denmark (IAEA-SM-261/3) was a new type of concrete called DENSIT with a low 
diffusivity for dissolved ions and a high electrical resistivity, that causes the material 
to act as a good corrosion protection and as an additional barrier against migration 
of radioisotopes. The Dutch papers (IAEA-SM-261/25 and 49), which received 
particular attention since the Symposium was held in the Netherlands and the 
facilities had been visited by many participants, described waste-conditioning 
purposely developed for the means of disposal used so far, disposal into the North- 
East Atlantic. The radiological safety o f this disposal mode has been studied 
quite extensively, with the use of oceanographic and radiologic models developed 
for that purpose. Even with very high release rates from waste packages at the 
ocean bottom, radiological safety assessments suggest that the consequences of 
those releases remain very small. Therefore the development of the conditioning 
methods for the sea disposal operation was mainly directed towards a smooth and 
streamlined technical operation with adequate protection o f the personnel during 
handling and sufficient radiological protection during the later transport and 
dumping operations. Provision of mechanical strength to withstand the high 
pressures o f the deep sea is also an important aspect o f this type o f conditioning 
for disposal.

From the various papers presented during this session it is obvious that the 
matter o f engineered barriers has been approached in different ways and with 
different aims. This is inherent to ongoing technical developments in radioactive 
waste management, since the further expansion of the nuclear industry will lead 
to management procedures specifically adapted to local conditions, that is to say 
to requirements of individual waste-producing installations. Therefore, generalized 
conclusions concerning conditioning and waste packaging should not be be drawn 
prematurely.

Depending-on the way of final disposal and especially in the case of shallow 
land burial the container may be an important barrier against nuclide migration.
For the sea disposal option corrosion is far less important. The limited container 
lifetime -  one cannot expect any container to last indefinitely -  is essential in 
respect to the retrievability of the waste. However retrievability should not be 
considered in any final solution o f the radioactive waste problem. Either the
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disposal methods are safe enough and repositories are good enough to use them 
forever, or one should not start using a repository in the first place.

The use o f engineered barriers must be closely related to the type of waste 
and the mode of disposal envisaged.

The papers in Session V only dealt with low- and medium-level waste. There 
is little to gain from applying the multi-barrier principle as used in the development 
of high-level waste disposal to the far less hazardous other categories. It is evident 
that the packaging requirements for alpha-containing waste to be placed in a shallow 
land burial facility would be far more strict than when the same material would be 
disposed of in the ocean. Thus, the usefulness of and the need for engineered 
barriers must be studied in close relation to the waste category and its way of 
disposal. It would however be unwarranted to demand tests on the complete 
disposal systems before the composition of the waste package is established.

One o f the goals of the present Symposium is to develop a common under
standing of the objectives in waste conditioning research. It will not be easy to 
establish internationally accepted guidelines and regulations for waste conditioning 
because of the different political situations and technical considerations in many 
countries. It is however an important role o f the international sponsoring 
organizations to work towards a harmonized technical assessment of the objectives.
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Chairman 
J R. GROVER

United Kingdom

The topic of Session VI and Panel D was: “How are waste packages determined 
acceptable? ” The last of the four panel discussions was introduced with the 
assumption that a package specification was available; thus avoiding the danger 
of raising topics again which were the subject of the preceding panel discussions.
An alternative way of posing the question for Session VI could hence be: “On the 
assumption that a waste package specification is available, how are the conditioned 
wastes evaluated to ensure they meet this specification? ”

This was discussed under three headings;

Type o f tests
The development of standard tests
Quality control.

Type of tests

In general, the tests which must be carried out on conditioned waste forms 
or on waste packages fall into five groups:

(1) Leaching
(2) Radiation stability
(3) Thermal stability
(4) Mechanical stability
(5) Biological stability (for organic waste forms).

Leaching tests are either of a standard or comparative nature generally using 
distilled water and carried out over a range of temperatures, or related to the 
environmental conditions likely to be met in a disposal site. In this latter case, 
the tests would involve groundwater and also study the influence of container 
material, backfill and the near-field geology materials. A final type of leaching 
test could be carried out to simulate and evaluate accident situations. Much has 
been published and discussed on this general topic in the past, but the meeting 
emphasized the need for a better understanding of the environmental type of 
test and the role played by each of the barriers in the total system. Future leaching 
studies must attempt to bridge the gap between the laboratory studies, the actual 
conditioning plant operations, the disposal site operators and the mathematical
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modellers. The more diffuse nature of the problem related to ILW is due to the 
different types of wastes and matrices involved. Also, it is important to under
stand leaching mechanisms in the case of heterogeneous waste forms. One speaker 
considered that the total environmental leaching system was too complicated and 
that a model of the total disposal system would have to be compiled from a number 
of simpler studies of parts of the total system. It was generally felt that it is also 
important to obtain a better understanding of how to extrapolate leach data over 
long time-periods and for a more industrial rather than laboratory approach to 
the leaching of full-size waste packages.

During the discussion on leaching, a French speaker commented that we 
should also consider the amount of activity which might escape during the 
immobilization process, e.g. as gases, particularly on the walls of the equipment 
and on the inside of storage and disposal containers, etc., in order to maintain a 
sense of proportion with the release due to leaching.

Radiation stability has been studied extensively for glasses for HLW and 
there is considerable confidence in the choice o f glass. More work is required in 
relation to ILW and the use of organic matrices and to understand the effects 
which can occur, such as swelling and radiolytic gas release. Some concern was 
also expressed about the possibility of the organic products from the radiolytic 
degradation of bitumen forming complexes with alpha-active species.

Thermal stability is primarily related again to HLW. In the case of ILW, 
the main problem is again with organic matrices and the Symposium had two 
interesting papers (IAEA-SM-261/18 and 60) on the release of activity from 
bituminized wastes in the event of fire. A particular case, which received some 
discussion, is the stability of bitumen containing nitrate wastes, both in storage 
and during manufacture.

Mechanical stability was not discussed other than in the special situation 
of disposal in rock salt when the package should be able to withstand the pressure 
of salt. The Chairman stressed the need to study mechanical stability in relation 
to cracking and possible subdivision of a waste form leading to increases in 
surface area. There is little point in striving to improve leach resistance if the 
surface area available for leaching increases as a result of a less mechanically 
satisfactory waste form.

Biological stability was discussed in one paper (IAEA-SM-261/60) in relation 
to biocidal agents and fungal attack on bituminizèd wastes.

The development of standard tests

The review paper from the NEA (IAEA-SM-261/41 ) gave details o f the status 
of the standard tests (primarily for leaching) currently being considered by ISO 
and the MCC at Battelle in the USA. However, the ISO tests are only comparative 
and one must specify far more conditions for source term or environmental type tests.
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Quality control

This topic was also considered in the Symposium sessions devoted to 
immobilization processes. Session VI included a paper from the Federal Republic 
of Germany (IAEA-SM-261/17) on quality control and during the panel discussion 
the situation in France was outlined. In general, regulations are prepared by the 
licensing authorities, in collaboration with the waste producers and disposal site 
operators. These regulations are obligatory and state the measurements required 
at all stages during thé treatment and immobilization of the wastes and also 
measurements required on the immobilized waste form and container as packaged 
for disposal.

The measurements obtained from the operators would then be used to 
confirm to the regulatory authorities that there has been adequate control in the 
preparation of the packaged waste. Such information could also be used as a 
basis to reassure the public o f the acceptability of the packaged waste for disposal. 
The latter aspect is of particular importance and additional tests (to those required 
by the authorities) on the packaged waste may be desirable. An important aspect 
which requires careful consideration is what to do with a package if it does not 
meet the specification. Recycling would be extremely difficult in most situations 
and consideration needs to be given to overpacking of the container in a larger 
container with the space between filled with concrete or some additional barrier. 
Destructive testing of packaged waste is not to be recommended due to the 
problems of repackaging the containers following such tests. Speakers during the 
discussion again stressed the need for more information on the interaction of 
the package with the environment and the extrapolation of data to the long term.
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Chairman 
F. GIRARDI

Commission of the European Communities

The basic question addressed by the session was “How is the degree of 
conditioning justified? ” This is closely related to the question posed in Session II 
(“ How much conditioning is necessary? ”) and so the panel discussions held in 
Session VIII involved both issues.

Attempts to answer this question up to now have mostly been based on the 
optimization principles of radiation protection recommended by the International 
Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) in its Publication No. 26.

Several difficulties limit however a straightforward application o f the ICRP 
principles to radioactive waste management and disposal, and make cost/benefit 
evaluations rather uncertain. Among those particularly discussed at the Symposium 
are:

weakness o f  the engineering database (uncertainty in the evaluation o f costs). The 
development of high-level-waste disposal projects is still in a relatively early stage.
It is difficult to make reasonable cost estimates of processes for waste immobili
zation and disposal which may have different radiological impacts on man and the 
environment.

weakness o f  the scientific database fo r  risk analysis (uncertainty in the dose 
estimates). Knowledge of mechanisms of waste degradation in the conditions of 
geological disposal is still rather limited and uncertainty on the source terms for 
pathways analysis is correspondingly high.

Particularly for alpha-contaminated waste, knowledge o f the source terms 
is very limited, as repeatedly stressed by many participants, and a special effort 
to tackle the problem is highly recommended.

The necessity o f a ‘systems approach’, which envisages all barriers as an 
interactive system which should be studied as a whole, has been advocated by 
several participants. On the other hand, uncertainty as to the final choice of the 
disposal route imposes some caution in the selection of the ‘system’, as was 
stressed by other participants, so that finally a compromise between system- 
specific studies and generic studies should be reached.

The difficulties of studies on the long-term system performance of barriers 
have also been repeatedly mentioned, and the need for more fundamental research 
on systems thermodynamics and kinetics has been suggested.
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These difficulties are:

lack of criteria for weighting costs which will be borne by present generations 
(and which may perhaps be more or less exactly assessed) against benefits for 
future generations, which appear rather difficult to quantify.

the use of collective doses as the yardstick for optimization was questioned 
by some participants, and the suggestion was made that some simpler parameter, 
such as variation of environmental background, could be used.

The difficulties indicated above are such that the results o f optimization 
studies must be taken with caution, as is frequently warned by authors themselves. 
Progress in this field will inevitably be slow.

Technical solutions which are adequate to the problem, even if not optimized, 
may be adopted in the meanwhile, as repeatedly stressed by several participants. 
There is in fact a fear that the ‘search for the best’ may cause unnecessary delays 
in the industrial implementation of the nuclear fuel cycle.

A trend was evident from the Symposium for licensing authorities to give 
preliminary guidelines for selection of waste management procedures and, 
conversely, for industries to proceed towards a choice of process alternatives, 
even if all the elements of the system were not yet fully optimized.

Despite the difficulties outlined above, preliminary applications of the ICRP 
optimization principle to repository design have been presented. Proposers of 
major alternative waste management strategies, such as separation of heat- 
producing nuclides, have been encouraged to carry out more detailed cost/benefit 
studies on the proposed new strategies.
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